BADEN
1 1851, 1 Kr. Black on chamois, nummeral cancel "43"
(FREIBURG), on all sides full to having huge margins,
superb in every respect (choice copy), photo expertize
Stegmüller
1a
estimate 450,2 1851, 1 Kr. Black on chamois, centered nummeral
cancel "27", lower left corner small thin otherwise full
margins superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 1000.1a
estimate 230,3 1851, 1 Kr. Black on chamois, nummeral cancel "100",
at the bottom slightly cut into otherwise full to having
huge margins superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 1000.1a
estimate 180,4 1851, 1 Kr. Black on brown in the horizontal strip of
three, left stamp top left minimal affects otherwise good to
large margins all round superb in every respect (choice
copy), expertized Seeger, Michel (1200.-)
1b
estimate 360,5 1851, 9 Kr. Black on antique pink, good to large margins
all round, superb, expertized Grobe, Michel (200.-)
4a
estimate 100,6 1853, 1 Kr. Black in the vertical pair, nummeral cancel
"100" (NEUSTADT), upper stamp touched lightly
otherwise superb piece of letter
5
estimate 55,7 1860, 6 Kr. Black on yellow (partly cut into) with almost
having full margins 3 Kr. Black on bright gray ultramarine
with nummeral cancel "159", on letter from "WIESLOCH"
to Lindenberg, superb, Michel 750.7,8
estimate 190,8 1861, 9 Kr. Carmine, normal perforation, superb,
expertized Flemming, Michel 220.12
estimate 60,9 1863, 6 Kr. Prussian blue, small superb cover from "87"
(MANNHEIM) to Saarbrücken
14b
estimate 90,10 1862, 9 Kr. Bright brown, very fine, expertized Brettl,
Michel 350.15c
estimate 75,11 1862, 3 Kr. Rose-carmine, nummeral cancel "92",
superb, expertized Englert, Michel 350.16
estimate 110,12 1862, 3 Kr. Rose-carmine with nummeral cancel "8" on
superb cover from "BADEN" to Carlsruhe, photo
expertize Englert
16
estimate 190,13 1862, 18 Kr. Green, two ring cancel "MANNHEIM",
slight horizontal trace of crease otherwise superb, abridged
certificate Stegmüller, Michel 700.21a
estimate 190,14 1862, 18 Kr. Green, nummeral cancel "109", above
repaired, like superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl, Michel (700.-)
21a
estimate 110,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BADEN
1
15 1862, 18 Kr. Green, two ring cancel "MANNHEIM",
repaired like superb, Michel (700.-)
21a
estimate 100,16 1862, 30 Kr. Bright yellow orange, large thin from
hinge place, very fine, signed H. Krause, Michel 3200.22a
estimate 360,17 1862, 30 Kr. Bright yellow orange, single circle
postmark "NEUSTADT", repaired like superb, photo
expertize Flemming, Michel (3200.-)
22a
estimate 290,18 1862, 30 Kr. Bright yellow orange, single circle
postmark "CARLSRUHE", repaired like superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel (3200.-)
22a
estimate 290,BADEN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
19 1863, 1 Kr. Black on yellow in the block of three,
upper right stamp slight trace of crease, the lower stamp
perforation fault, two ring cancel "MANNHEIM, very fine
LP 1x
estimate 290,20 1863, 3 Kr. Black on yellow on piece (stamp as a check
soaked off and with hinge mounted), two ring cancel
"MOSKIRCH", superb, Michel 150.LP 2x
estimate 40,BADEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
21 Nice cancelled lot of 97 values, many good middle
values, among others Michel number 11 a, b, 12, 15 (6 x in
minor shade), 16 used (2 x), slightly mixed condition with
many superb items, Michel 4800.,
estimate 480,BAVARIA PRE PHILATELY
22 1750, carters letter from "LINDAU", very fine
estimate 30,23 1875, border crossing letter with single circle postmark
"LANDAU i. D. PF. " and red "PD", superb
estimate 150,BAVARIA
24 1849, 6 Kr. Brown orange, type I, on piece (stamp as a
check soaked off and with hinge mounted), segment
cancel "KISSINGEN, superb in every respect (choice
copy)
4I
estimate 120,25 1853, 9 Kr. Blue-green in a horizontal pair
(pre-separation cut in the gap), left stamp with plate flaw
"line through E from Bavaria", MR stamp "18", superb
piece of letter, expertized Pfenniger and abridged
certificate Sem
5a
estimate 190,26 1850, 12 Kr. Red, open MR stamp "28", superb, Michel
180.6
estimate 60,27 1865, 12 Kr. Dark yellow green with open MR stamp
"325" as a single franking to Gunzenhausen, superb cover,
expertized Pfenniger
12
estimate 290,28 1866, 18 Kr. Pale red, a little Bavarian crackly, very
fine, Michel 600.13b
estimate 140,-

BAVARIA
29 1862, 9 Kr. Bright ochre-brown, open MR stamp "145",
with wide margins, superb
17
estimate 25,30 1867, 12 Kr. Pale brown violet, superb in every respect
(choice copy), Michel 130.18
estimate 35,31 1867, 18 Kr. Dark vermilion, segment cancel, superb,
Michel (220.-)
19
estimate 70,32 1868, 7 Kr. Prussian blue, having bright colours superb
item, expertized Schmitt, Michel (1000.-)
21c
estimate 300,33 1870, 12 Kr. Dark brow purple, watermark "close
lozenges", segment cancel "FRANKENTHAL", superb in
every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Buehler
26X
estimate 450,34 1870, 18 Kr. Dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl, Michel (240.-)
27Xb
estimate 80,35 1870, 18 Kr. Dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", single circle postmark "MATZING", superb,
expertized Sem, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 75,36 1870, 18 Kr. Dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb, signed, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 70,37 1870, 18 Kr. Dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", very fine, expertized Stegmüller, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 50,38 1870, 9 Kr. Brown, watermark "close lozenges", some
short teeth otherwise superb, abridged certificate
Stegmüller, Michel 600.28X
estimate 120,39 1873, 10 Kr. Dark yellow, watermark "close lozenges",
superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 500.29Xb
estimate 150,40 1875, 10 Kr. Dark chrome yellow, watermark 2, superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Schmitt, Michel
(320.-)
35
estimate 110,41 1878, 5 Pf. Bluish green as additional franking on 5 Pf.
Postal stationery postcard from "Munich" to Belgium,
superb, expertized Schmitt
38a
estimate 50,42 1878, 5 Pf. Lilac and violet, 50 Pf. Dark-orange-brown,
watermark 2, 3 superb items, Michel 140.45a,b,46
estimate 40,43 1900, 3 and 5 M, pale orange white paper, watermark
3, very fine MNH, Michel 120.69/70x ★★
estimate 40,44 1900, 5 M. Yellow green, watermark 3, in the block of
four, superb
70x
estimate 60,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BAVARIA
2
45 1911, 1 - 20 M. "Luitpold", type II, 6 superb items, 20
M. Expertized Pfenniger, Michel 1173.86-91II
estimate 300,BAVARIA FRANCHISE STAMPS
46 1920, 60 Pf. Dark blue green, punched "B", very fine
(small thin), expertized Dr. Helbig and Infla, Michel 350.Pf 23
estimate 75,BAVARIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
47 1888, 5 Pf. Yellow gray "small perforation holes", a
number of rest of hinges, superb, expertized Dr. Helbig,
Michel 160.P 11A ★
estimate 45,BAVARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
48 1899, knight Karl from Brug, founder of aviation in
Bavaria, personally written cards at Moedebeck,
correspondence two the airship aviation connected
personalities, 3 superb cards
estimate 75,49 1914 / 18, Bavarian army postal service: 6 fieldpost
card, a package card and a Army thing, almost only superb
estimate 30,50 1876-1911, extensive stock lot "new currency", very
fine / superb, treasure trove for the specialist! Michel more
then 5300.- (in each case cheapest colour calculated! )
,★
estimate 450,BAVARIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
51 1914, 10 Pf. "coat of arms", question part with
ornamental frame and on the back additional imprint, very
fine (corner defects)
P 96
estimate 40,52 Private post: 1911, 5 Pf. Luitpold "In memory at
Formerly" with additional franking (Michel number 97),
superb postcard
PP 27C33
estimate Gebot
53 1899, generally German athletics exhibition: 8 various
officially special cards (no. 1, 2, 5-8, 10, 12), all with
special cancel, corners a little pushed otherwise superb
estimate 110,BRUNSWICK PRE PHILATELY
54 "BLANKENBURG 14 / 1, " semicircle cancel on
official letter to Walkenried, superb
estimate Gebot
55 "HELMSTAEDT", straight-line cancel, 2 various
postal forms (1841 / 3), superb
estimate 40,56 "MAINZHOLZEN", blue rectangle cancel with two
lines on official letter to Wolfenbüttel, superb, R!
estimate 150,57 "WOLFENBÜTTEL", semicircle cancel on postal form
(1845), "ducal Brunswick Lüneb. Post", superb
estimate 20,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

BRUNSWICK
58 1852, 1 Sgr. Carmine, large margins all around, with
pre philatelic blue green single circle postmark "VELPKE"
and some reduced pen strokes on cover to Uetze, in the
additional cancellation is the date handwritten inserted,
superb, photo expertize Lange: "scarce depature, there are
only still two stamps covers with this stamp, from same
correspondence, known. Brunswick rarity"
1
estimate 2.100,59 1852, 2 Sgr. Vivid Prussian blue, blue semicircle
cancel, superb, expertized Starauschek, Michel 350.2
estimate 100,60 1852, 2 Sgr. Vivid Prussian blue on piece, blue two
ring cancel, expertized Brettl, Michel 350.2
estimate 110,61 1852, 3 Sgr. Orange red, blue semicircle cancel,
expertized Buehler, Michel 350.3
estimate 90,62 1852, 3 Sgr. Orange red, blue two ring cancel, superb
piece of letter, Michel 350.3
estimate 110,63 1853 / 6, ¼ - 3 Sgr., very fine set, all expertized,
Michel 1030.4-8
estimate 230,64 1853 / 6, ¼ - 3 Sgr., 5 with enormous margins superb
items, Michel 1030.4-8
estimate 230,65 1856, ¼ Ggr. Black on pale brown, black rectangle
cancel with two lines "HOLZMINDEN", superb, photo
expertize Lange, Michel (320.-)
4
estimate 110,66 1853, 1 Sgr. Black on brown yellow with three lines
frame cancel "HOLZMINDEN", superb piece of letter
6b
estimate 30,67 1853, 2 Sgr. Black on blue with blue S.O.N. Nummeral
cancel "19" (HARZBURG), very fine (small on the back
defects), expertized Lange
7a
estimate 20,68 1853, 2 Sgr. Black on pale blue, superb, expertized
Buehler, Michel 220.7b
estimate 65,69 1853, 3 Sgr. Black on dull rose, centered nummeral
cancel "11" (DELLINGEN), superb in every respect
(choice copy), signed, H. K.
8a
estimate 70,70 1857, 4/4 Ggr. Black on gray brown, rare blue
nummeral cancel "23" (HOHEGEISS), at the bottom
minimum pre-separation cut, superb, R!
9a
estimate 110,71 1861, 3 / 4 Ggr. Black on gray brown with nummeral
cancel "21" in black and blue two ring cancel
"HELMSTEDT" on cover to Vorsfelde, superb, signed
Kruschel
9a
estimate 80,72 1863, 1/4 Ggr. Black on gray brown on local letter
"Brunswick" (ordering money), superb, Michel 180.9a
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

BRUNSWICK
3
73 1863, ½ Gr. Black on bright gray green, superb, signed
H. Krause, Michel 300.10Ax
estimate 100,74 1861, 1 Sgr. Black on bright gray yellow, nummeral
cancel "8", enormous margins on all sides, superb in every
respect (choice copy), abridged certificate Dr. Wilderbeek,
Michel (70.-)
11A
estimate 20,75 1862, 3 Sgr. Rose, centered nummeral cancel "25"
(JERXHEIM), superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl
12Aa
estimate 110,76 1862, 3 Sgr. Rose, nummeral cancel "9", superb,
expertized W. Engel and Pfenniger, Michel 280.12Aa
estimate 80,77 1864, 1/3 Sgr. Black, roulette not completely perfectly
otherwise superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 2800.13A
estimate 680,78 1864, 1 Sgr. Yellow ochre, rouletted 16, nummeral
cancel "14" (GANDERSHEIM), superb, Michel 180.14A
estimate 55,79 1865, 1 Sgr. Yellow ochre, rouletted 16, nummeral
cancel "36" (SALDER), superb, Michel (180.-)
14A
estimate 60,80 1864, 1 Sgr. Yellow ochre, rouletted 12, nummeral
cancel "9", very fine (thin spot), expertized Lange, Michel
380.14B
estimate 70,81 1865, 2 Sgr. Blue, superb item with nummeral cancel
"28" on cover from "KÖNIGSLUTTER"
15A
estimate 350,82 1865, 1 Gr. Rose, nummeral cancel "12"
(ESCHERSHAUSEN), superb piece of letter
18
estimate 60,83 1867, 1 Gr. Rose with nummeral cancel "40" on cover
from "STADTOLDENDORF" to Holzminden, superb
18
estimate 120,84 1865, 2 Gr. Dark ultramarine, blue two ring cancel
"WALKENRIED", superb, expertized Pfenniger
19
estimate 70,85 1865, 3 Gr. Orange brown, blue two ring cancel
"HARZBURG", superb, expertized Lange, Michel 200.20
estimate 60,BRUNSWICK STILL USED POSTMARK
86 "HASSELFELDE" on 1 Gr. Red carmine and "before
welfare" on 2 Gr. Ultramarine, 2 superb items
DR 4,5
estimate 30,BREMEN PRE PHILATELY
87 1837, carters letter from "BREMEN" to Würzburg,
superb
estimate 35,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

BREMEN
88 1860, 7 Gr. Black on reddish yellow, on all sides with
very wide margins, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Buehler and certificate W. Engel, Michel
(900.-)
3a
estimate 330,89 1859, 5 Sgr. Yellow green in a horizontal pair with
lower margin, left stamp a brown dot at the upper margin
otherwise having bright colours extremely fine copy,
various old signs, Michel (500.-)
4a ★
estimate 150,90 1859, 5 Sgr. Green in the block of four from of the
right lower corner of the sheet, superb
4c
★
estimate 190,91 1862, 5 Gr. Black on pale carmine gray, roulette D 1 II,
type I, slight trace of crease otherwise superb, Michel
300.7B
estimate 75,92 1867, 10 Gr. Black on small letter piece with blue
stamp "BREMEN RAILWAY STATION", superb,
expertized among others Brettl, Michel (1400.-)
14
estimate 440,93 1866, 5 Sgr. Dark greenish olive, repaired like superb,
expertized Jakubek, Michel 600.15c
estimate 100,HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV.
94 "Hamburg", red crest stamp in both types always on
cover to London (1819 / 20), 2 superb documents
estimate 60,95 1740, "ALLEMAGNE", one-line cancel on letter from
Hamburg to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 100,96 1773, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,97 1781, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,98 1789, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, file fold, superb
estimate 25,99 1792, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to St.
Quentin, superb
estimate 30,100 1799, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,101 1803, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on Forwarded
letter from Wroclaw to Bordeaux, sender: J. G. Starck,
superb
estimate 70,102 1805, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Cognac, superb
estimate 20,103 1806, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 20,-

HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV. 4
104 1819, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, 2 various transit postmark, superb
estimate 30,105 1873, letter from Hamburg to Ulm, Forwarded letter
from L. Pflüger, superb
estimate 90,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY BERGISH
106 1808, "HAMBOURG. 4. ", two-line cancel on cover
to Lyon, superb
estimate 40,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY FRENCH P.O.
107 "R. 4. HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Winsen on d. Luhe, superb
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY THURN AND TAXIS
108 1818, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on
commercial cover to Oldenburg, superb
estimate 50,109 1829, "Hamburg F. TH. U. TAX. O. P. A. ", segment
cancel on envelope to Bazenville / Normandy, red three
circle cancel "AED" (transit) and one-line cancel "PP", on
the back arrival postmark, very fine
estimate 75,110 1833, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, red segment cancel "ALLEMAGNE
PAR GIVET", on the back arrival postmark, various
defects
estimate 25,111 1838, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
cover to Lyon, red underlined "9" and three lines frame
cancel "ALLEMAGNE / PAR / STRASSBURG", very
fine
estimate 30,112 1848, "Hamburg Thurn and Taxis", three circle cancel
on cover to Bilbao, Spain, delay stamp "after postal
departure", 2 x "PD" and red stamp "9 R", superb
estimate 75,113 1852, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, one-line cancel "after postal
departure", superb
estimate 30,114 1864, "Hamburg TH & T", single circle postmark on
cover to Mugron, blue TOUR T stamp, reverse a number
of on route passing cancellation and entrance stamp, file
fold, superb
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY PRUSSIAN PA
115 1846, "Hamburg", two-line cancel and one-line cancel
"CPR 3" on cover to Paris, red TOUR T stamp, on the
back on route passing cancellation from Minden, superb
estimate 25,116 "Hamburg", kidney postmark on cover to Berlin,
handwritten notation "cito", superb
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY
117 1817, "Hamburg. ", red two-line cancel with tower on
cover to red scum, very fine
estimate 50,118 1859, messanger´s by foot postmark "F. P. 20 / 2" on
Forwarded letter from Bogota (Colombia) to Hamburg,
superb cover, RR!
estimate 100,HAMBURG TRANSIT STAMP
119 1800, "D` HOLLANDE". One-line cancel on letter
from Hamburg to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 150,120 1842, "T 2 DEC", in red on cover from Stettin (single
circle cancel) via Hamburg (on the back single circle
cancel) to London, superb
estimate 70,121 1842, "T 11 April", in red on cover from Königsberg
(single circle cancel) via Hamburg (on the back single
circle cancel) and London, handwritten "via Hamburg",
very fine
estimate 35,122 1842, "T 8 NOV", in red on cover from Leipzig
(special form) "via Berlin" to London, on the back on
route passing cancellation from Hamburg and red dated
postmark, file fold, superb
estimate 30,123 1843, "C P R 3", one-line cancel on letter from
Hamburg (double-line cancel) to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 50,124 1843, "T 28. FEB", in red on cover from Göteburg (on
the back frame cancel with 3 lines) via Hamburg to
London, file fold, superb
estimate 30,125 1844, "T 28 MAY", in red on cover from Königsberg
to London, very fine
estimate 30,126 1846, "T 17 NOV", in red on cover from Stettin
(single circle cancel) via Hamburg (on the back single
circle cancel) to London, superb
estimate 40,127 "3" tax cancel in blue on envelope from Hamburg
(two ring cancel) to Berlin, very fine
estimate 75,HAMBURG
128 1859, ½ S. Black with centered oval cancel, good to
large margins all round with separator lines left and right,
superb, expertized Drahn and Pfenniger
1
estimate 300,129 1859, ½ S. Black with centered oval cancel, slight on
the back brightening otherwise good to large margins all
round superb, photo expertize Jakubek, Michel (750.-)
1
estimate 200,130 1859, 7 S. Bright yellowish orange, with wide
margins, superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel
(70.-)
6
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

HAMBURG
5
131 1864, 2 ½ S. Blue-green, superb, signed, Michel 180.9
estimate 50,132 1866, 1 ¼ S. Dark brown violet in the block of four,
rest of hinges, superb
20a
★
estimate 100,HANOVER PRE PHILATELY
133 "BEINUM", one-line cancel on cover (1820) with
content to Marienrode, one-line cancel "FRANCO",
superb
estimate 130,134 "K. L. St. " (royally administrative district Stade) on
printed wrapper to Beverstedt, superb
estimate 35,HANOVER
135 1850, 1 Ggr. Black on gray blue, single circle
postmark "HARBURG", superb in every respect (choice
copy)
1
estimate 35,136 1850, 1 Ggr. Black on gray blue, single circle
postmark "AURICH", superb
1
estimate 30,137 1850, 1 Ggr. Black on gray blue, centered one-line
cancel "EMDEN", superb piece of letter
1
estimate 40,138 1855, 1 / 30 Th. Black on raspberries red, inverted
watermark, thin spot place otherwise superb, Michel 300.3bW
estimate 75,139 1851, 1 / 10 Th. Black on yellow, superb, expertized
Berger, Michel 75.5
estimate 20,140 1854, 1 / 10 Th. Black on yellow on not quite perfect
letter to Neunhof, post Eschenau, stamps superb
5
estimate 40,141 1855, 1 / 10 Th. Black, orange net like pattern, superb
piece of letter, signed H. K., Michel 200.7a
estimate 60,142 1856, 3 Pf. Carmine, black net like pattern, superb,
Michel 320.8a
estimate 90,143 1856, 3 Pf. Carmine, black net like pattern, blue two
ring cancel "HILDESHEIM", superb piece of letter,
Michel (320.-)
8a
estimate 100,144 1856, 3 Pf. Carmine, grey net like pattern, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 600.8b ★
estimate 180,145 1856, 3 Pf. Carmine, grey net like pattern, superb,
Michel 450.8b
estimate 130,146 1856, 1 Ggr. Black / olive green, in the vertical pair,
superb
9
estimate 20,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

HANOVER
147 1856, 1 / 30 - 1 / 10 Th., 3 superb items, Michel 190.10a-12
estimate 50,148 1856, 1 / 15 Th. Black, gray ultramarine net like
pattern, blue single circle postmark "NORDEN", superb
piece of letter, Michel (80.-)
11
estimate 25,149 1856, 1 / 10 Th. Black / orange yellow, with plate
flaw "hoof of the unicorn is absent", superb, Michel 250.12I
estimate 75,150 1859 / 61, 2 Gr. Blue, 3 Gr. Orange and 3 Gr. Brown,
3 superb items, Michel 205.15/6,19a
estimate 55,151 1859, 3 Gr. Yellow orange, centered blue stamp
"FRIEDEBURG", superb piece of letter
16a
estimate 30,152 1860, ½ Gr. Black, superb, Michel 250.17y
estimate 75,153 1860, ½ Gr. Black, blue rectangle cancel with two
lines "WUNSTORF", superb, photo expertize Berger,
Michel 250.17y
estimate 75,154 1860, ½ Gr. Black, 2 x on piece, blue single circle
postmark "disembogue", right stamp at the bottom on the
right touched otherwise good to large margins all round,
decorative superb piece of letter, signed
17y
estimate 160,155 1860, ½ Gr. Black, blue two ring cancel "CELLE",
with plate flaw III type 2 (early stage), superb, signed
Köhler, Michel 400.17yIII
estimate 90,156 1861, 10 Gr. Dark greenish olive, rest of hinges,
superb, Michel 360.18 ★
estimate 110,157 1861, 10 Gr. Dark greenish olive, small backed place,
otherwise magnifying glasses to full margins superb,
Michel 1700.18
estimate 190,158 1861, 10 Gr. Dark greenish olive, with plate flaw:
"scratch in the whisker", centered single circle postmark
"SALZGITTER", repaired like superb, expertized W.
Engel, Michel (2500.-)
18 IV
estimate 290,159 1861, 3 Gr. Brown, blue two ring cancel "LINGEN",
enormous margins, superb in every respect (choice copy)
19a
estimate 25,160 1864, ½ Gr. Black, right scissors separation otherwise
superb, Michel 350.22y
estimate 40,161 1864, 2 Gr. Ultramarine and 3 Gr. Brown, 2 superb
items, Michel 180.24/5y
estimate 50,HANOVER TOWN CANCEL
162 "GÖHRDE", blue two ring cancel centered on 1 Ggr.
Black on light grey green, superb piece of letter
2b
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

HANOVER TOWN CANCEL
6
163 "LAUENSTEIN", blue two ring cancel on 1 Gr. Rose
postal stationery cover, slight defects from opening the
cover otherwise superb cover
U 12
estimate 20,HANOVER STILL USED POSTMARK
164 "BEVENSTEDT" on cover with 1 Gr. Carmine, very
fine
DR 19
estimate 20,165 "ELBINGERODE", two ring cancel on piece with 3 x
1 Gr. Carmine, superb
DR 4
estimate 25,166 "GARTOW" (two ring cancel) on 1 Gr. Rose postal
stationery cover, very fine
NDP U1
estimate 35,167 "OTTERSBERG" on ½ Gr. Postal stationery postcard,
question part, very fine
DR P 3F
estimate 25,168 "stumps", two ring cancel on cover with 2 Gr.
Ultramarine (small stamp), fine
DR 20
estimate 20,HANOVER COLLECTIONS, LOTS
169 18 values, condition varies with many superb items,
Michel 1000.estimate 150,170 Small interesting lot of 14 documents and 3 letter
pieces, condition varies, inspect!
,
estimate 90,171 1833, newspaper "Hanoverian advertisements No. 6"
with advertisements from all walks of life, superb
estimate 20,HELIGOLAND
172 1869, ½ S. Blue-green / dark carmine, circle date
stamp, reperforated, very fine, expertized Brettl, Michel
380.6a
estimate 75,173 1890, 5 Pf. Bright lilac carmine / green in the pair and
single stamp on piece, superb, expertized Lemberger
13b
estimate 100,174 1875, 50 Pf. Green / dark purple carmine with plate
flaw "white dot at numeral of value 6", circle date stamp, a
brown tooth otherwise superb, Michel 400.16aI
estimate 100,LÜBECK
175 1859, ½ S. Dark violet gray, small corner fault lower
left and upper right corner a little closely otherwise having
bright colours superb item, expertized W. Engel and
Brettl, Michel 2500.1
estimate 600,176 1859, 2 S. Reddish brown, small thin otherwise
superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 300.3
estimate 70,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

LÜBECK
177 1859, 2 S. Reddish brown on piece (stamp as a check
soaked off and with hinge mounted), two ring cancel
"LÜBECK railway station I. ZUG", above very close
margin otherwise large margins all around superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenniger
3
estimate 180,178 1859, 4 S. Dark green, tiny trace of crease otherwise
superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 750.5a
estimate 180,179 1863, 2 ½ S. Dark ultramarine, superb, expertized
Brettl, Michel 500.11
estimate 150,MECKLENBURG SCHWERIN
180 1856, 5 S. Blue, superb, expertized Pfenniger, Michel
400.3
estimate 120,181 1866, 2 S. Dark magenta, two ring cancel "new
SANITZ", small on the back rubbed spot otherwise
superb, expertized W. Engel, Michel 300.6a
estimate 80,MECKLENBURG STRELITZ STAMPS
182 1864, 1 S. Gray violet, rare segment cancel
"OERTZENHOF BHF", photo expertize Berger: "the
stamp is repaired and has partly scissors separation",
Michel (4000.-)
3
estimate 350,OLDENBURG
183 1855, 1/3 Sgr. Black on green olive, blue one-line
cancel "LÖNINGEN", at the bottom small fold otherwise
superb, expertized W. Engel and photo expertize Berger,
Michel 1300.1
estimate 290,184 1859, 1/3 Gr. Black on greenish olive, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "BERNE", on the back rubbings at
the upper margin, on face superb in every respect (choice
copy), expertized Buehler, Michel 3600.5
estimate 620,185 1859, 2 Gr. Black on dull reddish-carmine, thin spot
otherwise enormous margins on all sides superb, signed
Thier, Michel 750.7
estimate 150,186 1859, 3 Gr. Black on gray yellow, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "JEVER", superb, expertized Brettl,
Michel 750.8
estimate 220,187 1859, 3 Gr. Black on gray yellow, fresh colours,
superb, expertized Drahn, Michel 750.8
estimate 220,188 1861, ¼ Gr. Dark yellow orange, rest of hinges,
superb, Michel 380.9★
estimate 120,189 1861, 1/3 Gr. Blue-green, thin places otherwise
superb, various old signs, Michel 1000.10a
estimate 170,190 1861, 1/3 Gr. Moss green, repaired like superb,
Michel (3000.-)
10b
estimate 290,-

OLDENBURG
7
191 1861, ½ Gr. Pale red brown, superb, Michel 650.11a
estimate 170,192 1861, 2 Gr. Blackish red orange, superb, expertized
Brettl, Michel 550.13
estimate 150,193 1861, 2 Gr. Blackish red orange, superb, signed,
Michel 550.13
estimate 140,194 1861, 2 Gr. Blackish red orange, lower right very
close margin otherwise having full margins having bright
colours superb item, expertized among others Pfenniger,
Michel 550.13
estimate 120,195 1861, 2 Gr. Blackish red orange, very fine (small
thin), Michel 550.13
estimate 100,196 1861, 2 Gr. Blackish red orange, blue two ring cancel
"OLDENBURG", superb piece of letter (stamp as a check
soaked off and with hinge mounted), expertized Buehler,
Michel 550.13
estimate 150,197 1867, 3 Gr. Ochre-brown, roulette 10, repaired like
superb, abridged certificate Stegmüller, Michel (500.-)
19B
estimate 50,OLDENBURGO STAMP PART
198 "OLDENBURG IN GROSSH. ", red single circle
cancel, small-format letter (1872) with handwritten
"franco", superb
estimate 35,PRUSSIA PRE PHILATELY
199 "V. BERCHHEIM", one-line cancel on envelope,
superb in every respect from Bergheim, R!
estimate 140,200 "CZERSK", two-line cancel on cover (1840) to
Konitz, superb
estimate 20,201 "de Friedrichsbruch", handwritten in red on envelope
to Bromberg, superb
estimate 50,202 "MÜHLHEIM on the Rhine", two ring cancel on
cover (1847) with content to Ehrenbreitstein, a little
blotched superb cover
estimate 20,203 "SCHLOCHAU", two ring cancel, 2 superb letters
from 1846 and 1848
estimate 20,PRUSSIA STAMPSLES LETTERS
204 1753 / 1866, border-crossing letters: Flensburg
Bordeaux, Angleterre Cognac, Holland Vienna, Berlin
Rotschild, Paris, Copenhagen Arnheim, 5 interesting
document, superb
estimate 60,205 "BRUSS" on "postal service certificate" (1867), inside
crown post horn postmark "BRUSS", superb
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

PRUSSIA STAMPSLES LETTERS
206 "CASTEL", single circle cancel, on registered cover
(1855) with pen cross and Taxis "Charge", from Kostheim
over Baden railway mail to stone walls, superb
estimate 25,207 "CZERSK", two-line cancel on accompanying letter
cover to Gdansk, superb
estimate 20,208 "FRIEDRICHSBRUCH", 4 different documents to
1861, mostly superb
estimate 50,209 "GRUENCHOTZEN", 3 different documents to 1919,
superb
estimate 40,210 "KARSZYN", 4 different documents from 1863-69, as
well 3 x crown post horn postmark, superb
estimate 60,211 "RITTEL", two ring cancel, 3 various covers
(1853-77), as well 2 various crown post horn postmark,
superb
estimate 50,212 "SCHLOCHAU", two ring cancel on cover (1858)
with carriers cancel "HARDER", superb
estimate 20,213 "TUCHEL", two-line cancel on superb cover
estimate Gebot
PRUSSIA
214 1856, ½ Sgr. Red orange and 4 Pf. Green, 2 superb
items, Michel 160.1,5a
estimate 45,215 1851, ½ Sgr. Red orange with nummeral cancel "458",
superb
1
estimate 25,216 1850, 1 Sgr. Black on rose in a horizontal pair and
always 2 x 2 and 3 Sgr., superb in every respect (choice
copy)
2a ,3/4
estimate 50,217 1851, 1 Sgr. Red carmine, magnifying glasses with
wide margins, superb, expertized W. Engel, Michel 600.2c
estimate 140,218 1857, 1 Sgr. Rose and 3 Sgr. Yellow orange, 2 superb
items
6a,8a
estimate 25,219 1857, 3 Sgr. Yellow orange, thin paper, superb,
Michel 65.8ax
estimate 20,220 1859, ½ Sgr. Red orange, unwatermarked, partly
enormous margins, superb in every respect (choice copy),
Michel (200.-)
13a
estimate 75,221 1867, 1 Sgr. Rose as additional franking on 1 Sgr.
Postal stationery cover, three lines frame cancel
"SEEHAUSEN ALTM. Railway station", special delivery
cover to Lindau by Zerbst, stronger traces of use, fine
16,U 26A
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PRUSSIA
8
222 1867, 3 Pf. Red violet, Tu T stamp "OHRDRUF",
superb, signed, Michel 350.19b
estimate 110,223 1867, 1 Kr. Emerald green as additional franking on 2
Kr. Postal stationery cover, rare Tu T two ring cancel
"GEDERN", superb (minimal defects from opening the
cover), R!
22,U 35
estimate 300,224 1830, festival the the handing over of the Augsburg
confession, the basic confession the Lutheran Estates of
the Empire to their believe, six-sided handwritten text of a
speech, traces of use
estimate 20,PRUSSIA POSTAL STATIONERY CUT
225 1851, 7 Sgr. Orange red, octagonal cut on piece with
rectangle cancel with two lines "BROMBERG", superb
GAA 7
estimate 170,PRUSSIA NUMBER CANCELLATION
226 "1008" (NEUENRADE) on 2 Sgr. On blue, superb,
expertized Kastaun
3
estimate 20,227 Collection from 70 values with different mostly clear
centered nummeral cancellations, very fine / superb
estimate 850,PRUSSIA TOWN CANCEL
228 "BRUSS", rectangle cancel with two lines and stroke
of pen on letter with seal to Friedland, superb
17a
estimate 40,229 "FRANKENHAGEN", two ring cancel on 3 Sgr. Pale
brown, superb piece of letter, R! Expertized Kastaun
18a
estimate 50,PRUSSIA STILL USED POSTMARK
230 "group", rectangle cancel with two lines centered on 1
Gr. Red carmine, superb piece of letter
NDP 16
estimate Gebot
PRUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
231 Old cancelled part of a collection Prussia from 25
values, slightly mixed condition, inspect, Michel 1350.estimate 120,232 37 neat values, mostly superb condition, Michel more
then 1500.,
estimate 250,SAXONY
233 1851, 2 Ngr. Black on dull Prussian blue, left with
separator line and corner angle, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Grobe
5
estimate 40,234 1860, 5 Ngr. Bright orange red, nummeral cancel "2",
small scratch in the margin, otherwise full margins superb,
abridged certificate Vaatz, Michel 400.12b
estimate 90,235 1857, 5 Ngr. Rust brown, superb, expertized
Pfenniger, Michel 220.12e
estimate 60,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAXONY
236 1856, 10 Ngr. Milk blue, nummeral cancel "11",
superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 300.13a
estimate 90,237 1856, 10 Ngr. Milk blue, nummeral cancel "1",
superb, expertized angel, Michel 300.13a
estimate 90,238 1856, 10 Ngr. Milk blue, centered two ring cancel
"DRESDEN", minimal trace of creases otherwise superb,
expertized Pröschold, Michel 300.13a
estimate 70,239 1910, 10 Pf. - 100 Mk. Revenue stamps, watermark
"stairways", 10 values mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
SAXONY COLLECTIONS
240 Almost only cancelled lot Saxony from 68 values, as
well pairs, strip, nice letter pieces and so on, slightly
mixed condition with many superb and superb in every
respekt items! Inspect! Michel 2500., ,★
estimate 380,241 34 values the unperforated issues, condition varies
with many superb items
,
estimate 160,242 22 values in strong different condition, inspect
,★
estimate 170,-

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
9
253 "NEUMÜNSTER" (mute single circle cancel! ) on
receipt for delivery (form no. 39 a) from 1866, superb,
RR!
estimate 75,254 Flourish calligraphy letter to Plön, traces of use,
superb
estimate 40,255 "RATZEBURG", local print on receipt for delivery:
"under current date. " (1798), superb
estimate 70,256 "RATZEBURG", local print on receipt for delivery
(1855), very fine
estimate 25,257 "L. P. / No. 3" (SCHENEFELD) with two ring cancel
"ITZEHOE", rectangle cancel with two lines on envelope
to Itzehoe, on the back varnish seal "parish / bailiwick /
SCHENEFELD", superb
estimate 75,258 1809, letter from Schleswig to Itzehoe, superb
estimate 50,259 "SEGEBERG", handwritten on proof of posting (by
the mail coach service) (1852), superb
estimate 25,-

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
244 1804, letter from Flensburg with one-line cancel "R4
Hamburg" to Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,245 "heather", one-line cancel and handwritten date on
small letter from 1849 to Altona, very fine
estimate 100,246 "heather", local print on receipt for delivery (1840),
slight traces of age otherwise superb
estimate 35,247 "HOLST. EISENB. POSTsp. BUREAU 1858", single
circle postmark on letter from Esingen to Altona, superb
estimate 20,248 1810, postal form with local print Itzehoe, superb
estimate 50,249 1812, postal form with local print Itzehoe, superb
estimate 80,250 1830, postal form with local print Itzehoe, superb
estimate 50,251 "ITZEHOE", handwritten on mail taken by coach
receipt for delivery (1849), to the dispatch to Meldorf,
superb
estimate 35,252 "L. P. / N: 4" (KALTENKIRCHEN), rectangle cancel
with two lines on K. D. S. Envelope to Itzehoe, superb
estimate 60,-

SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
260 "119", blue additional cancellation "HOLST. EB. P.
SP 1. Zug", with 4 S. "ruled" on small letter to Kiel, stamp
tear, very fine, R!
DK 7
estimate 40,261 "121" (KIEL) on 4 S. Rouletted, superb cover to
Glückstadt, stamp at the bottom partly scissors separation
otherwise superb
DK 9
estimate 20,262 "125" (NEUSTADT) on 4 S. "dotted" (4 x) and 4 S.
"ruled" (7 x), 11 values very fine / superb
DK 4,7 ,
estimate 60,263 "127" (OLDENBURG) on 4 RBS yellowish brown,
above touched otherwise superb
DK 1IIb
estimate 30,264 "136" (AHRENDSBURG) on 4 S. "ruled", letter fine
(strong horizontal file fold through the stamp)
DK 7
estimate 70,265 "143" (LUNDEN) on 4 S. "dotted", letter very fine
DK 4
estimate 80,266 "143" (LUNDEN) on 4 S. "ruled", superb
DK 7
estimate 40,267 "151" (BÜCHEN) centered on 4 S. "dotted", superb
DK 4
estimate 150,268 "157", "L. P. No. 4" (KALTENKIRCHEN) on 4 S.
"ruled", letter very fine (slightly spotted, stamp unclear)
DK 7
estimate 160,269 "158" (LENSAHN) on 4 S. Rouletted, superb cover to
Joke word, R!
DK 9
estimate 220,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAXONY STILL USED POSTMARK
243 "127" (RODA) on ¼ Gr. Brown violet, very fine
NDP 1
estimate 40,-

SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
270 "163" (KIELER railway station) on 4 RBS red-brown,
superb item on a little splotchy letter to Altona
DK 1IIa
estimate 100,271 "169" (KIELER railway station) on 4 S. "dotted" and
4 S. "ruled" (3 x), 4 covers with different additional
cancellation, condition mixed to very fine
DK 4,7
estimate 80,272 "181" (SJAELL. Post. SPED. BUREAU T2) on 4 S.
Ruled, superb cover, R!
DK 7
estimate 150,273 "221" (army postal service no. 1) on 4 S. Rouletted,
superb
Dk 9
estimate 130,274 "5 rings small dot" (HADERSLEBEN) on 4 S.
"dotted", superb, R!
DK 4
estimate 110,SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN
275 1864, 4 S. Carmine red, centered nummeral cancel
"11" (CAPPELN), superb, expertized W. Engel, Michel
600.3
estimate 180,276 1864, 4 S. Carmine red on piece (stamp as a check
soaked off and with hinge mounted), nummeral cancel
"23" (HADERSLEBEN), superb, Michel 600.3
estimate 190,277 1864, 1 ¼ S. Gray ultramarine in the vertical pair,
nummeral cancel "116" (GLÜCKSTADT), lower stamp
right partly very close margin and tiny pre-separation cut
between the stamps, otherwise large margins all around,
superb, Michel 220.6
estimate 60,278 1865, 1 1/3 S. Rose in a horizontal pair, centered three
lines frame cancel "NEUSTADT IN HOLSTEIN", small
defects in the roulette otherwise superb
15
estimate 45,279 1865, 2 S. Gray ultramarine in a horizontal pair, two
ring cancel "FLENSBURG", superb piece of letter
16
estimate 55,280 1865, 4 S. Brown-ochre, single circle postmark "KIEL
railway station", superb piece of letter, Michel (100.-)
17
estimate 35,281 1867, 1 ¼ S. Grey, centered two ring cancel
"ALTONA", superb in every respect piece of letter
18c
estimate 20,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
282 "BORDESHOLM", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Olive
green, superb piece of letter
9
estimate 20,283 "castle", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Dark yellowish
green, olive green and rose lilac, 3 superb items
4,9,14 ,
estimate 30,284 "CHRISTIANSFELD", single circle postmark on 1 ¼
S. Dark yellowish green and olive green, very fine / superb
4 ,9
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
10
285 "CISMAR", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Olive
green, superb piece of letter
9
estimate 50,286 "EKENSUND", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Red
lilac, superb
14
estimate 70,287 "FRIEDRICHSTADT", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Red
lilac, superb piece of letter
14
estimate 20,288 "GETTORF", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Dark
yellowish green and rose lilac, 2 values very fine
4,14
estimate 20,289 "GLÜCKSBURG", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Red
lilac, very fine
14
estimate 20,290 "HANERAU", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Grey, superb
piece of letter
18c
estimate 40,291 "HOLST. EB. P. SP. B 3. ZUG", single circle
postmark on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue / white rose, olive green
and brownish lilac, 3 values very fine / superb
7 ,9 ,22
estimate 40,292 "railway station KLOSTERBURG", single circle
postmark on 1 ¼ S. Dark yellowish green, very fine
4
estimate 25,293 "LÜTJENBURG", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S.
Olive green, brown purple and brownish lilac, 3 values
very fine / superb
9 ,20 ,22
estimate 25,294 "NEUSTADT IN HOLSTEIN", three lines frame
cancel on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue / white rose, olive green
and brown purple, 3 values very fine
7,9 ,20
estimate 20,295 "NORBURG", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Dark
yellowish green, very fine
4
estimate 25,296 "OLDESLOE", two ring cancel centered on 1 ¼ S.
Medium blue / white rose, superb piece of letter
7
estimate 20,297 "PLÖN", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Dark
yellowish green, brown purple and brownish lilac, 3
superb items
4,20,22
estimate 40,298 "REINBECK", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Olive
green, very fine
9
estimate 25,299 "SATRUP", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Red
lilac, superb piece of letter
14
estimate 50,300 "SATRUP", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Rose
lilac, stamp defects
14
estimate 20,301 "SCHLESW. Post. SPED. BUR" (northern), rectangle
cancel with two lines on 2 S. Gray ultramarine on superb
piece
16
estimate 40,-

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
302 "SCHLESW. Post. SPED. BUR" (southern), rectangle
cancel with two lines on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue / white rose
on piece, very fine
7
estimate 20,303 "STERUP", single circle postmark centered on 1 ¼ S.
Olive green, superb
9
estimate 40,304 "TATING", single circle postmark on 1 ¼ S. Red
lilac, superb
14
estimate 75,305 "TÖNNING / OHRSTEDT", three-line cancel on 1 ¼
S. Grey, superb
18c
estimate 40,306 "WESSELBUREN", two ring cancel on 1 ¼ S. Olive
green, very fine
9
estimate 20,307 14 letter pieces with different town cancel, almost
only superb condition
9,14,20,22
estimate 90,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN NUMBER STAMP
308 "127" (OLDENBURG) on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue /
white rose, superb
7
estimate 25,309 "133" (SEGEBERG) on 1 ¼ S. Gray ultramarine and
medium blue / white rose, 3 values with clearly postmarks,
stamps defects
5I,6,7
estimate 40,310 "138" (BORNHÖVED) on 1 ¼ S. Gray ultramarine
and medium blue / white rose, 2 values defective
6,7
estimate 45,311 "150" (RATZEBURG) on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue / white
rose, stamp with defects
7
estimate 25,312 "168" (KIEL railway station) on 1 ¼ S. Medium blue /
white rose, letter to Hamburg, very fine, R!
7
estimate 55,313 "173" (TRITTAU) on 1 ¼ S. Gray ultramarine, very
fine, expertized W. Engel
6
estimate 60,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
314 13 values in mixed condition, as well a Michel
number 5 II *!
, ★,( ★)
estimate 140,S. H. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
315 Approximate. 1850, "SCHLESWIG. HOLST: army
postal service", oval cancel with date, handwritten
"military" and "Cito", envelope to Itzehoe, on the back
varnish seal "Jägercorps", superb
estimate 90,316 1850, "Schleswig-Holstein army postal service",
single circle postmark with date on cover from Rendsburg
to Itzehoe, on the back official seal "DEPARTEMENT of
the War", superb, R!
estimate 170,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

S. H. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
11
317 1806, K. D. S. Envelope to the magistracy of the city
Itzehoe, on the back black varnish seal "KÖNIGELIG
field COMMISSARIAT", superb
estimate 40,318 1809, decorative "Circulair" of the "Kongelig field
commissariat Kiel", to the peers abbey in Uetersen, with
varnish seal, superb
estimate 75,319 1814, letter with seal with content from Kiel to
Husum, complete varnish seal "royally: / to the Besitzn:
the / to räumenden Duchy. : and so on. / arranged /
commission", superb
estimate 75,320 1815, K. D. S. From Kiel to Uetersen, complete
varnish seal "royally: / to the Besitzn: the / to räumenden:
Duchy: and so on. / arranged / commission", superb
estimate 65,321 1849, package accompanying letter cover from
"KIEL" (single circle cancel ½) to Uetersen, handwritten
"D. S. M upper margin. ", on the back varnish seal the
"Schlesw. Holst. Catering = commission", superb
estimate 70,322 Approximate. 1849, letter from "KIEL" (R1) to
Lunden, reverse complete varnish seal from "Departement
of the warfare IV te department", superb
estimate 40,323 1851, two ring cancel "railway station KIELER Z1"
and "M. D. S. " of the Oberquartiermeister of the Holstein
Troops (complete varnish seal), superb cover to Oldenburg
estimate 90,324 1851, M D S with content from "KIEL" (single circle
cancel) to Meldorf, on the back varnish seal from "IX ten
Schleswig Holstein Infantry Battalion" the Comando the II
ten Comp. ", superb
estimate 40,325 Local letter of the "5. Brandenburg infantry regiment
No. 48, Zug 642", at the bottom small tear otherwise
superb
estimate Gebot
THURN AND TAXIS PRE OFFICIAL LETTER
326 1843, "GROSSBREITENBACH", single circle
postmark in red on cover to Elberfeld, very fine,
expertized Dr. Haferkamp
estimate 50,THURN AND TAXIS
327 1852, 1 - 9 Kr., 4 4 sides full to enormous margins
superb and superb in every respect items
7-10
estimate 30,328 1859, ¼ Sgr. Reddish orange (except for one corner
full margins) with upper right corner of the sheet 1 Sgr.
Blue (touched) on piece with nummeral cancel "231",
superb
13,15
estimate 35,329 1860, 1 Sgr. Blue, lower margin copy, nummeral
cancel "307" (CREUZBURG), superb
15
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

THURN AND TAXIS
330 1859, 5 Sgr. Brown purple, nummeral cancel "274"
(NEUDIETENDORF), very fine, large margins all around,
superb, expertized Dr. Summer
18
estimate 90,331 1861, 6 Kr. Dark rose red, two-sided slightly touched
superb item on cover from Mainz to Carlsruhe
22IA
estimate 35,332 1864, ¼ Sgr. Black in the vertical pair, nummeral
cancel "244" (STADTLENGSFELD), except for lower
right corner good to large margins all round, superb,
expertized Sem, Michel (180.-)
26
estimate 55,333 1864, ¼ Sgr. Black, nummeral cancel "36"
(KIRCHHEIM), full margins, superb
26
estimate 20,334 1865, ¼ Sgr. Black in the mint never hinged block of
twelve on d. Right lower corner of the sheet, superb
35 ★★
estimate 160,335 1865, ¼ Gr. Black in a horizontal pair on piece,
nummeral cancel "14", left stamp slight trace of crease,
above partly scissors separation otherwise superb piece of
letter, R! Photo expertize Sem, Michel 1800.35
estimate 390,336 1865, 2 Sgr. Pale blue in a horizontal pair, nummeral
cancel "58" (RINTELN), left stamp round corner, right
stamp superb, expertized Sem, Michel 350.39
estimate 60,337 1865, 2 Sgr. Pale blue, two ring cancel
"GROSSBREITENBACH", slight trace of crease
otherwise superb piece of letter
39
estimate 30,338 1865, 2 Kr. Yellow, octagonal cut with horizontal pair
1 Kr. Yellowish green on cover with nummeral cancel
"386" from "VIERNHEIM" to Bensheim, superb, very
scarce combination!
41 ,GAA 13
estimate 390,339 1865, 9 Kr. Pale ochre-brown, centered nummeral
cancel "389" (LAUSCHA), superb, expertized Pfenniger
44II
estimate 20,THURN AND TAXIS NUMBER STAMP
340 "55" (OBERNKIRCHEN) in blue on not perfect letter
to Cassel with ¼ and 2 Sgr., very fine
26,30
estimate 180,THURN AND TAXIS STILL USED POSTMARK
341 "EBERSTADT" centered on 1 Kr. Yellowish green,
superb, Michel 70.DR 7
estimate 25,342 "GRAEFENTHAL" on 7 Kr. Ultramarine, as usual
perforated superb, expertizedSommer
DR 10
estimate 35,343 "SCHLOSSVIPACH", single circle postmark centered
on ¼ Gr. Pale red violet, very fine (thin)
NDP 13a
estimate 20,344 21 values with different still used postmarks on breast
shield stamps, mostly superb
DR ,
estimate 120,-

THURN AND TAXIS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
12
345 Nice lot of 30 values on coloured paper, almost only 4
sides full to enormous margins superb and superb in every
respect items
,
estimate 200,346 Old complete part of a collection on Schaubek sides in
mixed condition, inspect!
,★
estimate 150,WUERTTEMBERG PRE PHILATELY
347 "ALZEY", red straight-line cancel, on cover to
Frankenthal (1814), superb
estimate 80,WUERTTEMBERG
348 1851, 1 Kr. Black on medium gray yellow silk paper,
lower left corner slightly closely otherwise superb,
expertized Heinrich, Michel 300.1yb
estimate 70,349 1851, 1 Kr. Black on medium gray yellow silk paper,
superb piece of letter, expertized among others Thoma and
abridged certificate Irtenkauf, Michel (300.-)
1yb
estimate 90,350 1851, 6 Kr. Black on blue-green, superb, expertized
Starauscheck, Michel 60.3b
estimate 20,351 1851, 6 Kr. Yellowish green silk paper, three circle
cancel "FRIEDRICHSHAFEN", superb, signed, Michel
110.3y
estimate 35,352 1851, 9 Kr. Black on bright rose, top right a little cut
into otherwise full margins on small envelope from
"WILDBAD", expertized Irtenkauf, Michel 400.4b
estimate 90,353 1851, 18 Kr. Black on bluish violet, type I, superb,
expertized Grobe, Michel 900.5I
estimate 260,354 1851, 18 Kr. Black on bluish violet, type I, black three
circle cancel, top left a little closely otherwise good to
large margins all round superb, expertized Thoma, Michel
900.5I
estimate 220,355 1851, 18 Kr. Black on bluish violet, type II, blue two
ring cancel "HEILBRONN", left partly slightly cut into
otherwise superb, Michel 1000.5II
estimate 160,356 1859, 1 Kr. Brown, superb in every respect (choice
copy), expertized Thoma, Michel 120.11a
estimate 35,357 1859, 1 Kr. Brown, superb in every respect (choice
copy), Michel 120.11a
estimate 35,358 1859, 3 Kr. Yellow orange, centered two ring cancel
"PFALZGRAFENWEILER", large parts of the original
gum! Superb
12a
estimate 20,359 1860, 6 Kr. Green, superb piece of letter, Michel 140.13a
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

WUERTTEMBERG
360 1859, 18 Kr. Blue, right margin copy, horizontal
crease and on the back defects, otherwise having bright
colours having full margins superb item, expertized
Buehler, Michel 1500.15
estimate 280,361 1859, 18 Kr. Blue, left a little cut into otherwise full
margins superb, expertized Pfenniger, Michel 1500.15
estimate 190,362 1860, 6 Kr. Light green, thick paper, normal
perforation, superb piece of letter, Michel 150.18xa
estimate 40,363 1860, 9 Kr. Carmine, thick paper, superb, expertized
Thoma, Michel 200.19xa
estimate 55,364 1862, 18 Kr. Blue, repaired like superb, Michel
(2800.-)
20y
estimate 290,365 1862, 6 Kr. Light green, normal perforation, superb,
expertized Thoma, Michel 200.23a
estimate 50,366 1862, 9 Kr. Lilac red, perfect two ring cancel "KLEIN
chickadees", normal perforation, superb, expertized
Thoma, Michel 900.24
estimate 250,367 1863, 1 Kr. Dark green, three circle cancel
"HOHENHEIM", normal perforation superb, Michel 120.25b
estimate 35,368 1863, 9 Kr. Black brown, as usual perforated, superb,
expertized Drahn, Michel 220.28d
estimate 60,369 1864, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, superb, expertized
Pfenniger, Michel 500.29
estimate 150,370 1864, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, very fine, expertized
Thoma, Michel 500.29
estimate 120,371 1867, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, superb, expertized
Thoma, Michel 1000.34
estimate 300,372 1867, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, single circle postmark
"Ravensburg", superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 1000.34
estimate 300,373 1867, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, very fine, expertized
Thoma, Michel 1000.34
estimate 220,374 1867, 18 Kr. Orange yellow, single circle postmark
"DONZDORF", at the bottom scissors separation, very
fine, Michel 1000.34
estimate 150,375 1868, 7 Kr. Blue with red cancel, superb, expertized
Grobe, Michel (180.-)
35a
estimate 65,376 1868, 7 Kr. Blue, superb, Michel 180.35a
estimate 45,-

WUERTTEMBERG
13
377 1869, 2 Kr. Deep orange, superb, Michel 300.37b
estimate 90,378 1873, 70 Kr. Brown lilac, single circle postmark
"RAVENSBURG", left with complete separator line,
having bright colours extremely fine copy in deeper
colour, expertized among others Pfenniger and Buehler,
Michel (7000.-)
42a
estimate 1.800,379 1873, 70 Kr. Brown lilac, position 3, small on the
back, partly backed rubbings otherwise having bright
colours on all sides superb item with enormous margins,
photo expertize Irtenkauf, Michel 7000.42a
estimate 1.300,380 1873, 70 Kr. Brown lilac, green fan cancel, slight
vertical trace of crease otherwise superb item with
enormous margins, expertized Pfenniger, Michel 7000.42a
estimate 1.100,381 1873, 70 Kr. Brown lilac, perfect centered single
circle postmark "ESSLINGEN, small crack on top and
corner crease otherwise superb, expertized Pfenniger,
Michel 7000.42a
estimate 1.000,382 1873, 70 Kr. Red lilac, rest of hinges, small on the
back rubbed spot otherwise having bright colours superb
item with enormous margins, signed, Michel 2300.42b ★
estimate 450,383 1873, 70 Kr. Red lilac, position 1, mostly with wide
margins, very fine (colour a little faded), expertized
Pfenniger and photo expertize Thoma, Michel 5000.42b
estimate 850,384 1874, 1 Kr. Yellow green, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 140.43 ★
estimate 45,385 1875, 2 M. Yellow orange, reverse a little blotched
otherwise superb, Michel 400.50
estimate 90,386 1890, 5 Pf. Black blue green and 50 Pf. Bright brown
red, 2 superb items, Michel 105.56b,58
estimate 30,387 1906, 25 Pf. Dark-yellowish-orange, superb, superb,
Michel 90.111
estimate 20,388 1906, 25 Pf. Dark-yellowish-orange, single circle
postmark "BRACKENHEIM", parcel card, as kept by the
post office, superb piece of letter, Michel (90.-)
111
estimate 25,389 1919 / 20, "numeral in lozenge" and "deer", mint
never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 82.134-49 ★★
estimate 25,390 1921, "numeral in lozenge", always 10 x in the part
sheet, mint never hinged, superb
150-58 ★★
estimate 20,391 1923, "numeral in lozenge", unperforated, all with
large right margin, very fine set (11 values)
159-70PU ★, ★★
estimate 120,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WUERTTEMBERG
392 1923, 4 Mrd (Billion). On 50 Pf. Carmine, superb,
expertized Infla, Michel 140.182
estimate 40,393 1923, 50 on 25 Pf. Red orange, superb, expertized
Klinkhammer, Michel 1100.188
estimate 330,394 1890, 50 Pf. Bright brown red, superb piece of letter,
expertized Thoma, Michel 2200.211
estimate 600,395 1917, 15 Pf. Violet black (2 various colours! ),
unperforated, with upper margin, mint never hinged, 2
superb items (1 x slightly affixed), R! Michel (120.-)
252PU ★★
estimate 30,396 1919 / 20, "numeral of value in Describe" and
"farewell issue", mint never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel
60.258-70,272-81 ★★
estimate 20,397 1920, "farewell issue", very fine set, expertized Infla,
Michel 350.272-81
estimate 120,398 1911, 5, 10, 20 and 30 Pf. "revenue stamps",
watermark "cross and rings", always in the vertical gutter
pair, gutter folded, mint never hinged, superb, R!
ZS ★★
estimate 20,WUERTTEMBERG POSTAL STATIONERIES
399 1893, 2 Pf., rectangular frame, printed matters
postcard, with coat of arms, unused, very fine (on the back
defects), Michel 70.DRP 6
estimate Gebot
400 1862, 6 Kr. Pale blue, large irregular overprint, flap
stamp 1, size A, unused, a little blotched, very fine, Michel
250.U 2IAb
estimate 55,WUERTTEMBERG STAMP PART
401 "ESSLINGEN railway station", single circle postmark
on 1 Kr. Yellow green, superb
43
estimate 40,402 "JAGSTHAUSEN", three circle cancel on 6 Kr. Blue,
superb, expertized angel
32a
estimate 35,403 "STUTTGART K. W. Post office", horseshoe cancel
on 2 Kr. Dull orange, superb, Michel (170.-)
37a
estimate 60,404 "UNTERDEUFSTETTEN", bridge date postmark on
9 Kr. Brown, superb, R! Expertized angel
40a
estimate 100,WUERTTEMBERG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
405 Lot Wuerttemberg Kreuzer currency, in total 260
values in strong different condition, inspect! Michel more
then 31.700.estimate 2.500,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

WUERTTEMBERG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
14
406 Cancelled old collection Wuerttemberg from
1851-1920 on Schaubek pages with numerous good
values, many expertized, among others Michel number 42
a used with photo certificate, mixed quality, Michel more
then 21.500.estimate 1.750,407 Lot of 41 values "Kreuzer currency" in a little
different condition with some superb items, inspect!
Michel more then 8000.,
estimate 750,408 1851-1920, old part of a collection Wuerttemberg
with some good values, slightly mixed condition, inspect!
Michel approximate 8000., ★, ★ ★
estimate 500,409 Lot Wuerttemberg with some better values in a little
different condition, Michel approximate 2000.,★
estimate 200,410 Mint collection Wuerttemberg from 1875-1925 on
lighthouse album pages, slightly mixed condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 100,411 1875-1923, well sorted extensive duplicate lot "new
currency" and "official stamps I and II" of more than 1600
values, treasure trove!
44-281 ★, ★ ★
estimate 250,412 1875-1923, "official stamps I", well sorted extensive
duplicate lot of more than 1200 values, treasure trove,
inspect!
101-188 ,
estimate 250,413 Old part of a collection Wuerttemberg "penny"
currency, with good values and sets, among others Michel
number 107-11 and 217-26 and so on, very fine / superb
, ★, ★★
estimate 190,NORTH GERMAN CONF.
414 1869, 1 Gr. Carmine in the block of four, 2 values
mint never hinged, normal perforation, superb
16
★ ★, ★
estimate 20,NORTH GERMAN P. D. ALSACE, LORRAINE
415 1870, 1 - 4 and 25 C. "tips downward", 4 values very
fine (small defects), Michel 850.1-3,7II ★
estimate 150,NORTH GERMAN POSTAL DISTRICT LOTS
416 Cancelled part of a collection North German Postal
District, Michel number 23 defective otherwise very fine /
superb, Michel more then 3000.estimate 250,417 42 values, including telegraph stamps, in mixed
condition, inspect
, ★,( ★)
estimate 130,NORTH GERMAN P. D. POSTAL STATIONERIES
418 1863, 1 Gr. Rose on 2 Ngr. Blue, size A, unused,
superb, expertized Blecher, Michel 110.U 50A
estimate 35,419 1863, 1 Gr. Rose on 3 Ngr. Brown, size A, three lines
frame cancel "SCHNEEBERG", a little blotched, very
fine, Michel 120.U 51A
estimate 25,-

NORTH GERMAN POSTAL DISTRICT STAMP PART
420 "ITZEHOE", single circle postmark on 1 Gr. Red
carmine in a horizontal pair, as usual perforated, superb
piece of letter
DR 4
estimate Gebot
421 "low LAHNSTEIN", single circle postmark on 1 Gr.
Red carmine, superb piece of letter
DR 4
estimate 20,PRIVATE POST BERLIN
422 Packet trip society: 1887 / 8, 10, 20 Pf. In block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel for * (140.-)
B 28A,29
★★
estimate 60,423 Packet trip society: 1887 / 8, 10, 20 Pf. In horizontal
pairs, mint never hinged, Michel for * (70.-)
B 28A,29 ★★
estimate 30,424 Packet trip society: 1888, 2 Pf. Proof in black, three
sided unperforated, superb
B 34PU (★)
estimate 30,425 Packet trip society: 1904, "society", 6 values and a
block of four (Michel number 79), almost only superb
B 76-79
estimate 100,426 Packet trip society: 1894, 2 Pf. Brown legitimate
postal stationery postcard, box rose, superb
BP
estimate 20,427 PACKETFARHT society: 1890, 3 Pf. Blue, postal
stationery cover, commercial letter, superb
BU
estimate 35,428 Lloyd: 1886, 3 Pf. Green, left unperforated, mint
never hinged margin pair with normal stamp, superb
E 2UL ★★
estimate 20,429 Lloyd: 1886, 10 Pf. Yellow brown in the horizontal
gutter pair (gutter folded), mint never hinged, superb, RR!
E 3ZW ★★
estimate 20,PRIVATE POST DRESDEN
430 By special delivery company: covers ½ and 1 Ngr.
"postage stamp impression right" on white, unused, superb
A U 2,3B
estimate 40,PRIVATE POST GERA
431 1885 / 90, small lot: A 1 **, * (12er, block of nine and
strip of three), A 2 **, A 5 ** (block of six, 4 single
stamps) and 5 x B 14 (*), very fine / superb
★ ★,( ★), ★
estimate 100,PRIVATE POST GREIZ
432 1889, lot of 8 sheet (100) express-package-traffic
Oskar Hopf: Michel number 4 a, b, 5 (2 x), 6, 7 a (2 x) and
7 b, sheet Michel number 5 once 2 stamps and once 3
stamps out separeted otherwise complete with respectively
without margin of sheet, partly separated, very fine /
superb, Michel 10750.A 4-7 ( ★), ★
estimate 1.200,PRIVATE POST HAMBURG
433 HAMMONIA II: 1888, 3 Pf. "transportation" in the
block of four with vertical gutters, perforated 11 ½,
superb, R!
E 12AZS
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PRIVATE POST HAMBURG
15
434 HAMMONIA II: 1889, cover 3 Pf. Black "Merkur
head", unused, a little creasely otherwise superb
EU1
estimate 20,PRIVATE POST KIEL
435 Courier: 1896, 3 Pf. Red, unframed, stamp "23.7.97",
card very fine (a little blotched)
AP2
estimate Gebot
436 Courier: 1899, 3 Pf. Orange "registered letters 10 Pf.
", unused, card very fine
A P 20
estimate Gebot
437 Courier: 1899, 4 Pf. Pale blue, unused, card very fine
A P 21
estimate Gebot
438 Courier: 1899, 3 / 3 Pf. Orange, question- and paid
reply postal card single, with printing error on answer part,
unused, very fine / superb
A P 22F
estimate Gebot
439 Courier: 1899, 2 Pf. Green, Ornament stroke under
printed matter, type II, unused, card very fine
A P 26II
estimate Gebot
440 Courier: 1899, 3 Pf. Orange, with printers mark,
unused, card very fine
A P 27
estimate Gebot
441 Courier: 1899, 3 Pf. Orange, without printers mark,
type II, "1900" left above, unused, superb postcard
A P 28IIA
estimate Gebot
442 Courier: 1899, private post envelope 3 Pf. Orange "A.
Casati", unused, very fine
A PU 3
estimate 20,PRIVATE POST LEIPZIG
443 1886 / 7, lot of 192 values, perforated and
unperforated, as well multiples, almost only superb
C 4-9,11 ★ ★, ★,( ★)
estimate 440,444 1886-97, lot of 340 values, with C 7, 9, D 7, from F
2-19, among others with Michel number 19 (79 x), many
colour shades, mostly superb
,
estimate 170,PRIVATE POST LÜBECK
445 188, "Emperor and statesmen", lot of 300 perforated
values, many block pieces, mostly superb, Michel 1800.A 5-9A ★ ★, ★
estimate 150,PRIVATE POST MAINZ
446 1886-88, lot of 75 values, with B 2, C 1, 8, D 2, 4,
mostly superb
★,( ★), ★ ★
estimate 70,PRIVATE POST WITTENBERG
447 1897, 3 Pf. Blue, lot of 26 values, a few partially
perforated, very fine / superb
9a,b ★,( ★)
estimate 90,RAILWAY POST
448 "Berlin Hamburg" (various trains and types)
1907-1938, 7 documents very fine
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

RAILWAY POST
449 "Bremen vacuously", three-line cancel on 5 Pf. Postal
stationery postcard from 1883 and letter with 10 Pf.
Carmine from 1882, very fine
DR 41
estimate 40,450 "Burglesum Farge" (Zug 45, 145 and 409),
1893-1899, 3 cards almost only superb
estimate 30,451 "Elmshorn Itzehoe", three lines frame cancel as arrival
postmark always on cover to Itzehoe and Meldorf, very
fine
estimate 20,452 "Emden Soest", three straight line cancel, and
L1\"EMDEN", 1879-1886, on 3 postal stationery
postcards and a cover with 10 Pf. Carmine, almost only
superb
DR 41
estimate 60,453 "Flensburg Hamburg", three straight line cancel,
1877-1880, on three 5 Pfe. Postal stationery postcards and
one card with 5 Pfe. Gray lilac, very fine / superb
DR 32
estimate 25,454 "Geestemünde GM-HVR", three-line cancel on 5 Pf.
Postal stationery postcard, superb
DR P 10
estimate 25,455 "Hagenow Kiel" (Zug 306 (5 x) and 1306),
1903-1913, 6 documents very fine / superb
estimate 50,456 "Hagenow Neumünster" (various trains and types),
1901-1942, 9 documents very fine / superb
estimate 40,457 "Hamburg Bremen" (various trains and types),
1898-1958, 9 documents very fine / superb
estimate 25,458 "Hamburg Kiel", 20 different documents, 1892-1964,
mostly superb
estimate 80,459 "Hamburg Cologne" (various trains and types),
1899-1986, 25 documents, in addition to it old picture
postcard from railway station Cologne, proof the train,
Lifting from railway mail and bag banners, very fine /
superb
estimate 90,460 "Hamburg Neubrandenburg" (Zug 8 (2 x), 307 and
308 (4 x), 1887-1928, 7 cards very fine
estimate 35,461 "Hamburg Sassnitz" (various trains) 1923-1942, 10
documents mostly superb
estimate 50,462 "Hanover Wilhelmshaven" (Zug 538, 676, 875 and
876 (3 x) ), 6 documents, very fine / superb
estimate 20,463 "heather Büsum" (from Zug 1141-1155), 1898-1921,
15 documents, mostly superb condition
estimate 40,464 "heather Elmshorn", three straight line cancel,
1880-1883, 4 documents very fine / superb
DR P 5,12
estimate 25,-

RAILWAY POST
16
465 "Kiel Ascheberg II", three-line cancel on 10 Pfe.
Carmine, a little blotched small letter
DR 33
estimate 30,466 "Kiel Hamburg II", three-line cancel and handwritten
"BORDESHOLM" on 1 Gr. Postal stationery postcard
with 1 Gr. Carmine to Wiesbaden, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
DR 19,U 3
estimate 50,467 "Magdeburg Bremen" (Zug 268 (2 x) and 481),
1903-1917, 3 picture postcards as well three-line cancel on
cover to Stendal from 1876, very fine
estimate 30,468 "Neumünster heather" (from Zug 1064-1471),
1914-58, 13 documents, mostly superb condition
estimate 35,469 "Neumünster Kiel" (Zug 55, 62, 63 and 653)
1888-1890, 4 documents, in addition to it a old picture
postcard from railway station Einfeld, very fine
estimate 35,470 "Neumünster Tönning" (various trains), 1895-1912, 7
cards very fine / superb
estimate 45,471 "Ocholt Friesoyte" (Zug 310, 1128 and),? 1935-1944,
3 documents very fine
estimate 20,472 "Oldenburg Neuschanz" (various trains and types),
1885-1923, 14 documents very fine / superb
estimate 60,473 "Quakenbrück Rheine" (Zug 657 and 675), 1903 / 08,
2 cards very fine
estimate 20,474 "Soest Emden", three-line cancel on 5 Pf. Postal
stationery postcard from 1885 and as arrival postmark on
cover from 1872, on face handwritten "vacuously", superb
estimate 35,475 "Tönning Ohrstedt", three-line cancel on 2 covers with
1 Gr. Carmine from 1868 and 1869, very fine / superb
NDP 4,16
estimate 25,476 "Warburg Emden", three straight line cancel, always
on 5 Pf. Postal stationery postcard from 1882, 2 cards very
fine
estimate 25,477 1874-1923, 10 various, partly interesting documents,
very fine / superb, inspect!
estimate 40,478 "railway mail with feather line depreciation", 9
different documents from approximate 1871-1883, mostly
superb
estimate 80,479 "light railway Kiel Segeberg", 1911-22, collection
from 42 partly rarely railway freight stamps, partly in the
Düsterbehn catalogue unknown! R!
,★
estimate 260,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

special cancellation
480 "BERLIN 33. TRADE-EXHIBITION ** ", 25.6.1896,
on 5 Pf. Printed matter from reception Comite ditto, letter
very fine
13
estimate 35,481
"international
balloon
races
BERLIN-SCHMARGENDORF", 11.10.1908, on superb
cover with 2 x 3 Pf. "Germania" to Berlin SW 61
35
estimate 350,482 "BINGEN 20. Federation shoting 8 / 7 04", on
greatings from. Card ditto. With 20 Pf. "Germania", very
fine
01
estimate 60,483 "GIESSEN Prince HEINRICH flight 1913 sub rear",
12.5.1913, celebration postcard of the Unite for airship
aviation Giessen with 5 Pf. "Germania", very fine
02
estimate 35,484 "KIEL navy academy, Canal opening", 22.6.1895,
vacuously used on 10 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" - postal
stationery postcard, very fine (card partly foxed)
02/3
estimate 20,485 "WIESBADEN XXIX. GENERAL. Verse. Of the D.
And Ö. A. V. ", 8. / 9.1902, on picture postcard ditto. With
5 Pf. "Germania", very fine
04
estimate 80,486 "WIESBADEN exhibition", 3.8.1909, with special
cancel on picture postcard with 5 Pf. "Germania", superb
05
estimate 20,487 "FRANKFURT eldest German fair", 1.10.1926, on air
mail letter with 2 x 10 Pf. "eagle", vertical folded, very
fine
estimate Gebot
488 "WIESBADEN armistice commission", 27.9.1940, on
cover franked among others with 2 x Michel number 745,
superb
estimate 20,GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
489 1872, ¼ - 5 Gr. "small breast shields", 6 superb items,
Michel 375.1-6
estimate 90,490 1872, ¼ Gr. Gray violet, normal perforation, superb,
expertized Pfenniger, Michel 120.1
estimate 35,491 1872, ¼ Gr. Gray violet, 2 horizontal pairs with
centered rectangle cancel with two lines "DRIEBITZ" on
decorative letter piece, horizontal trace of a file fold
through all stamps, very fine, Michel (560.-)
1
estimate 150,492 1874, ¼ Gr. Gray violet in a horizontal pair on
postcard, single circle postmark "Luebeck railway station",
right stamp right defective, there over the margin fixed,
otherwise decorative superb postcard
1
estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
17
493 1872, 1/3 Gr. Yellowish green and ½ Gr. Brick red
with centered three-line cancel "AACHEN /
DÜSSELDORF" and "Hanover / CASSEL", 2 values very
fine
2a,3
estimate 30,494 1872, ½ Gr. Brick red, with first day postmark
"1.1.72", small thin and a shortened tooth otherwise
superb, R!
3
estimate 320,495 1872, ½ Gr. Brick red, single circle postmark
"SCHLESWIG 11.1.72" (early use! ), normal perforation,
superb piece of letter, photo expertize Brugger
3
estimate 30,496 1872, 1 Gr. Red carmine in a horizontal pair, two ring
cancel "BERLIN H. ST. P. E. " (court post office! ),
normal perforation, superb, abridged certificate summer
4
estimate 35,497 1872, 2 Gr. Ultramarine with plate flaw "damaged
sheet of the left 2", very fine (thin places)
5XII
estimate 40,498 1872, 5 Gr. Ochre-brown, rare single circle postmark
"BERLIN P. A. 5. HAMB. BHF. ", as usual perforated
superb, Michel (120.-)
6
estimate 35,499 1873, 5 Gr. "small breast shield" with ½ Gr.
(continuously tear) and 1 Gr. "great breast shield" as
additional franking on 1 Gr. Postal stationery cover (U 3),
accompanying letter from "MALAPANA" to Chojnów,
very fine, very scarce combination!
6,18/9
estimate 250,500 1872, 1, 3, 7 Kr. And ½ Gr. "small breast shields", 4
superb items, Michel 275.7,9/10,14
estimate 70,501 1872, 1 Kr. Yellowish green in the vertical pair, single
circle
postmark
"PFORZHEIM",
superb,
expertizedSommer, Michel 180.7
estimate 60,502 1872, 1 Kr. Yellowish green and 2 Kr. Brick red on
piece with two ring cancel "EIGELTINGEN", superb
(stamps as a check soaked off and with hinge mounted),
Michel (470.-)
7/8
estimate 170,503 1872, 1 Kr. Yellowish green, single franking with
three lines frame cancel "FRANKFURT on M.
POSTEXPED. 1" on local letter, superb
7
estimate 90,504 1872, 2 Kr. Reddish orange on closely letter piece,
single circle postmark "TAUBERBISCHOFSHEIM",
superb, signed, Michel 400.8
estimate 130,505 1872, 2 Kr. Red orange with single circle postmark
"EICHSTETTEN" on postcard to hill, very fine
8
estimate 110,506 1872, 7 Kr. Ultramarine, normal perforation, superb,
Michel 120.10
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
507 1872, 10 Gr. Light grey brown, three lines frame
cancel "WALDENBURG I / Saxony", right small
perforation fault otherwise fresh colours superb, RR!
Photo expertize Brugger, Michel 1800.12
estimate 450,508 1872, 10 Gr. Light grey brown, handwritten "ZEITZ",
superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel (250.-)
12 ~
estimate 90,509 1872, ½ Gr. Orange in the vertical pair, perfect
rectangle cancel with two lines "ARNEBURG", superb
14
estimate 60,510 1872, 2 Kr. Orange, Baden two-line cancel
"SINSHEIM"! Superb, signed, Michel 250.15
estimate 80,511 10 values "small breast shield" (Michel number 1-7, 9
/ 10, 14), very fine / superb, Michel 650.estimate 120,512 1872, ¼ Gr. Gray violet, three lines frame cancel
"LEIPZIG P. E. No. IX NEUSCHÖNFELD", superb piece
of letter, expertizedSommer
16
estimate 40,513 1872, 1/3 Gr. Gray emerald green, centered horseshoe
cancel "Hamburg" (Sp. 17-7), very fine (vertical crease),
expertized Jäschke L, Michel 150.17b
estimate 40,514 1874, ½ Gr. Orange on postcard with rectangle cancel
with two lines "Hamburg P. V. 6", to Rendsburg, superb
18
estimate 25,515 1874, ½ Gr. Orange on postcard with rectangle cancel
with two lines "Hamburg P. V. 6", to Rendsburg, very fine
18
estimate 20,516 1872, 1 Gr. Red carmine in the horizontal strip of
three, three lines frame cancel "Hamburg P. E. 7.
PÖSELDORF", superb, photo expertize Brugger
19
estimate 35,517 1875, 1 Gr. Red carmine and 2 Gr. Ultramarine with
single circle postmark "BERLIN P. A. 44" on registered
local letter, very fine
19/20
estimate 25,518 1872, 1 Gr. Red carmine with plate flaw "frame left
besides TS in German broken", centered single circle
postmark "GURKOW", very fine (lower row of teeth
defective), photo expertize summer, Michel 300.19IV
estimate 70,519 1872, 1 Gr. Red carmine with plate flaw "notch in the
incircle under egg in Reichs, white line in the right
margin", very fine (missing tooth in the upper margin),
photo expertize summer
19XXV
estimate 20,520 1872, 1 Gr. Red carmine with plate flaw "frame left
besides TS in German broken", slight perforation defects,
single circle postmark "SCHENEFELD" on cover to
Hohenwestedt, very fine, Michel 700.19IV
estimate 150,-

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
18
521 1872, 2 Gr. Ultramarine in the mint never hinged
block of nine from of the right upper corner of the sheet,
as well the plate flaw 20 I, II and III, superb in every
respect (choice copy), RRR! Photo expertize summer (for
a former larger unit! ), ex Kosack
20 ★★
estimate 1.200,522 1873, 2 Gr. Ultramarine with 10 Pfe. Red on
registered cover, handwritten "Charge", superb
20,33
estimate 80,523 1872, 2 ½ Gr. Purple brown, small size (L 15) ! Two
ring cancel "ELBERFELD Bhf. ", one short perf,
otherwise as usual perforated superb, R! Photo expertize
jug, Michel 800.21b
estimate 240,524 1872, 1, 3 and 7 Kr. "large breast shields", 2 superb
items, Michel 144.23,25/6
estimate 40,525 1872, 1 Kr. Yellowish green in the vertical strip of
three, three lines frame cancel "FRANKFURT A. M.
POSTEXPED. No. 3", superb piece of letter, Michel
(220.-)
23a
estimate 90,526 1874, 1 Kr. Yellowish green, small stamp (15 L) on
printed representatives card with single circle postmark
"MANNHEIM", superb
23a
estimate 70,527 1872, 2 Kr. Orange, single circle postmark
"FREIBURG IN BADEN", photo expertize jug: "the
stamp is in fresh colours and clearly embossed. They has
at the bottom a small tear and is reperforated. The
postmark is tenuous centered mounted", Michel 3200.24
estimate 580,528 1872, 2 Kr. Orange, Tu T stamp "WORMS", photo
expertize Brugger: "the stamp is in fresh colours and
excellent embossed, defective and corrections", Michel
3200.24
estimate 440,529 1872, 2 Kr. Orange, Tu T stamp "BENSHEIM",
strength, mostly on the back defects, Michel (3200.-)
24
estimate 180,530 1872, 9 Kr. Purple brown, rest of hinge, superb in
every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Brugger: "the
stamp is in fresh colours, excellent embossed, well
centered and well perforated"
27b ★
estimate 800,531 1872, 9 Kr. Purple brown, repaired, photo expertize
Brugger, Michel (650.-)
27b
estimate 80,532 1872, 18 Kr. Black ocher, single circle postmark
"OFFENBACH", very fine (perforation fault and some
creasely), photo expertize summer, Michel 2800.28
estimate 550,533 1872, 18 Kr. Black ocher, small repair, like superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel (2800.-)
28
estimate 300,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
534 1874, 2 ½ on 2 ½ Gr. Brown orange in the vertical
pair, stamp "BERLIN P. A. 9" (June 75), superb, abridged
certificate summer
29
estimate 75,535 1874, 2 ½ on 2 ½ Gr. And 9 on 9 Kr. Brown orange,
very fine (small defects), Michel 665.29/30
estimate 50,536 1874, 2 ½ on 2 ½ Gr. Brown orange, horseshoe cancel
"Hamburg" (Sp. 17-9), superb in every respect piece of
letter
29
estimate 40,537 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. Brown orange, single circle postmark
"OFFENBACH", normal perforation, superb, Michel 600.30
estimate 160,538 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. Brown orange, trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 600.30
estimate 150,539 1871, Wilhelm I, German Emperor, personal signature
on certificate of appointment for Baron von Osten to the
commander of the 5. Brandenburg infantry regiment No.
48, superb, enclosed fragments of the delivery envelope
from 10.11.1871
estimate 120,540 Interesting lot "great breast shield", 261 values in a
little different condition with many superb and superb in
every respekt items, treasure trove for the specialist,
Michel 7500.,
estimate 900,541 1871 / 3, 5 different documents, as well Michel
number 10 as a single franking, very fine
estimate 60,542 20 various breast shields and 2 covers, slightly mixed
condition with many superb items, many expertized,
Michel 2350., ,
estimate 350,543 Lot of 16 different pairs and a strip of three, condition
varies, partly expertized Brugger
aus 1-29
,
estimate 260,544 11 values in defective condition, in addition to it
uncharged a faked cancelled Michel number 24
16-23,25-27
estimate 75,GERMAN REICH PENNY (E)
545 1879, 10 Pfe. Carmine in the vertical strip of three on
registered cover with registered label "KIEL 1" to Berlin,
vertical folded outside of the stamps, superb
33a
estimate 50,546 1875, 50 Pfe. Black gray, thin otherwise superb,
expertized Zenker, Michel 450.36b
estimate 90,547 1889, 2 M. Dull violet puple, rest of hinges,
perforation not completely perfectly otherwise fresh
colours superb, photo expertize Wiegand, Michel 2000.37d ★
estimate 560,548 1893, 10 Pf. Carmine and 2 x 20 Pf. Ultramarine on
money letter with postmarks "BERLIN S. 85", very fine
41/2
estimate 25,-

GERMAN REICH PENNY (E)
19
549 1880, 10 Pf. Eosin, mint never hinged, superb,
certificate (copy) Wiegand of a former block of four,
Michel 80.41ab ★★
estimate 25,550 1880, 25 Pf. Brown with plate flaw "first N in penny
broken", thin otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L,
Michel 75.43a PF IV
estimate 20,GERMAN REICH CROWN / EAGLE
551 1896, 3 Pf. Gray brown with scarce special cancel
"KIEL exhibition", very fine (special envelope defects)
45b
estimate 90,552 1890, 5 Pf. Dark green, superb postcard from
"Hamburg" to M. Gladbach, expertized Zenker
46aa
estimate 40,553 1889, 10 Pf. Lilac carmine, very fine, expertized
Zenker, Michel 100.47aa
estimate 25,554 1889, 10 Pf. Carmine with plate flaw "T of imperial
post with horizontal bar", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
100.47I ★
estimate 35,555 1892, 20 Pf. Black blue, trace of crease otherwise as
usual perforated superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 90.48ba
estimate 20,556 1889, 50 Pf. Red carmine, a little creasely otherwise
superb, expertized Wiegand, Michel 90.50a
estimate 20,557 1900, 2 Pf. Bright gray in the block of twelve from of
the right lower corner of the sheet, mint never hinged,
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Wiegand
52 ★★
estimate 20,558 1900, 2 Pf. Bright gray, overprint "Specimen", mint
never hinged, superb, photo copy of a certificate Jäschke
of a former block of four, Michel 280.52SP ★★
estimate 100,559 1900, 2 Pf. Bright gray with variety "REIGHSPOST",
as usual perforated superb, expertized Zenker, Michel
180.52I
estimate 50,GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
560 1900, 3 Pf. Dark-orange-brown "Reichspost" with left
margin of sheet, mint never hinged, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Jäschke and photo
expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel (440.-)
54b ★★
estimate 170,561 1900, 2 M. "Reichspost", type II, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 85.64II
estimate 20,562 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, superb, Michel 500.66II
estimate 160,563 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, with plate flaw
"broken C in Reichspost", superb, R! Photo expertize
Jäschke L, Michel 3000.66IIPFI
estimate 950,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
564 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over only with
white paint, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel
800.66IV
estimate 240,565 1902, 3 Pf. "Germania" with plate flaw "first E in
German at the bottom without horizontal line", superb,
Michel 55.69I
estimate 20,566 1902, 30 - 50 Pf. "Germania", unwatermarked, rest of
hinges, 3 values very fine, Michel 290.74-76 ★
estimate 55,567 1902, 2 M. "gothic inscription", unwatermarked, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 130.79 ★
estimate 40,568 1902, 2 M. "gothic inscription", unwatermarked, very
fine, Michel 130.79
estimate 30,569 1902, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine, carmine
luminous, perforated A, unwatermarked, rest of hinges,
superb, Michel 350.81Ab ★
estimate 120,570 1908, 10 Pf. "Germania" on Karbina artist picture card
(Zeppelin National contribution of the German children)
with "Count Zeppelin portrait collecting stamp", superb
86
estimate 35,571 1905, 10 Pf. Carmine red "peace printing", plate
printing, upper margin copy, normal perforation, superb,
expertized Jäschke L, Michel 150.86IaPOR
estimate 40,572 1911, 60 Pf. Gray lilac "peace printing", superb,
expertized Jäschke, Michel 250.92I ★
estimate 90,573 1911, 3 M. Blackish violet "peace printing", superb,
expertized Jäschke L, Michel 75.96AIa
estimate 20,574 1906, 5 M. "peace printing", yellowish red luminous,
as usual perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel
220.97AIa
estimate 60,575 1906, 5 M. "peace printing", carmine luminous, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 60.97AIb ★
estimate 20,576 1905, 5 M. "Minister print", frame dark yellow ocher
luminous, superb, photo expertize Jäschke, Michel 2000.97AIM
estimate 700,577 1912, "airmail on the Rhine and Main", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 230.I-III ★★
estimate 70,578 1912, 20 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with special cancel "Darmstadt", as usual
perforated superb
II
estimate 25,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
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579 1912, 30 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" on 5 Pf.
"Germania" postal stationery postcard with special cancel
"Darmstadt 23.6.12", reverse unlabeled
III
estimate 40,580 1912, 1 M. On 10 Pf. "Gelber Hund", 2 x on airmail
postcard with special cancel "Darmstadt 18.6.12", card
slight wrinkles, stamp superb
IV
estimate 120,581 1912, 1 M. On 10 Pf. "Gelber Hund", 2 x on airmail
postcard with special cancel "Darmstadt 18.6.12" and 5 Pf.
Additional franking, superb
IV
estimate 120,582 1912, 1 M. On 10 Pf. "Gelber Hund" on airmail
postcard with special cancel "Darmstadt 19.6.12", superb
IV
estimate 85,583 1918, 3 Pf. Blackish brown and 5 Pf. Bluish green
"war time printing", mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
expertized Zenker, Michel 120.84IIb,85IId ★★
estimate 35,584 1918, 3 Pf. Blackish brown "war time printing", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Jäschke, Michel 70.84IIb ★★
estimate 25,585 1918, 5 Pf. Black opal green "war time printing" in the
mint never hinged block of four from the margin with
HAN "H 3512.19", superb, expertized Jäschke, Michel
(2000.-)
85IIe
★★
estimate 480,586 1918, 5 Pf. Black opal green "war time printing", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 500.85IIe ★★
estimate 120,587 1918, 5 Pf. Black opal green "war time printing",
superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 100.85IIe
estimate 35,588 1915, 10 Pf. Carmine "war time printing", superb,
expertized Jäschke, Michel 110.86IId
estimate 40,589 1919, 10 Pf. Dark rose red "war time printing",
superb, expertized Jäschke, Michel 200.86IIf
estimate 70,590 1915, 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine "war time printing",
very fine (small perforation fault), expertized Jäschke L,
Michel 130.87IIb
estimate 25,591 1918, 80 Pf. Carmine red / red black on pale rose "war
time printing", mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr.
Hochstädter, Michel 260.93IIa ★★
estimate 80,592 1915, 5 and 10 Pf. Unperforated, trial impressions on
yellowish paper, superb, Michel 300.85/6IIV (★)
estimate 90,593 1916, 5 M. "war time printing", perforated A, perfin,
superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 130.97AII
estimate 35,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
594 1918, 35 Pf. Brown ocher, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Infla, Michel 70.103c ★★
estimate 25,595 1919, 10 Pf. Red "war victim", plate printing, upper
margin copy, 2 various minor shade, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Infla, Michel (80.-)
105aPOR ★★
estimate 25,596 1919, 15 Pf. Blackish blue violet "war victim", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Tworek, Michel 60.106b ★★
estimate 20,597 1919, 30 Pf. Lilac with variety "year date 1019 in lieu
of 1919", rest of hinge, superb, expertized Tworek, Michel
60.110cI ★
estimate 20,598 1920, 2.50 M. Dark purple, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 250.115d
estimate 90,599 1920, 2.50 M. On 2 M. Lilac-rose, very fine (corner
creases), expertized Bauer, Michel 250.118b
estimate 55,600 1920, 10 Pf. Yellowish orange, unperforated, in a
horizontal pair with right margin, left stamp manufactured
gum crease, superb
120U ★
estimate 25,601 1921, 2 ½ M. "lithography", as usual perforated
superb, expertized Winkler, Michel 120.133II
estimate 35,602 1920, 20 Pf. Dark blue green, superb, expertized
Peschl, Michel 130.143c
estimate 40,603 1920, 30 - 50 Pf. And 75 Pf., type I, 4 values as usual
perforated superb, expertized Bauer, Michel 175.144-46,148I
estimate 45,604 1920, 40 Pf. Red (porous printing), bar cancel, superb,
expertized Dr. Hochstädter, Michel 200.145bII
estimate 50,605 1921, 80 Pf. Gray ultramarine, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 100.149b
estimate 35,606 1920, 80 Pf. Lilac ultramarine, type I, normal
perforation, superb, expertized Bechtold, Michel 70.149I
estimate 20,607 1920, 1 ¼ M. Orange red / dark carmine purple,
watermark "quatrefoils", superb, expertized among others
Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1300.151Y
estimate 380,608 1921, 1.60 M. On 5 Pf. Dark brown, overprint
subdued gloss, mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize
Bechtold, Michel 230.154Ib ★★
estimate 80,609 1922, 5 Pf. Lilac carmine, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Dr, Oechsner, Michel 260.177
estimate 90,610 1922, 5 Pf. Lilac carmine, watermark 2, tiny trace of
crease otherwise superb, expertized Infla, Michel 260.177
estimate 75,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
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611 1922, 10 Pf. Brown olive, watermark 2, as usual
perforated superb, expertized Gaedicke, Michel 240.178
estimate 70,612 1933, 15 Pf. Green blue, watermark 2, at the bottom
small tear otherwise superb, expertized Kowallik, Michel
280.179
estimate 65,613 1922, 60 Pf. Blackish rose lilac, watermark 2, in the
block of four from lower margin, superb, expertized Infla
184
estimate 40,614 1922, 1 ¼ M. Pale lilac rose "trade show", mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Dr. Hochstädter, Michel 90.199b ★★
estimate 30,615 1922, 2 M. Dark purple-violet "trade show", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 80.200b ★★
estimate 25,616 1922, 10 M. Bright-purple-red with variety "without
rose background", 2 shorter perf tips otherwise superb,
photo expertize Winkler, Michel 1300.206WF
estimate 330,617 1922, 50 M. Black bluish green, watermark
"quatrefoils", stamp "HILDESHEIM", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1100.209PY
estimate 340,618 1922, 50 M. Black bluish green, watermark
quatrefoils, small perforation irregularity otherwise
superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1100.209PY
estimate 280,619 1922, 50 M. Black gray green / bright brown purple,
rotary printing, very fine (small fissure), expertized Infla,
Michel 130.209Wb
estimate 30,620 1922, "wood-pigeon" on pieces with postmarks
"LEIPZIG 13 airmail", very fine set, expertized Infla,
Michel (140.-)
210-18
estimate 45,621 1922, "wood-pigeon" on 2 airmail registered covers
from "BERLIN" to Herzberg, superb, expertized Dr.
Düntsch
210-18
estimate 65,622 1922, 60 Pf. Blackish red, plate printing, upper margin
copy, vertical trace of crease otherwise superb, expertized
Bauer, Michel 700.213bPOR
estimate 140,623 1922, 2 M. Dark violet, superb, expertized Dr.
Oechsner, Michel 110.224b
estimate 40,624 1922, 4 M. Dark green, unperforated, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.226aU ★★
estimate 30,625 1922, 4 M. Dark green, unperforated, plate printing,
upper margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel - .
226aUPOR ★★
estimate 40,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
626 1923, 20 M. Blackish gray violet in a horizontal pair,
rotary printing, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 130.230W/230W
estimate 45,627 1923, 10 (2 x) and 25 M. (8 x) "wood-pigeon" in
multiples on special delivery cover from "NIENBURG" to
Forest, very fine
235/6
estimate 40,628 1923, 20 M. Brown lilac, watermark sideways, very
fine (small perforation fault), expertized Bauer, Michel
80.241Y
estimate 20,629 1923, 200 M. Red lilac, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Infla, Michel 90.248b ★★
estimate 25,630 1923, 200 M. Red lilac, one short perf otherwise
superb, expertized Tworek, Michel 100.248b
estimate 20,631 1922, 5000 M. Dark bluish green with plate flaw "s in
Five thousand above with hook", in the block of four with
normal stamps, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (140.-)
256cI ★★
estimate 55,632 1923, 5000 M. Black green, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 200.256d
estimate 70,633 1923, 20 M. "Rhein and Ruhr Help", very fine
(perforation defects), expertized Winkler, Michel 110.260
estimate 30,634 1923, 200 M. "wood-pigeon" in a horizontal pair,
superb piece of letter, expertized Infla, Michel 90.267
estimate 25,635 1923, 8 Tsd. On 30 Pf. Opal green with variety "8
inverted", two shorter perf tips, otherwise superb, abridged
certificate Bauer, Michel 450.278I
estimate 120,636 1923, 30 Tsd on 200 M greenish-blue, in the complete
sheets, very fine MNH
285 ★★
estimate Gebot
637 1923, 800 Tsd. On 5 Pf. Yellowish green,
unperforated in a horizontal pair, rest of hinge, superb,
signed, Michel 90.301U ★
estimate 30,638 1923, 800 Tsd. On 200 M. Lilac red, superb,
expertized Peschl, Michel 100.303
estimate 30,639 1923, 20 million. M. Black blue, rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 140.319AWbOR ★★
estimate 45,640 1923, 50 million. M. Dark green olive and 200
million. M. Ochre-brown, unperforated, 2 superb items,
Michel 200.321U,323AU ★
estimate 60,641 1923, 200 million. M. Ochre-brown, unperforated,
with "crack in the rosette", mint never hinged, superb
323AUHT ★★
estimate 75,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
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642 1923, 50 Mrd (Billion). M. Cobalt blue, rouletted,
with plate flaw "crack in rosette", perfin "P. A. G. ",
superb, RR! Expertized Düntsch, Michel 3000.330BP HT
estimate 750,643 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). On 10 million. M. - 10 Mrd
(Billion). On 50 million. M., rouletted, in block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.334-36B
★★
estimate 35,644 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). On 10 million. M. Vermilion, 2
x on properly franked legitimate postcard, right stamp
punched, left stamp superb, expertized Peschl, Michel
1900.334B
estimate 420,645 1923, 4 postcards with different pre-payment of
postage in cash, among others "still used postmark in
Spremberg", superb
estimate 35,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
646 1923, "numeral", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.338-43 ★★
estimate 30,647 1923, 3 - 10 Pf. "numeral", plate printing, in upper
corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
338-40Pa
★★
estimate 40,648 1924, "wood-pigeon", always from of the right upper
corner of the sheet, rest of hinge in the upper margin, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (1500.-)
344-50 ★★
estimate 480,649 1924, 5 and 10 Pf. "wood-pigeon" on Airmail printed
matter with special cancel "GÖRLITZ flight days" and
air-mail confirmation cancel "DRESDEN N 31", superb
postcard
344/5
estimate 20,650 1924, 50 Pf. "wood-pigeon", mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 140.347 ★★
estimate 45,651 1924, 200 Pf. "wood-pigeon", normal perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 350.349 ★★
estimate 90,652 1924, 200 and 300 Pf. "wood-pigeon", 2 superb items,
Michel 240.349/50
estimate 70,653 1924, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 160.351-54 ★★
estimate 50,654 1924, 50 Pf. "help in need", mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Schlegel
354 ★★
estimate 35,655 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 400.355Y ★★
estimate 120,656 1926, 5 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" with additional franking
on "Zeppelin Eckener contribution card" with womens
donation vignette to Japan, very fine
356
estimate 100,-

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
657 1924, 50 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", left lower corner of the
sheet with plate number "5", horizontal prefolded, superb,
Michel (170.-)
361 ★★
estimate 65,658 1924 / 6, essays from S. Von Weech: 10 Pf. "Imperial
Eagle" in dark green (perforated and unperforated), ochre
and carmine (unperforated), in 4 vertical gutter pairs, as
issued without gum, superb, RR! Expertized Ludin
ZS P (★)
estimate 250,659 1924, 1 - 5 M. "buildings", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 100.364-67 ★
estimate 35,660 1925, "Rhineland" in blocks of four from the margin,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (220.-)
372-74
★★
estimate 70,661 1925, 5 and 10 Pf. "Rhineland" on cash on delivery
letter with Eckener advertising postmarks, superb
372/3
estimate 20,662 1926, "eagle", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
140.378-84 ★
estimate 45,663 1926, 1 M. "eagle", very fine MNH, Michel 150.382 ★★
estimate 45,664 1926, 3 M. "eagle", superb, expertized D. Schlegel,
Michel 120.384
estimate 35,665 1926, 5 Pf. "Beethoven" and 8 Pf. "Schiller", always
in the block of four from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (92.-)
387,389
★★
estimate 25,666 1926, 20 Pf. "Beethoven", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.392X ★★
estimate 55,667 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 170.395 ★★
estimate 55,668 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 170.395 ★★
estimate 40,669 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", plate printing, in the left upper
corner margin block of four, very fine MNH, Michel
1140.395POR
★★
estimate 300,670 1926, 50 Pf. "Bach", normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 170.396 ★★
estimate 40,671 1926, "help in need" in block of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (920.-)
398-401
★★
estimate 290,672 1926, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 230.398-401 ★★
estimate 70,673 1926, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, rest of
hinge, gum not original, superb
398X ★
estimate 170,-

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
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674 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, in the
block of four from of the right upper corner of the sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (720.-)
401X
★★
estimate 250,675 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
superb, Michel 130.401X
estimate 40,676 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, very
fine (some blunted teeths), Michel 130.401X
estimate 20,677 1927, "80. Birthday", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.403-06 ★★
estimate 35,678 1927, "80. Birthday", very fine set, Michel 65.403-06
estimate 20,679 1927, 25 and 50 Pf. "80. Birthday", 2 superb items,
Michel 60.405/6
estimate 20,680 1927, "I. A. A. ", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.407-09 ★★
estimate 75,681 1927, "I. A. A. ", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
65.407-09 ★
estimate 20,682 1927, "I. A. A. ", very fine set, Michel 250.407-09
estimate 75,683 1927, 8 Pf. "I. A. A. ", superb, Michel 85.407
estimate 25,684 1927, "I. A. A. ", very fine set on pieces, expertized
Schlegel, Michel (250.-)
407-09
estimate 85,685 1927, "I. A. A. ", very fine set on pieces, Michel 250.407-09
estimate 80,686 1927, 15 and 25 Pf. "I. A. A. ", 2 superb items, normal
perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.408/9 ★★
estimate 40,687 1927, 25 Pf. "I. A. A. ", superb, Michel 85.409
estimate 25,688 1928, 40 - 80 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich", rest of
hinges, 5 superb items, Michel 90.418-22 ★
estimate 30,689 1928, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 140.420 ★★
estimate 45,690 1928, 60 Pf. "Ebert", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 140.421 ★★
estimate 50,691 1928, 2 RM "Count Zeppelin", superb, Michel 65.423
estimate 20,692 1928, 4 RM "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 160.424 ★★
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
693 1928, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.425-29 ★★
estimate 70,694 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, lower
margin copy, left three shorter perforation otherwise very
fine MNH, RR! Unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 8000.425X ★★
estimate 1.900,695 1928, 50 Pf. "help in need", rest of hinge, superb
429 ★
estimate 20,696 1929, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.430-34 ★★
estimate 70,697 1929, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 185.433/4
estimate 55,698 1929, 50 Pf. "help in need", mint never hinged, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 160.434 ★★
estimate 40,699 1929, 50 Pf. "help in need" with plate flaw "PE in lieu
of PF", left margin copy, one short perf otherwise superb,
Michel 500.434I
estimate 110,700 1930, "Presidents of the Reich", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 180.435-37 ★★
estimate 60,701 1930, "South America flight" on South America flight
card, superb
438/9
estimate 270,702 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, with lower margin, mint never hinged, vertical
kink through the stamp, Michel (1700.-)
438Y ★★
estimate 140,703 1930, "South America flight", watermark sideways,
superb, photo expertize Raybaudi
438-439Y ★
estimate 230,704 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", watermark
sideways, one short perf, very fine, Michel 400.438Y
estimate 90,705 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", watermark
sideways, superb piece of letter, Michel 400.438Y
estimate 120,706 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", 2 x as multiple
franking on South America flight, superb, Michel 1100.439
estimate 330,707 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, superb piece of letter, Michel (400.-)
439X
estimate 130,708 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, on DOX card, superb
439X
estimate 180,709 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
sideways, on piece (stamp as a check soaked off and with
hinge mounted), normal perforation, superb, Michel 500.439Y
estimate 110,-

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
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710 1930, 2 RM "Old-Cologne", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 140.440 ★★
estimate 40,711 1930, "30. June" in block of four on special delivery
registered cover from first day, slight traces of usage,
superb cover
444/5
estimate 70,712 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, hardly visible trace of a
corner crease otherwise superb, Michel 1600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 380,713 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", minimal blotched margin otherwise superb,
Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 490,714 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", special cancel on commercial letter piece with
registered label and passing over address on the sheet
margin, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 580,715 1930, center piece "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", superb, Michel 560.446-49
estimate 190,716 1930, center piece "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition" with special cancel on piece, superb, Michel
(560.-)
446-49
estimate 200,717 1930, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.452/3
estimate 40,718 1930, 50 Pf. "Firm Marienberg", superb, Michel 110.453
estimate 35,719 1932, 1 RM "Count Zeppelin" in the block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 480.455
★★
estimate 120,720 1932, 1 RM "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.455 ★★
estimate 40,721 1931, "Polar travel", always on Zeppelin record,
superb
456-58
estimate 460,722 1932, 1 RM "Polar travel" with overprint error
"unhyphenated", with good additional franking (among
others 2 x Michel number 462) on South America flight
card, superb, R! Photo expertize Buehler
456I
estimate 680,723 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel", superb piece of letter,
Michel (900.-)
458
estimate 280,724 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel", board mail to Malyguin,
superb cover
458
estimate 300,725 1931, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 960.459-62
★★
estimate 290,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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726 1931, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.459-62 ★★
estimate 70,727 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 235.461/2 ★★
estimate 80,728 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.461/2
estimate 40,729 1931, 50 Pf. "Luebeck, Holsten Gate", superb piece of
letter, Michel (100.-)
462
estimate 30,730 1932, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 232.463/4
★★
estimate 70,731 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 58.463/4 ★★
estimate 20,732 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", always in the block of
four from the lower margin from the corner of the sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (129.-)
465/6
★★
estimate 35,733 1933, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg" with punching "S. J. " (city
Jena) on liable to payment of postage offical matter from
"JENA" with red propaganda additional cancellation:
"Who claims Germany is to blame for the war lies",
superb, R!
469
estimate 50,734 1932 / 3, 25 Pf. "Hindenburg", 10 x as a single
franking on commercial letter to Brazil, condition varies,
Michel 250.471
estimate 20,735 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.472 ★★
estimate 30,736 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
block of four from the upper margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 600.472WOR
★★
estimate 180,737 1932, "help in need", margin copies (mostly corners of
the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 200.474-78 ★★
estimate 70,738 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 200.474-78 ★★
estimate 60,739 1932, 25 and 40 Pf. "help in need", 2 values as usual
perforated, superb, Michel 109.477/8
estimate 30,740 1925 / 6, "Zeppelin-Eckener donation", advertising
postmarks to special feature on 6 documents, almost only
superb
estimate 70,741 1925 / 6, "Zeppelin-Eckener donation", 3 different
documents with special cancel respectively vignette, very
fine
estimate 25,-
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742 1932, business letter of the still existing childrens
book publishing house "F. F. Writer", Esslingen, with
topic airship "Count Zeppelin" and machine cancel, superb
estimate 20,GERMAN REICH 1933 1945
743 1933, "Frederick the Great", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 100,744 1933, "Frederick the Great", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, last piece of the set expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 80,745 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all from lower
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, photo expertize
Dr. Oechsner: " the stamps are perfect", Michel (1200.-)
482-95 ★★
estimate 380,746 1933, 3 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (480.-)
482
★★
estimate 160,747 1933, 6 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the lower
block of six with sheet number, mint never hinged, superb
484 ★★
estimate 25,748 1934, 6 Pf. "Hindenburg" on event card Sanke no. 402
"Oberbanntreffen the Mainfränkischen youth at the 14.
And 15. July 1934 in spirit of the freedom hero battle flyer
Berthold", superb
484
estimate 55,749 1933, 20 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.489 ★★
estimate 20,750 1933, 30 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the block of four from the upper margin, mint
never hinged, superb
490WOR
★★
estimate 45,751 1933, 40 - 100 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rest of
hinges, 5 superb items, Michel 147.491-95 ★
estimate 40,752 1933, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, right margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 140.492 ★★
estimate 40,753 1933, 60 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
block of four from the margin with sheet number, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (1040.-)
493
★★
estimate 350,754 1933, 60 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 260.493 ★★
estimate 80,755 1933, 80 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the block
of four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.494
★★
estimate 35,756 1933, 80 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.494
★★
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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757 1933, 100 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the
block of four from the lower margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (720.-)
495
★★
estimate 220,758 1933, "Chicago travel", regumed, like superb
496-98 (★)
estimate 180,759 1933, "Chicago travel", set very fine / superb (1 and 2
RM small perforation faults)
496-98
estimate 250,760 1933, 1 RM "Chicago travel" in the vertical pair and 2
RM "Chicago travel" on Zeppelin letter, superb
496 ,497
estimate 370,761 1933, 2 RM "Chicago travel" with additional franking
on Zeppelin registered cover, superb
497
estimate 110,762 1933, 4 RM "Chicago travel", rest of hinge, superb
498 ★
estimate 30,763 1933, 4 RM "Chicago travel", single franking on
Zeppelin letter, superb
498
estimate 240,764 1933, "Wagner", very fine set, Michel 380.499-507
estimate 120,765 1933, 20 Pf. "Wagner", perforated K 14: 13, superb
piece of letter, signed, Michel 250.505A
estimate 75,766 1933, 20, 25 and 40 Pf. "Wagner", 3 values as usual
perforated, superb, Michel 350.505B,506/7A
estimate 90,767 1933, 40 Pf. "Wagner", rest of hinge, gum adhesions
otherwise superb
507 ★
estimate 40,768 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the item submitted for inspection shows on the
front isolates tiny brown spots on, otherwise is the quality
perfect. ", Michel 6000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 1.400,769 1933, single stamps "charity souvenir sheet Nothilfe"
in the strip of four, superb, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel,
Michel (2000.-)
508-11
estimate 650,770 1933 / 6, "Hindenburg", watermark 4, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 80.512-28 ★★
estimate 25,771 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, very fine set
mint never hinged, photo expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel
800.529-39x ★★
estimate 280,772 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, mint never
hinged, as usual perforated very fine set, Michel 800.529-39x ★★
estimate 190,773 1934, 50 Pf. "airmail", horizontal gum rippling, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 140.535y ★★
estimate 40,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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774 1934, 80 Pf. "airmail", vertical gum rippling, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 70.536x ★★
estimate 20,775 1934, 80 Pf. "airmail", horizontal gum rippling, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 75.536y ★★
estimate 20,776 1934, 2 RM "Lilienthal" and 3 RM "Count Zeppelin",
vertical gum rippling, 2 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 350.538/9x ★★
estimate 100,777 1934, 2 RM "Lilienthal", vertical gum rippling, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 150.538x ★★
estimate 45,778 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", vertical gum rippling,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.539x ★★
estimate 60,779 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", horizontal gum
rippling, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schlegel,
Michel 400.539y ★★
estimate 120,780 1934, "colonial researcher" in left lower corner margin
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
540-43
★★
estimate 260,781 1934, "colonial researcher", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 190.540-43 ★★
estimate 50,782 1934, 25 Pf. "Wissmann", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.543 ★★
estimate 40,783 1934, "saar plebiscite" in block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 360.544/5
★★
estimate 110,784 1934, "Nazi Party Congress" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 340.546/7
★★
estimate 80,785 1934, "Nazi Party Congress", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 85.546/7 ★★
estimate 20,786 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning" in mint never hinged
block of four, very fine set, Michel 600.548-53
★★
estimate 180,787 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.548-53 ★★
estimate 40,788 1934, 5, 6 and 12 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", plate
printing, always from the left upper corner, mint never
hinged, superb
549/50,552POR ★★
estimate 35,789 1934, 12 and 25 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", plate
printing, always from upper margin, mint never hinged, 2
superb items, Michel 280.552/3P OR ★★
estimate 70,790 1934, "Schiller", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.554/5 ★★
estimate 30,-
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791 1934, "trades" in mint never hinged block of four from
lower margin, superb, Michel (2720.-)
556-64
★★
estimate 750,792 1934, "trades", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 680.556-64 ★★
estimate 180,793 1934, "trades", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
100.556-64 ★
estimate 30,794 1934, 25 Pf. "trades", normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.- 0.563 ★★
estimate 30,795 1934, 40 Pf. "trades", lower left corner of the sheet
with form no. 1, margin of sheet partly strong affixed,
stamp mint never hinged, lease
564 ★★
estimate 140,796 1935, "saar plebiscite" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 480.565-68
★★
estimate 140,797 1935, "saar plebiscite", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.565-68 ★★
estimate 35,798 1935, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 80.569-75 ★★
estimate 20,799 1935, "heros commemorative day", vertical gum
rippling, 12 Pf. A brown tooth otherwise very fine MNH,
Michel 90.569/70x ★★
estimate 25,800 1935, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 80.571/2,584-87x ★★
estimate 20,801 1935, "National Vocational Competition" in block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.571/2x
★★
estimate 30,802 1935, 12 Pf. "National Vocational Competition",
horizontal gum rippling, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 160.572y ★★
estimate 50,803 1935, "Schütz, Bach, Händel-celebration", "Hitler
youth", "Nazi Party Congress", 3 mint never hinged superb
sets, Michel 90.573-75,584-87 ★★
estimate 25,804 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", complete original
gum! Rest of hinges in the margin, stamps mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (1300.-)
Bl. 3 ★
estimate 390,805 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", without gum,
superb, Michel 1300.Bl. 3 (★)
estimate 320,806 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", without gum, very
fine (slight margin defects), Michel 1300.Bl. 3 (★)
estimate 190,807 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", special cancel,
superb, photo expertize H. G. Schlegel, Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 340,-
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808 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", special cancel,
perforation minimal compressed otherwise superb, Michel
1100.Bl. 3
estimate 220,809 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", first day special
cancel, very fine (slight margin defects), Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 190,810 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", special cancel,
watermark broken, stamps superb, Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 180,811 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA" with special
cancel, on cover, superb
Bl. 3
estimate 300,812 1935, 3 and 6 Pf. "OSTROPA", without gum, 2
superb items, Michel 90.576/7 (★)
estimate 25,813 1935, "a hundred years railroad", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 130.580-83 ★★
estimate 40,814 1935, "Nürnberg-based party conference" in blocks of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.586/7
★★
estimate 30,815 1935, 12 Pf. "Nuremberg resident party convention",
watermark "flank to the right", one short perf otherwise
superb, Michel 150.587Y
estimate 35,816 1935, "costumes", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.588-97 ★★
estimate 60,817 1935, "costumes", very fine set, Michel 65.588-97
estimate 20,818 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa", 50 x in the half sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 3250.603 ★★
estimate 650,819 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa" in the block of four from the
lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 260.603
★★
estimate 75,820 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 65.603 ★★
estimate 20,821 1936, "airship Hindenburg", always in the mint never
hinged block of nine with left margin, superb, Michel
(450.-)
606/7X ★★
estimate 140,822 1936, "airship Hindenburg", both watermark, rest of
hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 150.606/7X,Y ★
estimate 30,823 1936, "olympic games", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.609-16 ★★
estimate 45,824 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 130.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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825 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games" on registered
cover, stamp "BERLIN-GRÜNAU race track", very fine
Bl. 5
estimate 40,826 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 280.Bl. 5/6 ★★
estimate 75,827 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (180.-)
Bl. 5/6
estimate 60,828 1936, "olympic games", 2 centerpieces, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (80.-)
624-31 ★★
estimate 25,829 1936, "buildings", 20 sets in parts of sheets, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 1600.634-42 ★★
estimate 390,830 1936, "buildings", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 80.634-42 ★★
estimate 20,831 1936, 8 Pf. "Germany hall" in the block of four from
the left lower corner of the sheet with printing number 2,
superb
638
estimate 20,832 1937, 6 Pf. "air-raid protection" on printed matter card
to Belgium, special cancel on the occasion of the
elimination
trip
"CHEMNITZ
south
arena
GORDON-BENNETT balloon trip", superb
644
estimate 70,833 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler" with first day postmark,
superb, R!
Bl. 7
estimate 60,834 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler unperforated", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 60,835 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", mint never
hinged, very fine, Michel 320.Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 65,836 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", small affixed
spot in the margin, stamps mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 9 ★
estimate 30,837 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", special
cancel, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 9
estimate 25,838 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 45,839 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", single stamp
mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 10 ★
estimate 20,840 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel (130.-)
Bl. 10
estimate 40,841 1937, 42 Pf. "Munich Riem", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 65.649 ★★
estimate 20,-
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842 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 320.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 100,843 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress", special
cancel, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 11
estimate 20,844 1937, center piece "Nazi Party Congress", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (72.-)
650
★★
estimate 20,845 1937, "ships", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
100.651-59 ★★
estimate 30,846 1937, 15 Pf. "ships" with variety "lighthouse vane
with dipstick" (field 11), in the upper left corner margin
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel
(736.-)
657I
★★
estimate 260,847 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", single franking on
registered cover to Brunswick, superb, Michel 85.671
estimate 25,848 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.671y ★★
estimate 40,849 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, special cancel, superb piece of letter, Michel
(60.-)
671y
estimate 23,850 1938, "Nazi Party Congress", vertical gum rippling, in
the block of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 96.672x
★★
estimate 25,851 1938, "Gau theater Saar Palatinate" with first day
special cancel on card, superb
673/4
estimate 20,852 1938, "Ostmark landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.675-83 ★★
estimate 30,853 1938, 40 Pf. "Braunau at the Inn" in the block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.683 ★★
estimate 35,854 1939, complete year on Lindner album pages, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 1057.686-Z 739 ★★
estimate 250,855 1939, "automobile exhibition" on First day card of the
German bank, superb, Michel 70.686-88
estimate 20,856 1939, "automobile exhibition" on First day card the
Dresdner Bank, superb, Michel 70.686-88
estimate 20,857 1939, 6 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 72.689-94 ★★
estimate 20,858 1939, "Nurburg-race", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.695-97 ★★
estimate 90,-
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859 1939, "Nurburg-race", rest of hinge, 12 Pf. One short
perf otherwise very fine set, Michel 70.695-97 ★
estimate 20,860 1939, "Nurburg-race", very fine set, Michel 100.695-97
estimate 30,861 1939, "Nurburg-race" on cover with special cancel,
superb
695-97
estimate 35,862 1939, 25 Pf. "German derby" in the block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 320.698 ★★
estimate 90,863 1939, 25 Pf. "German derby", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.698 ★★
estimate 20,864 1939, 6 Pf. "day of the German art" in the block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 140.700
★★
estimate 40,865 1939, "fellowship", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 85.702-13 ★★
estimate 20,866 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.716-29 ★★
estimate 65,867 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set, Michel 220.716-29
estimate 65,868 1939, 2 RM "Gdansk", lower right corner of the sheet
with 2 mirror-inverted plates numbers "2", normal
perforation, mint never hinged, superb
729 ★★
estimate 80,869 1939, "buildings", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 60.730-38 ★★
estimate 20,870 1940, 24 Pf. "stamp exhibition" in the block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 144.743
★★
estimate 40,871 1940, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon" in the lower left corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(480.-)
747 ★★
estimate 140,872 1940, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.747 ★★
estimate 35,873 1940, 6 Pf. "Heligoland" in the block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.750
★★
estimate 35,874 1940, 6 Pf. "Behring" with variety "dark spot on the
rights Cheek", with special cancel on special card, superb,
Michel 200.760III
estimate 60,875 1941, "post-fellowship" on 2 first day covers, superb,
R! Michel 600.773-78
estimate 180,-
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876 1942, 8, 10 and 40 Pf. "Hitler" on registered cover
(personally) from "BERLIN 65", above defects from
opening the cover otherwise superb cover
786/7,794
estimate 50,877 1942, 10 Pf. "Hitler", single franking on receipt for
delivery, superb, R!
787
estimate 40,878 1942, 1 M. "Hitler", both perforations, always as a
single franking on package card, very fine
799A/B
estimate 35,879 1945, 2 M. "Hitler", perforated B, with 50 Pf.
Additional franking on package card from "Hamburg
ALTONA", superb
800B
estimate 50,880 1942, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 76.60
811-27 ★★
estimate 20,881 1942, 12 Pf. "goldsmithing" on cover with first day
special cancel, superb
817
estimate 20,882 1942, 6 Pf. "military combat days", 2 x on cover with
first day special cancel, superb, Michel 90.818
estimate 30,883 1943, 6 Pf. "Day of the Postage Stamp", left upper
corner of the sheet with first day special cancel "KIEL" on
commercial letter, superb
828
estimate 20,884 1943, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon" on pre first day
registered cover from "25.7.43", superb
854
estimate 75,885 1943 / 4, 12 Pf. "goldsmithing" and "Robert Koch",
always from the corner of the sheet on superb cover
861,864
estimate Gebot
886 1943, 12 Pf. "800 years Luebeck", 4 x on First Day
Cover, registered mail, very fine
862
estimate 35,887 1944, 30 Pf. "mountain troop" with variety
"cable-railway left above", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 75.885I ★★
estimate 20,888 1944, 12 Pf. "Commander hall" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 90.906
estimate 25,889 1945, 6 Pf. "Oldenburg" with variety "broken sword",
in the vertical pair with normal stamp, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel (80.-)
907IV ★★
estimate 20,890 1945, "SA and SS", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
80.909/10 ★★
estimate 20,891 1945, 12 Pf. "SS", lower right corner of the sheet,
margin only right perforated, manufactured paper wrinkle,
mint never hinged, superb
910 ★★
estimate Gebot
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892 1934 / 43, box athletics: 2 documents with different
advertising postmarks and u NS program "three-country
boxing match - Germany - Italy - Hungaria", almost only
superb
estimate 45,893 1942, coloured battle casualty card from W. Willrich
"a tank Pioneer" (P. 1. R. 9. No. 6), superb
estimate 20,894 1939, "Nazi Labour Service Juergen OVENS
ALTENHEIOM (BADEN) ", L4 and official stamp on
official letter with adhesive label "whole-grain bread /
public health", superb
estimate Gebot
GERMAN REICH OFFICIAL STAMPS
895 1905, 2 and 25 Pf. "Baden", 2 superb items, Michel
170.D 9,14
estimate 50,896 1905, 2 and 25 Pf. "Baden", 2 Pf. Slight trace of
crease otherwise superb, Michel 170.D 9,14
estimate 35,897 1920, "without No. Of exemption providing franking
privilege" and "farewell issue", 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 127.D 23-51 ★★
estimate 40,898 1920, 20 Pf. Ultramarine, watermark "rings", in the
block of ten, stamp "NEUKIRCH", the upper right stamps
small tear respectively perforation defects, all the others
values good to very well perforated and perfect, RR! Photo
expertize Winkler: "So large multiples are very rare! "
D 60Y
estimate 1.300,899 1921, 10 Pf. Dark orange, superb, expertized Peschl,
Michel 600.D 65
estimate 170,900 1923, postal stamps in block of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (200.-)
D 75-88
★★
estimate 70,901 1923, 30 M. Blackish olive gray with plate flaw "3 in
the indication of value 30 in the middle broken", in the
block of four from the upper margin with normal stamps,
mint never hinged, superb
D 76I ★★
estimate 25,902 1923, 100 million. M. Dark green gray, a number of
stamp, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 200.D 82
estimate 60,903 1923, 200 million. M. Ochre-brown in the lower left
corner margin block of four, perforations going through
margins, mint never hinged, superb
D 83adgz
★★
estimate 20,904 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. Pale sienna / black green,
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 150.D 84
estimate 50,905 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. Pale sienna / black green,
additional stroke of pen cancellation, very fine, expertized
Dr. Oechsner (full signed), Michel 150.D 84
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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906 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). M. Bright yellowish orange /
sienna, as usual perforated superb, expertized Peschl,
Michel 110.D 85
estimate 30,907 1923, 20 Mrd (Billion). M. Opal green / blackish
ochre brown, superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 200.D 87
estimate 65,908 1923, 20 Mrd (Billion). M. Opal green / blackish
ochre brown, fatter stamp, very fine, expertized Peschl,
Michel 200.D 87
estimate 50,909 1923, 50 Mrd (Billion). M. Bright cobalt blue /
blackish cobalt blue, very fine (small perforation defects),
expertized Winkler, Michel 260.D 88
estimate 60,910 1923, 800 Tsd. M. On 30 Pf. Dark red orange on dull
yellowish orange, watermark 1, in the block of four,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel (1600.-)
D 95Y
estimate 550,911 1923, 2 million. M. On 10 Pf. Lilac red in the mint
never hinged block of six, watermark sideways, superb,
Michel 204.D 97Y ★★
estimate 40,912 1924, 50 Pf. Bright orange, plate printing, in the block
of four from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.D 111POR
★★
estimate 75,913 1927 / 32, 8, 30 and 12 Pf. "numeral", 3 lower corners
of the sheet, very fine
D 116a,120,129
estimate Gebot
914 1927, 10 Pf. Carmine in the block of four from the
lower margin with HAN "H 3047.27", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 270.D 117HAN
★★
estimate 85,915 1934-42, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
145.D 132-43,155-77 ★★
estimate 45,916 1934, 12 Pf. Black rose, watermarked, plate printing,
from of the right upper corner of the sheet, not perforated
throughout! On cover from "LOHR", superb, R!
D 138aP
estimate 75,917 1938, 3 Pf. Dark brown ocher, watermark 4, in the
block of four from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
superb
D 145
estimate Gebot
918 1942, "official stamps", unwatermarked, 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 95.D 155-77 ★★
estimate 30,919 1942, 24 Pf. Brown orange, horizontal gum rippling,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
350.D 163y ★★
estimate 120,920 1938, picture postcard from "FALKENAU",
handwritten note of posting: "stamp non-available, postage
from consignee without postage due to take in", it were 6
Pf. Charged! Superb, R!
estimate 20,-

GERMAN REICH OFFICIAL STAMPS
921 1920-22, collection from 39 different documents,
almost only superb condition
estimate 120,922 1906, 10 Pf. - 6 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 9 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
923 1906, 10 Pf. - 4 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 8 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
924 1872-1917, neat cancelled collection GermanReich
on lighthouse album pages with many good values,
slightly mixed condition with some superb items, Michel
approximate 9500.estimate 1.200,925 Almost only cancelled old part of a collection
GermanReich from 1872-1915, slightly mixed condition
with many superb items, Michel more then 5400.estimate 600,926 1872-1922, mostly cancelled collection GermanReich
with many good values, mostly superb condition, the
inflationary part is not calculated! Inspect!
,★
estimate 390,927 1875-1900, extensive part of a collection "Pfe, Pf.
And eagle", in total 134 values and 12 documents (as well
4 registered mail! ), mostly superb condition, inspect!
, ,
estimate 150,928 1919-23, cancelled collection from 99 different mostly
smaller values "inflation" in the stockbook, all expertized
Infla, very fine / superb, Michel 823.a.105-337 ,
estimate 120,929 Neat cancelled collection "inflation" from 1919 to 22
in the as good as new lighthouse album with mounts, with
various middle values and some interesting documents,
mostly superb condition, Michel approximate 1500.- (only
the Infla expertized values were calculated! )
,
estimate 350,930 1916-23, cancelled collection from 217 different
mostly smaller values "inflation" in the stockbook, all
expertized Infla, very fine / superb, Michel 2344.a. 99-337 ,
estimate 350,931 1922-45, extensive collection of cancellations "Kieler
machine cancel with advertising inserts", in total 156
documents, with many rarities, mostly very fine / superb (a
few files punch holes)
estimate 480,932 1923-1932, almost only cancelled part of a collection
on Schaubek pages, mostly superb condition, Michel more
then 2000.estimate 280,933 Cancelled part of a collection GermanReich from
1923-32 with many good middle values on lighthouse
album pages, very fine / superb, Michel 1650.estimate 250,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
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934 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1923-32 on
Lighthouse pages with good middle issues, very fine /
superb, Michel 1560.estimate 190,935 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1923-32 on
lighthouse sides, among others with Michel number
351-54, 378-84, 423 / 4 and 459-62, very fine / superb,
Michel 1450.estimate 180,936 1928-1940, collection "machine cancel from
Westerland", 14 documents mostly superb
estimate 100,937 1923-32, collection GermanReich on Lindner album
pages with many good values, strong mixed quality,
inspect!
,★
estimate 750,938 Mint collection GermanReich from 1923-32 on
Lindner album pages with good mint never hinged issues,
mostly superb condition, Michel 3100.★ ★, ★
estimate 480,939 1935-45, in the number of a major listing complete
mint never hinged collection including souvenir sheet 4-11
in the lighthouse album with mounts (preprinted pages
complete from 1933), superb collection, Michel 4864.565-910 ★★
estimate 900,940 1936-45, except for souvenir sheet 9 mint never
hinged complete superb collection in the album with
mounts, Michel 3920.- (additional a few earlier values,
these uncharged)
603-910 ★★
estimate 750,941 1933-45, mint collection GermanReich, except for the
souvenir sheets complete in the old album, almost only
superb condition, Michel approximate 3000.★
estimate 580,942 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1933-44 in
the lighthouse album with mounts, except for charity
souvenir sheet Nothilfe and Chicago travel in the main
numbers completely, mostly superb condition
estimate 650,943 1933-45, except for Chicago travel, souvenir sheet 2
and 3 in the number of a major listing complete collection
to 1944 in the album with mounts, a few additional unused
values are not calculated, mostly superb condition
estimate 450,944 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1933-44 on
Schaubek pages, except for Michel number 496-98 and
souvenir sheet 2 and 3 complete, mostly superb condition
estimate 450,945 1932-45, cancelled nice collection in the Borek
special album, except for Michel number 496-98 and
souvenir sheet 2, 3 and 5 seeming complete, mostly superb
condition
estimate 420,946 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1933-45
with good middle issues and souvenir sheets in the
Lindner album, very fine / superb, Michel approximate
2700.estimate 390,-

GERMAN REICH COLLECTIONS
947 Cancelled collection GermanReich from 1933-45
with useful issues on Borek sides, among others with
Michel number 505 B, 529-39, 556-64, very fine / superb,
Michel approximate 1650.estimate 220,948 1935-44, neat cancelled part of a collection, almost
only superb, Michel 900.estimate 170,949 1939 / 45, "circle Konitz in West Prussia", collection
of cancellations the provisionally cancellations, in total 55
partly very scarce documents from "Abelig Briesen" to
"Zwangshof", mostly superb condition
estimate 350,950 1933-45, except for souvenir sheet 2 and 3 in the
number of a major listing complete collection in the as
good as new lighthouse album with mounts, mixed
collected, condition very fine / superb
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 900,951 1933-1945, mostly cancelled collection GermanReich
in the SAFE dual album, except for souvenir sheet 2 and 3
complete, condition varies, favorable!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 500,952 Neat cancelled collection GermanReich from
1933-45 in 2 Lindner hingeless album with middle values,
as well souvenir sheet 5 (3 x), 6, 9, 11 and so on almost
only superb condition, Michel approximate 2500.,
estimate 480,953 Unused, partly mint never hinged collection
GermanReich from 1935-1945 in the Lindner album with
mounts, a few good middle values, sets and souvenir
sheets, mostly superb condition, Michel more then 2500,★, ★ ★,( ★)
estimate 450,954 1933-45, rich collection GermanReich with many
good issues and some interesting documents, partly double
collected, slightly mixed condition, inspect! Favorable!
, ★ ★, ★, ,
estimate 380,955 1933-45, old cancelled collection with middle values,
sets and souvenir sheets, almost only superb condition,
Michel more then 1700.,
estimate 280,956 1933-45, neat, mainly cancelled part of a collection
with useful issues, almost only superb, Michel 1700.,★
estimate 240,957 1933-45, neat cancelled collection, except for
souvenir sheet 2 and 3 in the main numbers completely,
mostly superb condition
estimate 550,GERMAN REICH LOTS
958 Nice collection "breast shields" with various good
values, in total 88 stamps, slightly mixed condition with
many superb items, inspect! Michel more then 7700.,
estimate 850,959 1875-1890, small lot of 40 middle values, as well
better colours and stamp, mostly superb
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH LOTS
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960 1875-1900, 60 values pennies, penny and crown /
eagle, very fine / superb
31-52 ,
estimate 75,961 1901-22, 34 mostly different documents "Germania",
very fine / superb, treasure trove!
estimate 40,962 1916-1923, lot different cancelled medium values
"inflation", very fine / superb, all expertized Infla, Michel
approximate 1300.estimate 250,963 1922 / 3, cancelled duplicate lot "inflation" from 154
mostly smaller and middle values, mostly very fine /
superb, all expertized Infla, Michel 1650.estimate 190,964 1921-23, 20 middle values "inflation", as well Michel
number 276 in the block of four, very fine / superb, all
Infla expertized, Michel 260.estimate 50,965 1919-23, 126 various smaller middle values
"inflation", very fine / superb, all expertized Infla, Michel
1150.,
estimate 280,966 1919-23, lot of 65 different smaller and middle "Infla"
values, very fine / superb, all expertized Infla, Michel
470.,
estimate 100,967 1924-43, cancelled lot different values, very fine /
superb, Michel 1450.estimate 120,968 1923-45, lot of 180 documents, mostly simple
commercial mail, treasure trove, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 100,969 1924-43, 15 documents with different "Kieler" special
cancel, mostly superb
estimate 50,970 Cleanly arranged duplicate lot GermanReich from
1923-44 with mostly middle issues, legitimate condition,
inspect! Michel approximate 10000., ★, ★ ★
estimate 750,971 1934-44, lot different complete issues, very fine /
superb, Michel approximate 1250.estimate 180,972 1933-43, lot different complete middle issues, almost
only superb condition, Michel 490.estimate 75,973 1941-45, lot of 47 different documents with "Hitler"
postal stamps frankings, partly scarce combinations,
mostly superb condition
estimate 100,974 1941 / 2, railway station newspapers: 5 different
franked examples "German newspapers in the occupied
areas", superb
estimate 90,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

GERMAN REICH LOTS
975 1941 / 43, Brussels newspaper / railway station
newspapers: 7 various address label (12 x17, 5), almost
only superb
estimate 60,976 1932-44, interesting lot of 27 different documents, as
well various better, superb lot, inspect!
estimate 50,977 1939 / 67, "German carrier pigeons exhibition", 4
various special cancel on 4 documents, superb
estimate 20,978 1936 / 41, special cancel "the venue the IV. Olympic
winter games GARMISCH PATENKIRCHEN" on 9
different post documents, superb
estimate 20,979 1940 / 44, 5 air mail letters with different censorships
to the Internment Camp France as well from Texas
foreigner Internment Camp to Mecklenburg and so on,
very fine / superb
estimate 45,980 1936-44, 36 documents with special cancellations,
almost only superb condition, pure value of the stamps:
Michel 200.estimate 50,GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
981 1921, tête-bêche "30 + 30", superb piece of letter,
expertized Bauer, Michel (50.-)
K6
estimate Gebot
982 1918, Germania "7 ½ + 5", rest of hinges, superb,
abridged certificate Bauer, Michel 120.W 6ab ★
estimate 40,983 1917, Germania "7 ½ + 15", rest of hinge, very fine,
Michel 300.W 11ba ★
estimate 50,984 1918, Germania "15 + 10", rest of hinges, stamp
booklet perforation, superb, Michel 180.W 13aa ★
estimate 40,985 1930, eagle "X + 20" with plate flaw "dot before eagle
belly", superb
W 21.1 PF I
estimate 35,986 1931, eagle "15 + 10", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
95.W 22 ★
estimate 20,987 1931, eagle "15 + 10", superb, Michel 100.W 22
estimate 30,988 1931, stamp booklet "airmail", without Ono., not
perforated throughout, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
1300.MH 20.2 ★★
estimate 390,989 1926, help in need "X + 10", rest of hinge, very fine,
Michel 100.W 24.1 ★
estimate 20,990 1927, Hindenburg-donation "8 + 15", 2 x (block of
four), right 8 Pf. Stamp with plate flaw "white spot within"
(field 89), superb
S 36 PF I
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
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991 1927, Hindenburg-donation "8 + X", a number of rest
of hinges, superb, Michel 80.S 37 ★
estimate 20,992 1927, Hindenburg-donation "X + 15", rest of hinge, at
the bottom stamp booklet perforation otherwise superb,
Michel 120.W 25 ★
estimate 20,993 1928 / 32, "Presidents of the Reich", 4 tête-bêche
pairs, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 190.K 11-14 ★★
estimate 55,994 1932, Hindenburg tête-bêche pair "4 + 4" with HAN
"V 12529.32", mint never hinged, superb
K9 HAN 2.1 ★★
estimate 100,995 1932, "Hindenburg", 3 tête-bêche, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.K 9,11,13 ★★
estimate 30,996 1932, Hindenburg tête-bêche pair "4 + 4" from upper
margin, mint never hinged, superb
K 9OR ★★
estimate 25,997 1932, Presidents of the Reich tête-bêche pair "5 + 6"
from upper margin, not perforated throughout, mint never
hinged, superb
K 11OR2 ★★
estimate 25,998 1932, "Hindenburg", rest of hinge, 4 superb items,
Michel 346.S 38-41 ★
estimate 100,999 1932, "Hindenburg", all 4 vertical se-tenants, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 580.S 38-41 ★★
estimate 170,1000 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", all 4 vertical
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 135.S 42-45 ★★
estimate 40,1001 1932, Presidents of the Reich "5 + 6 + 5" and "6 + 5
+ 6", always in the Edge block, mint never hinged, superb
S 43,45 ★★
estimate 40,1002 1932, Presidents of the Reich "5 + 6 + 5" and "6 + 5
+ 6", margin copies, 2 superb items
S 43,45
estimate 35,1003 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", all 4 vertical
se-tenants, always with left margin, as well 2 corners of
the sheet, mint never hinged, superb
S 46-49LR ★★
estimate 180,1004 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", all 4 vertical
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 415.S 46-49 ★★
estimate 130,1005 1932, "Hindenburg", all 4 horizontal se-tenants,
superb, Michel 95.W 26-29
estimate 25,1006 1928, help in need "8 + A1.1", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 350.S 58 ★★
estimate 120,1007 1928, help in need "8 + A2", large rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 200.S 62 ★
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1008 1928, help in need "X + 15", mint never hinged, at
the bottom strength stamp booklet perforation otherwise
superb, Michel 400.W 31 ★★
estimate 70,1009 1929, help in need "5 + Z + Z + 5", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 200.KZ 13 ★★
estimate 60,1010 1929, help in need "A2 + 5", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.W 35 ★★
estimate 20,1011 1929, stamp booklet "help in need", date on cap
handwritten on 30. June modified, very fine MNH, Michel
1100.MH 28.2 ★★
estimate 330,1012 1930, help in need "A1.3 + 15", rest of hinges, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 90.S 84 ★
estimate 20,1013 1930, help in need "A1.3. + 8", rest of hinges,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 120.W 38 ★
estimate 25,1014 1931, help in need "8 + X + 8", rest of hinges,
superb, Michel 300.S 95 ★
estimate 75,1015 1931, help in need "15 + A1.2 + 15", mint never
hinged, superb Michel 500.S 99 ★★
estimate 160,1016 1932, stamp booklet "help in need", booklet staple
not original, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.MH 31 ★★
estimate 70,1017 1933, Fridericus "6 + 6" and "12 + 12", both
tête-bêche, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.K 17/8 ★★
estimate 20,1018 1933, Fridericus tête-bêche "6 + 6" and "6 + Z + 6",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.K 17,WZ 9 ★★
estimate 20,1019 1933, Fridericus tête-bêche "6 + 6" from lower
margin, field 98 with plate flaw "2 green points before the
face", mint never hinged, superb
K 17PFIII ★★
estimate Gebot
1020 1933, Fridericus "A4 + 12", vertical (3 x) and
horizontal 9 x, mostly superb, Michel 225.S 102,W 45
estimate Gebot
1021 1933, "Fredericus", rest of hinge, 3 superb items,
Michel 132.WZ 9-11 ★
estimate 35,1022 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 180.MH 32.2.1 ★★
estimate 60,1023 1933, "Hindenburg", all 3 tête-bêche with gutters,
watermark 2, always with perforations going through
margin, mint never hinged, superb
KZ 17-19 ★★
estimate 50,1024 1933, "Hindenburg", all 3 tête-bêche with gutters,
watermark 2, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.KZ 17-19 ★★
estimate 45,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
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1025 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 3 gutter pairs,
very fine / superb, Michel 180.KZ 17-19
estimate 40,1026 1933, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", watermark 2,
with lower margin, superb piece of letter, Michel (60.-)
KZ 18
estimate 20,1027 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 4 vertical
se-tenants, always with left margin, mint never hinged,
superb
S 106-09 ★★
estimate 55,1028 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 4 vertical
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.S 106-09 ★★
estimate 50,1029 1933, Hindenburg "5 + 12 + 5", "12 + 5 + 12",
watermark 2, rest of hinge, stamps partly mint never
hinged, 2 superb items,
S 107,109 ★
estimate 20,1030 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 4 vertical
se-tenants, always with left margin, as well 2 corners of
the sheet, mint never hinged, superb
S 110-13LR ★★
estimate 90,1031 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 4 vertical
se-tenants, as well 3 margins, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (240.-)
S 110-13 ★★
estimate 75,1032 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, all 4 vertical
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.S 110-13 ★★
estimate 70,1033 1933, Hindenburg "12 + 8 + 12", watermark 2, from
the left upper corner, superb
S 111
estimate 40,1034 1933, Hindenburg "12 + 8 + 12", watermark 2, with
additional franking on piece, superb, Michel 80.S 111
estimate 25,1035 1933, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 900.MH 33 ★★
estimate 300,1036 1933, Wagner tête-bêche "4 + 6", normal perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.SK 19 ★★
estimate 20,1037 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both tête-bêche,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.SK 19/20 ★★
estimate 60,1038 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both tête-bêche,
margin copies with marker cross on margin to facilitate
cutting or perforating of panes, rest of hinge, superb
SK 19/20 ★
estimate 45,1039 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both tête-bêche,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 120.SK 19/20 ★
estimate 30,1040 1933, Wagner "12 + 8" and "8 + 12", 2 superb items,
Michel 80.W 55,57
estimate 20,1041 1934, "Hindenburg", watermark 4, 4 vertical
se-tenants, superb, Michel 84.S 115-18
estimate 25,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1042 1934, Hindenburg "A5 + 6 + A5", superb, Michel
120.S 124
estimate 35,1043 1934, Hindenburg "6 + A5", superb, Michel 80.S 125
estimate 25,1044 1934, Hindenburg "6 + A5 + 6", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.S 126 ★
estimate 20,1045 1936, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", 8 values with
different dotted line variants, superb
KZ 22
estimate 40,1046 1937, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without Clamp,
stamp booklet perforation, mint never hinged, very fine,
Michel 400.MH 36.3 ★★
estimate 80,1047 1939, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without Clamp,
stamp booklet perforation, mint never hinged, very fine,
Michel 250.MH 38.1 ★★
estimate 50,1048 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", as well
field 100 with plate flaw "G impressed", slightly folded,
mint never hinged, superb
MHB 48 ★★
estimate 150,1049 1941, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without Clamp,
stamp booklet perforation, mint never hinged, very fine,
Michel 240.MH 39.5 ★★
estimate 50,1050 1934, "trades", except for S 220 and 222 complete,
rest of hinge, 13 values superb, Michel 290.K 23-W 101 ★
estimate 55,1051 1934, stamp booklet "trades", booklet pane 102
separated, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 400.MH 40.3 ★★
estimate 70,1052 1936, stamp booklet "W. H. W. ", Clamp 19 mm,
unprinted, mint never hinged, superb
MH 43.3 ★★
estimate 55,1053 1939, stamp booklet pane "buildings", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.H-Bl. 114 ★★
estimate 20,1054 1939, stamp booklet sheet" W. H. W. ", marker
crosses on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes / -lines over field 3 + 5 and under 57 + 59, folded,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 670.MHB 66.2 ★★
estimate 170,1055 1940, stamp booklet panes "buildings", mint never
hinged, very fine (partly blotched), Michel 90.H-Bl. 115/6 ★★
estimate Gebot
1056 22 various cancelled se-tenants "Hitler", almost only
superb condition, Michel 145.estimate 25,1057 1928-33, various cancelled se-tenants, without
Hindenburg, mostly superb condition, Michel 1200.estimate 175,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1058 1902, 5 Pf. "Germania", printed adress 104 mm,
superb postcard from Friedenau to Antwerpen with
postage due
P 64
estimate 40,1059 1926, 20 Pf. Postal stationery postcard with special
cancel "Zeppelin-Eckener donation" to France, superb
P 157
estimate 20,1060 1927, 8 Pf. Beethoven "100 year celebration of the
letter post office Berlin", unused, superb, Michel 55.P 179
estimate 20,1061 1933, 6 Pf. "Parliament" from Air ship captain Ernst
A. Lehmann, in addition to it Zeppelin adhesive label and
memory card to the Germany flight, superb
P 248
estimate 45,1062 1936, "olympic sailing competitions", vacuously
used with first day special cancel from "KIEL", very fine
P 261
estimate 30,1063 1944, 5 and 6 Pf. "Hitler" with 1 respectively 10 Pf.
Additional franking on censorship document to Denmark,
very fine (document punching)
P 298/9
estimate Gebot
1064 1941, 15 Pf. "Hitler", question- and answer part,
always with first day special cancel vacuously used,
superb, R!
P 303
estimate 100,1065 Private post: 1928, 3 Pf. Goethe "Philipp Kosack",
postal stationery postcard written from Hans from
Rudolphi (assistant of the Kohl handbook) with additional
franking to Berlin, superb
estimate 70,1066 Private post: 1927, 3 Pf. Brown "Reichspost",
unused, 10 x, superb
PP 77A2
estimate Gebot
1067 Private post: 1925, 5 Pf. Imperial Eagle "Schwaga,
show i hab` a Bitt`. " with indication "set I, no. 2",
vacuously used, with additional franking, among others
Michel number 353, superb
PP 81E2/01
estimate Gebot
1068 Private post: 1934, 3 Pf. Hindenburg "winter help
work of the German people", Cupid as Bavarian postilion
with sledges, scroll ends with "Munich", unused, superb
postcard
PP 122C5/01
estimate 20,1069 Private post: 1938, 3 Pf. Hindenburg "stamps-show
Isaria", unused, superb
PP 122C95/02
estimate Gebot
1070 Private post: 1940, "looking work 300 years
state-owned post in the Hanover country", superb
PP 127C54
estimate Gebot
1071 Private post: 1936, "42. Philatelists day - castle
Lauenstein", in blue, brown and red-brown, 3 superb cards
with special cancel
PP 142C3/01/02/04
estimate 30,1072 Private post: 6 Pf. "posthorn", blanco card, without
printed form, unused, superb
PP 150A1
estimate 20,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN REICH POSTAL STATIONERIES
1073 Private post: 6 Pf. Hitler "1. Postage stamp show
13.-16. June 1942 Lodz", industrial landscape and General
Litzmann, unused, 2 superb cards
PP156C5/01,02
estimate 20,1074 Private post: 1923-1940, 10 various cards, superb
PP
estimate 80,1075 Private post: 2, 5 and 10 Pf. Germania "1806-1906
Government anniversary of the Kingdom Wuerttemberg",
3 unused covers, very fine
PU 20,27,32
estimate 20,1076 Private post: 1926-37, 9 various mostly unused
covers, very fine (vertical creases)
PU
estimate Gebot
1077 1920, 50 Pf. Dark lilac, pneumatic tube postcard to
Lichtenberg, superb, Michel 120.RP 20
estimate 50,1078 1932, advertising meter-mark "provincial ride and
driving Event olympic games elimination tournament 1.-4.
June 1926 IN Hanover", 2 various postal stationery
postcards (a punched), superb
estimate 45,1079 Lot of 188 different postal stationery postcards
GermanReich from 1924-44, as well a few better, unused
and used, almost only superb
estimate 160,1080 1933 / 45, lot of 57 postal stationery postcards,
mainly special respectively event cards, multiple with
special cancellations, in addition to it 40 Hitler and
Hindenburg postal stationery postcards, unused and used,
superb condition
estimate 100,1081 1872-1900, 37 various unused middle postal
stationery, as well covers, pneumatic mail letters and
-cards, postcards and wrapper, very fine / superb
estimate 90,1082 16 mostly various postal stationery "Germania
Reichspost", as well letter-cards, Postal service and
pneumatic postcards as well money orders, unused and
used, very fine / superb
estimate 40,ZEPPELIN MAIL ARMY AND MARINE
nach Michel Zeppelinpost-Katalog
1083 1915, fieldpost letter with letter cancel "Imperial
navy navy airship Detachment FUHLSBÜTTEL" (DK 2
small characters), vertical folded, very fine
estimate 45,1084 1915, Army airship ZIV (LZ 16) : army postal
service picture postcard at sergeant helmsman Emperor,
Kdo ZIV in Königsberg, superb
estimate 25,1085 1916 / 7, Bavarian field aeronaut department 1
respectively 5 as scarce three-line cancel on 2 French
picture postcards as German army postal service, superb
estimate Gebot
1086 1917 / 8, letter cancel "royally. PREUSS FIELD air
sailor abbot. No. 13" on 3 fieldpost letters, superb
estimate 20,-
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1087 1916, Army thing with letter cancel "Air ship harbor
JÜTEBORG"
and
single
circle
postmark
"NIEDERGÖRSDORF" on turning point letter, inside
one-line cancel "Air ship harbor", very fine
estimate 130,1088 1917, "aeronaut battalion no. 5", violet letter cancel
on card from "PiBa", very fine
estimate 30,ZEPPELIN MAIL
nach Sieger-Katalog
1089 5.7.1912, "airship Viktoria Louisa", vacuously
cancelled airship postcard with imprinted 5 Pf. Stamp,
superb
03
estimate 60,1090 19.9.1912, "airship Hansa - Copenhagen trip",
franked with danish stamps, printed matter to Nastved,
superb RR!
5A
estimate 1.400,1091 "LZ 13", eagle stamp "Air ship command Hansa" on
small label, superb
(6)
estimate Gebot
1092 1913, "airship Saxony", memories postcard to the
Haida-trip with 5 H. "Emperor Franz Joseph" from 9.
November 1913 with postmark type I and Saxon board
stamp, superb, expertized winner, R!
9Cc
estimate 550,1093 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" (left
corner of the sheet) on airmail postcard with 5 Pf.
Additional franking, special cancel "Mainz 11.6.12",
reverse side unlabeled, superb
10
estimate 80,1094 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard to Switzerland, franked with 5 Pf.
"Germania" and Swiss postage due, special cancel "Mainz
16.6.12", superb
10
estimate 70,1095 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" with 5
Pf. Additional franking on officially postcard "Grand Duke
from Hessen", special cancel "Darmstadt 23.6.12", in
addition to it unmailed postcard "Grand Ducal family",
superb
10
estimate 50,1096 1912, 20 Pf. "airmail on the Rhine and Main" and 1
M. "Gelber Hund" always on airmail postcard grey
respectively orange with 5 Pf. Additional franking, special
cancel "Frankfurt 12.6.12", both cards addressed to the
Kulmbach Brewery, superb
11,13
estimate 140,1097 1912, 1 M. "Gelber Hund", 2 x as usual perforated
on airmail postcard with 5 Pf. Additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 18.6.12", superb
13
estimate 100,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!
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1098 1925, "Lakehurst - hamilton - Lakehurst", droped
Bermuda, 3 documents with postmarks "NEW YORK AIR
MAIL SERVICE" in black (R! ) and violet with
handwritten "received from Lakehurst", as well winner no.
20 N with unknown Stamp date "18.4.1925" and two-line
cancel "lot Angeles", superb
20M
estimate 70,1099 1928, "America flight", franked with 2 RM "eagle",
superb postcard
21C
estimate 60,1100 1928, "America flight", US postal service to the
return flight, superb postcard
22B
estimate 25,1101 1929, "Orient trip", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, with good franking! Superb cover
23IA
estimate 150,1102 1929, "Orient trip", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked with Michel number 343 to
Washington D. C., superb postcard
23IA
estimate 45,1103 1928, "Mediterranean voyage", Zeppelin mail Would
inquire on 8 Pf. Postal stationery postcard (P 177 IF) from
Kaiserslautern, card very fine
24
estimate 20,1104 1929, "America flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, with machine cancel "flag on both sides",
superb postcard
26A
estimate 200,1105 1929, "America flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, with private ornamented cancel "America
flight - from Friedrichshafen", franked with 4 RM, superb
cover
26A
estimate 80,1106 1929, "America flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked with 2 RM, card very fine
26A
estimate 30,1107 1929, "America flight", board mail, with delay
stamp, letter very fine, signed Dewitz
26B
estimate 120,1108 1929, "5. Switzerland flight", board mail, superb
postcard with 2 different confirmation stamps
40B
estimate 150,1109 1929, "5. Switzerland flight", board mail, droped
Zurich-airport, superb cover to Gallspach (Upper Austria)
with 5 Gr. Post storage fee!
40B
estimate 160,1110 1929, "Holland trip", droped Amsterdam, board mail,
superb cover
41B
estimate 100,1111 1929, "Silesia trip", droped Wroclaw, board mail
from 17.10.29 (coated on board confirmation mark from
16.10, replaces with on board confirmation mark 17.10. ),
superb postcard, winner unknown, signed Dewitz
43A
estimate 450,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1112 1929, "Silesia trip", droped Wroclaw, handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, without arrival postmark, superb
postcard
43A
estimate 70,1113 1929, "Silesia trip", droped Wroclaw, board mail
from 16.10.29, superb postcard
43B
estimate 300,1114 1929, "Flight to Zurich-Duebendorf", 5 Pf. Postal
stationery postcard with handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, the additional franking with on board
confirmation marks, unknown cancel combination, very
fine
45A
estimate 100,1115 1929, "Flight to Zurich-Duebendorf", board mail, red
confirmation stamp "airship Count Zeppelin Switzerland
trip", minimal blotched superb cover, R!
45B
estimate 190,1116 1929, "Lake Constance trip", board mail from
9.11.1929, by mistake in Frankfurt not handed over and
uncirculated Gallen droped, superb cover
50BI
estimate 220,1117 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, letter with
Swiss additional franking, very fine
56B
estimate 110,1118 1930, "South America flight", board mail,
Friedrichshafen Seville, superb cover
57A
estimate 190,1119 1930, "South America flight", Friedrichshafen
Pernambuco, superb cover
57C
estimate 200,1120 1930, "South America flight", board mail,
Friedrichshafen Lakehurst, superb cover
57F
estimate 500,1121 1930, "South America flight", date stamp,
Friedrichshafen Lakehurst, superb postcard
57N
estimate 380,1122 1930, "South America flight", board mail to Rio de
Janeiro at the 20.5.30, card very fine
57c
estimate 140,1123 1930, "journey home", Brazilian post, franked with
5000 on 20.000 at back, Condorstempel with inverted
date, superb postcard
59G
estimate 150,1124 1930, "journey home", Brazilian post, franked with
5000 on 20.000 at back, superb postcard
59G
estimate 150,1125 1930, "journey home", Argentinian post, franked
with always 2 x 50 C. And 1 peso, superb cover
63F
estimate 140,1126 1930, "journey home", Argentinian post, franked
with always 2 x 50 C. And 1 peso, letter very fine
63F
estimate 60,1127 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, with single
franking Michel number 440! Superb cover
66B
estimate 120,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL
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1128 1930, "Germany flight", board mail, Friedrichshafen
Munich, Munich Berlin, Berlin Hamburg, superb postcard
68Ab
estimate 70,1129 1930, "Germany flight", Munich - Copenhagen Berlin, handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, franked
with 2 RM "South America flight", superb cover
68Ba
estimate 140,1130 1930, "Silesia trip", droped Wroclaw, board mail,
franked with 2 RM, superb cover
69Ad
estimate 30,1131 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, droped St.
Gallen, franked with 2 RM "South America flight", superb
cover
71B
estimate 190,1132 1930, "Palatinate trip", Laugh - Friedrichshafen,
superb postcard with date cancel´s from 13. And 20. July,
in addition to it brochure "Palatinate trip of the Count
Zeppelin"
75DI
estimate 120,1133 1930, "East Prussia trip", handing in for transport
Berlin, franked with 2 RM "South America flight", superb
cover
80Bb
estimate 180,1134 1930, "Baltic Sea trip", droped Helsinki, handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, franked with 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
88Cb
estimate 190,1135 1930, "Baltic Sea trip", droped Stockholm, board
mail, on cover to the United States, franked with 2 RM
"South America flight", superb
88Dc
estimate 180,1136 1930, "Constable country trip", board mail of the
outward flight, to Denver / Colorado, franked with 2 RM,
superb cover
90Ab
estimate 200,1137 1930, "Netherlands flight", board mail, franked with
2 RM "South America flight", superb cover
98Ab
estimate 200,1138 1930, "Saxon trip", Chemnitz Friedrichshafen,
handing in for transport Chemnitz, 2 picture postcards, a
punched (very fine)
100Ba
estimate 50,1139 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, with Zeppelin
stamp to 1 P., superb postcard
102Aa
estimate 60,1140 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, always with
Zeppelin stamp to 1 P. And 2 P., 2 superb documents
102Aa,b
estimate 55,1141 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, droped
Debreccen, with Zeppelin stamp to 1 P., superb postcard
102Ba
estimate 60,1142 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, droped
Debreccen, with Zeppelin stamp to 1 P., superb postcard,
expertized Dr. Simon
102Ba
estimate 35,-
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1143 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, droped
Debrecen, franked with both Zeppelin stamps, superb
cover
102Bc
estimate 60,1144 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, Budapest
Friedrichshafen, franked with 2 x 1 P., card lower right
strong crease
103bI
estimate 55,1145 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, Budapest
Friedrichshafen, with both Zeppelin stamps to
Switzerland, special confirmation stamp type I,
under-franked, there possibly at the 24.3.31, 3 days before
first day, accurate postage not yet feststand, superb cover
103cI
estimate 80,1146 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, Budapest
Friedrichshafen, with both Zeppelin stamps, special
confirmation stamp type II and private Zeppelin three
straight line cancel, superb cover
103CII
estimate 70,1147 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post, normal
franking, superb postcard
103d
estimate 40,1148 1931, "trip to Nuremberg", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked with 2 RM "South America
flight", superb cover
107Ba
estimate 180,1149 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", board mail return
flight, droped Luebeck, franked with 1 RM, occupying
greetings card to the airship construction director, superb
postcard
108Ad
estimate 120,1150 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", Friedrichshafen
for Berlin-excursion, superb postcard
108Bc
estimate 80,1151 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", Berlin Luebeck,
franked with Michel number 450-53, the corners the card
pushed, otherwise superb
108Bd
estimate 50,1152 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", Luebeck
Friedrichshafen, franked with 2 RM "South America
flight", superb cover
108Bg
estimate 190,1153 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", Luebeck
Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
108Bg
estimate 70,1154 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", droped
Copenhagen, handing in for transport Berlin, superb
postcard
108Cc
estimate 70,1155 1931, "Magdeburg trip", special confirmation stamp
in red on unmailed card, superb
109
estimate 25,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!
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1156 1931, "trip Vaduz Lausanne", subsequently for
catapult flight at the 18.6.1931 to New York planned
(catapult flight fell from), SLH no. 47 g, superb postcard,
RR!
110
estimate 1.800,1157 1931, "trip to Vaduz", franked with special stamp 2
Fr., superb cover
110B
estimate 140,1158 1931, "trip to Hanover", board mail, franked with 1
RM, with board mail and visit stamp, superb postcard
111Ab
estimate 110,1159 1931, "Iceland flight", board mail of the outward
flight, superb postcard
113B
estimate 70,1160 1931, "Iceland flight", board mail the return flight,
arrival postmark Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
113C
estimate 250,1161 1931, "Iceland flight", Icelandic post, with special
stamp 2 Kr., superb cover to Switzerland
114C
estimate 140,1162 1931, "Upper Silesia trip", special confirmation
stamp in violet on DIN-A5 unmailed page, one side
creasely
115
estimate 25,1163 1931, "Polar travel", board mail to "Malygin",
franked with 4 RM, superb cover to Switzerland
119C
estimate 390,1164 1931, "Polar travel", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen to Malygin, franked with 1 RM in the
vertical pair reverse on 5 Pf. "Schiller" postal stationery
postcard, superb
119F
estimate 140,1165 1931, "trip Essen Friedrichshafen", franked with 1
RM "Polar travel", card corner crease, stamp superb
121G
estimate 130,1166 1931, "England trip", board mail, franked with 1 RM
"Polar travel" on 15 Pf. "eagle" postal stationery postcard,
superb
122Ab
estimate 140,1167 1931, "1. South America flight", droped Cape Verde,
board mail, superb postcard
124Ab
estimate 70,1168 1931, "1. South America flight", to Pernambuco,
board mail, superb cover
124Bb
estimate 150,1169 1931, "1. South America flight", to Rio de Janeiro,
board mail, superb postcard
124Cb
estimate 70,1170 1931, "1. South America flight", Brazilian post, 2
covers with in each case both Zeppelin stamps,
confirmation stamp in violet and green, very fine
125C
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1171 1931, "Zurich trip", board mail with additional
cancel "MOPHILA" in type I and II, 2 picture postcards, 1
x to Copenhagen, superb
127BI,II
estimate 100,1172 1931, "2. South America flight", Brazilian post, 2
superb letters with 2500 rice and 5000 rice
130A,B
estimate 60,1173 1931, "trip to Meiningen", small documentation with
10 documents, among others dish and drinks menu,
slightly mixed condition
132
estimate 100,1174 1931, "3. South America flight", board mail of the
outward flight, superb postcard
133Ab
estimate 70,1175 1931, "3. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen with red advertising postmarks,
franked among others with Michel number 455, registered
printed matter, superb cover
133Ba,m,o
estimate 90,1176 1931, "3. South America flight", Brazilian post, ship
routes envelope franked among others with 5000 rice,
letter very fine
134A
estimate 25,1177 1931, "3. South America flight", Brazilian post,
franked with 2 x 2500 rice and postage meter, letter very
fine
134A
estimate 25,1178 1931, "3. South America flight", Brazilian post, letter
with stronger traces of use
134A
estimate 20,1179 1931, "3. South America flight", Argentinian post,
registered cover with stronger traces of use
135
estimate 20,1180 1931, "3. South America flight", Argentinian post,
mixed franking Paraguay / Argentina, superb cover
135a
estimate 40,1181 1932, "2. South America flight", Brazilian post,
confirmation stamp in violet, with postage meter from São
paulo, letter very fine, only a few examples known!
144
estimate 25,1182 1932, "3. South America flight", board mail of the
outward flight, special confirmation stamp in black, superb
cover
150AB
estimate 360,1183 1932, "Switzerland flight", handing in for transport
Vaduz, on the reverse side with violet additional
cancellation "during the Postal service reception damaged.
Post office VADUZ" (SLH no. 59 e2), very fine, RR!
167II
estimate 1.000,1184 1932, "5. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, tied by postage meter, superb
cover
171Aa
estimate 170,1185 1932, "6. South America flight", board mail, superb
cover with wartime censorship
177Ab
estimate 60,-
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1186 1932, "6. South America flight", board mail the
return flight with special transport note, on the back
cancellation error "5. South America flight" superb
postcard
177Ac
estimate 150,1187 1932. "6. South America flight", connecting flight
from Stuttgart, superb postcard
177C
estimate 100,1188 1932, "7. South America flight", board mail the
return flight, additional imprint "aboard airship Count
Zeppelin" in colour error grey, superb postcard
183Ac
estimate 80,1189 1932, "8. South America flight", Brazilian post,
military mail Rio de Janeiro - Recife, superb postcard with
additional one-line cancel "2. VOO RIO-RECIFE"
190Eb
estimate 45,1190 1932, "8. South America flight", Chilean post,
registered cover, superb
193
estimate 45,1191 1932, "9. South America flight", Brazilian post, with
blue special confirmation stamp, superb cover to England
196
estimate 55,1192 1932, "9. South America flight", Brazilian post,
registered cover, on the back violet R4 "Via PANAIR",
superb cover
196
estimate 35,1193 1932, "9. South America flight", Brazilian post,
registered cover, on the back red two ring cancel "Via
Aerea Condor", very fine
196
estimate 30,1194 1932, "9. South America flight", Chilean post, with
Argentinian special confirmation stamp, superb cover,
expertized Dr. Simon
199C
estimate 45,1195 1933, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, droped Dresden, superb postcard
201Aa
estimate 40,1196 1933, "Germany flight", board mail, droped Dresden,
franked with 2 x Michel number 481, superb postcard
201Ab
estimate 130,1197 1933, "1. South America flight", Zeppelin mail
connecting flight to the "airship Count Zeppelin post office
Friedrichshafen", superb
(202)
estimate 20,1198 1933, "Italy flight", delivery to the postal service
Rome, board mail, superb postcard
207B
estimate 80,1199 1933, "Saar region travel", both special confirmation
stamp on superb cover with good franking (among others
Michel number 168-170)
218C
estimate 180,1200 1933, "3. South America flight", board mail with
postage meter, 1 RM additional franking, superb postcard
219E
estimate 100,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1201 1933, "4. South America flight", Paraguayan post,
registered cover very fine
225
estimate 90,1202 1933, "6. South America flight", board mail the
return flight with additional stamp Aschersleben, on the
back autograph from Schönherr, superb cover
229Ac,D
estimate 240,1203 1933, "6. South America flight", with additional
stamp Aschersleben, superb postcard
229D
estimate 180,1204 1933, "6. South America flight", with additional
stamp Aschersleben, superb postcard
229D
estimate 150,1205 1933, "6. South America flight", Brazilian post,
return flight with later use, slight crease otherwise superb
cover
230A
estimate 35,1206 1933, "6. South America flight", Paraguayan post,
star cancel as posting stamp, registered cover, superb
231
estimate 90,1207 1933, "7. South America flight", Brazilian post,
superb cover to Switzerland
233A
estimate 20,1208 1933, "7. South America flight", Brazilian post,
registered cover, superb
233A
estimate 20,1209 1933, "8. South America flight", Brasil post, violet
special confirmation stamp, superb cover to Switzerland
236A
estimate 25,1210 1933, "Chicago travel", connecting flight from
Berlin, franked with 4 RM on registered cover, with
additional franking, superb
238E
estimate 330,1211 1933, "Chicago travel", Miami Friedrichshafen, 2
creases otherwise superb cover
242D
estimate 130,1212 1933, "Chicago travel", US postal service, Chicago
Friedrichshafen, superb cover to Switzerland
244C
estimate 55,1213 1934, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Berlin Königsberg, Zeppelin picture postcard with single
franking Michel number 473! Superb postcard
246Ba
estimate 80,1214 1934, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Berlin Königsberg, arrival postmark "ZOPOTT" in lieu of
Königsberg, Zeppelin photo card top left slightly
compressed otherwise superb
246Ba
estimate 50,1215 1934, "1. South America flight", Argentinian post,
Argentina Europe, registered cover, very fine (two-sided
opened)
248I
estimate 180,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1216 1935, "10. South America flight", Paraguayan post,
because Anschlußverfehlung per airplane to Europe, on
the back defects from opening the cover, on face superb
0316
estimate 20,1217 1935, "11. South America flight", board mail, card
very fine (above tear)
317A
estimate 100,1218 1935, "13. South America flight", registered printed
matter with scarce "VIA CONDOR ZEPPELIN" stamp in
forwarding from Friedrichshafen to Lorch, superb
323
estimate 45,1219 1936, "trip to the Leipzig fairground", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, superb cover to Switzerland
365B
estimate 20,1220 1936, "13. South America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt, with censorship double-line cancel
"RIO grandee DO SUL", very fine
376B
estimate 60,1221 1937, "2. South America flight", board mail of the
return flight, superb cover
380D
estimate 90,1222 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, 3 superb documents with
different "golden eagles" frankings
401Aa
estimate 40,1223 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
401Aa
estimate 20,1224 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", handing in
for transport Friedrichshafen, superb cover to Constance /
Lake Constance
401Ab
estimate 20,1225 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", board mail
with Zeppelin stamp, without confirmation stamp, superb
postcard
401Bb
estimate 20,1226 1936, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, 3 different documents, almost only superb
402A
estimate 45,1227 1936, "Germany flight", board mail, card very fine
402B
estimate 20,1228 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Berlin C2 (a), registered cover, superb
406A
estimate 70,1229 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), registered postcard from Berlin,
superb
406C
estimate 30,1230 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), registered cover, superb
406C
estimate 25,1231 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), censored letter with Currency
Surveillance sticker, superb
406C
estimate 25,-
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1232 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), franked with Michel number 606 /
7 in block of four, registered cover, superb
406C
estimate 25,1233 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), superb cover
406C
estimate 20,1234 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (c), superb cover to Mexico!
406C
estimate 20,1235 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (d), registered cover, superb
406D
estimate 25,1236 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt (d), registered cover with postmark the
B. P. A. 19 foreign country place, superb
406D
estimate 25,1237 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen (e), registered cover, superb
406H
estimate 20,1238 1936, "1. North America flight", board mail,
advertising card "Fide Water Oil Co. ", superb
407A
estimate 75,1239 1936, "1. North America flight", black on board
cancellation mark, superb cover to Switzerland
407A
estimate 25,1240 1936, "1. North America flight", board post letter as
sought "buck forgery", superb
407B
estimate 35,1241 1936, "1. North America flight", Liechtenstein post,
registered cover with set franking, superb
408A/B
estimate 150,1242 1936, "4. North America flight", Mexican post,
decorative ornate lettering business letter (Factory for
Japanese kimonos) to company manager in Berlin, slight
traces of use
421
estimate 350,1243 1936, "Olympia trip", board mail, franked among
others with Michel number 631, superb cover
427Aa
estimate 50,1244 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main airport (letter f), superb cover
427B
estimate 25,1245 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main airport (letter h), franked with Olympic
Games stamps, superb cover
427Ba
estimate 30,1246 1936, "9. North America flight", board mail, letter
very fine
439A
estimate 20,1247 1936, "16. South America flight", Brazilian post,
handing in for transport exhibition post office, registered
cover, superb
444Aa
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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1248 1936, "18. South America flight", Brazilian post,
handing in for transport exhibition post office, registered
cover, superb
446a
estimate 60,1249 1937, "Udet-trip", board mail with violet postmarks,
superb postcard (Music drawing-room the Hindenburg)
449A
estimate 120,1250 1937, "Germany flight", droped Cologne, handing in
for transport airport Rhine-Main, superb cover
453B
estimate 70,1251 1939, "trip to Meiningen", special stamp (not flown),
3 different documents, as well a registered cover, almost
only superb
0457I
estimate Gebot
1252 1939, "trip to Görlitz", special stamp on postal matter
and printed matter, superb
0458I
estimate 20,1253 1939, "trip to Kassel", franked with multiple
franking Michel number 670, letter very fine
460
estimate 30,1254 1939, "trip to Essen", special confirmation stamp and
special stamp, 2 superb cards
463
estimate 20,1255 1939, "trip to Essen", special stamp on 2 documents,
almost only superb
0463I
estimate 20,1256 1918, fieldpost card from helmsman Mierke with
violet stamp "ZEPPELIN museum FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
on B. ", date stamp "FRIEDRICHSHAFEN railway
station", superb
estimate 70,1257 1938, "Zeppelin museum", backdrop to the centenary
for remake and opening, slight wrinkles at the edge,
superb
estimate Gebot
1258
1980,
autograph
from
Isa
from
Brandenstein-Zeppelin (granddaughter from Count
Zeppelin) on special airmail letter sheet the exhibition
"AEROPHILA 80", superb
estimate Gebot
1259
1980,
autograph
from
Isa
from
Brandenstein-Zeppelin (granddaughter from Count
Zeppelin) on special airmail letter sheet the exhibition
"AEROPHILA 80", superb
estimate Gebot
1260 1936, Zeppelin and modern transportation:
advertising sheet (18 x18 cm) one pencils factory, in
addition to it Cigars belly band with Zeppelin motif,
superb
estimate Gebot
1261 1950, "LZ 1", 4 stamp designs to the ascension
anniversary 1900-1950, superb
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1262 1909, ILA-Frankfurt" - giant card", original and
reprint, always 20 x29 cm, in addition to it booklet
Zeppelin mail working group German airship giant cards,
superb
estimate 70,1263 1936 / 87, 5 coloured pictures the "Hindenburg",
memories of the Stamps club Merchantville, N. Y. And
COMPEX souvenir sheet Rosemont, superb
estimate Gebot
1264 1938 / 9, advertising leaflet "comes to the airship",
tour plan for the Air ship harbor Rhine-Main, superb
estimate 55,1265 1924, the legendary America Zeppelin "ZR 3\": 5
various newspapers with Zeppelin head lines
estimate 65,ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1266 Egypt: 1931, "Egypt trip", postmark Cairo, franked
with special stamp 50 Mm, superb postcard
105Ax
estimate 70,1267 Egypt: 1931, "Egypt trip", postmark Alexandria,
franked with both special stamps, superb cover, expertized
winner
105Bz
estimate 180,1268 Egypt: 1931, "Palestine round flight", special cancel
Cairo, superb cover
105Ea
estimate 120,1269 Belgium: 1931 "trip to Nuremberg", with airmail
stamps Michel number 280-83, tied by railway cancel
(TPO) "Nuremberg Frankfurt", in addition to it
GermanReich Michel number 382 with on board
cancellation mark, superb postcard, winner and Michel
unknown franking combination!
107Ba
estimate 270,1270 British post Morocco (Tangier) : 1933, "4. South
America flight", registered printed matter from Tangier,
very fine (card on the back defects)
223
estimate 180,1271 Denmark: 1928, "America flight" in mixed franking
with GermanReich Michel number 424, superb cover (on
the back tab defect), photo expertize Nielsen, winner
unknown!
21
estimate 1.900,1272 Denmark: 1934, "11. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered cover to the
Danish consulate in Rio de Janeiro, very fine
283Bb
estimate 130,1273 Gdansk: 1931, "Polar travel", to Berlin, franked
among others with Michel number 206, superb
119
estimate 240,1274 Gdansk: 1938, "Sudetenland travel", superb postcard
456
estimate 100,1275 Estonia: 1933, "7. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, superb postcard
232B
estimate 400,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1276 Great Britain: 1932, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
138B
estimate 290,1277 Great Britain: 1933, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
202B
estimate 150,1278 Great Britain: 1933, "5. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
226B
estimate 180,1279 Great Britain: 1934, "3. South America flight", letter
very fine
254
estimate 150,1280 Ireland: 1932, "5. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, superb cover, winner and Michel
unknown!
171B
estimate 250,1281 Italy: 1934, "Christmas trip", tied by airmail
confirmation stamp "d", legitimate condition (defects from
opening the cover)
286
estimate 130,1282 Latvia: 1932, "8. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, superb cover
189B
estimate 300,1283 Liechtenstein: 1930, "South America flight", to
Seville, with single franking Michel number 71, superb
postcard
57A
estimate 140,1284 Liechtenstein: 1930, "South America flight", to
Bahia, good franking, superb postcard
57D
estimate 290,1285 Liechtenstein: 1930, "fligth with landing to Geneva",
superb postcard
86
estimate 180,1286 Liechtenstein: 1930, "trip to Leipzig", superb
postcard
91
estimate 90,1287 Liechtenstein: 1930, "trip Bern -Basle", special
cancel "Bern" and Basle", superb postcard
94
estimate 90,1288 Liechtenstein: 1931, "trip to Vaduz", franked with
special stamp 2 Fr., superb cover
110B
estimate 120,1289 Liechtenstein: 1931, "Polar travel", delivery
"Malygin", superb postcard with good franking
119
estimate 220,1290 Liechtenstein: 1931, "trip to Lausanne", with single
franking Michel number 106 A, superb postcard
123
estimate 120,1291 Liechtenstein: 1931, "2. South America flight",
droped Sao Vicente, franked among others with Michel
number 104 A and 104 B! Superb postcard
129Aa
estimate 350,1292 Liechtenstein: 1932, "England trip", superb postcard
168
estimate 150,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
43
nach Sieger-Katalog
1293 Liechtenstein: 1933, "2. South America flight",
superb postcard
214
estimate 120,1294 Liechtenstein: 1934, "2. South America flight",
superb postcard
250
estimate 180,1295 Liechtenstein: 1934, "11. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen (c), superb
postcard
283Aa
estimate 180,1296 Liechtenstein: 1936, "10. South America flight",
franked with corner of the sheet Michel number 150,
printed matter, minimal blotched superb cover
360
estimate 110,1297 Liechtenstein: 1936, "Olympia trip", with official
stamps franking, superb postcard to Austria
427
estimate 180,1298 Liechtenstein: 1936, "8. North America flight",
superb cover
437
estimate 200,1299 Liechtenstein: 1936, "10. North America flight",
registered cover, superb
441
estimate 170,1300 Liechtenstein: 1936, "10. North America flight",
registered cover, superb
441B
estimate 130,1301 Netherlands: 1930, "South America flight" to Seville,
superb postcard
57
estimate 80,1302 Netherlands: 1930, "trip to Leipzig", superb postcard
91
estimate 120,1303 Netherlands: 1930, "Netherlands flight", Venlo
Friedrichshafen, with autograph Dr. Eckener, superb
postcard
99B
estimate 130,1304 Netherlands: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion" to
Luebeck, superb cover
108
estimate 100,1305 Netherlands: 1931, "trip to Lausanne", superb
postcard
123
estimate 100,1306 Netherlands: 1931, "3. South America flight", superb
postcard
133
estimate 110,1307 Netherlands: 1932, "Netherlands flight", handing in
for transport Enschede, registered cover, superb
165A
estimate 170,1308 Netherlands: 1933, "Switzerland flight", droped
Bern, superb postcard
222
estimate 160,1309 Netherlands: 1933, "Chicago travel", to
Friedrichshafen, registered cover, superb
238
estimate 350,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1310 Netherlands: 1936, "3. North America flight", superb
cover
417B
estimate 60,1311 Netherlands: 1936, "4. North America flight", stamp
"ASSEN 1935 in lieu of 1936", superb cover
420
estimate 120,1312 Netherlands: 1936, "7. North America flight", superb
cover
430
estimate 70,1313 Netherlands: 1936, "9. North America flight", superb
cover
439
estimate 120,1314 Netherlands India: 1936, "4. North America flight",
interesting registered cover via Frankfurt (d) to New York,
superb, winner unknown!
420
estimate 500,1315 Netherlands India: 1936, "Olympia trip", superb
cover
427
estimate 320,1316 Austria: 1930, "Palatinate trip", franking on face,
card very fine
75
estimate 180,1317 Austria: 1930, "Holland trip", posting stamp
"Salzburg 1. Airmail", superb postcard
98
estimate 120,1318 Austria: 1931, "Austria flight", over Friedrichshafen
to Vienna, superb postcard
116
estimate 140,1319 Austria: 1931, "1. South America flight", droped
Cape Verde, superb postcard
124Aa
estimate 110,1320 Austria: 1931, "2. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, to Uruguay, superb postcard
129E
estimate 110,1321 Austria: 1931, "3. South America flight", printed
matter card, superb
133
estimate 80,1322 Austria: 1932, "2. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, superb postcard, R!
143
estimate 400,1323 Austria: 1932, "7. South America flight", superb
postcard
183
estimate 170,1324 Austria: 1932, "8. South America flight", superb
postcard
189
estimate 120,1325 Austria: 1936, "Germany flight", superb postcard
402
estimate 130,1326 Poland: 1933, "1. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, registered printed matter with postage
meter, superb cover
202Ba
estimate 340,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
44
nach Sieger-Katalog
1327 Russia: 1934, "4. South America flight", registered
cover from Zaporojie Ukraine, with 5 colour franking over
Berlin and Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco, rare superb
cover
260Aa
estimate 750,1328 San Marino: 1932, "3. South America flight", with
single franking Michel number 174, registered postcard,
superb
150
estimate 750,1329 Sweden: 1932, "1. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, registered postcard, superb
138B
estimate 200,1330 Sweden: 1932, "5. South America flight", registered
cover, superb
171
estimate 140,1331 Sweden: 1932, "7. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, slight traces of usage, superb
183B
estimate 190,1332 Sweden: 1933, "1. South America flight", registered
postcard from Stockholm with railway cancel (TPO)
"BERLIN-SASSNITZ port" to buenos Aires, superb
202
estimate 150,1333 Sweden: 1936, "1. South America flight", registered
cover, on the back railway cancel (TPO)
"BERLIN-SASSNITZ port", superb
403B
estimate 140,1334 Sweden: 1936, "1. South America flight", posting
"HÖGLANDSTORGET", Einschreibdrucksache, on the
back railway cancel (TPO) "BERLIN-SASSNITZ port",
superb
403B
estimate 120,1335 Sweden: 1936, "1. North America flight", connecting
flight from Frankfurt, superb cover
406C
estimate 60,1336 Sweden: 1936, "3. North America flight", registered
cover, superb
417
estimate 170,1337 Sweden: 1936, "7. North America flight", printed
matter, registered cover, superb
430
estimate 200,1338 Sweden: 1936, "9. North America flight", registered
postcard, superb
439
estimate 130,1339 Switzerland: 1929, "1. North America flight",
without delay stamp, superb postcard
27
estimate 160,1340 Switzerland: 1929, "Switzerland flight", droped
Bern, card very fine, only 124 transported!
35h
estimate 190,1341 Switzerland: 1929, "trip to Dübendorf", superb
postcard
45
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1342 Switzerland: 1930, "South America flight",
Friedrichshafen Seville, letter very fine
57I
estimate 90,1343 Switzerland: 1930, "South America flight",
Friedrichshafen Pernambuco, delivery first at the 2.
Landing, superb postcard, in Sieger unknown, by SAV
called
57K
estimate 200,1344 Switzerland: 1929, "Flight to Zurich-Duebendorf",
superb postcard
57I
estimate 35,1345 Switzerland: 1930, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
66
estimate 90,1346 Switzerland: 1930, "fligth with landing to
Mannheim", superb postcard
96
estimate 150,1347 Switzerland: 1930, "trip to Chemnitz", superb
postcard
100
estimate 120,1348 Switzerland: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion",
transported from Romanshorn with cancellation error
"13.5. In lieu of 12.5. ", superb postcard, RR! Unlistet!
108
estimate 280,1349 Switzerland: 1931, "trip to Muenster", franked with
Michel number 191 x and 234 x, superb postcard
121B
estimate 120,1350 Switzerland: 1931, "1. South America flight", to Rio
de Janeiro, superb postcard
124Ca
estimate 80,1351 Switzerland: 1932, "Netherlands flight", delivery
Rotterdam, superb postcard
164Ca
estimate 45,1352 Switzerland: 1932, "England trip", superb postcard
168
estimate 80,1353 Switzerland: 1933, "Rome-Friedrichshafen", special
cancel
and
green
arrival
postmark
"FRIEDRICHSHAFEN", superb postcard
207
estimate 380,1354 Switzerland: 1933, "Saar region travel", circuit, both
stamp on superb cover
218C
estimate 300,1355 Switzerland: 1933, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
222
estimate 90,1356 Switzerland: 1934, "10. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen with postmark c,
superb postcard
280Aa
estimate 90,1357 Switzerland: 1935, "5. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen (b), superb
postcard
302Aa
estimate 120,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
45
nach Sieger-Katalog
1358 Switzerland: 1935, "14. South America flight",
printed matter with postmark c, superb postcard
324B
estimate 160,1359 Switzerland: 1936, "Germany flight", superb
postcard
402
estimate 170,1360 Switzerland: 1936, "Olympia trip", superb postcard
427
estimate 290,1361 Hungaria: 1930, "Constable country trip", franked
with block of four Michel number 435, superb postcard
90
estimate 250,1362 Hungaria: 1930, "Holland trip", superb postcard
98
estimate 100,1363 Hungaria: 1931, "Swabia trip", superb postcard
112
estimate 90,1364 Hungaria: 1931, "Iceland flight", droped Reykjavik,
superb postcard, in addition to it Iceland delivery
registered cover with German franking
113
estimate 120,1365 Hungaria: 1931, "Austria flight", superb postcard to
the United States
116
estimate 80,1366 Hungaria: 1931, "Austria flight", post to Vienna,
superb postcard
116A
estimate 140,1367 Hungaria: 1931, "1. South America flight", droped
Cape Verde, superb cover
124Aa
estimate 200,1368 Hungaria: 1931, "trip to Meiningen", superb postcard
132
estimate 130,1369 Hungaria: 1932, "4. South America flight", superb
cover
157
estimate 120,1370 Hungaria: 1932, "Switzerland flight", droped Zurich,
superb postcard, RR!
166a
estimate 360,1371 Hungaria: 1932, "5. South America flight", superb
postcard
171
estimate 150,1372 Hungaria: 1932, "9. South America flight",
registered cover with meter cancel, superb
195
estimate 250,1373 Hungaria: 1932, "9. South America flight", superb
cover
195
estimate 150,1374 Hungaria: 1933, "6. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
229B
estimate 200,1375 Hungaria: 1934, "3. South America flight",
registered cover, superb
254
estimate 190,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1376 Hungaria: 1934, "Christmas trip", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen (a), registered cover, superb
286Aa
estimate 190,1377 Hungaria: 1936, "1. North America flight", handing
in for transport Frankfurt (c), a little creasely superb cover
406C
estimate 100,1378 Hungaria: 1939, "trip to Essen", superb postcard with
postage due because missing DR franking, , RR!
463
estimate 500,CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1379 1.8.1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, German sea mail
posting, superb cover
2c
estimate 50,1380 1.10.1929, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
superb cover
7b
estimate 80,1381 19.3.1930 "Europe" - New York, German sea mail
posting, violet failure stamp, among others good se-tenant
franking (W 23 and W 27.2), trace of creases, very fine
estimate 75,1382 29.4.1930, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
letter very fine
10b
estimate 45,1383 19.5.1930, " Bremen" - New York. Sea mail posting,
superb cover
12b
estimate 80,1384 5.6.1930, "Bremen" - Boston, rural mailing, on 15
Pf. "eagle" - postal stationery postcard (P 169! ) with
Michel number 422, superb
14a
estimate 120,1385 25.6.1930, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
printed matter, superb cover
16b
estimate 90,1386 14.7.1930, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
printed matter, superb cover
18b
estimate 140,1387 25.8.1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, letter very fine
23c
estimate 70,1388 22.9.1930, " Europe" - Southampton, US sea mail
mailing, superb cover
32b
estimate 65,1389 1.10.1930, " Europe" - New York, sea mail posting,
superb postcard
35b
estimate 80,1390 10.5.1931, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
superb cover
40b
estimate 50,1391 10.5.1931, "Bremen" - New York, Bring along and
catapult flight, superb cover
40c
estimate 65,-

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
46
nach Haberer-Katalog
1392 16.5.1931, "Europe" - New York, sea mail posting,
superb cover
41b
estimate 55,1393 16.5.1931, "Europe" - New York, Bring along and
catapult flight, superb postcard
41c
estimate 90,1394 16.5.1931, "Europe" - New York, Bring along and
catapult flight, superb cover
41c
estimate 65,1395 17.5.1931, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
42c
estimate 70,1396 24.5.1931, " Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
43c
estimate 70,1397 8.6.1931, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea mail
posting, superb cover
47c
estimate 70,1398 18.6.1931, "Europe" - New York, sea mail posting,
superb cover
50b
estimate 60,1399 4.7.1931, Bremen - Southampton, German sea mail
posting, printed matter, superb cover
53c
estimate 90,1400 Interior more official first flight "Bismarck-north
Dakota" and subsequent catapult flight, superb cover, RR!
Haberer collectors price!
60bc
estimate 350,1401 18.8.1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
printed matter, superb cover
64b
estimate 60,1402 30.8.1931, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
67c
estimate 90,1403 21.9.1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail posting,
letter very fine
72b
estimate 55,1404 9.5.1932, " Europe" - New York, sea mail posting,
printed matter, superb cover
77b
estimate 90,1405 Netherlands: 18.5.1932, " Bremen" - New York,
superb postcard
79Nl
estimate 380,1406 6.9.1932, "Europe" - New York, rural mailing,
franked among others with W 21.3, printed matter, superb
105a
estimate 150,1407 13.9.1932, "Europe" - Southampton, Cuba supply
evidence, registered postal stationery letter with 4 Cuba
stamps and 5 x 5 C. US airmail stamps via New York,
legitimate condition, only Cuba document for this Europe
catapult flight, RR!
107
estimate 550,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1408 5.10.1932, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked among others with RL 15 b, printed
matter, superb
112c
estimate 180,1409 21.5.1933, "Bremen" - flight cancelled, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, very fine
116c
estimate 70,1410 20.8.1933, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
136c
estimate 80,1411 21.9.1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked with S 113 and KZ 19, printed
matter, margins a little pushed otherwise superb
144c
estimate 140,1412 20.5.1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb postcard
152c
estimate 80,1413 Saar region: 23.5.1934, " Bremen" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover, only 16 documents
transported!
153Sr
estimate 320,1414 5.7.1934, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea mail
posting, with good se-tenant franking, among others W
30.3 EOL and S 111, printed matter, superb
163c
estimate 190,1415 15.7.1934, "Bremen" - New York, rural mailing,
franked among others with S 113, printed matter superb
165a
estimate 120,1416 Netherlands: 22.7.1934, " Europe" - New York,
registered printed matter, letter very fine, RR! Only 23
documents transported!
167Nl
estimate 300,1417 Luxembourg: 22.8.1934, "Bremen" - New York, for
subsequent flight, two countries franking, superb cover,
RR!
173Lu
estimate 750,1418 Saar region: 22.8.1934, "Bremen" - New York,
superb cover, RRR! Only 12 documents transported!
173Sr
estimate 380,1419 30.8.1934, "Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked among others with S 105 and K 18,
printed matter, superb
175c
estimate 120,1420 Saar region: 14.9.1934, "Europe" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover, RRR! Only 11 documents
transported!
178Sr
estimate 500,1421 Luxembourg: 26.9.1934, "Bremen" - New York, two
countries franking, superb cover
181Lu
estimate 380,1422 13.6.1935, " Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
193c
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
47
nach Haberer-Katalog
1423 19.6.1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
194c
estimate 70,1424 Luxembourg: 26.6.1935, "Europe" - New York, for
subsequent flight, two countries franking, printed matter,
superb cover, RRR! Only 12 documents transported!
195Lu
estimate 600,1425 31.7.1935, "Europe" - New York, sea mail posting,
franked among others with S 108, printed matter, superb
203b
estimate 90,1426 28.8.1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
208c
estimate 70,1427 15.9.1935, " Europe" - Southampton, US land mail
posting, superb cover
212a
estimate 50,1428 15.9.1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
212c
estimate 70,1429 22.9.1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, letter very fine
214c
estimate 60,1430 Liechtenstein: 2.10.1035, "Bremen" - New York,
superb postcard, RR! Only 12 documents transported!
217Li
estimate 650,1431 4.5.1931, "with airmail to the steamer Bremen
transported", Airmail printed matter from Leipzig to the
United States, superb
estimate 60,1432 26.9.1930, "Bremen" - New York, for subsequent
flight to the steamer Europe, superb postcard
estimate 45,1433 1934, South Atlantic: Catastrophes letter Condor
airplane "Tapajoz" from 3.5, registered cover Hamburg
Rio de Janeiro with catastrophes three-line cancel
"CORRESPONDENCIA SALVA DO ACCIDENTE DO
Tapajoz (hds. ) "
estimate 100,DO X AIRMAIL
nach Harms Katalog
1434 13.11.1930, posting Friedrichshafen, via Rio to
North America, with rare multiple franking 3 M. "eagle",
superb cover
7.b.
estimate 300,1435 13.11.1930, posting Friedrichshafen, via Rio to
Europe, with on route passing cancellation "22. IV. 31",
franked with 50 Pf. And 1 M. "eagle", superb postcard
7.c.d.
estimate 250,1436 17.06.1931, supplier mail Colombia over Rio to
Europe with Brazilian rhombus postmark, but without
board post takeover! Superb cover, RR!
33.b.COL
estimate 500,1437 19.06.1931, Brazil, posting Victoria, black rhombus
postmark, superb cover
36.a.BR
estimate 120,-

DO X AIRMAIL
nach Harms Katalog
1438 17.05.1933, supplier mail Russia, without mixed
franking, transported for Passau-Zurich flight planned,
with violet delay stamp, only 10 documents! Superb cover,
RR!
69.d.RU
estimate 1.200,1439 21.10.1931, "DO X 2 UMBERTO MADDALENA",
red three-line cancel on letter from "Genoa" to La Spezia,
superb, RR!
DO X2II
estimate 750,ROCKET POST
nach Ellington-Zwisler
1440 10.11.1933, rockets night flight from Hasselfelde,
franked with 2 unperforated rocket stamps, two-line cancel
"shot down with night flight the rocket" and 4 Pf.
"Wagner", superb postcard, signed sugar
5C2
estimate 70,SEMI-OFFICIAL FLIGHT STAMPS
1441 1912, 50 Pf. "Margaret Festival", rest of hinge, 5
superb items in different colour shades
4★
estimate 90,1442 1912, 50 Pf. Pale blue "Margaret Festival" in the
mint never hinged upper left corner margin block of four
with row number, a value creasely otherwise superb,
Michel (520.-)
4a ★★
estimate 150,1443 1912, 50 Pf. Pale blue "Margaret Festival", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.4a ★★
estimate 35,1444 1912, 10 Pf. "flight Gotha Erfurt", on the back paper
remnants, very fine
5★
estimate 80,BALLOON FLIGHTS 1897 1916
1445 15.8.1898, free passage of the balloon "Europe" with
captain Louis Godard, ascent at the 1. Date of exhibition
the II. Force and machines exhibition Munich, drop card,
postal mailing Bruck Fuerstenfeld, superb, photo expertize
winner, Müller 3
estimate 390,1446 21.5.1909, Upper Rhine association the airship
aviation Strassburg, droped from balloon "count WEDEL"
with Finding memo, postal mailing in Oberwaldbach /
Bavaria at the 22.5.1909, with Bavarian postage stamps
added to cover to pay postage due, because the Landing
not in the territory of the German Reich resulted, superb
postcard
estimate 750,1447 17.7.1910, lower Rhinish association for airship
aviation: section "Saar Mosel" Saarbrücken, balloon
postcard "Prince meal Victoria", departed in Cochem, very
fine
estimate 220,-

Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

BALLOON FLIGHTS 1897 1916
48
1448 11.8.1910, German Touring club abbot. Airship
aviation Munich, droped from balloon "TOURING club"
over Rott at the Inn, postal mailing in Griesstaett at the
11.8.1910, tax the without prepaid postage card with 10
penny in accordance with postage control cancel P. 8.
(postal check Munich), superb postcard
estimate 380,1449 9.10.1910, saxon association for airship aviation
"balloon Heyden I", drop card with Trip description,
superb
estimate 110,1450 20.9.19011, German Touring club abbot. Airship
aviation Munich, droped from balloon "TOURING club"
close to Grünbach by Erding, addressed to Bad Kissingen,
postal mailing at the 1.10.1911 in Erding 2, superb
postcard
estimate 290,1451 22.9.1912, Berlin association for airship aviation,
droped from balloon "HEWALD" with Finding memo,
postal mailing in Bebra at the 24.9.1912, superb postcard
estimate 290,1452 27.10.1912, "GORDON BENNET race", 5 Pf.
Germania postal stationery postcard with red private event
cancel, vacuously used, superb postcard, Müller 61
estimate 80,1453 17.6.1914, Berlin association for airship aviation,
droped from balloon "LILIENTHAL" and Finding memo,
postal mailing in Podelzig at the 17.6.1914, superb
postcard
estimate 550,1454 8.5.1918, Berlin association for airship aviation:
balloon "Bröckelmann", scarce army postal service from
Darmstadt, as Spessart droped, superb
estimate 150,PIONIERFLUGPOST 1909 1914
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1455 Documentation "August Euler" (pilot of the from
Euler built "yellow dog") to the centenary of the aviation
pioneer, 5 different documents, superb
estimate 55,1456 2.10.1909, "flight week Cologne", portrait printing
Paulhan, superb postcard
2/01/c
estimate 350,AVIATION IN THE I. WORLD WAR
1457 1914, Johannisthal, airshipper Schulkommando:
eagle stamp on unused Patriotic Card (Iron Cross in the
oak leaves), thin spot, otherwise superb
estimate 55,1458 1917, "flyer substitute department 5", violet letter
cancel on cover from "Hanover" to Haseldorf, sender
Prince Carolath, superb
estimate 50,1459 1918, "airmail - 1. JUN 1918 Cologne", red three
lines frame cancel on fieldpost letter with letter cancel "R
airplane substitute battalion Cologne" from Hanover to
Berlin, very fine, R!
estimate 290,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1460 1.6.1926, "Paris Berlin", superb cover
26.56.03
estimate 30,1461 21.4.1927, "Wroclaw Brno" on LPP 104, superb
27.17.02
estimate 50,1462 21.4.1927, "Vienna Brno", superb cover
27.17.07
estimate 25,1463 10.6.1927, "Hildesheim Hanover", superb cover
27.24.02
estimate 50,1464 22.8.1927, "Constance Vienna", superb postcard
27.45.03
estimate 40,1465 22.5.1928, "Constance Vienna", superb postcard
28.32.08
estimate 20,1466 1.6.1928, "Venice Berlin", superb cover
28.35.04
estimate 30,1467 1.6.1928, "Erford Schwarza" and "Schwarza Erford",
2 superb letters
28.36.01/02
estimate 80,1468 1.5.1929, "Hamburg Antwerpen", superb cover
29.5.02
estimate 25,1469 1.5.1929, "Hamburg Antwerpen", letter very fine
29.5.02
estimate Gebot
1470 3.6.1929, "Munich Klagenfurth", superb cover
29.18.02
estimate 30,1471 1.5.1930, "Baden Baden Wiesbaden", superb
postcard
30.7.03
estimate 20,1472 5.4.1937, "Frankfurt / M. Brüssel", special envelope,
superb
37.5.01
estimate 20,1473 4.10.1937, "Brussels-Munich", superb postcard
37.8.06
estimate 40,LATER FLIGHTS (SPF)
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1474 3.7.1919, "Weimar Leipzig", small special delivery
cover, superb
19.2.03
estimate 25,1475 22.8.1923, "Munich Constance", superb cover with
good airmail franking (front- and reverse), superb
21.7.01
estimate 80,1476 23.8.1923, "Munich Berlin", franked with no. 267,
superb cover
23.9.09
estimate 20,1477 16.9.1926, "Paris Berlin", commercial letter, superb
26.56.03
estimate Gebot
1478 30.3.1939, "South Atlantic stage", registered cover
with GermanReich / Luxembourg franking, from
Luxembourg to Santa Cruz / Tenerife, superb
estimate 90,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

SPECIAL FLIGHT AND FLIGHT EVENTS
49
1479 1934, business letter of the German flight illustrated
from Thea Rasche (dt. Acrobatic pilot and journalist) at
Dr. Eisenlohr with confirmation of the article "how high
do the fliers fly", folded, superb
estimate 120,AIRFIELD RESPECTIVELY AIRPORT CANCEL
1480 "airport Hanover", rectangle cancel with two lines on
cover to Essen, superb
34-01a
estimate Gebot
AIR-MAIL CONFIRMATION CANCEL
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1481 "Cologne 2", double-line cancel, airmail registered
cover to Chile, very fine (defects from opening the cover)
63-03
estimate 30,AIRMAIL POSTAL STATIONERIES
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1482 1926, Cologne airmail office: 3 interesting
documents, as well 2 postal stationery among others 168,
with postmarks "with airmail transported", superb
estimate 40,AIRMAIL VIGNETTES
1483 1912, "Prince Heinrich from Prussia", 2 various
flight contribution cards, unused, superb
estimate 45,1484 1908, strip of three in red-brown "Count Zeppelin",
"airship near the abandon the Halle" and "airship over the
Lake Constance", mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 25,1485 1928 / 30, USA-Zeppelin decals: 14 various coloured
postage stamps, mostly se-tenants, without gum, almost
only superb
(★)
estimate 55,1486 1913, 2 various vignettes: "courier run of the German
gymnasts, Count Zeppelin surrenders the first Runner the
roll" and "to the dedication of the Battle of Nations
monument", traces of use
★
estimate Gebot
1487 1913, "Zeppelin over banqueting hall" in the vertical
pair, mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 25,1488 1928 / 9, decorative matchstick envelope "The
Diamond match Co. N. Y. C. " with Zeppelin, industrial
facilities, traffic and navigation as coloured motif picture,
slight traces of use
estimate 20,OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
1489 1909, "good aerial" - balloon ascent, picture postcard
with balloon "Fredenbaum", used, superb
estimate 60,1490 1910, "flight- and Sport field Berlin Johannisthal", 3
various TUCK special cards "aeroplane Farman",
"aeroplane Antoinette", "the Knige of the air", unused,
superb
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
1491 1925, "Zeppelin Eckener contribution cards", 3
various passe-partout covers with 3 sets from in each case
4 coloured cards different printing houses
estimate 130,1492 1925, "Zeppelin Eckener contribution cards" of the
German traffic exhibition Munich, coloured artist picture
card, unused, superb
estimate 20,1493 1909, "Greeting of the flight week", Berlin
Johannisthal, picture postcard with 9 different airplanes
taking part in German and French Products, unused,
superb
estimate 20,1494 1912, "airfield Fuhlsbüttel", 6 various picture
postcards, among others fieldpost card with "Viktoria
Louisa", a unused, superb
estimate 130,1495 1912 / 14, balloon postcard "Hanoverian association
for airship aviation", unused, superb
estimate 100,1496 1909, "ILA Frankfurt on M. ", officially frolic
postcard "failed mutilation of the tailor from Ulm",
unused, superb
estimate 90,1497 1909, "ILA Frankfurt on M. ", coloured TUCK artist
picture card (Hans Stövhase), "controllable airship of the
Count Zeppelin by night", unused, superb
estimate 65,1498 1909, "ILA Frankfurt on M. ", coloured TUCK artist
picture card (Hans Stövhase), "controllable airship of the
Count Zeppelin (exit) ", unused, superb
estimate 65,1499 1909, "ILA Frankfurt on M. ", officially picture
postcard "Rougier on the wing", used, superb
estimate 60,1500 1911, "flight week Kiel 18.-24. June", coloured
special card no. 1 with 7 different flying objects, used,
superb
estimate 80,1501 1911, "flight week Kiel 18.-24. June", coloured
special card no. 3 with 8 different flying objects, unused,
superb
estimate 80,1502 1905 / 08, "air ships", merchant Pictures series 581, 6
various cards the "Kässmodel, Cacao steam mill,
Chocolade and sugar refinery", superb
estimate 35,1503 1890 / 1910, "progress in the airship aviation", 6
various cards the Liebigs merchant Pictures series, superb
estimate 20,1504 1933, "conquest of the aerial" from air balloon to the
Zeppelin, 4 various Liebig cards, superb
estimate 20,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
50
1505 1907, "LZ 3" (Z I), picture postcard with Count
Zeppelin and daughter in the Gondola, card from Zeppelin
Captain Georg Hacker at his woman, vertical crease
otherwise superb
estimate 600,1506 1907, "LZ 3" (Z I) over Vineyard, 2 various used
picture postcards
estimate 80,1507 1906 / 9, "LZ 3" (Z I), 3 various cards "travels over
the Lake Constance", unused and used, superb
estimate 35,1508 1908, "LZ 4", 1. July, 12-hour Switzerland flight, 5
various picture postcards, used, in addition to it coloured
vignette, superb
estimate 120,1509 1908, "LZ 4", 5.8. Day of disaster stamp on Zeppelin
picture postcard as well card "2 min. Before Catastrophe"
and disaster card as soap powder advertising card, unused
and used, superb
estimate 100,1510 1908, "LZ 4" (ZII), 8 various unused picture
postcards, superb
estimate 90,1511 1910, "LZ 5" over swimming Air ship hall, press
photo, superb
estimate Gebot
1512 1909, "LZ 6" (Z III), airship Signal postal service
oval cancel (used 27.8.-27.10.09) with cross section on
picture postcard "Zeppelin comes to the North Pole", used,
superb
estimate 55,1513 1912, LZ 11 (Viktoria Louisa), Landing before the
Palasthotel Breidenbacher farmyard, unused, superb
estimate 20,1514 1913, LZ 17 (Saxony), picture postcard to the "fligth
with landing Leipzig Zittau", unused, superb
estimate 110,1515 1937, "LZ 129" (Hindenburg) over motor ship
"Baden" on the Lake Constance, with count Zeppelin visit
stamp, used, superb
estimate 25,1516 1928, "ocean pilot East-west", chill Fritzmaurice,
Hünefeld and rare card the Rhenania printing house, 2
used cards, almost only superb
estimate 55,1517 198 / 16, "airship Parseval", 4 various picture
postcards, unused and used, superb
estimate 45,1518 "Pioneer flight events" (1910 / 12), Bordeaux,
Nancy, Reims, 3 various picture postcards, 2 of it used,
superb
estimate 25,1519 1911, German Round Flight "price of the air",
picture postcard with indication the 15 stage stations,
superb
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
1520 1911, "Saxony Round Flight", 3 various unused
picture postcards
estimate 25,1521 1911, US army airship "SC-1" from Baldwin (existed
from 1908-12), used superb postcard (left corner a little
aggrieved)
estimate 20,1522 1911, "cross-country flight Esslingen Ulm
Friedrichshafen", artist special card Tailor of Ulm with 7
flight machines, unused, superb
estimate 60,1523 1908, "Zeppelin National contribution", coloured
embossed card with 3 count Zeppelin portraits, airship and
airship wreck, unused, superb
estimate 100,1524 1908, "Count Zeppelin", Excellenz postcard, printed
matter from Finland (bilingually KUOPIO arrival
postmark), rare destination, superb
estimate 35,1525 1914, picture postcards curiosity: 1909 Zeppelin card
and 1911 airmail card with identical Person quantity, used
and unused, superb
estimate 25,1526 1930, airship "Count Zeppelin - Bonn trip", 3 various
unused cards
estimate 25,1527 1914, Zeppelin hanger with "Viktoria Louisa" and
Zeppelin portrait, used, superb
estimate 20,1528 1917, airship Zeppelin as advertising medium on
company card the Hebör Marmorcement, used, a little
having mould stains
estimate 20,1529 1990, 6 Zeppelin calendar cards: coloured
advertising pictures (7 x10 cm) one Portuguese sporting
goods company, superb
estimate 20,1530 1912, "German reliability flight at the Upper Rhine",
special card with "Viktoria Louisa" and 5 different aircraft
types, unused, superb
estimate 35,1531 11.7.1930, Day card no. 320 to the inspection the air
ship halls in Friedrichshafen for a visitor, superb
estimate 100,GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA FORERUNNER
1532 1887 / 89, 5 - 20 Pf., stamp "KDPAG SHANGHAI",
3 superb pieces of letter, expertized Bothe / Dr. Lantelme,
Michel (250.-)
V 40,41,42
estimate 90,1533 1900, 2 M. Dark red crimson, stamp "Beijing
21.12.00", very fine, expertized Dr. Steuer, Michel 300.V 37e
estimate 60,1534 1900, 2 M. Dark red crimson, stamp "SHANGHAI b
7.12. ", superb
V 37e
estimate 20,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA FORERUNNER
51
1535 1898, 2 M. Carmine in a horizontal pair on parcel
card, as kept by the post office, stamp "SHANGHAI DP
b", left stamp a little cut into otherwise superb, expertized
Bothe
V 37e
estimate 25,1536 1901, 2 M. Reddish carmine, stamp "K. D.
FELDPOSTEXPED a 2 / 8", superb, expertized Dr.
Steuer, Michel 700.V 37f
estimate 100,1537 1901, 2 M. Reddish carmine, stamp "SHANGHAI
DP a", very fine (thin from hinge place)
V 37f
estimate 40,1538 1897, 5 Pf. Opal green with postmark "SHANGHAI"
on wrapper to Lyon, superb
V 46c
estimate 35,1539 1891, 20 Pf. Ultramarine and violet ultramarine,
stamp "KDPAG SHANGHAI", 2 superb pieces of letter,
expertized Bothe and storm
V 48a,d
estimate 35,1540 1892, 20 Pf. Ultramarine, stamp "KDPAG
SHANGHAI", letter to Hamburg, superb
V 48a
estimate 40,1541 1896, 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine, stamp
"SHANGHAI" on piece along with China 3 Ca. Violet
"small dragon", superb, R!
V 48d
estimate 100,1542 1896, 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine, stamp "TIENTSIN
KDPAG", superb cover to Kaltenkirchen
V 48d
estimate 20,1543 1894, 50 Pf. Bright red brown in a horizontal pair,
stamp "SHANGHAI", expertized Steuer
V 50d
estimate 35,1544 Follower: 1899, 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine, stamp
"SHANGHAI DP b", one short perf otherwise superb,
expertized Dr. Steuer, Michel 200.M 48d
estimate 50,1545 Lot of 21 values and 2 covers, condition varies,
inspect!
, ,
estimate 100,OFFICES: CHINA
1546 1898, 3 Pf. Pale ocher "diagonally overprint", rest of
hinge, superb, R! Photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel 800.1Id ★
estimate 300,1547 1898, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange "diagonally overprint"
with plate flaw "I in Reichspost above cleaved", superb,
photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel 450.5IaPFII
estimate 150,1548 1898, "steep overprint", perfect cancelled very fine
set
1a,b-6II ,
estimate 45,1549 1901, mixed franking: 5 and 25 Pf. "steep overprint"
with 10 Pf. "Germania" on cover from "SHANGHAI a" to
Italy, 5 Pf. Defects, very fine, scarce combination!
2,5IIa,17
estimate 150,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OFFICES: CHINA
1550 1900, 5 Pf. "steep overprint" with postmark
"TONGKU" on postcard to Wesel, on the back sender´s
name "aboard the Krefeld", superb
2II
estimate 30,1551 1901, 5 Pf. "steep overprint" with postmark
"Beijing" on Chinese 4 Sn. Postal stationery postcard,
superb
2II
estimate Gebot
1552 1901, 10 Pf. Dark rose "steep overprint" with sea
mail stamp "east Asian Head line * f" on picture postcard
from Singapore, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.
3IIc
estimate 180,1553 1901, 3 Pf. "hand stamp overprint" with postmark
"TIENTSIN a 21.2.01" on card from Paotingfu to Amberg
with stamps from 5 further postal administrations, superb,
expertized Pfenniger
8
estimate 600,1554 1901, 5 Pf. "hand stamp overprint", stamp
"TIENTSIN a 9.2.01", on picture postcard to Muenster
with stamps from 5 further postal administrations (as well
the Chinese stamp with blue stamp and Russian stamp
with red cancel), various mailing defects, the 5 Pf. Stamp
in superb condition
9
estimate 500,1555 1901, 10 Pf. "hand stamp overprint", stamp
"TIENTSIN a 1.1.01" (type II), superb, expertized among
others Pfenniger
10
estimate 200,1556 Petschili: 15.11.1900, 2 Pf. Grey postal stationery
postcard with 3 Pf. Pale ochre-brown and 10 Pf. Red and
10 Pf. "Germania" with MSP postmarks no. 4 (SMS
Irene), handwritten notation "Shanghai Kwan 31.10.00",
superb, RR!
P Vaa,ac,Vc
estimate 600,1557 Petschili: 1901, 2 Pf. Bright gray, single, strip of
three and strip of four with blank gutters on cover with
postmark "Beijing 14.6.01" to Muskau, with arrival
postmark on the back, superb, RR!
P Vag
estimate 380,1558 Petschili: 1901, 3 Pf. "Reichspost" with postmark
"TONGKU 12.5.01" and ½ C. "China" on 10 Pf.
GermanReich letter-card (inside unlabeled) with postmark
"Beijing", reverse arrival postmark "WESEL", superb,
signed H. Krause
P Va
estimate 250,1559 Petschili: 1901, 10 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp "Beijing
10.6.01", superb, expertized Bothe
P Vc
estimate 20,1560 Petschili: 1910, 10 Pf. "Reichspost" with postmark
"Beijing 9.4.01" on picture postcard to Hungaria, superb
P Vc
estimate 50,1561 Petschili: 1901, 10 Pf. "Reichspost" with postmark
"Beijing 6.2.01" on picture postcard to Leipzig, superb
P Vc
estimate 40,1562 Petschili: 1901, 10 and 20 Pf. "Reichspost" on piece
with postmark "Beijing 10.1.01", superb
P Vc,d
estimate 60,-

OFFICES: CHINA
52
1563 Petschili: 1900, 30 Pf. "Reichspost" in the block of
four on large letter piece, stamp "TIENTSIN a 26.11.00",
left lower stamp small perforation fault otherwise
decorative superb piece of letter, R! Signed H. K.
P Ve
estimate 380,1564 Petschili: 1900, 50 Pf. "Reichspost" in a horizontal
pair on parcel card, as kept by the post office (on the back
telegraph number), stamp "K. D. FIELD postal service
station No. 2", through vertical paper cuts is the pair
centered damaged, Michel (760.-)
P Vg
estimate 170,1565 Petschili: 1901, 80 Pf. "Reichspost" on parcel card,
as kept by the post office with centered stamp "Beijing
14.2.01", superb, photo expertize Bothe, Michel (400.-)
P Vh
estimate 140,1566 Petschili: 1901, 1 M. "Reichspost" on postcard
coupon, with centered stamp "Beijing 15.3.01", superb,
signed Friedemann, Michel (700.-)
P Vi
estimate 220,1567 Petschili: 1901, 2 M. "Reichspost", type I, on parcel
card, as kept by the post office with postmark "Beijing
21.02.01", superb, expertized Bothe and Mansfeld and
photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel (850.-)
P VkI
estimate 250,1568 Petschili: 1901, 3 M. "Reichspost", type II, stamp
"Beijing 21.02.01" on closely parcel card, as kept by the
post office, right lower corner round, very fine, Michel
950.P VlII
estimate 190,1569 Petschili: 1901, 10 Pf. "Kiautschou" on fieldpost
letter with postmark "Beijing 14.5.01", along with stamps
and cancel from 5 further postal administrations, with
military cancel, superb cover to Wesel, expertized Dr.
Lantelme
P VIc
estimate 350,1570 1902, 3 Pf. Ochre-brown "Reichspost" in the vertical
strip of five with 25 Pf. On registered cover (slight
transport traces) from "Beijing" to Wesel, scarce
combination, superb
15a,19
estimate 120,1571 1901, 3 - 80 Pf. "Reichspost" with overprint
"SPECIMEN", rest of hinge, 9 superb items, Michel
2520.15-23SP ★
estimate 780,1572 1902, 5 Pf. "Reichspost" on souvenir card from
"TIENTSIN", with Chinese and japanese additional
franking to Bremen, very fine
16
estimate 100,1573 1902, 5 Pf. "Reichspost" with postmark "TIENTSIN
a" on fieldpost card (France post in China postal stationery
postcard P 4 IF) to Wesel, S. B. Stamp "TRAINDEPOT",
reverse unlabeled, superb
16
estimate 80,1574 1902, 5 Pf. "Reichspost" and China 1 C. Ochre on
postcard from "TIENTSIN a" to WESEL, reverse
unlabeled, superb
16
estimate 40,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

OFFICES: CHINA
1575 1902, 10 Pf. "Reichspost" on postal stationery
postcard (France post in China P 4 I), reverse unlabeled,
superb
17
estimate 100,1576 1904, 10 Pf. "Reichspost" on picture postcard with
postmark "SHANGHAI DP b" to Belgium, superb
17
estimate 30,1577 1901, 25 - 80 Pf. "Reichspost", 5 superb items,
Michel 74.19-23
estimate 20,1578 1901, 25 Pf. "Reichspost" with plate flaw
"club-foot", superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.
19VI
estimate 120,1579 1905, 40 Pf. "Reichspost", single franking on
registered cover from "TSINANFU" to Görlitz, on the
back tab is absent otherwise superb
21
estimate 30,1580 1901, 1 M. "Reichspost" in the block of four with left
margin (this separated)
24
estimate 75,1581 1901, 1 M. And 2 M. "Reichspost", type I, 2 superb
pieces of letter
24,25I
estimate 30,1582 1901, 2 M. "Reichspost", type II and I together in the
vertical pair, superb, Michel 300.25II/25I
estimate 90,1583 1901, 3 M. "Reichspost", type II, superb, expertized
Jäschke L, Michel 100.26II
estimate 30,1584 1901, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over with red
and white paint, superb, Michel 400.27III
estimate 120,1585 1906, 1 C. On 3 Pf. - 4 C. On 10 Pf., unwatermarked,
three colour franking on letter from "TIENTSIN a" to
Leipzig, superb
28-30
estimate 30,1586 1908, 2 C. On 5 Pf., unwatermarked, on picture
postcard from "Beijing" to Osterburg, handwritten senders
note: "TJE-TAI-TZE" and blue letter cancel "STAB DER
GESANDTSCHAFT SCHUTZWACHE", superb
29
estimate 50,1587 1908, 4 C. On 10 Pf., unwatermarked, on face on
picture postcard with Chinese additional franking from
"Beijing" to Japan, superb
30
estimate 80,1588 1905, ½ D. On 1 M., unwatermarked, perforated B,
in the block of four on commercial letter piece, expertized
Bothe, Michel (340.-)
34B
estimate 90,1589 1905, 1 ½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated A,
stamp "TSCHIFU", some blunted teeths otherwise superb,
expertized Bothe, Michel 150.36A
estimate 40,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

OFFICES: CHINA
53
1590 1905, 1 ½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated A,
stamp "Beijing", small thin otherwise superb, Michel 150.36A
estimate 35,1591 1905, 2 ½ D. On 5 M., unwatermarked, superb,
signed, Michel 380.37
estimate 110,1592 1905, 2 ½ D. On 5 M., unwatermarked, superb piece
of letter, expertized Bothe, Michel (380.-)
37
estimate 120,1593 1905, 2 ½ D. On 5 M., unwatermarked, as usual
perforated, superb piece of letter, Michel 380.37
estimate 110,1594 1913, 4 C. On 10 Pf., watermarked, on photo
postcard from "TIENTSIN a" to Hungaria, blue one-line
cancel "Via Siberia", superb
40
estimate 50,1595 1910, 40 C. On 80 Pf., watermarked, peace printing,
superb, Michel 65.43I
estimate 20,1596 1906 / 7, ½ D. On 1 M. And 1 D. On 2 M.,
watermarked, peace printing, 2 superb items, Michel 100.44IA,45IAII
estimate 35,1597 1906 / 7, ½ D. On 1 M. And 1 D. On 2 M.,
watermarked, peace printing, 2 values as usual perforated
superb, Michel 100.44IAI,45IAII
estimate 30,1598 1906, ½ D. On 1 M., watermarked, peace printing,
distance 9 mm, stamp "HANKAU", superb, Michel (50.-)
44IAI
estimate 20,1599 1915, ½ D. On 1 M., watermarked, peace printing,
distance 9.5 mm, stamp "TIENTSIN a 30.1.15" (war date),
small trace of crease otherwise superb, Michel 80.44IAII
estimate 25,1600 1912, 1 ½ D. On 3 M. Blackish violet, watermarked,
peace printing, superb, signed, Michel 150.46IAa
estimate 50,1601 Lot of 74 different letter pieces from Michel number
1 - 35, many nice cancellations, superb lot
estimate 200,1602 1900-14, lot of 9 documents, as well a registered
cover and 3 army postal service documents, condition
varies, inspect!
estimate 90,1603 Neat cancelled lot of 214 values, many nice cancel,
mostly superb condition, Michel 1900.,
estimate 340,1604 Interesting lot of 8 different parts of a sheet, mostly
superb
,
estimate 100,1605 1916, China 1 C. Orange on picture postcard,
handwritten "Beijing 8.8.1916" to a German receiver in
Tientsin, German camp, scarce domestic card, superb
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA POSTMARK
1606 "CHIN WANG Grey Tinamou", mute single circle
cancel, on 5 Pf. "Reichspost", very fine
16
estimate 90,1607 "HANKAU", 12.9.14 (war date) on registered cover
to Berlin, very fine
39,40
estimate 80,1608 "ITSCHANG", 30.9.05, on 30 Pf. "Reichspost",
superb
20
estimate 25,1609 "ITSCHANG", 27.10.05, on 5 Pf. Postal stationery
postcard with 5 Pf. Additional franking, superb postcard to
Ostrokollen
16,P 10X
estimate 150,1610 "canton", 8.8.13, on registered cover to Laggenbeck,
superb
39,43
estimate 120,1611 "NANKING" on 3 Pf. Ochre-brown and 30 Pf.
"Reichspost", 2 superb items
15a,20
estimate 20,1612 "NANKING", 11.3.03, on 5 / 5 Pf. Postal stationery
double card with 5 Pf. Additional franking to Magdeburg,
superb
16,P 12
estimate 100,1613 "Beijing", 25.4.15, single circle postmark (3 x) on
small letter to the United States with 2 C. On 5 Pf. And 2 x
4 C. On 10 Pf., watermarked, superb
39/40
estimate 45,1614 "SCHANHAIKWAN" on 5 and 10 Pf. "Reichspost",
2 values small defects
16/7
estimate 25,1615 "SCHANHAIKWAN", 4.3.02, centered on 3 Pf.
Orange brown "Reichspost", superb piece of letter,
expertized Bothe
15b
estimate 50,1616 "SCHANHAIKWAN", 4.5.02, centered on 10 Pf.
"Reichspost", superb piece of letter
17
estimate 35,1617 "SCHANHAIKWAN", 18.4.02, on 5 Pf. Postal
stationery postcard to Wesel, with S. B. Stamp, reverse
unlabeled, superb, expertized Bothe
P 10Y
estimate 75,1618 "SHANGHAI-TIENTSIN" (1902) on cover of the
"Hamburg America line" from "TSINGTAU" to Ulm,
superb
29,30
estimate 100,1619 "SHANHAIKUAN", mute two ring cancel, on 10 Pf.
"Reichspost", superb, expertized Bothe
17
estimate 30,1620 "SHANHAIKUAN", mute two ring cancel and
stamp "TONGKU 12.9.01" on 5 Pf. Postal stationery
postcard to Wesel, superb, expertized Bothe
P 10Y
estimate 100,1621 "SWATAU" on 3 Pf. Ochre-brown, 20 and 30 Pf.
"Reichspost", 3 superb pieces of letter
15a,18,20
estimate 30,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA POSTMARK54
1622 "SWATAU" on cover with 10 C. On 20 Pf.,
unwatermarked, to Merano, very fine
31
estimate 25,1623 "TSCHIANGLING", mute two ring cancel besides
railway cancel (TPO) "TSINGTAU-KAUMI ZUG 2
5.3.02", superb
17
estimate 120,1624 "TSCHINWANGTAU", on 5 and 30 Pf.
"Reichspost", 2 superb items, expertized Steuer
16,20
estimate 35,1625 "YANGTSUN" (handwritten sender), on army postal
service picture postcard with postmark "TIENTSIN a
20.6.02", superb
16
estimate 40,1626 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 1" centered
on 3 Pf. "steep overprint", superb piece of letter
1IIa
estimate 25,1627 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 8" on 5 Pf.
"Reichspost", superb
16
estimate 20,1628 "K. D. FIELD postal service station TAKU south
away" on 40 Pf. "Reichspost", superb piece of letter
21
estimate 60,1629 "east Asian line c 21.2.04" (GERA) on front of cover
with horizontal pair 10 Pf. "Reichspost", legitimate defects
17
estimate 30,1630 Sea mail cancel: lot of 11 values, as well 2 x
"YANGTSEE line", mostly superb
,
estimate 100,-

GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA ARMY POSTAL SER
1631 1900, Tongku carriage edge postmark (type I) and
additional cancellation "fieldpost letter" on decorative
Chinese cover to Cologne, without arrival postmark,
superb
estimate 100,1632 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED of the East Asian
expedition corps a", 22.1.01, on army postal service
picture postcard from Tientsin with Chinese stamp (blue
stamp), blue S. B. Stamp "WAR CHEST", superb postcard
to Zwickau
estimate 80,1633 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED of the East Asian
expedition corps a" (DR P 40) with blue SB stamp to
Wesel, reverse unlabeled, very fine
estimate 20,1634 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED of the East Asian
expedition corps b", 2.5.01, fieldpost card from
"TIENTSIN" to Rittenberg, very fine
estimate 20,1635 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2", 12.3.01,
on US postal stationery postcard with 1 C. Additional
franking with postmark "MILITARY POSTAL station No.
1" at General Salzmann, Wesel, superb
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA ARMY POSTAL
55 SER
1636 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2", 1.5.01, 1650 "SHANGHAI b", 25.1.01", superb postcard to Berlin
on ½ A. Postal stationery cover the BRITISH-INDIAN
estimate 25,army postal service in China, letter cancel "slight MUN.
1651 MSP stamp "6" (GERA), 2.7.01, fieldpost card to
Convoy", small superb cover to Wesel
Germany, superb
estimate 100,estimate 40,1637 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2", 26.4.01,
1652
MSP
stamp
"48"
(AACHEN),
28.9.00,
army postal
on Chinese postal stationery postcard from "Beijing" to
service picture postcard, superb
Wesel, a little blotched, very fine
estimate 70,estimate 40,1653
MSP
stamp
"48"
(AACHEN),
12.8.00,
fieldpost
1638 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2", 5.7.00,
army postal service picture postcard from "Beijing" to card, very fine
estimate 40,Altona, S. B. Stamp, superb
estimate 30,- 1654 1901, fieldpost form card from "Wroclaw" to Beijing
1639 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2", 8.6.01, with arrival postmark "K. D. FIELD postal service station
fieldpost card to Wesel, letter cancel, reverse unlabeled, no. 2", small corner crease, superb
estimate 50,superb, expertized Bothe
estimate 20,- 1655 1901, Boxer Rebellion: local for German army postal
1640 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 4", 12.12.00, service printed "receict for delivery of registered letter
on fieldpost letter to Limbach, with S. B. Stamp "OSTAS. over. " 2 money orders from "Beijing station 2" to Coblenz
and Brilon, superb
EXPED. 3. EISENB. BAUKOMP. ", very fine
estimate 160,estimate 50,1641 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 5", 8.10.00, GERMAN P.O. CHINA POSTAL STATIONERIES
1656 1901, 5 Pf. Green, type I, from "TIENTSIN a" to
fieldpost card to Wesel, very fine
estimate 40,- Wesel, superb
P 1I
estimate 25,1642 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 8", 11.6.01,
on fieldpost card to Wesel, blue S. B. Stamp 1657 1901, 10 Pf. "hand stamp" with scarce stamp
"TIENTSIN a 20.1.01" (genuine and date-appropriate) to
"commander", reverse unlabeled, superb
estimate 30,- Magdeburg, card probably retroactive inscribed, superb
P9
estimate 300,1643 "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 9", 7.7.01,
on fieldpost card from Peithaiho, superb, expertized W. 1658 Petschili: 6.12.00, 10 Pf. Paid reply postal card with
postmark "Beijing", violet senders mark "first lieutenant
Engel
estimate 50,- Arnold 2. Ostasiat. Infantry-regiment", superb postcard to
Magdeburg with interesting text, RR! Michel 1800.1644 "K. D. FIELD postal service station TAKU south AP 39A
estimate 550,away", cancellation to order on 5 Pf. Germania - postal
1659
Petschili:
1901,
10
Pf.
"Reichspost"
with
postmark
stationery postcard, arrival postmark "WESEL 9.7.01",
"Beijing 24.2.01" to Wesel, superb
superb
estimate 350,estimate 100,- AP 53
1645 Chinese rectangle cancel with two lines 1660 Petschili: 5 Pf. "Kiautschou" with postmark
"SINGANFU" on fieldpost card to Wesel (arrival "SCHANHAIKWAN 18.4.02" and black S. B. Stamp,
arrival postmark "WESEL", reverse unlabeled, superb,
postmark 5.10.01), superb, expertized Bothe (as CTO)
estimate 50,- Michel - .
AP 1
estimate 200,1646 "Beijing", 10.5.01, on 10 Pf. DR letter-card (inside
1661
Petschili:
5
Pf.
"Kiautschou"
with
postmark
unlabeled), letter cancel "slight Mun convoy", on the back
"TIENTSIN 15.5.02 a" and violet S. B. Stamp "field
arrival postmark "WESEL", superb
estimate 150,- hospital no. 1", arrival postmark "WESEL", reverse
unlabeled, superb, Michel - .
1647 "Beijing", 4.2.01, on small fieldpost letter (France AP 1
estimate 180,post in China single circle cancel) to Wesel, with letter
1662 Petschili: 1901, 10 Pf. "Kiautschou" with postmark
cancel, very fine
estimate 70,- "Beijing 8.6.01" to Wesel, military cancel "slight Mun
convoy", superb, RR! Michel - .
1648 "Beijing", 13.3.01, on fieldpost card (DR P 40) with AP 2
estimate 350,letter cancel to Wesel, superb
1663
1905,
5
(unwatermarked)
and
10
Pf.
"Reichspost",
2
estimate 50,cards from "SHANGHAI", to "TSCHIFU" respectively
1649 "TONGKU", 19.5.01, fieldpost card to Wesel, Magdeburg, superb
without on the back text, superb
P 10Y,11
estimate 30,estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
finden Sie im Internet unter:
abgebildet
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN P.O. CHINA POSTAL STATIONERIES
1664 1902, 5 Pf. "Reichspost" from "TIENTSIN a" or
"TONGKU" to Wesel, 12 cards, all with different troops
stamp, partly R! Superb, partly expertized Bothe
P 10
estimate 150,OFFICES: MOROCCO
1665 1899, not issued: "diagonally overprint", stronger
rest of hinges, very fine set, expertized Bothe, Michel
1000.I-VI ★
estimate 280,1666 1889, "steep overprint", very fine set on pieces,
Michel 120.1-6
estimate 40,1667 1899, 10 C. On 10 Pf. Lilac red, superb, expertized
Jäschke L, Michel 100.3d
estimate 35,1668 1900, 50 C. On 40 Pf. With plate flaw "Reichspost at
the bottom cut into, O in post mostly open", one short perf
otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 180.13PFII
estimate 50,1669 1900, 2 P. 50 C. On 2 M., type II, some blunted
teeths otherwise superb, Michel 180.17I/II
estimate 45,1670 1903, 1 P. 25 C. On 1 M. "bold overprint", superb,
Michel 240.16II
estimate 75,1671 1900, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., "bold overprint", superb,
Michel 340.19II
estimate 110,1672 1900, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., "bold overprint", normal
perforation, superb, Michel 340.19II
estimate 90,1673 1900, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., "bold overprint", a blunt
perforation otherwise superb, expertized Dr. Steuer (full
signed), Michel 340.19II
estimate 80,1674 1907, 50 C. On 40 Pf., unwatermarked, on registered
cover (registration label type 3 b "a") from "Tangier a" to
Belgium, very fine
27
estimate 60,1675 1905, 60 C. On 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 25,1676 1905, 60 C. On 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 20,1677 1905, 1 P. 25 C. On 1 M., unwatermarked, perforated
A, superb, Michel 190.30A
estimate 60,1678 1905, 2 P. 50 C. On 2 M., unwatermarked, superb,
Michel 180.31
estimate 50,1679 1905, 3 P. 75 C. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated
B, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 70.32B
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OFFICES: MOROCCO
56
1680 1906-11, 3 C. On 3 Pf. - 6. P. 25 C. On 5 M.,
watermarked, rest of hinges, very fine set, Michel 630.34-45 ★
estimate 200,1681 1907, 25 C. On 20 Pf. Vivid violet ultramarine,
watermarked, with scarce stamp "Marrakech (CC) a",
small margin tear otherwise superb, RR! Photo expertize
Jäschke L.
37b
estimate 170,1682 1908, 50 C. On 40 Pf., watermarked, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 180.40
estimate 50,1683 1906, 2 P. 50 C. On 2 M., watermarked, superb,
Michel 220.44
estimate 65,1684 1906, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., watermarked, stamp
"Marrakech (KK) ", very fine (flap outline and repaired
corner), photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel special: 800.45
estimate 150,1685 1911, 60 C. On 50 Pf., peace printing, stamp
"Tangier b" (CC), superb, R!
53I
estimate 130,1686 1911, 1 P. 25 C. On 1 M., peace printing, stamp
"FES", superb, Michel (80.-)
55IA
estimate 30,1687 1911, 2 P. 50 C. On 2 M., peace printing, stamp
"TETUAN", superb, expertized W. Engel
56IA
estimate 40,1688 1911, 3 P. 75 C. On 3 M., peace printing, superb,
expertized Grobe, Michel 260.57IA
estimate 75,1689 1911, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., peace printing, superb,
signed Köhler, Michel 420.58IAa
estimate 140,1690 1911, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., peace printing, left margin
copy, superb piece of letter, signed, Michel (420.-)
58IAa
estimate 160,1691 1911, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M., peace printing, overprint
sooty, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.58IAb ★
estimate 45,1692 1912, 6 P. 25 C. On 5 M. Black / dark carmine,
so-called "Minister print", a number of rest of hinges,
superb, Michel 250.58IAM ★
estimate 80,-

GERMAN POST IN MOROCCO POSTAL STATIONERIES
1693 1901, 5 C. On 5 Pf. Green with single circle
postmark "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2" and
letter cancel "slight Mun convoy", arrival postmark
"WESEL", reverse unlabeled, philatelic superb postcard,
R!
P1
estimate 100,GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE FORERUNNER
1694 24.2.1872, ½ Gr. And 4 x 1 Gr. Small breast shield
on cover over "TRIEST" to red scum, strong file fold
through a 1 Gr. Stamp, otherwise having bright colours
superb cover, franking unique!
V 3,4
estimate 1.400,-

GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE FORERUNNER
1695 26.11.1873, ½ Gr., 1 Gr. And 2 ½ Gr. Great breast
shield over Varna Bucharest Lviv to red scum, slight
vertical government trace of crease through the 2 ½ Gr.
Stamp otherwise decorative three colour franking, superb,
photo expertize Sismondo
V 18,19,21a
estimate 1.000,1696 10.5.1873, ½ Gr. And 2 x 1 Gr. Great breast shield
on cover over "VARNA Danube" to Leipzig, on the back
tab not complete, superb, photo expertize Sismondo
V 18,19
estimate 700,1697 14.2.1874, 1 Gr. In the vertical strip of three (2
stamps horizontal government trace of creases) and 5 Gr.
Great breast shield on decorative letter from "BORUSSA"
over odessa to Lyon, superb, unique!
V 19,22
estimate 1.400,1698 2.7.1875, 20 Pfe. Ultramarine and 25 Pfe. Reddish
brown, in each case 2 x on decorative letter over "VARNA
Danube" to aspirator, very fine, only 2 those frankings
known! Expertized Pfenniger and detailed photo expertize
Steuer
V 34a,35a
estimate 1.800,1699 28.6.1883, 20 Pf. Ultramarine, 4 x (one stamp
missing corner), on registered cover to Brandenburg, very
fine
V 42
estimate 250,OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1700 1884, 20 PA. On 10 Pf. Bright rose, as usual
perforated superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 120.2a
estimate 35,1701 1884, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine, overprint
blue black, in a horizontal pair, very fine (a little having
mould stains), expertized Bothe
3b
estimate 45,1702 1891, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf., reprint, with large lower
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
3Na ★★
estimate 35,1703 1884, 2 ½ PIA. On 50 Pf. Gray green, very fine,
Michel 190.5a
estimate 50,1704 1891, 10 PA. On 5 Pf. Opal green with variety "C in
Reichspost at the bottom with line", superb, Michel 300.6cI
estimate 100,1705 1899, 20 PA. On 10 Pf. Dark rose, rest of hinge,
superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.
7e ★
estimate 120,1706 1889, 1 ¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. Yellow orange, rest of
hinges, one short perf otherwise superb, R! Photo
expertize Jäschke L, Michel 1000.9a ★
estimate 280,1707 1899, 1 ¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. Dark orange, rest of hinge,
superb, RR! Photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel 1200.9ba ★
estimate 450,1708 1889, 2 ½ PIA. On 50 Pf. Brownish red, rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Steuer, Michel 440.10a ★
estimate 160,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
57
1709 1900, 10 PA. On 5 Pf. - 4 PIA. On 80 Pf., overprint
"SPECIMEN", rest of hinge, 8 superb items, Michel
1440.12-19ISP ★
estimate 450,1710 1900, 5 PIA. On 1 M. And 10 PIA. On 2 M., type I,
stamp "JAFFA", 2 superb items, Michel 105.20/1I
estimate 30,1711 1900, 5 PIA. On 1 M. - 15 PIA. On 3 M., type I, 3
superb items, Michel 245.20-22I ,
estimate 70,1712 1900, 15 PIA. On 3 M., type II, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 85.22I/II ★
estimate 30,1713 1900, 15 PIA. On 2 M., type II, minimal glue stained
otherwise superb piece of letter, Michel 200.22I/II
estimate 50,1714 1900, 25 PIA. On 5 M., type I, paint over only with
white paint, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 380.23I/IV ★
estimate 140,1715 1903, 5 PIA. On 1 M., overprint type II, superb,
Michel 130.20II
estimate 40,1716 1903, 5 PIA. On 1 M., overprint type II, with plate
flaw "colour line from right window in the first Stock to to
the right image border", superb, RR! Photo expertize
Jäschke L.
20IIPFII
estimate 800,1717 1903, 25 PIA. On 5 M., overprint type II, tiny on the
back rubbed spot otherwise superb, Michel 700.23II
estimate 150,1718 1905, 15 Pia. On 3 M., unwatermarked, stamp
"BEIRUT", superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 70.34b
estimate 25,1719 1912, 1 Pia. On 20 Pf. Lilac ultramarine in the
horizontal strip of four with upper margin on registered
cover with single circle postmark "JAFFA", superb
(address partly erases)
38a
estimate 100,1720 1906 / 7, 5 Pia. On 1 M. And 10 Pia. On 2 M.,
watermarked, 2 values as usual perforated superb, Michel
100.44/5
estimate 30,1721 1906, 10 Pia. On 2 M., watermarked, superb, Michel
60.45
estimate 20,1722 1908, 25 Pia. On 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, in the upper right corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(400.-)
47b ★★
estimate 150,1723 1908, 25 Pia. On 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 100.47b ★★
estimate 25,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1724 1905, 25 Pia. On 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, superb, abridged certificate Jäschke L. Michel
100.47b
estimate 35,1725 1908, "diagonally overprint", rest of hinges, very fine
set, Michel 120.48-52 ★
estimate 35,1726 1908, "diagonally overprint", very fine set, Michel
180.48-52
estimate 55,1727 1908, 10 C. On 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", 4
values with raisins postmarks "SMYRNA", condition
varies
49
estimate 35,1728 1908, 50 C. On 40 Pf. And 100 C. On 80 Pf.
"diagonally overprint", 2 superb pieces of letter, Michel
(155.-)
51/2
estimate 55,GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE STATIONERIES
1729 1892, 20 para on 10 Pf., question part, stamp
"CONSTANTINOPEL 1 ** ", superb postcard to Gersfeld
P2
estimate 30,1730
1900,
10
para
on
10
Pf.,
stamp
"CONSTANTINOPEL 1 a", superb postcard to Goldberg
P5
estimate 20,1731 1905, 10 para on 5 Pf., stamp "JAFFA", superb cover
from "SARONA" to Leipzig
U4
estimate 40,GERMAN POST OFFICE TURKISH EMPIRE
1732 1918, "army postal service Mil. Miss.
Constantinople", Field postal service fold letter with violet
letter cancel "German stages military hospital
Constantinople", superb
estimate 90,1733 1916, MSP "14" (steamer GENERAL), army postal
service picture postcard from Damascus, superb
estimate 60,1734 1916, "army postal service Mil. Miss.
Constantinople" on violet wrapper "Ottoman lloyd",
superb
estimate 60,1735 1918, army postal service picture postcard from
"NEUHAMMER" with Soldier letter stamp to Oberstein,
superb
estimate 40,1736 1917, "fieldpost station office Damascus" (1 DFP) on
army postal service picture postcard "Haifa German
colony", superb
estimate 50,1737 1918, "fieldpost station office Damascus" (2 DFP) on
army postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate 50,1738 1918, "fieldpost station office NAZARETH" on
army postal service picture postcard, violet letter cancel
"army radio operator department 1722", superb
estimate 50,-

GERMAN POST OFFICE TURKISH EMPIRE
58
1739 1918, "fieldpost station office Sevastopol" on army
postal service picture postcard from the Reserve. Inf.
Regiment 9 1. Batt, superb
estimate 60,1740
1916,
"fieldpost
station
office
CONSTANTINOPEL" on army postal service picture
postcard, superb
estimate 30,GERMAN NEW GUINEA
1741 1897, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.5a ★★
estimate 30,1742 1910, 3 Pf. Ochre-brown in the of six and strip of
four on registered cover (registration label type 3 bx),
superb
7
estimate 140,1743 1814, 10 Pf. Dark carmine and 25 Pf. Reddish
orange / yellow black on pale yellow on registered cover
(registration label type 3 b with 2 hyphens) from
"FINSCHHAFEN" to Grevenbroich, superb
9,11
estimate 130,1744 1901, 1 -3 M. "imperial yacht", 3 superb items,
Michel 350.16-18
estimate 110,1745 1901, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, superb, Michel 600.19
estimate 180,GERMAN NEW GUINEA CAMP MAIL
1746 1916, picture postcard from the camp "TRIAL Bav"
with blue censorship stamp L4 ". LIEUT. COL. GERMAN
CONCENTRATION camps, liverpool N. S. W. " as well
one-line cancel "SERVICE of the PRISONNIERS DE
GUERRE" and two ring cancel "PRISONER OF WAR
LETTER" and red censorship stamp "PASSED BY
CENSOR, S. D. ", traces of usage, superb postcard
estimate 280,GERMAN EAST AFRICA FORERUNNER
1747 1897, 2 M. Dark red crimson, single circle postmark
"TANGA", superb, expertized Bothe and Mansfeld
VO 37e
estimate 20,1748 1898, 2 M. Dark red crimson in the strip of four on
linen letter piece, upper stamp small perforation fault
otherwise superb, signed Dietrich
VO 37e
estimate 75,1749 1900, 2 M. Reddish carmine, single circle postmark
"KILWA", superb, expertized Pauligk
VO 37f
estimate 80,GERMAN EAST AFRICA
1750 1896, 2 P. On 3 Pf. Pale ocher, fine (thin spot and
perforation fault), RR! Expertized Jäschke L, Michel 500.6e
estimate 110,1751 1901, 3 R. Dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
stamp "BUKOBA", large year date "15", superb
21b
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN EAST AFRICA
1752 1901, 3 R. Dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
stamp "BAGAMOYO", superb, expertized Bothe, Michel
230.21b
estimate 70,1753 1901, 3 R. Dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
superb, Michel 230.21b
estimate 65,1754 1901, 3 R. Dark carmine red / green black,
unwatermarked, stamp "KILWA", superb piece of letter,
Michel (230.-)
21b
estimate 80,1755 1901, 3 R. Dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
with plate flaw "frame drawing type III and centerpiece
type I", stamp "BUKOBA", frame colour slightly
oxidized, superb, expertized Seven step and photo
expertize Jäschke L, Michel 1500.21bI
estimate 350,1756 1905, 20, 45 and 60 H. "imperial yacht",
unwatermarked, 3 superb items, Michel 185.26,28/9
estimate 50,1757 1905, 45 H. Mid-brown violet / black and 60 H. Dark
reddish carmine / brown black on dull carmine red,
unwatermarked, 2 superb pieces of letter, Michel (165.-)
28a,29
estimate 45,1758 1905, 60 H. Dark reddish carmine / brown black on
dull carmine red, unwatermarked, superb piece of letter,
Michel (120.-)
29
estimate 40,1759 1912, 4 H. Dark green, watermarked, with sea mail
cancel "east Africa line b", 1.5.12 and violet additional
cancellation "German protectorate", superb postcard to
Dresden
31
estimate 80,1760 1906, 45 H. Mid-brown violet / black, watermarked,
centered stamp "BAGAMOJO", superb, Michel 70.36
estimate 25,1761 1919, 3 R. Blackish carmine red / green black,
watermarked, war time printing, perforated A, rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 150.39IIAd ★
estimate 50,1762 1916, 2 ½ H. Blackish brown, type II and I, in a
horizontal pair, very fine (left upper corner defect), Michel
350.III W2 (★)
estimate 80,1763 22.11.1908, so-called "Indian letter", commercially
from "MOMBASSI" to Lindi with arrival postmark
"LINDI", strength traces of use
estimate 45,1764 Extensive cancelled lot of 190 small and middle
values, in addition to it 2 postcards to Keitum (Sylt),
mostly superb condition, Michel more then 2800.,
estimate 390,GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTMARK
1765 "KONDOA IRANGI", 18.5.10, on 4 H. Postal
stationery postcard to Germany, very fine (street removed)
P 18
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTMARK
59
1766 "WIEDHAFEN", 9.10.00, on 5 P. On 10 Pf. Red
carmine (! ) on cover to Wiesbaden, superb, RR! Photo
expertize Jäschke L, Michel - .
8b
estimate 320,GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTAL STATIONERIES
1767 1901, 3 Pesa on 5 Pf. Green with single circle
postmark "K. D. FIELD postal service station no. 2",
written in Beijing, with letter cancel "slight Mun convoy",
arrival postmark "WESEL", philatelic conditional superb
postcard! R!
P5
estimate 150,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA FORERUNNER
1768 1901, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange in mixed franking
with 5 and 10 Pf. "Ship edition" on properly franked
registered cover (slight trace of crease) from
"SWAKOPMUND" to Eger, registered label with violet
rectangle cancel with one line "SWAKOPMUND", superb
cover, expertized Bothe and photo expertize Jäschke L. :
"use the follower issues with stamps of the Ship edition are
very rare. "
M 49b,12/3
estimate 1.200,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
1769 1897, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange and 50 Pf. Bright red
brown, rest of hinges, 2 superb items, expertized W.
Engel, Michel 560.Ia,II ★
estimate 190,1770 1901, 3 Pf. - 2 M. And 5 M. "imperial yacht", 5 M.
On piece signed, superb
11-21,23
estimate 130,1771 1906, 3 Pf. Dark ochre brown, single franking on
wrapper to Oderheim, 1 x folded, very fine
11
estimate 35,1772 1901, 30 Pf., unwatermarked, with variety "lines
before 3 in of the left 30", very fine, expertized Jäschke L,
Michel 180.16I
estimate 50,1773 1901, 1 - 3 M. "imperial yacht", unwatermarked, 3
values normal perforation, superb, Michel 143.20-22
estimate 40,1774 1906, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, yellowish red luminous, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 370.32Aa
estimate 100,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA STATIONERIES
1775 1900, 5 Pf. Answer part from "WINDHOEK" from
Oblt. Fritsche in Omaruru to Berlin, superb
P 11A
estimate 70,1776 1900, 5 Pf. Green from "SWAKOPMUND" to Bern,
superb
P 13
estimate 35,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK
1777 "GOBABIS", 23.5.12 (weak) on cover with 10 Pf.
Carmine red from "RIETFONTEIN post GOBABIS" to
Barmen, very fine
26
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK
1778 "KEETMANSHOOP", single circle postmark
without year date, 18.2.1900, on 10 Pf. Postal stationery
postcard to Hamburg, superb
P2
estimate 35,1779 "NAUCHAS" on 3 Pf. Dark ochre brown, superb
piece of letter
11
estimate 30,1780 "OMARURU", 29.6.01, on cover with mixed
franking 5 Pf. Opal green and green to Opole, superb
6,12
estimate 50,1781 "OTJIMBINGUE", 29.3.02, on registered cover with
2 x 3 Pfg. And 25 Pfg. To Magdeburg, superb (two-sided
opened)
11,15
estimate 110,1782 "OUTJO", 22.4.07, on cover with 10 Pf. Carmine red
to Langenberg and return, sender Missionary Wulfhorst in
the Owamboland, very fine
26
estimate 50,1783 "SWAKOPMUND", 9.7.00, on lithography card
with 5 Pf. Opal green and violet two-line cancel "German
protectorate" to Munich, superb
6
estimate 80,1784 "WATERBERG" on 10 Pf. Dark carmine red, superb
13
estimate 40,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
AIRMAIL
1785 "KARIBIB", 21.5.14, "first airmail / German
Southwest Africa / Karibib Windhoek", violet three-line
cancel on card with 5 Pf. Green, superb, photo expertize
Steuer: ". Are extremely rare and only in some few pieces
have become known! "
25
estimate 4.400,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA 1903/07
1786 "KARIBIB", 10.10.03, fieldpost card with violet
eagle stamp "delegate d. Imperial commissioner and Milit.
Inspectors d. Voluntary care of the sick", superb
estimate 45,1787 "Windhoek", 27.3.05, on field post instructions
coupon with violet eagle stamp "Kais. Protection troop for
Southwest Africa field commissariat", superb
estimate 25,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA ARMY WW 1
1788 "OKAHANDJA", 2.3.15, rain measuring table from
"OTIJOSAZU", with on the back eagle stamp of the
district office, to Windhoek, superb
estimate 75,CAMEROON FORERUNNER
1789 1887, 2 M. Medium rose lilac, stamp "Cameroon
4.1.89", above a few shorter perforation otherwise having
bright colours superb item, photo expertize Jäschke L. :
"pieces of evidence of the Michel number V 37 from
January 1889 with year date are very rare, the smaller
restrictions with E. Therefore without larger meaning. ",
handbook 15.000.-!
V 37c
estimate 2.800,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CAMEROON FORERUNNER
60
1790 1890, 2 M. Bright gray purple in the vertical pair on
linen letter piece, clear stamp "Cameroon 23 / 9 / 90",
normal perforation, superb piece of letter, expertized
Bothe and Dr. Steuer, Michel (2000.-)
V 37d
estimate 550,1791 1896, 2 M. Dark red crimson, stamp "Cameroon",
parcel card, as kept by the post office, superb, Michel
(200.-)
V 37e
estimate 70,1792 1891, 50 Pf. Brown red, stamp "Cameroon", as usual
perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 350.V 50b
estimate 100,CAMEROUN
1793 1900, 1 - 3 M. "imperial yacht", 3 superb items,
Michel 320.16-18
estimate 100,1794 1900, 5 M. Green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, stamp "KRIBI", superb, Michel 600.19
estimate 180,1795 1905, 5 Pf. Green, watermarked, 12 values with
different middle cancel, very fine / superb
21I
estimate 40,1796 1919, 1 M. Dark carmine red, watermarked, war time
printing, perforated A, rest of hinges, superb, Michel 150.24IIA ★
estimate 50,CAMEROON POSTMARK
1797 "BONABERI-NKONGSAMBA Z 2", on 5 Pf. In a
horizontal pair and 10 Pf. Carmine, watermarked, with
both ornament pieces, 2 letter pieces very fine
21I ,22
estimate 40,1798 "DUALA a", 17.4.13, single franking 40 Pf. Carmine
/ black on registered cover to Stuttgart, very fine
13
estimate 120,1799 "KRIBI", 5.12.07, on small registered cover (above a
little shortened) with 10 and 30 Pf., superb
9,12
estimate 60,CAMEROON POSTAL STATIONERIES
1800 1905, 5 Pf. Green, with indelible pencil cancelled
from "BUEA", additional cancellation two-line cancel
"German protectorate", superb postcard to Munich
P 14
estimate 75,WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1801 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinges,
superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 750.2I ★
estimate 260,1802 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
superb piece of letter, photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel
(750.-)
2I
estimate 260,1803 1899, 10 and 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of
hinges, 2 superb items, Michel 150.3/4I ★
estimate 40,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1804 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinges,
superb, expertized Steuer, Michel 75.4I ★
estimate 20,1805 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"PONAPE", superb piece of letter, photo expertize Dr.
Lantelme, Michel (3400.-)
5I
estimate 1.100,1806 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
superb piece of letter, various old signs and photo
expertize Dr. Lantelme, Michel (3400.-)
5I
estimate 1.100,1807 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint" on large part of a
letter with registered label, stamp "YAP", superb in every
respect (choice copy), photo expertize Jäschke L.
6I
estimate 600,1808 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
superb in every respect piece of letter, photo expertize
Steuer, Michel (1800.-)
6I
estimate 580,1809 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
superb piece of letter, photo expertize Steuer, Michel
1800.6I
estimate 540,1810 1900, 10 Pf. Dark rose "steep overprint", rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel 260.3IIc ★
estimate 100,1811 1900, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, stamp "YAP", superb, signed, Michel
600.19
estimate 180,1812 1900, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, stamp "PONAPE", superb, Michel 600.19
estimate 180,1813 1915, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, peace printing, rest of hinge, superb,
expertized Jäschke L, Michel 240.22IA ★
estimate 85,KIAUTSCHOU FORERUNNER
1814 1899, 2 M. Dark red crimson with plate flaw "large
interruption in the guilloche lower left", stamp "TSINTAU
KIAUTSCHOU ** ", small thin from hinge place
otherwise superb, R! Expertized Bothe (full signed)
V 37eV
estimate 380,1815 1898, 20 Pf. Violet ultramarine "diagonally
overprint", stamp "TSINTANFORT", superb, expertized
Jäschke L.
V 4I
estimate Gebot
1816 1900, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange "steep overprint",
stamp "TSINGTAU KIAUTSCHOU ** ", small
perforation fault otherwise superb piece of letter, Michel
(150.-)
V 5IIa
estimate 35,1817 1901, 5 Pf. "steep overprint" in the block of four
from the margin, centered stamp "TSINGTAU
KIAUTSCHOU *b", superb
M 2II
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

KIAUTSCHOU FORERUNNER
61
1818 1900, 20 Pf. "steep overprint", stamp "TSINGTAU
** ", superb, expertized Dr. Steuer, Michel 240.M 4II
estimate 80,1819 1901, 25 Pf. Yellowish orange "steep overprint",
stamp "KIAUTSCHOU DP ** " superb piece of letter
M 5IIa
estimate 60,KIAUTSCHOU
1820 1902, 30 Pf. Reddish orange / red black on dull
yellowish orange on registered cover with railway cancel
(TPO) "TSINGTAU KAUMI ZUG 2" and additional
cancellation
"TSCHIANGLING",
handwritten
supplemented registered label, superb cover, expertized
Dr. Steuer and photo expertize Jäschke L.
10
estimate 350,1821 1907, ½ $ dark carmine red, watermarked, peace
printing, superb, Michel 80.34IA
estimate 25,1822 Lot of 115 small and middle values including 9
forerunner, mostly superb condition, Michel 1170.estimate 190,KIAUTSCHOU CAMP MAIL
1823 "ASAKUSA", 1915, picture postcard with
censorships, Lead and transit stamp to Kiel, superb
estimate 600,1824 "KURUME", 1917, home POW card with camp
cancel "G" and pre repulse, superb
estimate 60,1825 "NARASHINO", 1916, letter to the United States
with two-line cancel "No charge for postage Prisoner of
was Mail New York N. Y. " and red bearing seal, superb
estimate 120,1826 "NARASHINO", 1915, picture postcard with all
postmarks to Cologne, superb
estimate 110,MARIANA ISLANDS
1827 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", a brown tooth
otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 240.3I
estimate 65,1828 1900, 10 Pf. Lilac red "steep overprint", rest of
hinges, superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 200.3IIb ★
estimate 70,1829 1900, 10 Pf. Lilac red "steep overprint", stronger rest
of hinges, superb, expertized Jäschke L, Michel 200.3IIb ★
estimate 60,MARSHALL ISLANDS FORERUNNER
1830 1898, 2 M. Dark red crimson with variety "large
interruption the guilloche lower left", faultless superb item
on linen letter piece with additional franking: V 37 e
(small colour abrasion), V 50 d (blunted corner
perforation) as well Michel number 3 I and 4 I, stamp
"JALUIT 18.10.98", very scarce four colours mixed
franking, probably the only one exists! Photo expertize
Steuer
V 37eV
estimate 1.900,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

MARSHALL ISLANDS
1831 1899, 5 Pf. "Berlin issue", 1. Stamp "JALUIT",
horizontal trace of crease otherwise superb piece of letter,
photo expertize Jäschke L, Michel 800.2II
estimate 220,1832 1901, 3 M. Violet black, superb, Michel 240.24
estimate 70,1833 1901, 5 M. Green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, superb, Michel 600.25
estimate 170,-

TOGO POSTMARK
62
1847 "KPANDU a", 11.6.13, on 10 Pf. Dark carmine red,
4 missing perforation
9
estimate 60,-

SAMOA
1834 1900, "crown / eagle", very fine set on pieces,
Michel 260.1-6
estimate 90,1835 1901, 1 - 5 M. "imperial yacht", 4 superb items,
Michel 960.16-19
estimate 290,1836 1901, 2 - 5 M. "imperial yacht", 3 superb items,
Michel 890.17-19
estimate 270,-

NAVY SHIP POST TILL 1914
1850 "5" (Prince meal WILHELM), 9.8.98, on piece with
arrival postmark "BERLIN", superb, expertized Bothe
DR 48
estimate 25,1851 "22" (S. M. S. Gray wolf), 22.11.97, 10 Pf. MSP
postal stationery postcard from Las Palmas, superb
MSP P 1
estimate 60,1852 "44" (tiger), 24.11.06, on cover with 10 Pf.
"Germania", handwritten "by which court post office",
superb
DR 86I
estimate 35,-

TOGO
1837 1897, "crown / eagle", very fine set on pieces
1b-6
estimate 65,1838 1900, 10 Pf. Dark carmine red, unwatermarked, with
postmarks "NOEPE", "NUATYA" and "SOKODE", very
fine / superb
9
estimate 20,1839 1900, 1 - 5 M. "imperial yacht", stamp "AECHO", 4
superb items, Michel 945.16-19
estimate 290,1840 1900, 2 M. Blackish blue, superb piece of letter,
Michel (100.-)
17
estimate 35,1841 1900, 5 M. Green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, with plate flaw "cloud (retouching)
between the guys of the first mast", superb, expertized
among others Grobe, Michel 1500.19I
estimate 400,1842 1909, 5 Pf. Green in a horizontal pair, watermarked,
stamp "NOEPE", superb piece of letter
21
estimate 65,1843 1913, 10 Pf. Dark carmine, watermarked, stamp
"AGOME PALIME", superb piece of letter, expertized
Bothe, Michel (140.-)
22
estimate 50,1844 1919, 5 M. Green black / red carmine, watermarked,
war time printing, perforated A, rest of hinges, superb,
expertized Jäschke L, Michel 220.23IIA ★
estimate 80,1845 1908, 5 Pf. "Germania" with MSP stamp "47"
(panther), 27.11.08, on picture postcard from "LOME" to
Cologne, very fine
DR 85
estimate 35,TOGO POSTMARK
1846 "KPANDU a", 27.10.12, on 10 Pf. Dark carmine red,
very fine
9
estimate 80,-

GERMAN COLONIES COLLECTIONS, LOTS
1848 1900 / 05, 23 various unused postal stationery
postcards, superb
estimate 80,1849 1921 / 2, 18 various provisional cash notes, superb
estimate 40,-

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1853 (large kreuzer MOLTKE), 1914, violet letter cancel,
fieldpost letter from board the Moltke, superb
estimate 20,1854 "32" (smaller cruiser ROSTOCK), 20.6.1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Rostock,
superb
estimate 20,1855 "32" (smaller cruiser ROSTOCK), 10.11.1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Rostock,
superb
estimate 20,1856 (large kreuzer HANSA), 9.10.1914, violet letter
cancel, army postal service picture postcard from board
the Hansa, very fine
estimate 20,1857 "40" (21. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 18.6.1916,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "G 170", superb
estimate 50,1858 (mines steamer ALBATROSS), 5.3.1915, violet
letter cancel (1. Form), army postal service picture
postcard from board the albatross, R! Superb
estimate 120,1859 "113" (VI. Torpedo boat flotilla), 18.2.1916, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the torpedo
boat "G 41", superb
estimate 40,1860 "161" (17. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 22.9.1917,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "V 80", superb
estimate Gebot
1861 "169" (association the Network vehicles the North
Sea), 6.8.1916, field postal service humorous card, superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1862 (18. Torpedo boat division), 1.11.1914, red letter
cancel, army postal service picture postcard (Ocean-going
torpedo boat by bad weather) from board of the torpedo
boat "S 33", superb
estimate 30,1863 "202" (smaller cruiser BREMEN), 5.12.1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the
BREMEN, very fine
estimate 40,1864 "208" (outguard flotilla WEST), 17.1.1917, fieldpost
letter from board of a outpost boat the flotilla West, superb
estimate Gebot
1865 "212" (outguard flotilla Kiel), 26.8.1916, army postal
service picture postcard from board of a outpost boat,
superb
estimate 30,1866 (Most auxiliary regret min steamer Prince adalbert),
22.10.1914, violet letter cancel, army postal service
picture postcard (S. M. S. Magdeburg) from board the
Prince adalbert, superb
estimate 40,1867 "235" (2. Flotilla the Trade protection flottille),
4.10.1916, Field postal service artist card to
Charlottenburg, superb
estimate Gebot
1868 "235" (2. Flotilla the Trade protection flottille),
2.4.1917, Field postal service artist card to Charlottenburg,
superb
estimate Gebot
1869 "235" (2. Flotilla the Trade protection flottille),
15.10.1917, Field postal service artist card to
Charlottenburg, superb
estimate Gebot
1870 "235" (2. Flotilla the Trade protection flottille),
13.1.1918, dated postmark, army postal service picture
postcard from board the S. M. H. "coloured Cow", superb
estimate Gebot
1871 "?16" red Navy postmark, 6.10.1916, army postal
service picture postcard, superb
estimate 35,1872 "316" (VI. Outpost group the port flotilla the Jade /
Weser leader boat: T 97), 8.11.1917, army postal service
picture postcard from board the "T 97", very fine
estimate 20,1873 "369" (torpedo boat: V 183), 24.9.1915, army postal
service picture postcard to Rüstringen II, superb
estimate Gebot
1874 "369" (torpedo boat: V 183), 4.1.1916, Field postal
service new year card to Berlin, superb
estimate Gebot
1875 "371" (torpedo boat: G 174), 21.7.1916, army postal
service picture postcard from board of the torpedo boat "G
174", superb
estimate 20,1876 (torpedo boat: G 197), violet letter cancel, army
postal service picture postcard, superb, R!
estimate 40,-

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
63
1877 (blockade vehicle division the Jade), 30.11.1914,
violet double-line cancel, army postal service picture
postcard from board of a vehicle the blockade vehicle
division the Jade, superb
estimate 30,1878 (torpedo boat: S 33), 5.10.1916, red letter cancel,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "S 33", superb
estimate 35,1879 (torpedo boat S 33), 14.12.1914, violet two-line
cancel "3. Company II. Torpedo division", postmark
Wilhelmshaven, army postal service picture postcard
(MSP forerunner) from board the "S 33", superb
estimate 30,1880 (blockade vehicle division the Elbe), 29.7.1915,
blue-violet letter cancel, army postal service picture
postcard from board of a barricade vehicle the Elbe,
superb
estimate 30,1881 "403" (blockade vehicle division the Elbe) in blue,
28.9.1916, army postal service picture postcard from board
of a barricade vehicle the Elbe, very fine
estimate 20,1882 (12. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 27.7.1918, violet
letter cancel, army postal service picture postcard from
board of the torpedo boat "S 18", superb
estimate 35,1883 "414" (warfire ship Steingrund, no. Unclear) in black
violet, 18.5.1917, army postal service picture postcard
from board the Steingrund, very fine
estimate 35,1884 (warfire ship the Hever), 20.6.1916, violet letter
cancel, postmark Husum, army postal service picture
postcard from board of the war lightship, superb
estimate 40,1885 Army postal service picture postcard with violet
letter cancel "Imperial navy Air ship harbor Seerappen New
Construction
Management
Accommodation
Facilities", superb
estimate 70,NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1920 1940
1886 "28" (kreuzer KARLSRUHE), 20.1.1934, a little
blotched superb cover to Kiel
DR 487
estimate 30,GERMAN SEA MAIL
1887 1875, 10 C. Black / blue-green / yellow, right
unperforated (margin copy), blue pencil cancellation, very
fine
1~
estimate 90,1888 "HAMBURG-AMERICA line, empress AUGUSTE
VICTORIA", 6 various coloured picture postcards, interior
views, unused, superb
estimate 60,1889 "Hamburg Heligoland", 8.9.04, violet additional
cancellation "aboard of the fast steamer Cobra", coloured
artist picture card the Cobra, very fine
DR 70
estimate 20,-

GERMAN SEA MAIL
1890 1936, 7 various "KDF" day event tickets, including
Food sequence from board "the German", very fine /
superb
estimate 70,1891 26.7.1936, employee mail with sea mail cancel "D.
Bremen" on picture postcard North German lloyd, superb
estimate 60,GERMAN WW 1 IN BELGIUM
1892 1914-16, postal stamps, rest of hinges, 2 superb sets,
Michel 195.1-25 ★
estimate 55,1893 1916, postal stamps, always in the mint never hinged
block of six, partly from upper margin, superb
10-21 ★★
estimate 75,1894 1916, 2 F. 50 C. On 2 M., type II, perforated A, in
the block of six from the left lower corner of the sheet with
HAN "H 4876.16", mint never hinged, superb
24IIA ★★
estimate 260,1895 1914-18, 13 different values, all expertized Hey or
Dr. Hochstädter, Michel 103.estimate 30,-

GERMAN. BES. I. WW ROMANIA
64
1902 Postage due stamps: 1918, 5 and 10 B. Dark gray
ultramarine on dully grey green, watermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.P 6/7 ★★
estimate 35,1903 1917, 10 Bani postal stationery postcard with
additional franking Michel number 2 x on fieldpost card
from "BUDAPEST" to Berlin, superb
P3
estimate 20,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
1904 1914 / 8, over 20 interesting fieldpost documents
with different Formations and postmarks, as well
registered mail, special delivery, censorships, mostly
superb condition
estimate 70,1905 1914 fieldpost card from the Red Cross union
hospital Görden by Brandenburg to Kiel, with red sickbay
stamp, very fine
estimate 25,1906 1915, blue eagle single circle postmark fore and on
the reverse side with date stamp "WINIARY" on Army
thing to Posen, superb, Ex collection Heilmann
estimate 130,GERMAN. BES. I. WW POSTAL AREA EAST
1907 1915, fieldpost card with postmark "K. D.
1896 1916, 3 Pf. Blackish brown-ochre, rotary printing FELDPOSTEXP.
Of
the
Command
A.
A.
"3`7`3", 2 x (1 x from upper left corner of the sheet with FALKENHAUSEN", superb
plate number) with 5 and 10 Pf. Additional franking on
estimate 50,cover from Mitau to Berlin, superb
1908
1915,
letter
from
"KYRITZ"
to
the
Danish
red cross
2aWOR
estimate 140,in Copenhagen, on the back violet censorship stamp (R4),
1897 1916, 40 Pf. Reddish carmine / black, rotary printing blanking plate, very fine
"1`4`1 / 2`3`2" in the block of four from of the upper left
estimate 35,corner of the sheet, with plate number, margins a little
1909 1915, Field flyer department no. 54: 2 various letter
shortened, superb, Michel (320.-)
10aWOR
estimate 60,- cancel on card and letter, superb
estimate 20,GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
1910
1915
/
17,
flyer
substitute
department
7: one-line
1898 1918, army postal service picture postcard from
"NEUHAMMER" with Soldier letter stamp to Oberstein, cancel respectively letter cancel on 2 picture postcards,
superb
superb
estimate 20,estimate 40,1899 "German army postal service 915 * a", 1.10.17, on 1911 1915, fieldpost card with violet two ring cancel
Army thing, registered mail to the Ministry of War B1, "voluntary nursing 9. Army" to Brüssel, superb
estimate 20,with violet military cancel "field commissariat 88 I. D. ",
dispatched near the Field postal service office 915, superb
1912 1915 / 16, flyer substitute department 1: senders note
estimate 40,- respectively single circle postmark on 2 army postal
1900 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 280 ** ", service picture postcards, superb
estimate Gebot
15.1.17, on coloured picture postcard (Libau assets) in the
upper Alsace, with violet letter cancel "reinforcement 1913 1916, Army thing with letter cancel "command of the
battalion 118 / 4. Company" and rectangle cancel with two Air ship harbor Hanover", superb cover
lines "Mulhouse / Els. Expertized and to convey" as well
estimate 60,two-line cancel "expertized Schmidtke", superb
1914
1916,
form
letter
the
intormation
center
from red
estimate 25,cross in Dresden, violet one-line cancel "Army thing", on
GERMAN. BES. I. WW PROVISIONAL ISSUE FOR DORPAT
the back violet official seal "XII. (1. K. S. ) army Corps
1901 1918, 40 Pf. On 20 Kop. Bright ultramarin / medium deputy. General command", superb
red carmine, mint never hinged, superb, signed, Michel
estimate 40,160.1915 1916, fieldpost card O. K. M. (Command from
2 ★★
estimate 45,- Mackensen) with letter cancel "airman department 69" as
well fieldpost cancel no. "18" on card from Balkan to
Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
Bremen, superb
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
estimate 25,nicht aufgeführt sind

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
1916 1916, airplane works Speyer / Palatinate: address
respectively sender on 3 army postal service picture
postcards, superb
estimate 20,1917 1916, army postal service picture postcard with letter
cancel
"Imperial
navy
command
ABTEILUNGSSTAMM", superb
estimate 20,1918 1916, prisoner of war letter from "ARLON"
(Belgium) at the German language red cross in Berlin,
very fine
estimate 20,1919 1916, army postal service picture postcard with
three-line cancel "FELDFLIEGERABT. 6, fieldpost
station office 406" on picture postcard to Aachen, superb
estimate Gebot
1920 1917, Richthofen fighter squadron 11: army postal
service 404 picture postcard with three-line cancel "fighter
squadron 11" and mute fieldpost cancel, superb
estimate 100,1921 1917 / 8, airman replacement abbot. 9: 2 various
official letters with letter cancel and postmark "training
area" as well field post letter from a student pilot, almost
only superb
estimate 25,1922 1917, fieldpost letter with sender "main weather
station d. Homeland" from "JÜTEBORG, superb
estimate 25,1923 1917, fieldpost card with red letter cancel "Imperial
navy navy aviation weather service", branch office
Wilhelmshaven, superb
estimate 25,1924 1917, army postal service picture postcard (airman
Adolf Weferling) with violet letter cancel "Imperial navy lake flight station LIBAU" to Prignitz, superb
estimate 20,1925 1917, army postal service letter-card, army postal
service station No. "103", overprint card to the best of the
Red Cross the Rhine province with 5 Kreuzpfennig
donation stamp, violet three circle cancel "Reserve. Foot
artillery RGT. Number. 13, 10. Battery", very fine
estimate 20,1926 1917, fieldpost card with violet single circle
postmark
"KRIEGSGEFANGENENLAZERETT
STRALKOWO" to Leipzig, very fine
estimate 20,1927 1917, letter cancel "airman shooting school" always
on fieldpost card, 1 x picture postcard "Rumpler biplane",
superb
estimate Gebot
1928 1918, letter cancel "airman replacement department"
on Field postal service photo card, very fine
estimate Gebot
1929 1919, Soldier postal service picture postcard "soldier
letter characteristic matter of the receiver" from highly to a
medical soldiers in Dillenburg, superb
estimate 30,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
65
1930 1915 / 17, German Air Force: airpark army postal
service 1, 4, 8 and tentative and Practices airpark the O. H.
L., 5 documents almost only superb
estimate 90,1931 1916 / 7, fighter squadron 5, 9, 13 respectively O. H.
L., 5 various stamp on fieldpost card, superb
estimate 60,1932 1916 / 18, small lot military airship cards: MLS 39,
41, 48, 50 and 59, 10 different documents, almost only
superb
estimate 30,1933 1914 / 18, Quiet life - Internment Camp for
Englishman: interesting extensive documentation with
documents, miniature sheet, single stamps, postal
stationery and so on, superb condition
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 180,GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA MARIENWERDER
1934 1920, 5 M. Ultramarine / pale red, superb piece of
letter, Michel 120.14a
estimate 40,1935 1920, 2 M. On 2 ½ Pf. Olive gray, type AIb, rare
stamp "MARIENBURG", superb, abridged certificate
buck, Michel (80.-)
23AIb
estimate 25,1936 1920, 5 M. On 7 ½ Pf. Reddish orange, type BIIa,
superb, expertized buck, Michel 90.25BIIa
estimate 25,GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA UPPER SILESIA
1937 1920, 75 Pf. Black green, small fissure at bottom
margin otherwise superb, RR! Photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 1300.24b
estimate 360,1938 Eastern Upper Silesia: regular issue, 1923, "miner"
in mint never hinged block of four, very fine set, Michel
960.17-20
★★
estimate 290,SAAR
1939 1920, 2 Pf. Dark blue gray (hatched background),
overprint by mistake on GermanReich Michel number 83
I in lieu of on Michel number 102, in the block of four, the
lower right stamp with overprint plate flaw: PF G "at the
bottom on the right broken out bar", mint never hinged,
superb, the only still existing block of four! - unique!
Photo expertize brown
A1
★★
estimate 20.000,1940 1920, 2 Pf. Yellow gray, type II, "in the middle
vertical divided bar", mint never hinged, superb, photo
expertize Burger, Michel 550.1IIA ★★
estimate 190,1941 1920, 3 Pf. Dark ochre brown, type II, with
additional franking (Michel number 1 IA, 1 IE, 3 I) and
defective 10 Pf. On properly franked registered cover to
Flensburg, superb, R! Photo expertize brown
3II
estimate 290,1942 1920, 25 Pf. Reddish orange / black on yellow white
with overprint error KII, superb, expertized brown, Michel
90.9aKII
estimate 30,-

SAAR
1943 1920, 25 Pf. Yellow orange / black on yellow white,
type I, in the block of four with centered stamp, superb
piece of letter, photo expertize brown, Michel (520.-)
9bI
estimate 200,1944 1920, 30 Pf. Dark red orange / black on chrome
yellow, type I, "bar division vertical 3 / 4 to 1 / 4", superb,
expertized brown, Michel 110.10xID
estimate 35,1945 1920, 30 Pf. Dark red orange / black on orange
white, type I, rest of hinges, one short perf otherwise
superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel 280.10yI ★
estimate 65,1946 1920, 50 Pf. Dark brownish purple / black on orange
white, "in the middle vertical divided bar", slight gum
crease, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Burger
13yIA ★★
estimate 20,1947 1920, 80 Pf. Carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, superb piece of letter, photo expertize
brown, Michel (360.-)
16I
estimate 130,1948 1920, 80 Pf. Carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, in a horizontal pair with overprint errors
"upper sheet of the a broken" and "a horizontal cleaved"
(fields 37 and 38), rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize
brown, Michel 1000.16INI/OI ★
estimate 350,1949 1920, 80 Pf. Carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type III, superb, photo expertize brown, Michel
380.16III
estimate 120,1950 1920, 80 Pf. Carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type III, "Sarre strong squished", superb, photo
expertize brown, Michel 1100.16IIIZ
estimate 390,1951 1920, 15 Pf. Bright carmine red and 25 Pf. "Bavaria
Sarre", "uppermost grid line interrupted", 2 superb items
20cA,22A
estimate 35,1952 1920, 3 M. "Bavaria Sarre", superb piece of letter,
expertized Burger, Michel (200.-)
29
estimate 70,1953 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre" with attaching printed
blank field, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Burger,
Michel 2760.30L ★★
estimate 900,1954 1920, 5 and 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", always with
variety "fatter control check mark" (field 12), 2 superb
pieces of letter, RR! Photo expertize Burger, Michel
(3800.-)
30III,31II
estimate 1.200,1955 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre" with overprint variety
"fatter control check mark", superb, expertized Burger,
Michel 800.31II
estimate 240,1956 1921, 5 M. On 15 Pf. And 10 M. On 15. Pf., stamp
"ST. WENDEL", 2 superb pieces of letter
51/2
estimate 20,-

SAAR
66
1957 1921, "landscape pictures II", rest of hinges, very
fine set, Michel 80.70-83 ★
estimate 25,1958 1921, 3 C. On 20 Pf. "mining tower", perforated A,
in the complete mint never hinged sheets (100), with
tête-bêches, overprint errors and date of printing, 1 x
vertical folded, left margin a little separated otherwise
superb
70A ★★
estimate 40,1959 1921, 3 Fr. On 10 M. And 5 Fr. On 25 M., 2 superb
items, Michel 77.82 ,83
estimate 25,1960 1922, "landscape pictures III", mint never hinged, 5
Fr. Small adhesion point otherwise very fine set, Michel
330.84-97 ★★
estimate 90,1961 1922 / 3, "landscape pictures III and IV", rest of
hinges, 2 superb sets, Michel 160.84-101 ★
estimate 45,1962 1922, 20 C., 75 C. And 5 Fr. "landscape pictures III",
normal perforation, 3 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 165.88,93,97 ★★
estimate 50,1963 1922, 75 C. And 5 Fr. "landscape pictures III", 2
superb items, Michel 85.93,97
estimate 25,1964 1923, 75 C. "earthenware factory", unperforated, in
the horizontal margin pair, right stamp with variety
"floodlight in the middle the quay bulkhead" (field 2),
mint never hinged, superb, R! Photo expertize Ney
101U ★★
estimate 220,1965 1926, "Care services I", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.104-07 ★★
estimate 45,1966 1926, "Care services I", as usual perforation, mint
never hinged, very fine set, Michel 130.104-07 ★★
estimate 35,1967 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw "frame
over T from Saar region broken", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 150.104I ★★
estimate 50,1968 1926, 20 C. "war welfare" with plate flaw "frame
over T from Saar region broken", superb, expertized
Hoffmann BPP, Michel 200.104I
estimate 65,1969 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"apostrophe between L and K in peoples help retouches"
(white spot), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 250.104III ★★
estimate 80,1970 1927, 20 C. "war welfare" with plate flaw "frame
over T from Saar region broken", rest of hinges, superb,
Michel 70.122II ★
estimate 25,1971 1928, 40 C. - 3 Fr. "paintings I", 6 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 232.128-33 ★★
estimate 60,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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SAAR
1972 1928, paintings I, stamp without recourse, very fine
set
128-134
estimate 250,1973 1929, "paintings II", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 200.135-41 ★★
estimate 60,1974 1929, "paintings II", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 90.135-41 ★
estimate 30,1975 1929, 10 Fr. "paintings II" in the gutter pair, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 500.141ZW ★★
estimate 150,1976 1931, "paintings III" in mint never hinged corner
margin blocks of four, superb, Michel (1800.-)
144-50
★★
estimate 540,1977 1931, "paintings III", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 450.144-50 ★★
estimate 130,1978 1931, "paintings III", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 200.144-50 ★
estimate 60,1979 1931, "paintings III", very fine set, expertized
Hoffmann BPP, Michel 650.144-50
estimate 200,1980 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 650.151-57 ★★
estimate 190,1981 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set, expertized
Hoffmann BPP, Michel 800.151-57
estimate 240,1982 1932, 5 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "lightning
conductor on the churches roof", almost mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.159I ★
estimate 45,1983 1932, 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis" with plate flaw "I
and O from Helio mutilates", superb, expertized Geigle,
Michel 80.160I
estimate 25,1984 1932, "castle and cathedrals", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 300.161-67 ★
estimate 90,1985 1932, 3 Fr. "castle and cathedrals", superb,
expertized Geigle, Michel 220.166
estimate 75,1986 1933, "explosion accident", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 270.168-70 ★★
estimate 80,1987 1934, "imagery from cathedrals", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 280.171-77 ★★
estimate 90,1988 1934, 10 Fr. "referendum" with voting cancel on
cover, superb
194
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAAR
67
1989 1934, 10 Fr. "referendum" with plate flaw "white
line through inner field the 0", centered stamp
"KLEIN-BLITTERSDORF", superb, expertized Geigle,
Michel 280.194II
estimate 90,1990 1934, 5 Fr. "airmail referendum" with plate flaw
"lightning conductor on the churches roof", superb,
expertized among others Ney, Michel 200.198I
estimate 70,1991 1934, "referendum", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 170.199-205 ★★
estimate 50,1992 Approximate. 1930, "Saarbrücken", sheet with 16
mint never hinged vignettes of the tourist office
Saarbrücken, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
1993 Green vignette "Telegraphy of the Saar region", mint
never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR OFFICIALS
1994 1922, "landscape pictures III", very fine set mint
never hinged (12 values), Michel 350.D 1-11I,II ★★
estimate 120,1995 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory", right margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.D 10 ★★
estimate 35,1996 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" and 1 Fr. "Ludwig
church", type I, as usual perforated, 2 superb items, Michel
90.D 10,11I ★
estimate 25,1997 1922, 1 Fr. "Ludwig church", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.D 11I ★★
estimate 60,GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR LOTS
1998 1920-35, collection Saar region with some better
values, mixed quality, inspect!
estimate 200,FREE CITY GDANSK
1999 1920, 1 M. Red with plate flaw "lower half the Flags
cord at the right image border is absent", used within the
period of validity "Gdansk", superb, abridged certificate
Gruber, Michel 180.8II
estimate 60,2000 1920, 2 - 5 M. "Gdansk", 5 superb items, expertized
Gruber and Infla, Michel 263.11-15 ,
estimate 70,2001 1920, 3 M. Black gray violet, used within the period
of validity "Gdansk 5 e", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1200.-)
13b
estimate 400,2002 1920, 60 on 30 Pf., double overprint, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate Gruber,
Michel 200.19DDII
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FREE CITY GDANSK
2003 1920, 60 on 30 Pf., double overprint, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner and Infla, Michel 200.19DDII
estimate 60,2004 1920, 1 ¼ M. On 3 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", superb, expertized Gruber and Infla, Michel
120.27II
estimate 40,2005 1920, 2 M. On 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", superb, expertized Kniep, Michel 300.28II
estimate 110,2006 1920, 2 and 2 ½ Pf. "small indoor service", rest of
hinges, 2 superb items, expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel
290.32/3 ★★
estimate 90,2007 1920, 2 Pf. "small indoor service" with overprint
error "overprint bar vertical divided", gum remains, very
fine, Michel 350.32I ★
estimate 80,2008 1920, 50 Pf. "small indoor service", used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5 b", superb, photo expertize
Dr. Oechsner, Michel 1000.39
estimate 350,2009 1920, 1 M. On 30 Pf., purplish gray burelage, "tips to
the top", superb, expertized Gruber and Infla, Michel 90.41I
estimate 25,2010 1920, 3 M. On 7 ½ Pf, purplish gray burelage, "tips
downward", with overprint error "ball close the 3 lower
left broken out", CTO "OHRA", superb piece of letter,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel - .
44II/VII
estimate 140,2011 1920, 60 Pf. On 40 Pf. "airmail" with overprint error
"right 60 above flattened and right brace broken", superb,
expertized Gruber and Infla, Michel 200.51II
estimate 60,2012 1921, "cog" on pieces, very fine set, expertized Infla,
Michel 100.53-62
estimate 30,2013 1921, "small national coat of arms", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.73-86 ★★
estimate 30,2014 1921, 1 M. Reddish orange / carmine red with
variety "n in Gdansk above broken", superb, expertized
Tworek and Infla, Michel 100.83IV
estimate 30,2015 1921, "tuberculosis week" always on piece with
date-appropriate cancellation "Gdansk LANGFUHR z", 3
superb pieces of letter, photo expertize Gruber, Michel
(400.-)
90-92
estimate 140,2016 1921, 1.20 M. "tuberculosis week", superb,
expertized Soecknick and Infla, Michel (140.-)
92
estimate 50,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

FREE CITY GDANSK
68
2017 1922, 50 M. And 100 M. "large national coat of
arms", watermark 2 X, always in the right lower corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(288.-)
100/1Xb
★★
estimate 85,2018 1922, 50 M. Red / gold, watermark 2 X, mint never
hinged, small defects in the roulette otherwise superb,
Michel 260.100Xa ★★
estimate 70,2019 1922, 50 M. Red / gold, watermark 2 X, used within
the period of validity "GROSSZÜNDER", right a missing
tooth otherwise superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel
800.100Xa
estimate 220,2020 1922, 50 M. Lilac red / gold, watermark 2 X, in the
upper left corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb
100Xb
★★
estimate 20,2021 1922, 100 M. Dark vermilion / dark green olive,
watermark 2 X, in the upper right mint never hinged
corner margin block of four, as well field 9 with plate flaw
"green line lower right at the coating of the N in Gdansk",
superb
101X PFI
★★
estimate 140,2022 1922, 6 on 3 M. Carmine red in the block of four
from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb (a value
dull gum point), Michel (60.-)
106b
★★
estimate 20,2023 1922, 5 Pf. Blackish opal green, watermark
sideways, used within the period of validity, some short
teeth otherwise superb, abridged certificate Dr. Oechsner,
Michel 340.108Y
estimate 85,2024 1923, "airmail", watermark 3, with additional
franking on slightly postage exceeding tariff rate register
airmail letter, with date-appropriate cancellation "Gdansk
1 a" to Berlin south end, on the back arrival postmark and
red two-line cancel "with airmail transported letter post
office Berlin", letter vertical folded, stamps superb, photo
expertize Gruber
112-18
estimate 480,2025 1922, 4 M. Blackish ultramarine in a horizontal pair,
left stamp with glued paper web! Superb
123Pa ★
estimate 40,2026 1923, 50 M. Middle greenish blue, watermark 4
(flag), without background rosettes, superb, expertized
Gruber and Infla, Michel 100.127YF
estimate 30,2027 1923, "small pensioner aid" in the sheet set (50) with
the plate flaws 131 PFI and 132 PFI and II, mint never
hinged, superb
131/2 ★★
estimate 150,2028 1923, 80 M. Red, watermark 3, superb, expertized
Gruber and Infla, Michel 70.140
estimate 25,2029 1923, 40 - 250 T and 1 million. On 10000 M. In
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 294.158-60,163
★★
estimate 80,-

FREE CITY GDANSK
2030 1923, postal stamps, Michel number 161 and 162
rest of hinge otherwise very fine set mint never hinged
158-68 ★★
estimate 25,2031 1923, 40 T. On 200 M. Red orange, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate Gruber,
Michel 280.158
estimate 100,2032 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M., red orange, used
within the period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Gruber, Michel 120.168
estimate 40,2033 1923, 250000 M. Bright red, used within the period
of validity, superb, abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel
480.177
estimate 160,2034 1923, "large coat of arms", very fine set, Michel
220.181-92
estimate 75,2035 1923, 1 G. On 1 million. M. Lilac red with plate flaw
"slash through K from Mark", as usual perforated, superb,
expertized Kniep and Infla, Michel 150.189I
estimate 45,2036 1923, 5 G. On 1 million. M. Lilac red, used within
the period of validity, left lower corner perforation added
to otherwise superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 700.192
estimate 160,2037 1924, 15 Pf. Dark greenish gray, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.195xa ★★
estimate 25,2038 1924, 50 Pf. Dark ultramarine / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 90.200xa ★★
estimate 30,2039 1924, 20 Pf. "airmail" with plate flaw "vertical line
right besides left polygonal spire and colour point before
engine", superb, abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel
250.203I
estimate 90,2040 1924, 2 ½ G. "airmail" with plate flaw "line and
break at the bottom on the right in the left oval", mint
never hinged, superb, R! Michel - .
206I ★★
estimate 100,2041 1924, "views I", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 550.207-11 ★★
estimate 190,2042 1924, "views I", very fine set, Michel 320.207-11
estimate 90,2043 1924, 2 G. "views I" in the block of four from the left
upper corner, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (1000.-)
208
★★
estimate 350,2044 1924, 2 G. "views I", centered cork cancel, superb,
expertized Gruber, Michel 130.208
estimate 40,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

FREE CITY GDANSK
69
2045 1925, 35 Pf. Ultramarine with plate flaw "hyphen at
the second e from free, horizontal line above in the S from
city", superb, expertized Gruber, Michel 120.215I
estimate 40,2046 1930, 75 Pf. "15. November", superb, Michel 160.229 ★★
estimate 45,2047 1932, "Luposta", Air postmark, very fine set, Michel
220.231-35
estimate 75,2048 1934, "winter help work", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 270.237-39 ★★
estimate 80,2049 1935, 10 Pf. Black opal green in the block of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 400.259a
★★
estimate 110,2050 1935, 10 Pf. Black opal green, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.259a ★★
estimate 25,2051 1936, "buildings", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.262-66 ★★
estimate 30,2052 1937, souvenir sheet "DAPOSTA" in black blue with
plate flaw "line between S and T in DAPOSTA", special
cancel, superb, expertized Gruber, Michel 300.Bl. 1bIII
estimate 100,2053 1937, souvenir sheet "achievements", special cancel,
superb, expertized Gruber, Michel 110.Bl. 3
estimate 40,2054 1937, souvenir sheet "achievements", special cancel,
tiny corner crease, stamps superb, Michel 110.Bl. 3
estimate 30,2055 1937, "monuments", very fine set on pieces, Michel
60.276-80
estimate 20,2056 1938, 5 Pf. Middle yellowish red, watermark 5, coil
perforation, in a horizontal pair, superb, expertized Kniep,
Michel 140.292Dx
estimate 45,2057 1938, 1 G. Yellowish red / black, watermark 5, left
margin copy, superb, expertized Gruber, Michel (140.-)
297
estimate 50,2058 1939, 1 G. Yellowish red / black, watermark 5, with
additional franking on sealed insured letter RM 6300.- to
Godesberg, traces of usage, very fine
247,269,297
estimate 90,2059 1938, 15 - 50 Pf. "airmail", watermark 5, 3 superb
items
299-301
estimate 30,FREE CITY GDANSK OFFICIAL STAMPS
2060 1922, 80 Pf. Dark green, used within the period of
validity "Gdansk 5", superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 300.D 16
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FREE CITY GDANSK OFFICIAL STAMPS
2061 1922, 80 Pf. Dark green, "horizontal watermark",
used within the period of validity "TIEGENHOF free city
Gdansk", minimal shorter perf tips otherwise superb, R!
Photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 1800.D 16Y
estimate 500,2062 1922, 5 M. Blackish opal green, watermark 2 Y,
superb, expertized Erdwien and Infla, Michel 320.D 24Y
estimate 110,2063 1923, 4 M. Blackish ultramarine and 5 M. Blackish
opal green, watermark 3 Y, 2 superb items, expertized
Infla, Michel 110.D 29,30Y
estimate 35,2064 1923, 500 M. Red / blackish gray green, used within
the period of validity" (TIEGEN) farmyard", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 600.D 39
estimate 200,2065 1923, 1000 M. Red / black brown, superb, expertized
Gruber and Infla, Michel 120.D 40
estimate 40,2066 1924, 25 Pf. Dark turquoise gray / lively vermilion in
the block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.D 46a
★★
estimate 90,2067 1924, 75 Pf. Dark violet magenta / vermilion in the
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.D 51
★★
estimate 290,FREE CITY GDANSK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
2068 1921, 40 Pf. Dark purple with interesting missing
print in of the left upper corner, superb, photo expertize
Gruber
P 3a
estimate Gebot
2069 1923, 100 Pf. Dark purple, watermark 3, used within
the period of validity "Gdansk *", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel 1600.P 16Y
estimate 480,2070 1923, 500 Pf. Dark purple, watermark 3 X, superb,
expertized Gruber and Infla, Michel 700.P 19X
estimate 240,2071 1923, 800 Pf. Dark purple, watermark 3, used within
the period of validity" (Gdansk) 5 (b) ", superb, RR! Photo
expertize Soecknick, Michel (2500.-)
P 20X
estimate 850,2072 1923, 10000 on 20 M. Dark purple, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk
LANGFUHR z", superb piece of letter, R! Photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1700.-)
P 27II
estimate 650,2073 1923, 50000 on 500 M. Dark purple, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk",
superb, R! Photo expertize Tworek, Michel (1700.-)
P 28II
estimate 600,2074 1923, 50 Pf. Dark cobalt with plate flaw "5 the
indication of value 50 handprinted", small perforation fault
otherwise superb, expertized Gruber, Michel 300.P 35I
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FREE CITY GDANSK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS 70
2075 1927, 3 G. Dark cobalt / lilac red, superb, Michel
60.P 39
estimate 20,FREE CITY GDANSK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2076 Small cancelled collection Gdansk with some middle
values, mostly superb condition
estimate 120,KLAIPEDA
2077 1920, 2 M. Blue with plate flaw "crown left damaged
as well small horizontal line in the E from second United",
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 100.12aII ★
estimate 30,2078 1920, 2.50 M. Red carmine, superb, expertized
Huylmans, Michel 80.13a
estimate 25,2079 1920, 60 Pf. Olive, ribbed gum, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Matheisen, Michel 650.16y ★★
estimate 190,2080 1920, 3 with on 5 Fr. Dark blue / pale brown-ochre,
superb piece of letter, expertized Huylmans, Michel (90.-)
30
estimate 25,2081 1920, 4 with on 2 Fr. Reddish orange / light greenish
blue, type I, with overprint error "horizontal bar the 4
thickened", mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr.
Petersen, Michel 180.31IyPF Ia ★★
estimate 60,2082 1920, 4 with on 2 Fr. Reddish orange / light greenish
blue, type I, with overprint error "horizontal bar the 4
thickened", rest of hinges, superb, Michel 70.31IyPF Ia ★
estimate 25,2083 1921, 60 pf. On 40 C. "airmail", superb, expertized
Huylmans, Michel 200.40Iy
estimate 60,2084 1921, 4 with on 2 Fr. Reddish orange / gray
turquoise with overprint error "4 thickened", rest of
hinges, normal perforation, superb, Michel 100.46Ia ★
estimate 30,2085 1922, 20 Pf. On 20 C. Gray brown and 20 Pf. On 25
C. Blue, 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 90.56/7 ★★
estimate 30,2086 1922, 3 M. On 60 C. Dark gray violet / cobalt, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 160.79 ★
estimate 55,2087 1922, 30 M. On 5 Fr. Blackish blue / pale
brown-ochre with overprint error "gap between 30 and
Mark 3, 9 mm", superb, expertized Huylmans, Michel
120.96II
estimate 40,2088 1922, "airmail" in horizontal pairs from the corner of
the sheet, as well 2 pairs with date of printing, very fine set
mint never hinged
98-107 ★★
estimate 110,2089 1922, "country printing office Paris", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 70.110-18 ★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

KLAIPEDA
2090 1922 / 3, postal stamps, mint never hinged, 2 superb
sets, Michel 64.119-23 ★★
estimate 20,2091 1923, "country printing office Kowno" in blocks of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(480.-)
124-28
★★
estimate 150,2092 1923, "country printing office Kowno", mint never
hinged, 10 M. Small gum crease otherwise very fine set,
Michel 120.124-28 ★★
estimate 30,2093 1923, "printing house Rytas", as usual gum, mint
never hinged, 7 superb items, Michel 170.129-34,129I ★★
estimate 50,2094 1923, "country printing office Kowno" in block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.135-40
★★
estimate 260,2095 1923, 10 M. On 5 C. And 25 M. On 25 C. - 200 M.
On 1 L., 5 superb items, expertized Huylmans, Michel 91.135,137-40
estimate 30,2096 1923, "crests rider" in mint never hinged blocks of
six, superb, Michel 1380.141-50 ★★
estimate 390,2097 1923, "crests rider", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 230.141-50 ★★
estimate 70,2098 1923, 300 M. Olive in the lower right corner margin
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (360.-)
147
★★
estimate 110,2099 1923, 300 M. Olive and 500 M. Gray lilac, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 180.147,149 ★★
estimate 50,2100 1923, 500 M. Gray lilac, superb, abridged certificate
Haslau, Michel 180.149
estimate 60,2101 1923, 50 C. On 500 M. Gray lilac, type BI, mint
never hinged, superb
173BI ★★
estimate 65,2102 1923, 2 C. On 20 M. - 3 C. On 300 M., mint never
hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 110.176-79 ★★
estimate 30,2103 1923, 3 C. On 40 M. Bright gray violet in the block
of ten from of the right lower corner of the sheet, various
overprint types, mint never hinged, superb
178 ★★
estimate 150,2104 1923, 3 C. On 40 M. Bright gray violet, type II and I
together in a horizontal pair, mint never hinged, superb
178W1 ★★
estimate 30,2105 1923, 5 C. On 100 M. Dark rose, type I-III, 3 values
very fine / superb, expertized Huylmans
180I-III
estimate 20,2106 1923, 5 C. On 100 M. Dark rose, type IV, in the right
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, R!
180IV
★★
estimate 280,-

KLAIPEDA
71
2107 1923, 50 C. On 1000 M. Greenish-blue in the block
of six, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (180.-)
191 ★★
estimate 50,2108 15 C. On 10 M. Pale brown, type I, very fine,
abridged certificate Huylmans, Michel 300.206I
estimate 90,2109 1923, 30 C. On 10 M. Pale brown block of four, mint
never hinged from lower margin, superb, Michel (1000.-)
222
★★
estimate 300,2110 1923, 15 - 60 C. "Memel country", 60 C. Right upper
corner perforation little shorter, otherwise perfect very fine
set, various old signs, photo expertize Dr. Petersen, Michel
7000.234-37
estimate 1.800,BOHEMIA & MORAVIA
2111 1939, "head pictures and landscapes", very fine set
mint never hinged, expertized Gilbert, Michel 130.1-19 ★★
estimate 40,2112 1939, 4 - 10 Kc. "landscapes" on special delivery
registered cover (vertical folded) from "Prague" to Essen,
stamps superb
17-19
estimate 65,2113 1939, 10 Kc. "Pressburg" with vertical blank field,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Gilbert, Michel 80.19LS ★★
estimate 30,2114 1939 / 40, 10 various unused postal stationery
postcards, superb
a. K 2-P 12
estimate 30,2115 1939 / 44, interesting cover lot of more than 30
documents, as well first day covers, offical postal service,
V stamp, registered mail, first day postmark and so on,
additional 11 letter pieces, almost only superb condition
estimate 120,2116 Lot of 19 different documents, condition varies,
inspect!
estimate 100,GENERALGOUVERNEMENT
2117 1939, "Hindenburg" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (144.-)
1-13
★★
estimate 55,2118 1940, postal stamps, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 170.14-39 ★★
estimate 50,2119 1940, postal stamps, very fine set, Michel 150.14-39
estimate 50,2120 Official stamps: 1940, "national emblem", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 87.D 1-24 ★★
estimate 25,2121 Complete cancelled part of a collection
Generalgouvernement on Schaubek sides, superb
condition
estimate 90,2122 Small part of a collection Generalgouvernement,
superb condition
, ★ ★,
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN. BES. II. WW BELGIUM WALLONIAN LEGIONGERMAN. BES. II. WW LITHUANIA
72
2123 1941, "soldiers in the eastern theatre of war" in mint 2136 1941, postal stamps, very fine set mint never hinged,
never hinged miniature sheet, very fine set, Michel 750.Michel 100.I-IV KB ★★
estimate 260,- 1-6 ★★
estimate 30,2137 1941, 5 K. Dark brownish red in a horizontal pair
GERMAN. BES. II. WW ALSACE
with attaching left blank field, mint never hinged, superb,
2124 6 different documents, mostly superb
estimate 20,- R! Michel - .
1L ★★
estimate 250,GERMAN. OCC. II. WW ESTONIA
GERMAN.
BES.
II.
WW
LITHUANIA
2125 1941, "territory postal service", coated paper, in
2138 1941, "workers", very fine set mint never hinged, 2
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.1-3x
★★
estimate 70,- K. Abridged certificate Huylmans, Michel 220.1-9 ★★
estimate 75,2126 1941, "territory postal service", ordinary paper, in
GERMAN. BES. II. WW LITHUANIA TELSCHEN
horizontal margin pairs, very fine set, Michel 110.1-3y
estimate 30,- 2139 1941, 80 K. "red army", type I with overprint top
down (field 34), mint never hinged, superb, RR! Photo
GERMAN. BES. II. WW ESTONIA PERNAU
expertize Krischke
2127 1941, 5 K. Brownish red with overprint "Pernau / 10IK ★★
estimate 500,Pernau", abridged certificate Löbbering, Michel 100.GERMAN.
BES.
II.
WW
LORRAINE
5IV ★★
estimate 35,2140 5 covers with different provisionally postmarks,
2128 1941, 20 K. Black yellow green with overprint mostly superb condition
"Pernau / Pernau", very fine (a little blotched), abridged
estimate 40,certificate Löbbering, Michel 100.8IV ★★
estimate 25,- GERMAN. BES. II. WW MACEDONIA
2141 1944, 1 on 10 St. Orange red in a horizontal pair with
GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE DUNKIRK
gutter, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.2129 1940 50 C. Blackish blue in the vertical pair on cover
1ZW ★★
estimate 80,from "GHYVELDE", superb, expertized Krischke
3I
estimate 190,- 2142 1944, 3 on 15 St. Pale blue in a horizontal pair with
gutter, mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel 600.GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE LEGIONNAIRE STAMPS
2ZW ★★
estimate 160,2130 1941, "polar bear souvenir sheet", slight affixed
spots in the margin, stamp very fine MNH, expertized 2143 1944, 20 on 7 L. Blackish blue with overprint error
"open o in Makedonia" (field 68), superb piece of letter,
Tust, Michel 800.Bl. I ★★
estimate 180,- expertized Brunel and photo expertize Krischke
7IX
estimate 380,2131 1941, "polar bear souvenir sheet" with plate flaw
"line in the upper perforation margin", mint never hinged, GERMAN. BES. II. WW MONTENEGRO
2144 1943, 25 C. - 2 L. "national administration
superb, expertized Tust, Michel 1200.Bl. I PFI ★★
estimate 350,- commission", 4 mint never hinged superb items, abridged
certificate Kleymann, Michel 280.2132 1942, "legionaries" in the sheet set (25) with all
estimate 80,ornamental fields and dates of printing, a sheet centered 10-13 ★★
separated and 1 x separated, mint never hinged, stamps all 2145 1943, 25 C. - 2 L. "national administration
superb
commission", 4 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
VI-X ★★
estimate 380,- 280.10-13 ★★
estimate 70,GERMAN. BES. II. WW KOTOR
2133 1944, "military administration", very fine set mint 2146 1944, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never hinged,
never hinged, final value expertized Brunel / Krischke, photo expertize Kleymann, Michel (400.-)
Michel 1100.29-35 ★★
estimate 150,1-6 ★★
estimate 350,- GERMAN. BES. II. WW SERBIA
2134 1944, 0.25 M. On 4 D. "Boka Kotorska", type I, with 2147 1941, 2 D. Lilac carmine in the vertical pair with
overprint error "left diagonal line of the M from R. M. In censorship strip on commercial letter, very fine
the middle broken", mint never hinged, superb, abridged 5
estimate 20,certificate Kleymann, Michel 300.2148 1941, souvenir sheet "Semendria", unperforated,
9IPF VI ★★
estimate 100,- with variety "colour point right at the 4", rest of hinge in
the margin, stamps mint never hinged, superb, Michel
GERMAN. BES. II. WW LJUBLJANA
2135 1945, 50 C. Violet with variety "2 telegraph wires in 600.height of the church tower", mint never hinged, superb, Bl. 2I ★
estimate 180,Michel 140.2149 1941, "prisoners of war", tips downward, very fine
49I ★★
estimate 45,- set mint never hinged (4 values), Michel 120.54-57AI ★★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN. BES. II. WW SERBIA
2150 1941, 1 D. "prisoners of war" with engravers mark in
the strip of three with no. 55 II and AI, mint never hinged,
superb, R!
55AII ★★
estimate 75,2151 1941, 1 - 4 D. "prisoners of war", tips downward,
always in combination of four with no. II and AI, mint
never hinged, superb
55-57AIII,AIV ★★
estimate 90,2152 1941, 2 and 4 D. "prisoners of war", always with
engravers mark in strip of three with no. 56 and 57 II and
AI, mint never hinged, superb
56/7AII ★★
estimate 40,2153 1942, "airmail" in horizontal pairs with left trailing
small blank fields, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
250.66-70L ★★
estimate 75,2154 1942, 7 Din. "monasteries" with at the bottom
attached blank field, manufactured gum crease, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 400.79L ★★
estimate 120,2155 1943, souvenir sheet "war invalids" with variety "dot
in the leftmost position", normal gum, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1000.Bl. 3II ★★
estimate 250,2156 1943, souvenir sheet "war invalids" with variety
"triangular colour spot in the middle of the right coat half
by Michel number 93", normal gum, mint never hinged,
superb, photo expertize Krischke, Michel 1000.Bl. 4III ★★
estimate 280,2157 1943, 8 D. "a hundred years Serbian post" with plate
flaw "cloud right at the coach" (field 8), in the complete
se-tenant sheet, mint never hinged, superb
95II ★★
estimate 65,GERMAN. OCC. II. WW ALEXANDERSTADT
2158 1942, 2 Rbl. On 5 K. Brownish red on piece, stamp
as a check soaked off and with hinge mounted, right at the
edge scratched otherwise superb, expertized wild boar and
photo expertize Krischke, Michel 5000.8
estimate 1.100,2159 1942, 3 Rbl. On 1 Rbl. Dark blue, watermark angle
pattern, rest of hinge, superb, expertized wild boar and
photo expertize Zirath, Michel 4000.12X ★
estimate 1.200,2160 1942, 3 Rbl. On 1 Rbl. Dark blue, watermark
meander pattern, superb piece of letter, expertized wild
boar and photo expertize Zirath, Michel (2400.-)
12Y
estimate 750,2161 1942, 10 Rbl. On 1 R. Blackish blue, type III, small
perforation fault otherwise superb piece of letter,
expertized Zirath (full signed), Michel 3500.15III
estimate 750,GERMAN. BES. II. WW UKRAINE, WOSNESSENSK
2162 1942, 1.20 Krb. Black, unperforated, superb, RR!
Expertized wild boar and photo expertize Zirath, issued
only 72! Michel (2800.-)
2U
estimate 1.000,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN. BES. II. WW ZARA
73
2163 1943, 50 C. + steel helmet, overprint type III, superb,
expertized Krischke, Michel 270.20III ★
estimate 75,GERMAN. BES. II. WW ZARA POSTAGE
2164 1943, 5 L. Blue-violet, type III, superb piece of
letter, photo expertize Krischke: "there are only issued 40
piece", Michel 7000.P 11III
estimate 1.700,GERMAN. BES. II. WW COLLECTIONS AND LOTS
2165 Old unused part of a collection Bes. Geb. II with
useful issues
★
estimate 60,2166 Double collected collection Bes. Geb. II including
Bohemia and Moravia and Generalgouvernement, almost
only superb condition, inspect!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 450,2167 Mostly unused old part of a collection, superb
condition
★,
estimate 90,FIELDPOST STAMPS
2168 1942, "fieldpost small parcel", perforated, in the
vertical pair with -. 40 Pfg. Franking on package cut from
"PLAU", very fine
2A
estimate 70,ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS
2169 Test run or trial in prin ting postage 1939: 5 Pf.
"Hindenburg" postal stationery postcard with 1 Pf.
Additional franking on postcard from Vienna to the
Practice postal service-number "132009" over the post
control center Opava, very fine
P 225,512
estimate 80,2170 1936, military registered cover from troop exercises
place Hay mountain with appropriate registered label and
green one-line cancel "free by exemption providing
franking privilege Reich" and green letter cancel "8.
Company / Inf. Regiment Heilbronn", superb
estimate 150,2171 1938, legion Condor: 12 Pf. Bright red on fieldpost
letter of the member member the legion Condor Fritz
Noak to his member with on the back dated postmark "8.
November 1938" and two-line stamp the cover address,
very fine (defects from opening the cover)
estimate 220,2172 1939, fieldpost letter over the post control center
Dresden to Silesia as "test run or trial in prin ting postage"
declares, very fine
estimate 40,2173 1940, fieldpost letter with fieldpost number 12169
and fieldpost cancel "headquarters Lyon", very fine
estimate 25,2174 1941, SS military hospital Berlin Lichterfelde:
fieldpost letter with eagle stamp "SS management main
office" and Tarn hand stamp, over SS censorship to
Denmark, very fine
estimate 70,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS
2175 1942 / 44, Hungarian army postal service: registered
airmail letter and 2 fieldpost service letters (FP-number
"28394" and 40828"), all with censorship, traces of use
estimate 150,2176 1942, Finnish army postal service from Hamina with
German and finnish censorship to a Lieutenant in the
military hospital Löwenberg in Silesia, superb
estimate 45,2177 1942, fieldpost postcard from Prague with machine
cancel "DFUTSCHE REICHSPOST", superb
estimate 20,2178 1942, Riga east army postal service: eagle stamp
"building direction D. Air Force" on fieldpost letter with
cancellation adjusted machine cancel "RIGA" to Berlin,
superb
estimate Gebot
2179 1943 / 44, air raid road damage list: as English thin
print fanfold propaganda sheet to the sapping German
morale of the Wehrmacht for over 30 German cities with
names hundred bombarded streets, superb
estimate 60,2180 1943, Hohenstaufen 9. SS. Tank division: 4 various
fieldpost service letters the FP numbers 22728 A, 57254,
25219 and 21991, all with aquiline and standard
postmarks, superb
estimate 70,2181 1943, fieldpost card from "KLAPPHOLTTAL / Sylt"
with scarce provisionally fieldpost cancel, superb, R!
estimate 40,2182 1944, "FRUNDSBERG 10. SS armoured division",
fieldpost letter-card with FP-number "25520" as change
from "25920" to Graz, superb
estimate 35,2183 1944, Russian youth service department 38: fieldpost
letter with FP-number "09801" at field post office "438",
rare document with strong traces of use
estimate 35,2184 1944, fieldpost letter the German war navy Office
FP-number "27623 C" with eagle stamp at messages
administration in Bremen, superb
estimate Gebot
2185 1940 / 44, medical corps organisation / infirmaries:
11 various German fieldpost documents, as well registered
mail and airmail, with interesting sanitary units and
official stamp, among others FP-number L\"L35227",
almost only superb
estimate 20,2186 1940 / 5, armament SS medical corps organisation,
infirmaries: 9 various fieldpost documents from military
hospitals, among others "the empire leader SS / SS
military hospital", Berlin Lichterfelde, Vienna, Graz,
almost only superb condition
estimate 100,2187 1940-45, 17 fieldpost documents with different letter
cancel from "KIEL", as well "sail training ship Gorch
Fock", sail training ship Horst Wessel" and so on, partly
R! Mostly superb condition
estimate 120,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS 74
2188 Over 40 documents II. WW, treasure trove, condition
varies, inspect!
estimate 50,WAR MAILS AND PROPAGANDA FORGERIES
2189 1944, "admission stamp for air fieldpost letters"
(Michel number 1 KFä) in the mint never hinged sheets
(20), superb, complete sheet RR!
27 ★★
estimate 1.200,GERMAN HISTORY/PROPAGANDA 1919-45
2190 1939 / 40, "winter help work November", unused
self-adhesive vignette the Hitler youth, reverse
"Patentgummiert! Only moisten! ", superb, R!
estimate 50,2191 1945, letter from the "RUHRKESSEL" the last days
of the German Reich, American postmark from first day
no. 197 on airmail postal stationery cover with green
censorship stamp, Ruhrkessel unit Recklinghausen,
superb, RR!
estimate 350,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 DESSAU
2192 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint in the block of nine from the left upper
corner, mint never hinged, superb, R! Each value
expertized Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 360,2193 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint in the strip of three from of the lower
right corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, RR!
Photo expertize Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 120,2194 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 40,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FINSTERWALDE
2195 1946, 8 Pf. Dark blue violet and experimental
perforation 8 Pf. Yellowish red "vertical and four-sided
perforation" on registered cover with additional franking
(Michel number 3 b and 9 b), superb, expertizedSturm
5b,5aVa,bII
estimate 190,2196 1946, 8 Pf. Dark blue violet and experimental
perforation 8 Pf. Yellowish red "vertical perforation" on
registered cover with additional franking (Michel number
3 b and 9 b), vertical folded, stamps superb
5b,5aVaII
estimate 160,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
2197 1945, Hitler "A13.3 + 4" and "A16.3 + 4" on
registered cover piece with backdated postmarks from 2.
August, superb
W 1/2
estimate 100,2198 1945, 6 Pf. "Hitler" postal stationery postcard with
scarce official stamp, vacuously used, superb, expertized
Zierer
DR P 314
estimate 50,2199 1945, 6 Pf. "military combat days", superb piece of
letter, expertized Zierer
F 818
estimate 50,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
2200 1945, 12 Pf. "goldsmithing" on closely letter piece,
superb, signed among others I. Storm
F 903
estimate 60,2201 1945, XII Pf., frame size 14 x9.5 mm, numeral of
value medium rose, with signature, in the block of four,
superb, Michel (120.-)
Sp 109b
estimate 45,2202 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 38 x21 mm, with variety
"above numeral of value medium rose, overprint bluish
violet", superb, expertizedSturm, Michel 140.Sp 161FII
estimate 50,2203 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 43 x31.5 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value lateral" on printed
matter with fee-paid stamp, superb
Sp 170F
estimate 100,2204 1945, 5 - 30 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large
numeral of value, XII Pf. A round corner otherwise very
fine set, R! Edition 100 sets, Michel (750.-)
Sp 226-30
estimate 240,2205 1945, 5 - XII Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large
numeral of value, with postmarks from 2. August, 4 superb
pieces of letter, partly signed, Michel 600.Sp 226-29
estimate 150,2206 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large numeral of
value, superb piece of letter, Michel (150.-)
Sp 227
estimate 50,2207 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large numeral of
value, vacuously used on card with postmark from 27.
September, superb, expertized Zierer
Sp 227
estimate 50,2208 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large numeral of
value, with variety "numeral of value lateral" on superb
postcard with fee-paid stamp
Sp 227FIII
estimate 110,2209 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large numeral of
value, with variety "numeral of value bluish violet,
overprint medium rose, a numeral of value at the bottom"
on superb postcard with fee-paid stamp, expertized Zierer
Sp 227FIV
estimate 120,2210 1945, 8 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm, large numeral of
value, on superb cover, expertized Zierer
Sp 228
estimate 100,2211 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 28 x19 mm and 30 Pf.,
frame size 38 x28 mm, small numeral of value, on
philatelic registered postcard, superb
Sp231-34,50
estimate 160,2212 1945, 6 Pf. "inflation" in the vertical pair on printed
matter, superb
67
estimate 100,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GLAUCHAU
75
2214 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. Bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the horizontal strip of three, a value with
variety "r in circle with different foot", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 266.5aDDV ★★
estimate 65,2215 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. Bright blue violet and 25 on 12 Pf.
Bright red carmine with Michel number 2 and 8 on
registered cover from "tower", superb, expertized Zierer
24,37
estimate 380,LOCAL ISSUE GROSSRÄSCHEN FORERUNNER
2216 1945, 15 Pf. Black on brownish red in the pair, cash
on delivery in the common Roman type, superb piece of
letter, expertizedSturm, Michel (600.-)
V 2AI
estimate 180,2217 1945, 30 Pf. "time label" with 15 Pf. "deceased" on
registered cover, superb, expertized Zierer (as letter piece
signed)
V 5f,V 9
estimate 280,2218 1945, 15 Pf. "customs form", "only a indication of
value", superb piece of letter, Michel (400.-)
V 11a
estimate 120,2219 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of red",
unperforated, superb, expertized Dr. Arenz, Michel 400.V 22IU
estimate 120,2220 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of red",
unperforated, superb, signed Burhop, Michel 400.V 22IU
estimate 110,2221 1945, 12 Pf. Red, unperforated, superb, expertized
Dr. Arenz, Michel 600.V 26U
estimate 180,2222 1945, 12 Pf. Red, unperforated, superb piece of
letter, photo expertize Kunz, Michel (600.-)
V 26U
estimate 190,2223 1945, 12 Pf. Red, unperforated, superb cover, Michel
800.V 26U
estimate 180,2224 1945, 12 Pf. Red, unperforated, right lower corner of
the sheet, superb cover, Michel 800.V 26U
estimate 160,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GLAUCHAU
2213 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. Bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the horizontal strip of three, a value with
variety "cube higher", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
252.5aDDI ★★
estimate 60,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2225 1945, 5 Pf. On yellow with margins, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Kunz, Michel 1400.3S ★
estimate 200,2226 1946, 5 Pf. "fee stamp from strip" on piece, Stamp
date indecipherable, superb, Michel 400.3S
estimate 100,2227 1946, 5 - 30 Pf. "fee stamps from strip", 30 Pf. Only
with right margin, very fine set, 5 and 10 Pf. Photo
expertize Zierer, Michel 1200.3-10S ,
estimate 290,2228 1945, 10 Pf. "fee stamp from strip", rest of hinges,
large defect in the stamp centre, expertized Kunz, Michel
1400.6S ★
estimate 100,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2229 1946, 10 Pf. "fee stamp from strip" on piece, Stamp
date indecipherable, superb, Michel 400.6S
estimate 90,2230 1946, 30 Pf. "fee stamp from strip" with right
margin, Stamp date indecipherable, superb piece of letter,
Michel 400.10S
estimate 75,2231 1945, 4 Pf. In cold print, unperforated, type III,
superb, Michel 250.14BIII
estimate 75,2232 1945, 10 Pf. Black on yellow, perforated, type IV,
superb piece of letter, expertized Zierer, Michel 80.18AIV
estimate 25,2233 1945, 12 Pf. Black on green, type I, superb, Michel
65.25I
estimate 25,2234 1945, 12 - 40 Pf., type I, always with plate flaw
"notch in the lower sheet of the P" (field 13), in horizontal
pairs with normal stamps, very fine set mint never hinged,
RR! Expertized Zierer, Michel - .
25-27IPFV ★★
estimate 350,2235 1945, 12 Pf. Black on green, type II, with plate flaw
"P from post open", on commercial letter, superb, Michel
400.25IIPFI
estimate 140,2236 1945, 12 Pf. Black on green, type III, with Michel
number 18 AI and 20 AI on registered cover, superb
25III
estimate 300,2237 1945, 24 Pf. Black on lilac, type IV
(Schusterkammer), mint never hinged, one short perf
otherwise superb, Michel 200.26IV ★★
estimate 55,2238 1945, 24 Pf. Black on lilac, type IV, superb piece of
letter, Michel (200.-)
26IV
estimate 70,2239 1945, 40 Pf. Black on rose lilac, type I, superb piece
of letter, Michel (220.-)
27bI
estimate 75,2240 1945, 40 Pf. Black on rose lilac, type III, with
Michel number 13 AI on registered cover, superb, Michel
1200.27bIII
estimate 360,2241 1946, "solidarity", perforated and unperforated,
always on philatelic registered cover, superb
43-46A,B
estimate 20,2242 1946, "solidarity", unperforated, in horizontal pairs
on 2 documents, superb
43-46B
estimate 40,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 KIEL (RPD DISTRICT)
2243 1945, registered label "Tönning" as 30 Pf. Stamp
used on registered cover to Hamburg, above slight opening
fault, superb, R!
1
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÖBAU
76
2244 1945, stamp strip "1 + 5 + A8.3 + 3 + 1" on cover,
superb, expertized Strum
E1
estimate 70,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÜBBENAU
2245 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, double
impression, in a horizontal pair with special cancel on
superb piece, expertizedSturm, Michel (300.-)
2BDD
estimate 120,2246 1946, "Solidarity action", perforated and
unperforated, 2 superb sets, Michel 72.9-12A/B ★★
estimate 25,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 MEISSEN
2247 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, in addition to it
8 Pf. With variety "amount of surtax 82 in lieu of 32" and
5 Pf. Perforated on registered cover, superb, RR! Michel .
35-38B,35A,37BI
estimate 1.100,2248 1945, 12 Pf. Brown red "reconstruction",
unperforated, upper margin copy, with additional franking
on Kempe registered cover, superb
38aB
estimate 70,2249 1945, 12 Pf. Dark lilac brown "reconstruction" with
additional franking on Kempe registered cover, superb,
expertized Zierer, Michel 300.38bB
estimate 100,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 NAUMBURG
2250 1946, 12 Pf. Dark rose red in the vertical tête-bêche
pair with both types, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.6SK ★★
estimate 35,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 HORSE WINE
2251 1946, "570 years Roßwein" with 12 Pf. Additional
franking on registered cover, vertical folded, stamps
superb
1/2
estimate 75,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 SPREMBERG
2252 1946, 5 Pf. Emerald green, unperforated, with variety
"numeral of value 5 missing", in the block of nine from the
left lower corner of the sheet, superb piece of letter, RR!
Michel (2000.-)
9BF
estimate 750,2253 1946, "reconstruction III", unperforated, sheetlet set
(30), superb, Michel (180.-)
19/20B
estimate 55,ALLIED OCCUPATION EXHAUSTION ISSUES
2254 1946, 6 Pf. Black on pale chamois with 6 Pf. Allied
occupation, post supplementary cancel "GR. Arm" and
seal stamp "HERFORD", superb
P 672
estimate 20,2255 1946, 6 Pf. Black, sender "15 mm long", with 6 Pf.
"at the" post, superb postcard from "AHRENSBÖK" to
Flensburg
P 741II
estimate 40,2256 1945, 6 Pf. Black on chamois, with 2 strip,
inspection cancel "BÜSUM" and "heather", 2 used superb
cards, Michel 90.P 764III
estimate 25,-

ALLIED OCCUPATION EXHAUSTION ISSUES
2257 1945, 6 Pfe. Black on pale chamois, type II, stamp
"KIEL", very fine, Michel 100.P 768II
estimate 25,2258 1945, 6 Pf. Black, notation "backside", vacuously
used "SCHWERIN", superb
P 894
estimate 50,ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2259 1946, 1 Pf. Black in the sheet (100), plate printing,
upper margin perforations going through margins, mint
never hinged, superb
911P ★★
estimate 100,2260 1946, 6 Pf. Gray violet as additional franking on P
783 from "WESTERLAND" to Kiel, superb
916c
estimate 20,2261 1948, 10 Pf. Dark-orange-brown in the strip of four
and 6 Pf. Dark violet on Cash on Delivery card with
"Kieler Reichspost postmark", very fine
918,944
estimate 25,2262 1946, 12 Pf. Grey, plate printing, not perforated
throughout, in the block of eight from of the right upper
corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.920POR ★★
estimate 20,2263 1946, 16 Pf. Blackish opal green and 24 Pf. Brown
orange on 6 Pf. Postal stationery postcard (P 783) from
"SCHLESWIG" to Denmark, superb
923,925
estimate 20,2264 1946, 40 Pf. Carmine lilac, rotary printing, in the 10s
souvenir sheet from of the right upper corner of the sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (175.-)
929WOR ★★
estimate 40,2265 1946, 50 Pf. Blackish gray green on cover with
censorship to New York, superb
932
estimate 20,2266 1946, 60 Pf. Red, upper margin copy, plate printing,
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Bernhöft, Michel 300.933aPOR ★★
estimate 90,2267 1946, souvenir sheet pair "postage stamps
exhibition", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 12A/B ★★
estimate 40,2268 1946, souvenir sheet pair "postage stamps
exhibition", as usual gum creases, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.Bl. 12A/B ★★
estimate 30,2269 1946, souvenir sheet pair "postage stamps
exhibition", violet special cancel, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 420.Bl. 12A/B
estimate 130,2270 1947, 60 Pf. "Leipzig fairground", perforated K 13
¼, left lower corner of the sheet with printers mark "M
301 / 0864", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.942CDV ★★
estimate 35,2271 1947, 6 Pf. Violet on printed matter with provisional
cancel "VECHTA-REICHSPOST", superb
944
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
77
2272 1947, 12 Pf. Dark gray turquoise with printers mark
"7" (negative) in the upper left corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb
947DZ ★★
estimate 20,2273 1947, 12 Pf. Dark gray turquoise, plate printing,
upper margin copy, perforations going through margins! In
the corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (300.-)
947POR ★★
estimate 110,2274 1947, 12 Pf. Dark gray turquoise, plate printing,
upper margin copy, perforations going through margins,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.947POR ★★
estimate 50,2275 1947, 15 Pf dark brown, 99 x in the sheet, plate
printing, the separated block of four with HAN "4169.47
2" is expertized Hohmann, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1755.948bPOR ★★
estimate 190,2276 1947, 20 Pf. Blue with HAN "4150.47 1", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.950HAN ★★
estimate 25,2277 1947, 40 Pf. Lilac in the sheet with variety 954 III
(field 66) and HAN "4133.46 1", mint never hinged,
superb
954 ★★
estimate 25,2278 1947, 50 Pf. Ultramarine in the sheet (100), plate
printing, upper margin not perforated throughout! With
HAN "4171.47 1", mint never hinged, fields 99 and 100
affixed otherwise superb
955POR ★★
estimate 90,2279 1947, 80 Pf. Blue with variety "white spots in the
and right besides U in German", in the block of four from
the margin with normal stamps, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (80.-)
957III ★★
estimate 30,2280 1947, 3 M. Brownish red, 10 neat cancelled values,
mostly superb, all expertized Schlegel
961
estimate Gebot
2281 1957, 5 M. Violet ultramarine, normal perforation,
superb, expertized H. D. Schlegel, Michel 180.962
estimate 45,2282 1948, 5 M. Dark purple ultramarine with additional
franking on parcel card section, superb, expertized
Schlegel
962a
estimate Gebot
2283 1948, 5 M. Dark purple ultramarine, lower margin
copy, superb item on postage exceeding tariff rate
registered cover to the United States, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel
962a
estimate 35,2284 1948, 5 M. Violet ultramarine from left margin,
superb piece of letter, abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 180.962b
estimate 60,2285 1948, 50 Pf. "Leipzig spring fair", left lower corner
of the sheet with plate number "1", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 70.967Pl-Nr. ★★
estimate 25,-

ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2286 1948, 50 Pf. "Leipzig spring fair" in the sheet (25),
as well the varieties on field 12 and 19, mint never hinged,
superb
967II,III ★★
estimate 25,2287 1948, 84 Pf. "Leipzig spring fair" in the sheet (25)
with variety 968 I on field 13, mint never hinged, superb
968 ★★
estimate 20,2288 1948, "export fair" in the block of four on decorative
sheet with first day special cancel, superb, abridged
certificate Schlegel
VZd 1
estimate 50,2289 1946-48, 11 different documents "foreign mail",
mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 100,2290 1946 / 7, 4 franked covers to the "German demining
service conducting" in Hamburg, various sender, very fine
/ superb
estimate 40,2291 1948-51, 10 different documents with the notation
"On His Majestys Service", a few punched, very fine /
superb
estimate Gebot
ALLIED OCCUPATION POSTAL STATIONERIES
2292 1946, 7 Pf. Black besides 5 Pf. "at the" post,
legitimate postcard from "BAD SCHWARTAU" to
Hamburg, document punching otherwise superb, R!
P 906
estimate 120,2293 1946, 7 black besides 5 Pf. Green, 2 used cards, as
well a with unwarranted postage due, superb
P 959
estimate 35,BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
2294 1945, 6 Pf. Bright gray violet, perforated, light
chrome yellow paper, smooth gum, in the complete sheet
(100) with various plate flaws, slight diagonally
manufactured gum crease, mint never hinged, superb, RR!
Michel (20.000.-) + +
2Awbx ★★
estimate 3.500,2295 1945, 8 Pf. Orange red, perforated, with variety"
large spot right in and besides left 8", with additional
franking on picture postcard, very fine, Michel 120.3AXIII
estimate 30,2296 1945, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, gray rose paper,
smooth gum, in the block of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Zierer, Michel (760.-)
5AAwax ★★
estimate 230,2297 1945, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, gray rose paper,
smooth gum, in the block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Zierer, Michel 760.5AAwax ★★
estimate 220,2298 1945, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, gray rose paper,
smooth gum, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel 190.5AAwax ★★
estimate 55,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
78
2299 1945, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, gray rose paper,
smooth gum, in the vertical pair, lower stamp with
attached blank field, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel (540.-)
5AAwaxL ★★
estimate 170,2300 1945, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, light chrome
yellow paper, smooth gum, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 300.5AAwbx ★★
estimate 110,2301 1945, 20 Pf. Bright blue with variety "line at the
bottom of L in Berlin", in the block of eight from of the
upper left corner of the sheet with normal stamps, mint
never hinged, superb
6AI ★★
estimate 25,2302 1945, 20 Pf. Bright blue with variety "line at the
bottom of L in Berlin", in the block of four with normal
stamps, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.6AI ★★
estimate 20,2303 1945, 30 Pf. Blackish brown olive, in the block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch,
Michel 160.7Abwaz
★★
estimate 50,2304 1945, 30 Pf. Brownish olive, rouletted, with 12 Pf.
Additional franking (defective) on registered cover to Kiel,
superb
7B
estimate 90,2305 Extensive letter collection Berlin and Brandenburg,
mainly commercial mail, as well paper variants, good
frankings, plate flaw, many registered covers, rare
postmarks and so on, in total over 250 documents, very
fine / superb, treasure trove for the specialist!
estimate 450,2306 6 different documents, condition varies
estimate Gebot
SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2307 1945, 6 Pf. Black on pale buish green with variety
"large white "cedilla" at the bottom of 6 in the right upper
frame around the value number" (field 38), stamp not to
expertize, superb, Michel 90.8xXXXV
estimate 20,2308 1945, 6 Pf. Black on may green, small on the back
roughening otherwise superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
240.8y
estimate 60,2309 1945, 6 Pf. Dark red violet with variety "F in both
penny downward strong extended" (field 71), corner
stamp, superb, Michel 90.9aXVIII
estimate 20,2310 1946, 6 Pf. Dark purple, single franking on local
postcard of the church tax office "LUDWIGSLUST",
superb, R!
9b
estimate 70,2311 1946, 6 Pf. Dark purple, double impression, one of it
inverted, unperforated, in the vertical mint never hinged
pair, minimal adhesion points otherwise superb, R! Michel
1500.9bDKU ★★
estimate 400,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2312 1946, 6 Pf. Gray violet on pale buish green in the
sheet (100), as well among others plate flaw VII, XI, XIII,
XIV, XV and so on, minimal separated, mint never
hinged, superb
10x ★★
estimate 220,2313 1945, 8 Pf. Magenta on lilac-rose, left unperforated,
in a horizontal pair with normal stamp, mint never hinged,
superb
11xaUl ★★
estimate 35,2314 1946, 8 Pf. Dark rose red on bright lilac rose in the
block of ten, as well vertical double perforation through 2
stamps, mint never hinged, superb
11y ★★
estimate 30,2315 1945, 8 Pf. Medium sienna in a horizontal pair from
of the right upper corner of the sheet, upper margin not
perforated throughout, only hinted at, mint never hinged,
very fine, abridged certificate Kramp
15a ★★
estimate 50,2316 1945, 12 Pf. Black on lilac-rose, unperforated in the
block of four, centric cancellation, on cover, superb, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel (800.-)
16U
estimate 280,2317 1945, 12 Pf. Black on lilac-rose, unperforated in the
block of four from lower margin, on cover, superb, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel (800.-)
16U
estimate 280,2318 1945, 12 Pf. Lilac carmine, unperforated, in the
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (320.-)
17U ★★
estimate 110,2319 1945, 12 Pf. Rose, single franking on postcard from
"NEUSTRELITZ" to Feldberg, very fine, expertized
Kramp, Michel 280.18b
estimate 70,2320 1945, 12 Pf. Rose red with accident in printing "2
Pf", superb, expertized Kramp
18c
estimate 50,2321 1945, 12 Pf. Rose red, printing on gum side, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize
Kramp, Michel (500.-)
18cG ★★
estimate 180,2322 1945, 12 Pf. Rose red in a horizontal pair with gutter,
mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel 1300.18cZW ★★
estimate 460,2323 1945, 12 Pf. Brownish red, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 120.18d ★★
estimate 40,2324 1945, 12 Pf. Brownish red, printing on gum side,
mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
900.18dG ★★
estimate 300,2325 1946, 12 Pf. Dark rose red on bright lilac rose,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 55.19y
estimate 20,2326 1946, 12 Pf. Dark rose red on bright lilac rose in the
vertical pair on cover from "KÜHLUNGSBORN" to
Berlin, normal perforation, superb, expertized Thom
19y
estimate 90,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
79
2327 1945, "fascism", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.20-22a ★★
estimate 40,2328 1945, "fascism", very fine set, expertized Kramp,
Michel 240.20-22a
estimate 75,2329 1945, "Victim of the fascism", stamp
"LUDWIGSLUST", very fine set, expertized Kramp,
Michel 240.20-22a
estimate 75,2330 1945, 6 Pf. Light green "fascism", horizontal
unperforated, in the vertical pair, upper stamp rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Kramp
20aUw ★ ★, ★
estimate 110,2331 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism", superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 80.21
estimate 25,2332 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the right corner margin
block of four, as well plate flaw 21 V on field 50, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 130,2333 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the upper right corner
margin block of four, as well plate flaw 21 IX on field 19,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 130,2334 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the horizontal margin strip
of four, as well the plate flaw on field 22 and field 24,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 500.21III,VII
estimate 150,2335 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism", vertical unperforated, rest of
hinge, very fine, expertized Kramp
21Us ★
estimate 70,2336 1945, 12 Pf. Orange red "fascism", upper margin
copy, perforation above only hinted at, mint never hinged,
superb, photo expertize Kramp
22b ★★
estimate 250,2337 1945, 12 Pf. Orange red "fascism", unperforated, at
the bottom small adherence otherwise superb, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel 1200.22bU ★
estimate 250,2338 1945, 12 Pf. Dark red "fascism", right unperforated,
mint never hinged, very fine (slight trace of crease and
vertical fold in the right margin), R! Photo expertize (of a
former pairs) Kramp, Michel (5000.-)
22cUr ★★
estimate 750,2339 1945, "Junkers lands", very fine set on pieces,
expertized Kramp, Michel 160.23-25a
estimate 55,2340 1945, "Junkers lands", always left lower corner of
the sheet with printers mark (7355-7245), mint never
hinged, gum partly slight adhesions otherwise very fine set
23-25bDZ ★★
estimate 90,2341 1945, 8 Pf. Blackish siena "Junkers lands", rest of
hinges, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 120.24aa ★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2342 1945, proof: 8 Pf. Bright orange, coated paper,
unperforated, rest of hinge, superb
24PIU ★
estimate 35,2343 1945, 12 Pf. Bright yellowish red "Junkers lands"
with variety "first O in Western Pomerania left at the
bottom open", superb, Michel 60.25bI
estimate 20,2344 1945, 6 Pf. Bright reddish orange "children´s help",
"small stamp" (through defective or badly placed
perforation), superb piece of letter, expertized Kramp
26a
estimate 25,2345 1945, 6 Pf. Bright reddish orange "children´s help",
superb piece of letter, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.26a
estimate 20,2346 1945, "children´s help", unperforated, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 110.26-28aU ★★
estimate 35,2347 1945, 6 Pf. Bright reddish orange "children´s help",
vertical unperforated, with horizontal double perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized among others
Kramp
26aUs ★★
estimate 25,2348 1945, 6 Pf. Pale reddish orange "children´s help",
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
160.26b ★★
estimate 55,2349 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" in the
corner margin block of four, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel (240.-)
27a
estimate 75,2350 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" in the
centric cancelled block of four, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel (240.-)
27a
estimate 70,2351 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help", upper
margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp
27a
estimate 25,2352 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help",
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.27a
estimate 20,2353 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help",
unperforated in the block of four from the margin, as well
field 59 with variety "notch in the right leg", mint never
hinged, horizontal trace of crease through 2 stamps
otherwise superb
27aU
★★
estimate 45,2354 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" in a
horizontal pair with plate flaws "thickly white slanting line
through U in Mecklenburg" and "white horizontal line
over first R in Western Pomerania" (field 81 and 82),
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb
27aIII,XIVU ★★
estimate 55,2355 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help",
double impression, unperforated, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 120.27aDDU ★★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
80
2356 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "many white points in the lower right picture
quarter, line right above at N from Pomerania", in a
horizontal pair with normal stamp, unperforated, mint
never hinged, superb
27aVIU ★★
estimate 35,2357 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "lower left corner of the stamp design bevelled",
in a horizontal pair with normal stamp, unperforated, mint
never hinged, superb
27aIXU ★★
estimate 30,2358 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "white points at Mec from Mecklenburg and RN
from Pomerania", unperforated, mint never hinged, superb
27aXIU ★★
estimate 25,2359 1945, 8 Pf. Pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "rectangular white spot under first N from
children", in a horizontal pair with normal stamp,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb
27aXVIIU ★★
estimate 35,2360 1945, 12 Pf. Rose red "children´s help", margin
copy, superb piece of letter, expertized Kramp, Michel
(60.-)
28a
estimate 20,2361 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose "children´s help" in the block
of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 110,2362 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose "children´s help" in the block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 100,2363 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose "children´s help", mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 80.28b ★★
estimate 25,2364 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose "children´s help" in a
horizontal pair with missing printers mark (only order
number), mint never hinged, superb, R! Photo expertize
Kramp, Michel (880.-)
28bDZF ★★
estimate 300,2365 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose "children´s help", above
unperforated, gum not original, expertized Zierer
28bUo (★)
estimate 40,2366 1946, 3 - 12 Pf. "farewell series", 1st issue, very fine
set mint never hinged (7 values), Michel 150.29-36x ★★
estimate 50,2367 1946, 3 Pf. Bright orange brown, chalky paper, in the
block of four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (280.-)
29xa
estimate 90,2368 1946, 4 Pf. Dark ultramarine with variety "right
lower corner broken out" (field 20), rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 120.30I ★
estimate 20,2369 1946, 4 Pf. Bright brownish red, printing on gum
side, manufactured paper wrinkle, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 150.31yaG ★★
estimate 50,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2370 1946, 5 Pf. Middle green, chalky paper, in the block
of four from lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 960.32xb ★★
estimate 300,2371 1946, 5 Pf. Middle green, chalky paper, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 240.32xb ★★
estimate 75,2372 1946, 5 Pf. Bright yellowish green, gray paper, with
variety "right upper corner semi-circular broken, second R
in Western Pomerania left at the bottom broken off" (field
10), mint never hinged, superb, Michel (50.-)
32yaI ★★
estimate 20,2373 1946, 6 Pf. Blue-violet, chalky paper, unperforated,
in a horizontal pair, rest of hinge, superb, expertized
Kramp
33xaU ★
estimate 40,2374 1946, 6 Pf. Violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the block of four from upper margin, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 360.33xbUs ★★
estimate 130,2375 1946, 6 Pf. Violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in a horizontal pair, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 180.33xbUs ★★
estimate 60,2376 1946, 6 Pf. Violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the corner margin block of four with
printers mark, mint never hinged superb
33xbUsDZ
★★
estimate 190,2377 1946, 6 Pf. Dark red violet, gray paper, unperforated,
in a horizontal pair, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(70.-)
33ydU ★★
estimate 25,2378 1946, 6 Pf. Dark red violet, gray paper, vertical
unperforated, in a horizontal pair with clear on the back
offset, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.33ydUs ★★
estimate 35,2379 1946, 6 Pf. Gray violet, gray paper, with on the back
offset, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 100.33ye ★★
estimate 30,2380 1946, 6 Pf. Gray violet, gray paper, unperforated, in
a horizontal pair, on the back offset, mint never hinged,
superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel (600.-)
33yeU ★★
estimate 200,2381 1946, 8 Pf. Red orange, gray paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 2500.34yb
estimate 900,2382 1946, 8 Pf. Blackish orange, gray paper, with
unsettled stamp "LÜTZOW", superb (Michel for used
5500.-, for ** 2800.-)
34yc
estimate 600,2383 1946, 10 Pf. Lively siena, chalky paper, in the corner
margin block of four with printers mark, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 210.35xaDZ ★★
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
81
2384 1946, 12 Pf. Dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, in the block of four from lower margin, as
well plate flaw I and II, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Kramp
36xaU ★★
estimate 100,2385 1946, 12 Pf. Dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.36xaU ★★
estimate 20,2386 1946, 12 Pf. Dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, right margin copy, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (60.-)
36xaU ★★
estimate 20,2387 1946, 12 Pf. Dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.36xaU ★★
estimate 20,2388 1946, 12 Pf. Bright brown red, chalky paper, in the
lower left corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Thom, Michel (800.-)
36xc ★★
estimate 250,2389 1946, 12 Pf. Bright brown red, chalky paper, in the
block of four, left upper stamp small gumming touch, mint
never hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
800.36xc ★★
estimate 220,2390 1946, 12 Pf. Bright brown red, chalky paper, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 200.36xc ★★
estimate 60,2391 1946, 12 Pf. Bright brown red, chalky paper, not
perusable corner stamp, superb piece of letter
36xc
estimate 70,2392 1946, 12 Pf. Blackish gray red, chalky paper, left
upper corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (1280.-)
36xcc
★★
estimate 460,2393 1946, 12 Pf. Blackish gray red, chalky paper, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36xcc ★★
estimate 110,2394 1946, 12 Pf. Red, gray paper, printing on gum side,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.36ybGU ★★
estimate 55,2395 1946, 12 Pf. Red, gray paper, unperforated, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.36ybU ★★
estimate 20,2396 1946, 12 Pf. Brown red, gray paper, unperforated, in
the mint never hinged vertical pair, photo expertize
Kramp: "the upper stamp (field 57) shows at the upper
margin a 2 mm kink with gumming break. The lower
stamp with plate flaw XII is perfect. ", Michel (1000.-)
36ydU ★★
estimate 260,2397 1946, 12 Pf. Brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
500.36ydU ★★
estimate 180,2398 1946, 12 Pf. Brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
left margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel (500.-)
36ydU ★★
estimate 160,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2399 1946, 12 Pf. Brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
500.36ydU ★★
estimate 150,2400 1946, 12 Pf. Orange red, gray paper, printed on the
gummed side, in the corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel
(1400.-)
36yeG ★★
estimate 500,2401 1946, 12 Pf. Orange red, gray paper, unperforated, in
the block of four from lower margin, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 480.36yeU ★★
estimate 160,2402 1946, 12 Pf. Orange red, gray paper, unperforated,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
120.36yeU ★★
estimate 40,2403 1946, 12 Pf. Medium rose, gray paper, 2 x as
multiple
franking
on
folded
letter
from
"LUDWIGSLUST" to Gerabronn, very fine (a little
blotched and slight defects from opening the cover),
expertized Thom, Michel 850.36yg
estimate 190,2404 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, in the block of four, as
well plate flaw 36 III, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel (440.-)
36zb ★★
estimate 130,2405 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, in the block of four
from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 440.36zb ★★
estimate 120,2406 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 110.36zb ★★
estimate 30,2407 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, smooth gum, in the
corner margin block of four with printers mark, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 630.36zbDZ ★★
estimate 200,2408 1946, 12 Pf. Dark rose, thin paper, upper margin
copy, off-center, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 180.36zf ★★
estimate 60,2409 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, diagonal net-like gum,
in the block of four from lower margin, as well plate flaw
36 XIV, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp
36zz ★★
estimate 60,2410 1946, 12 Pf. Red, thin paper, diagonal net-like gum,
with printers mark in the corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36zzDZ ★★
estimate 110,2411 1946, 15 Pf. Yellow brown, gray paper, left
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.37yaUl ★★
estimate 55,2412 1946, 15 Pf. Blackish yellow brown, gray paper, in
the block of four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 720.37ybb ★★
estimate 250,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
82
2413 1946, 15 Pf. Blackish yellow brown, gray paper,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
180.37ybb ★★
estimate 65,2414 1946, 15 Pf. Medium sienna, gray paper, in the block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 280.37yd ★★
estimate 80,2415 1946, 15 Pf. Medium sienna, gray paper, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Thom, Michel 70.37yd ★★
estimate 20,2416 1946, 15 Pf. Orange brown, gray paper, corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel (80.-)
37ye ★★
estimate 30,2417 1946, 15 Pf. Orange brown, gray paper, right margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 80.37ye ★★
estimate 25,2418 1946, 15 Pf. Yellow brown, thin paper, in the block
of four from lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Thom, Michel (120.-)
37za ★★
estimate 40,2419 1946, 15 Pf. Yellow brown, thin paper, in the block
of four with printers mark, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 290.37zaDZ ★★
estimate 80,2420 1946, 20 Pf. Blue, horizontal unperforated, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 150.38yaUw ★★
estimate 50,2421 1946, 20 Pf. Blackish gray ultramarine (field 54) in
the strip of four with 3 x Michel number 38 ya, mint never
hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp
38yc ★★
estimate 200,2422 1946, 20 Pf. Blackish gray ultramarine, mint never
hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 500.38yc ★★
estimate 180,2423 1946, 30 Pf. Vivid bluish green, thin paper, in the
corner margin block of four, printers mark on the stamp,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp
39zaDZ ★★
estimate 70,2424 1946, 30 Pf. Dark opal green, thin paper, mint never
hinged, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 1500.39zb ★★
estimate 450,2425 1946, 30 Pf. Dark opal green, thin paper, rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 750.39zb ★
estimate 260,2426 1946, 30 Pf. Dark opal green, thin paper,
unperforated, rest of hinge, superb, RR! Expertized Thom
and Kramp, Michel (2500.-)
39zbU ★
estimate 450,2427 1946, 40 Pf. Violet purple in the block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 400.40yb ★★
estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2428 1946, 40 Pf. Violet purple, upper margin copy, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (100.-)
40yb ★★
estimate 35,2429 1946, 40 Pf. Violet purple, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 100.40yb ★★
estimate 30,2430 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf., 6 unused cards: P 5 a,
b, P 6 (3 various boxes) and P 7, superb
P 5-7
estimate 25,2431 Postal stationery: 1946, 6 Pf. Black with 6 Pf. First
issue of stamps for Germany after WW II. From
"ECKERNFÖRDE" to Leuftenberg, superb
P7
estimate 40,2432 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf. Blue-green with 6 Pf.
"I. Control issue" from "JESSNITZ / ANH. " to Kiel,
superb
P 6c
estimate 40,2433 Extensive lot sheet and parts of sheets
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania with lots of better
values: among others Michel number 18 d 20 time in the
part sheet, all signed Kramp, Michel number 32 xb in the
part sheet to 25 values, all signed Kramp, Michel number
33 xb Us, vertical unperforated, 66 pieces in the part sheet,
Michel number 36 zb in the part sheet to 48 pieces, all
signed Kramp, Michel number 37 yc ** in the complete
sheets (100), each stamp signed Kramp, apart from a few
exceptions is all in mint never hinged superb condition.
The catalogue value by the Michel-Catalogue amounts
without calculation of the numerous plate flaw, varieties,
printers mark, and so on of € 135 000.-. A exact listing we
send as desired gladly to. A very interesting object - to a
favorable starting price - for special collector, dealer or
contributor of capital
★★
estimate 16.000,-
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2441 "Yew cane", 30 Pf. On money order, superb
AP 794I
estimate Gebot
2442 "LÖSSNITZ", 12 Pf. Red on cover, stamp first on
the letter black, superb
AP 827I
estimate Gebot
2443 "RABENSTEIN paid", 12 Pf. On window envelope,
1 x folded, group 2, very fine
AP 827I
estimate Gebot

SOVIET ZONE SAXON PAINTINGS
2434 "AUE (SACHS. ) ", 2 x 6 Pf. On window envelope,
very fine
AP 785bI
estimate Gebot
2435 "mountains" (Constable country), 15 Pf. On piece,
scarce group 4! Superb
AP 789I
estimate Gebot
2436 "BERNBURG", 12 Pf. On window envelope, superb,
signed
AP 827I
estimate Gebot
2437 "CHEMNITZ 1", 8 Pf. On cover (pasted over on
cover without blackening from 8.12.44 from Klingenthal),
superb
AP 786I
estimate Gebot
2438 "CHEMNITZ 3", 12 Pf. On cover, very fine
AP 827I
estimate Gebot
2439 "CHEMNITZ 4", 5 Pf. On postcard, very fine,
expertizedSturm
AP 784I
estimate Gebot
2440 "CHEMNITZ 16", 6 Pf. On postcard, punched
otherwise superb, expertizedSturm
AP 785bI
estimate Gebot

SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
2444 1945, 12 Pf. Red "POTSCHTA", cancellation to
order, superb, signed, Michel 800.BIb
estimate 240,2445 1945, 12 Pf. Red "POTSCHTA" on cover,
cancellation to order, superb, signed, Michel 800.BIb
estimate 240,2446 1945, 12 Pf. Red "POTSCHTA" with variety "break
in the lower grid edge", superb piece of letter, RR! Photo
expertize Ströh, Michel (3200.-)
BIb PFIII
estimate 900,2447 1945, 6 Pf. Green black on small letter piece, superb,
R! ExpertizedSturm and photo expertize Ströh, Michel
3000.43Ac
estimate 1.000,2448 1945, 8 Pf. Bright gray violet with additional
franking on piece, superb, expertized Kunz
44c
estimate 30,2449 1945, "Coswig", perforated L 10, very fine set on
pieces, expertized Ströh, Michel 160.42-50DI
estimate 60,2450 1945, 8 Pf. Brown violet "Coswig", perforated L 10,
in the vertical pair, upper stamp with double perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kunz
44aDI ★★
estimate 50,2451 1945, 15 Pf. Dark brown yellow "Coswig" in a
horizontal pair (right stamp with variety 47 II) on
registered cover with additional franking, superb
47aDI
estimate 35,2452 1945, 25 Pf. "Coswig", perforated L 10, in the
vertical strip of three, middle stamp with horizontal double
perforation, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Kunz
49DI ★★
estimate 40,2453 1945, 5, 6 Pf. And 12 - 40 Pf. "Coswig" (Michel
number 42 / 3, 46-50 DIII), perforated L 11 ½, rest of
hinge, 7 superb items, expertized Kunz
DIII ★
estimate 50,2454 1945, 12 Pr. Red "Coswig", perforated L 11 ½, 2
values in colour shades, superb, expertized Kunz, Michel
70.46aDIII ,
estimate 25,2455 1945, 6 Pf. Black blue green rouletted 10 and
additional line perforation 11 "Coswig" in a horizontal pair
from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
1200.- signed Müller and photo expertize Ströh of a
former block of four
43BbII/DII ★★
estimate 380,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
2456 1945, 12 Pf. Red "Großröhrsdorf", vertical
perforated, stamp as usual separation defects otherwise
superb cover
46E
estimate 45,2457 1945, 20 Pf. Blackish blue gray "Großröhrsdorf",
vertical perforated, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 100.48cE
estimate 30,2458 1945, 20 Pf. Blackish blue gray "Klotzsche",
perforated L 10 3 / 4, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 300.48cF ★★
estimate 100,2459 1945, 25 Pf. "Klotzsche", right margin copy, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 250.49F ★★
estimate 90,2460 1945, "Loschwitz", very fine set, expertized Ströh,
Michel 120.42-50G
estimate 40,2461 1945, 6 Pf. Black yellow green "Loschwitz", full
centerpiece, in the block of four from the margin, superb
piece of letter, expertized Zierer and Ströh, Michel 320.43aGI
estimate 110,2462 1945, 15 Pf. Bright yellow ochre "Loschwitz", upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel (600.-)
47bG ★★
estimate 180,2463 1945, 12 Pf. Red "Pirna", superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 120.46aH
estimate 40,2464 1945, 20 Pf. "Seiffen", thin places otherwise superb,
R! Abridged certificate Kunz, Michel 1000.48L
estimate 200,2465 1945, 3 Pf. Black brown, triple impression, of it once
colour black, mint never hinged, superb, abridged
certificate Ströh, Michel 100.51atxDDDI ★★
estimate 35,2466 1945, 3 Pf. Gray brown in the block of four from
upper margin, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
among others Kunz, Michel (340.-)
51btx ★★
estimate 120,2467 1945, 3 Pf. Gray brown, double impression, mint
never hinged, superb, abridged certificate Ströh, Michel
300.51btxDD ★★
estimate 100,2468 1945, 3 Pf. "double impression" (black on black
brown), rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks, economy
gum, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
-.
51auyDDII ★★
estimate 250,2469 1946, 3 Pf. Brown in the pair on printed matter and 4
x on distance postcard, 2 documents with postmarks from
"Thuringia", very fine / superb
56
estimate 25,2470 1946, 3 Pf. Bright orange brown, always as printed
matters single franking on cover and card, superb
56a
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2471 1945, 3 Pf. Bright orange brown, unperforated, with
clear on the back offset, in the block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, abridged certificate Ströh, Michel 220.56aU ★★
estimate 80,2472 1945, 3 Pf. Brown with variety "chaplet over
centerpiece", in the block of four with normal stamps, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (60.-)
56I ★★
estimate 20,2473 1945, 5 Pf. Dark green on local postcard, superb
57a
estimate 35,2474 1945, 6 Pf. Gray violet, unperforated, in the corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized, Michel 200.58aU ★★
estimate 70,2475 1945, 8 Pf. Dark yellow orange, unperforated, in the
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, signed, Michel
(200.-)
59aU ★★
estimate 70,2476 1945, 8 Pf. Dark yellow orange, unperforated, in a
horizontal pair, mint never hinged, superb, expertized,
Michel 100.59aU ★★
estimate 35,2477 1946, 12 Pf. Orange red in the block of four from
upper margin, as well 2 x complete blank field, very fine,
abridged certificate Dr. Jasch, Michel (500.-)
60aL ★
estimate 90,SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2478 1945, 1 Pf. Blackish greenish blue, watermark 1 Y,
rest of hinge, superb, expertized Zierer and photo expertize
Dr. Jasch, Michel 1700.66Y ★
estimate 550,2479 1945, 6 Pf. Reddish gray violet, watermark 1 X, 63 x
in the part sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 378.69Xb ★★
estimate 30,2480 1945, 6 Pf. Gray violet, postmaster perforation L 11
½, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 100.69XAa
estimate 35,2481
1945,
1,
3
and
12
Pf.
Rouletted
"GROSSWUSTERWITZ", with 4 values additional
franking on properly franked registered cover with British
censorship stamp, superb, RR! Photo expertize Schulz
66/7,71XD
estimate 1.200,2482 1945, 10 Pf. Reddish brown with additional franking
on properly franked registered cover from "ZEITZ",
superb, abridged certificate Schulz
72
estimate 180,2483 1945, 10 Pf. Reddish brown with plate flaw "thin left
edging of the frame", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
70.72III ★★
estimate 20,2484 1945, 1 Pf. Blackish greenish blue, watermark 1 Y,
fluorescing gum, 34 x in the part sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 238.73Yy ★★
estimate 45,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2485 1945, 3 Pf. Yellow brown, watermark 1 Y, in the
block of eight as multiple franking on superb cover
74Y
estimate 30,2486 1945, 5 Pf. Olive green, watermark 1 Y, with 2 Pf.
Allied occupation on 5 Pf. Postal stationery postcard,
superb, expertized Schulz
75Ya,P 9
estimate 20,2487 1946, 12 Pf. Dark rose red, watermark 1 X, 7 x on
registered cover from "OSCHERSLEBEN", superb
79Xa
estimate 20,2488 1945, 15 Pf. Medium lilac carmine, watermark 1 X,
manufactured slight gum corrugation, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 280.80Xa ★★
estimate 75,2489 1945, 20 Pf. Pale blue, watermark 1 Y, in the sheet
(100), as well the varieties: 81 YI, 81 YII and 81 YIII,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1538.81Y ★★
estimate 220,2490 1945, 20 Pf. Pale blue, watermark 1 Y, 23 x in the
part sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 322.81Y ★★
estimate 65,2491 1945, 30 Pf. Brownish olive, watermark 1 X, with 12
Pf. Additional franking on properly franked registered
cover from "OSTERWIECK", very fine, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 500.83Xb
estimate 140,2492 1945, 40 Pf. Dark purple pink, watermark 1 X, 84 x,
upper part sheet from 80 piece as well a separated block of
four from lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, the
block of four expertized Schulz, Michel 2940.84Xa ★★
estimate 390,2493 1945, 40 Pf. Dark purple pink, watermark 1 X, in the
lower left corner margin block of four, as well plate flaw II
on field 92, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schulz
84Xa
★★
estimate 50,2494 1945, 40 Pf. Dark purple pink, watermark 1 X, in the
lower right corner margin block of four, as well plate flaw
I, mint never hinged, superb
84Xa
★★
estimate 50,2495 1945, 40 Pf. Dark purple pink, watermark 1 X, in the
block of four from the lower margin, as well plate flaw I,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schulz
84Xa
★★
estimate 45,2496 1945, 40 Pf. Dark purple pink, watermark 1 X, in the
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh
84Xa ★★
estimate 40,2497 1945, 40 Pf. Dark brownish purple, watermark 1 Y,
superb, abridged certificate Schulz, Michel 110.84Yc
estimate 40,2498 1945, 40 Pf. Dark brownish purple, watermark 1 Y,
with variety "image border at the bottom on the right
damaged", superb, abridged certificate Schulz, Michel
200.84YcII
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2499 1945, "land reform", extensive mint never hinged
sheet lot from always 22 complete sheet, also the plate
flaw Michel number 86 II and 86 V as well 12 x no. 85 V,
the plate flaw and accidents in printing are from specialist
large documented, interesting lot for the specialist!
85/6 ★★
estimate 350,2500 1945, 6 Pf. Green in the complete sheet (50), as well
field 40 with plate flaw "large colour spot under 19 from
1945", mint never hinged, superb
85wa ★★
estimate 25,2501 1945, 6 Pf. Vivid green in the complete sheet (50),
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1000.85wb ★★
estimate 200,2502 1945, 6 Pf. Vivid green in the vertical pair on cover
from "BELGEM", superb, abridged certificate Schulz
85wb
estimate 70,2503 1945, 6 Pf. Vivid green and 12 Pf. "reconstruction"
with plate flaw "patched hole in the bridges arch" and
additional franking on properly franked registered cover
with provisional registered label "Dresden 21", superb
85wb,88II
estimate 60,2504 1945, 6 Pf. Vivid green in a horizontal pair on
postcard from "AUDENHAIN", very fine (a little
blotched), abridged certificate Schulz
85wb
estimate 50,2505 1945, 6 Pf. Green, flat rising paper pattern of stripes
or streaks, in the complete sheet (50), as well field 40 with
plate flaw "large colour spot under 19 from 1945", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (1000.-)
85xa ★★
estimate 250,2506 1945, 12 Pf. Dark rose red in the complete A sheet
(50), as well field 37 with variety "core by Z from
country", mint never hinged, superb
86wa ★★
estimate 75,2507 1945, 12 Pf. "land reform" with variety "core by Z
from country", in the block of nine from the left lower
corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(150.-)
86II ★★
estimate 50,2508 1945, "land reform", four sides perforated, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 60.85/6waA
estimate 20,2509 1945, 6 Pf. Green, falling paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, four sides perforated, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 110.85yaA ★★
estimate 40,2510 1945, 12 Pf. Bright-purple-red, vertical perforated,
superb, expertized Schulz
86wbC ★
estimate 25,2511 1946, "reconstruction", perforated, in the sheet set
(70), with various plate flaws, mint never hinged, superb
87-89A ★★
estimate 45,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2512 "reconstruction", extensive mint never hinged sheet
lot from approximate 150 complete sheet, in addition to it
various parts of sheets with numerous plate flaws and
special feature, with large experience and corresponding
notations for the sheet research of the study group formed,
for the specialist!
87-89A/B ★★
estimate 500,2513 Special collection "sheet research reconstruction", in
total 123 documents, to plate flaws and field
determinations collected and with large experience
inscribed, very interesting object for the specialist!
87-89A/B
estimate 1.500,2514 "reconstruction", 10 covers with special features,
among others Michel number 88 BII, interesting superb lot
87-89A/B
estimate 150,2515 "reconstruction", extensive thick duplicate stock
book from a specialists formed, ordered by plates and
positions, with also many plate flaw, in total well over
1000 stamps, enormously rich, with also many augments,
must see!
87-89A/B ★ ★,
estimate 350,2516 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with variety
"hatching left besides 6 extensive missing", in the pair on
postcard coupon, superb, Michel 270.87AX
estimate 100,2517 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on cover from "REIDEBURG" to Switzerland, as
well the plate flaw Michel number 87 BIII and 88 BII,
superb
87-89B
estimate 150,2518 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on properly franked registered cover from
"MAGDEBURG", superb
87-89B
estimate 60,2519 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on properly franked registered cover from
"HALLE (SAALE) 1" with special cancel "building Halls
cultural sites", superb
87-89B
estimate 60,2520 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on registered cover from "HALLE (SAALE) 2",
as well the plate flaw Michel number 88 BVIII and 90
VIII, superb
87-89B
estimate 70,2521 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on properly franked registered cover from
"HALLE (SAALE) 5", superb
87-89B
estimate 60,2522 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, with additional
franking on properly franked local registered cover from
"HALLE (SAALE) 6", superb
87-89B
estimate 50,2523 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, with
variety "hatching left besides 6 extensive missing" (field
1), in the right upper corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, R! Michel 660.87BX ★★
estimate 200,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2524 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction" with plate flaw "right
foot of the second A in reconstruction at the bottom
broken" (field 5), perforated and unperforated, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items
88A/BIII ★★
estimate 30,2525 1946, 12 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, in the
complete D sheet (70) with plate flaw "hole in the bridges
arch" (field 18) and green colour bar in the right margin
besides field 30, right upper stamp affixed, sheet otherwise
mint never hinged, superb
88AI ★★
estimate 80,2526 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with plate
flaw "patched hole in the bridges arch", with additional
franking on registered cover from "FALKENBERG",
superb
88AII
estimate 40,2527 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with plate
flaw "right foot of the second A in reconstruction at the
bottom broken" (field 5), with normal stamp on multiple
franking letter (folded), superb
88AIII
estimate 35,2528 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with plate
flaw "colour line between the legs of the N in country as
well colour point right over 8" (field 11), in the block of
nine from the left upper corner, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (250.-)
88AIV ★★
estimate 90,2529 1946, 12 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, with
variety "patched hole in the bridges arch", with additional
franking on properly franked collector registered cover
from "HALLE", superb, R!
88BII
estimate 120,2530 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, in the
block of nine with plate flaw "colour point in the upper
stamp margin over large cloud" (field 10 and field 29),
mint never hinged, superb
88BIX ★★
estimate 90,2531 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, upper
margin copy, single franking on registered cover with
special cancel from "BENNECKENSTEIN (HARZ) ",
superb, Michel 200.89A
estimate 60,2532 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, lower
margin copy, single franking on registered cover from
"QUEDLINBURG", superb, Michel 200.89A
estimate 50,2533 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, 2 x as
multiple
franking
on
registered
cover
from
"SCHÖNWALDE", superb
89A
estimate 35,2534 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, in a
horizontal pair as multiple franking on registered cover
from "LEIPZIG" with US-censorship "Stuttgart", superb
89A
estimate 40,2535 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, in a
horizontal pair as multiple franking on registered cover
from "MAGDEBURG", superb, Michel 130.89A
estimate 35,-

SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2536 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with plate
flaw "P from country in the sheet damaged" (field 67) in
the complete sheet, mint never hinged, superb
89AV ★★
estimate 40,2537 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, left
margin copy with additional franking allied occupation
(no. 920 and 928) on registered cover from
MAGDEBURG", superb
89B
estimate 35,2538 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, with
plate flaw "break in strip light left under 2 in 42" (field 1),
in the upper left strip of four, mint never hinged, superb
89BII ★★
estimate 20,2539 1946, "land reform on cigarette paper", large mint
never hinged sheet collection of more than 200 complete
sheet in watermark 2 W and 2 X as well 9 sheet in
watermark 2 Y and 2 Z! Interesting lot for the specialist!
90/1 ★★
estimate 1.500,2540 1946, 6 Pf. "land reform on cigarette paper", left
unperforated with margin of sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, R! Michel 1500.90Ul ★★
estimate 550,2541 1946, "land reform on cigarette paper" with normal
state watermark in the sheet set (50), mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1000.90/1Z ★★
estimate 200,2542 1946, 6 Pf. "land reform" with plate flaw "only a
white spot in the acre (left besides farmer) ", with
additional franking on registered cover from
"ALLERINGERSLEBEN" with use up R label "Beendorf
over Helmstedt", superb
90II
estimate 40,SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2543 Extensive lot with more then 700 values, mostly to
colours and documents presorted in a box, some also
expertized, among others Michel number 98 AXp2 on
piece with photo certificate, treasure trove for the
specialist!
★ ★, , , ★
estimate 550,2544 1946, 3 Pf. Sienna, fully gum coating, yellowish gray
paper, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel 140.92AXbt ★★
estimate 50,2545 1945, 3 Pf. Orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.92AYz1U ★★
estimate 25,2546 1946, 3 Pf. Orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, left margin copy, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Herpichböhm
92AYz2U ★★
estimate 45,2547 1946, 3 Pf. Orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Herpichböhm, Michel 120.92AYz2U ★★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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2548 1946, 4 Pf. Bluish black gray, fully gum coating,
thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, printing on gum side and clearly offset, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (140.-)
93AXp1UG ★★
estimate 55,2549 1945, 4 Pf. Bluish black gray, economy gum, thick
paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel
(240.-)
93AYz1U ★★
estimate 80,2550 1946, 4 Pf. Bluish black gray, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, left margin copy, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (80.-)
93AYz2U ★★
estimate 30,2551 1945, 5 Pf. Yellowish green, fully gum coating,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel
200.94AXwU ★★
estimate 70,2552 1945, 5 Pf. Yellowish green and 8 Pf. Red orange in
the vertical tête-bêche pair with gutter, unperforated, as
usual slight fold trace in the gutter, mint never hinged,
superb, photo expertize Ströh, Michel 1300.94/6SKZU ★★
estimate 470,2553 1945, 6 Pf., 8 Pf. And 20 Pf. Perforated and
unperforated on properly franked cash on delivery
registered cover from "Eisenach" to Untermassfeld, superb
95/6,98A/B
estimate 75,2554 1946, 6 Pf. Dark green in the vertical tête-bêche pair
with gutter on philatelic letter from "ARNSTADT *k" to
Munich, superb, photo expertize Zierer
95A SKZ
estimate 500,2555 1945, 6 Pf. Dark green, fully gum coating, yellowish
gray paper, vertical unperforated, in the horizontal margin
pair, right stamp rest of hinge, yellow spot in the margin,
superb, abridged certificate Schulz, Michel 500.95AXatUs ★ ★, ★
estimate 120,2556 1945, 6 Pf. Blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, in the
block of six with right margin, as well field 38 with variety
95 IV, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schulz,
Michel 195.95AXbs ★★
estimate 60,2557 1945, 6 Pf. Blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, in the
corner margin block of four, as well field 99 with variety
XIII, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel
140.95AXbs ★★
estimate 45,2558 1945, 6 Pf. Blackish opal green, fully gum coating,
yellowish gray paper, unperforated, with 6 Pf. Additional
franking, superb piece of letter, expertized Ströh, Michel
(80.-)
95AXdtU
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2559 1945, 6 Pf. Blackish blueish green, economy gum,
yellowish gray paper, unperforated, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.95AYbyU ★★
estimate 90,2560 1945, 8 Pf. Red orange, fully gum coating, thick
paper,
unperforated,
special
cancel
"TAMBACH-DIETHARZ",
superb,
expertized
Herpichböhm, Michel (100.-)
96AXwU
estimate 40,2561 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel
240.97AXaqU ★★
estimate 85,2562 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating, gray
cardboard paper, unperforated, superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 120.97AXaqU
estimate 40,2563 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gum, in the block of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 160.97AXar ★★
estimate 60,2564 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gum, superb, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 100.97AXar
estimate 35,2565 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gum, very fine (small
perforation fault), abridged certificate Schulz, Michel
100.97AXar
estimate 20,2566 1945, 12 Pf. Carmine red, fully gum coating, fabric
paper, mint never hinged, superb, R! Expertized
Herpichböhm, Michel 550.97AXav ★★
estimate 190,2567 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red (dark brown red
luminous), yellowish gray paper, a missing tooth
otherwise superb, R! Expertized Ströh, Michel 400.97AXbat
estimate 90,2568 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red, fully gum coating,
thick paper, with clear offset, in the block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, abridged certificate Dr. Jasch,
Michel (240.-)
97AXbp1U ★★
estimate 90,2569 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red, fully gum coating,
thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, printing on gum side and clearly offset, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (140.-)
97AXbp1UG ★★
estimate 55,2570 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red, yellowish gray
paper, in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 480.97AXbt
★★
estimate 170,2571 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red, yellowish gray
paper, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
120.97AXbt ★★
estimate 40,-
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2572 1945, 12 Pf. Dark brownish red, economy gum,
yellowish gray paper, in the vertical pair, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel (60.-)
97AYby
estimate 20,2573 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian blue, perforated, fully gum
coating, thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, as usual perforated superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 250.98AXp1
estimate 80,2574 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian blue, perforated, fully gum
coating, thick paper and 30 Pf. Olive gray, unperforated,
economy gum, thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes
or streaks, on registered cover front from "APOLDA",
superb, expertized Schulz
98AXw,99BYaz2
estimate 50,2575 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian blue, unperforated, economy
gum, thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
in the horizontal strip of three from the margin with
addition-mixed franking on registered cover from
NEUHAUS a RENNWEG" to Kiel, stamp a little smudged
otherwise superb, expertized Herpichböhm
98BYz2
estimate 75,2576 1945, 30 Pf. Olive gray, unperforated, fully gum
coating, yellowish gray paper, on registered cover to Kiel
with additional franking from Plauen, foreign use from
"LANGENHESSEN",
superb,
R!
Expertized
Herpichböhm
99BXat
estimate 120,2577 1945, 30 Pf. Olive gray, unperforated, fully gum
coating, paper w, mint never hinged, superb, certificate
(copy) Ströh of a former block of four, Michel 160.99BXaw ★★
estimate 55,2578 1945, trial printing: 30 Pf. Dark olive green, mint
never hinged, superb, expertizedSturm, Michel 100.99V1 ★★
estimate 35,2579 1945, souvenir sheet "anti-fascist", white cardboard
paper, type II, superb, photo expertize Ströh, Michel
1100.Bl. 1xa
estimate 340,2580 1945, souvenir sheet "anti-fascist", white cardboard
paper, type VI, Michel number 100 in sienna light, mint
never hinged, superb, photo expertize Ströh, Michel 2100.Bl. 1xb ★★
estimate 680,2581 1945, souvenir sheet "Christmas", yellowish gray
paper, type IV, stamp "PÖSSNECK" on not properly
franked cover, very fine, photo expertize Ströh, Michel
3300.Bl. 2t
estimate 600,2582 1945, center piece "Christmas", yellowish gray
paper, on cover with postmark "ROTTENBACH", superb
103-06t
estimate 450,2583 1946, souvenir sheet pair "national theater", as usual
gum creases, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 115.Bl. 3A/B( ★), ★★
estimate 35,2584 1946, souvenir sheet pair "national theater", very
fine, Michel 300.Bl. 3A/B
estimate 75,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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2585 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater", unperforated,
with plate flaw "dot behind first E in the Goethe", superb,
Michel 180.Bl. 3APFIV (★)
estimate 50,2586 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater", rouletted,
manufactured paper wrinkle, superb, signed, Michel 220.Bl. 3B
estimate 60,2587 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater", rouletted,
Michel number 107 in brownish olive, rest of hinge, very
fine (small faults on the back), R! Photo expertize Ströh,
Michel 600.Bl. 3Bbya ★
estimate 150,2588 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 150,2589 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type I, mint never
hinged, corner crease otherwise superb, Michel 450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 100,2590 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type II, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 150,2591 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type III, insignificant
pin hole in the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
450.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 120,2592 1946, "reconstruction", as well 24 Pf. In reddish
brown, all with postmark "BAD FRANKENHAUSEN
KYFFHAUSEN", very fine set, expertized Schulz, Michel
101.112-15cy
estimate 30,2593 1946, 10 - 16 Pf. "reconstruction", thin paper, always
from the corner of the sheet, 3 mint never hinged superb
items, expertized Ströh / Jasch
112-14yy ★★
estimate 65,2594 1946, 10 - 16 Pf. "reconstruction", thin paper, 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 180.112-14yy ★★
estimate 60,2595 1945, 12 Pf. Dark orange "reconstruction" with
variety "dot in the E in Thuringia" (field 23), in a
horizontal pair with normal stamp, superb, expertized
Ströh
113ayII
estimate 20,2596 1946, 12 Pf. Red "reconstruction", with no. 112 y on
piece, very fine, expertized Schulz, Michel 312.113by
estimate 90,SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2597 1945, 6 Pf. Gray violet, watermark 1 X, block of six
and single stamp as multiple franking on registered cover,
superb
117Xa
estimate 35,2598 1945, 6 Pf. Dark red violet, watermark 1 X, 2 x on
long distance cover, scarce multiple franking, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch
117Xb
estimate 80,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2599 1945, 6 Pf. Gray violet, watermark 1 X, both
varieties, always in the of six respectively block of nine
from margin, mint never hinged, superb
117X I,II ★★
estimate 20,2600 1945, 8 Pf. Bright red orange, watermark 1 Y, single
franking on "commercial papers" from "ALTENBURG",
superb
118Y
estimate 50,2601 1945, 12 Pf. Bright carmine red, watermark 1 X, on
window envelope, with first day special cancel, superb
119X
estimate 30,2602 1945, 5 Pf. Blackish olive green, watermark 1 Y,
with additional franking on registered cover from
"BÖHLITZ Honor mountain", superb
116Y
estimate 45,2603 1945, 8 Pf. Bright red orange, watermark 1 Y, single
franking on local letter, superb
118Y
estimate 50,2604 1945, 12 Pf. Bright carmine red, watermark 1 Y,
with addition-mixed franking on registered cover from
"ALTENBURG (Thür) ", superb, expertized Herpichböhm
119Y
estimate 35,2605 1945, 12 Pf. Bright carmine red, watermark 1 Y, on
long distance cover, superb
119Y
estimate 30,2606 1945, "Mügeln", perforated L 11 ½, watermark 1 X,
in vertical pairs from sheet upper margin, there without
horizontal perforation! The 6 Pf. Stamp with horizontal
double perforation between 1. And 2. Stamps row, superb,
RR! Photo expertize Dr. Jasch, Michel - . !
116-19AXUo
estimate 750,2607 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11 ¼-11 ½,
watermark 1 X, always with unperforated margin, very
fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh / Dr. Jasch
116-19BX ★★
estimate 75,2608 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11 ¼-11 ½,
watermark 1 X, very fine set mint never hinged, expertized
Ströh / Dr. Jasch, Michel 170.116-19BX ★★
estimate 50,2609 1945, 6 Pf. Gray violet "Roßwein", perforated L 11
¼-11 ½, watermark 1 X, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
130.117BaX
estimate 50,2610 1945, 6 - 12 Pf. "Roßwein", perforated L 11 ¼-11 ½,
watermark 1 X, 3 superb items, expertized Ströh / Dr.
Jasch, Michel 120.117-19BX ★★
estimate 30,2611 1945, 5 Pf. "Roßwein", rouletted 10, watermark 1 Y,
rest of hinge, superb, expertized Zierer
116CY ★
estimate 20,2612 1945, "Roßwein", rouletted 16, watermark 1 X, very
fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh, Michel 100.116-19DX ★★
estimate 35,2613 1945, "numeral", 5 horizontal se-tenants complete,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 680.W Zd 3-7 ★★
estimate 240,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2614 1945, numeral "6 + Z + Z + 12", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.SK Zd 2 ★★
estimate 20,2615 1945, "experimental perforation" from lower margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh, Michel
80.120-23X ★★
estimate 30,2616 1945, "experimental perforation", very fine set from
lower margin, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 190.120-23X
estimate 65,2617 1945, 6 Pf. "experimental perforation" in the lower
left corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Ströh, Michel (88.-)
121X ★★
estimate 30,2618 1945, 6 Pf. "experimental perforation" in the vertical
pair as multiple franking, right small perforation fault,
very fine, R! Expertized Dr. Jasch
121X
estimate 120,2619 1945, 8 (2 x) and 12 Pf. "experimental perforation",
3 superb items, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 135.122/3X
estimate 40,2620 1945, 12 Pf. "experimental perforation" in the part
sheet from 70 piece, as well 2 x plate flaw no. 123 I, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1576.123X ★★
estimate 280,2621 1945, experimental perforation "6 + Z + Z + 12",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.SK Zd 6 ★★
estimate 20,2622 1945, "sample exhibition", watermark 1 X, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 70.124/5X ★★
estimate 25,2623 1945, "sample exhibition", watermark 1 Y, in the
complete sheet set (100) with all plate flaws, among others
Michel number 125 III, mint never hinged, superb
124/5Y ★★
estimate 120,2624 1948, 3 Pf. Orange brown, watermark 1 Y, block of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 120.126Yd ★★
estimate 40,2625 1945, 4 Pf. Black gray blue and blue-grey,
watermark 1 Y, with plate flaws always in the sheet (100),
horizontal folded, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(250.-)
127Ya,b ★★
estimate 50,2626 1945, 8 Pf. Bright orange, watermark 1 X, in the
sheet (100), as well the varieties 130 I and 130 II, mint
never hinged, superb
130X ★★
estimate 20,2627 1945, 10 Pf. Grey and 15 Pf. Bright brown carmine,
watermark 1 X, with additional franking on registered
cover (on the back flap is absent), superb, expertized Dr.
Jasch
131Xa,133Xb
estimate 25,2628 1945, 12 Pf. Red, watermark 1 X, in the sheet (100),
upper margin not perforated throughout, mint never
hinged, superb
132X ★★
estimate 40,-
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2629 1945, 15 Pf. Bright brown carmine, watermark 1 X,
in the vertical pair with additional franking on registered
cover, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
133Xb
estimate 35,2630 1945, 20 Pf. Blue, watermark 1 X, in the sheet (100),
as well variety 134 II (field 79), mint never hinged, superb
134Xw ★★
estimate 20,2631 1945, 20 Pf. Medium blue and 30 Pf. Olive,
watermark 1 Y, always in the sheet (100), centered
separated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
134/5Y ★★
estimate 35,2632 1945, 20 Pf. Blue, watermark 1 Y, in the sheet (100),
field 79 with variety "white spot between P from penny
and first E in German", mint never hinged, superb
134YII ★★
estimate 35,2633 1945, 30 Pf. Brownish olive, watermark 1 X, in the
block of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1000.135Xa ★★
estimate 240,2634 1945, 30 Pf. Brownish olive, watermark 1 X, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 250.135Xa ★★
estimate 60,2635 1945, 30 Pf. Brownish olive, watermark 1 Y, in the
sheet (100), upper margin not perforated throughout, mint
never hinged, superb
135Ya ★★
estimate 30,2636 1945, 40 Pf. Lilac, watermark 1 X, with variety "0
the indication of value 40 broken out" and "right margin
broken", always in the block of six with normal stamps,
mint never hinged, superb
136XaI,II ★★
estimate 20,2637 1945, 40 Pf. Bright red lilac, watermark 1 X, in the
block of four from upper margin, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1280.136Xc ★★
estimate 380,2638 1945, 40 Pf. Bright red lilac, watermark 1 X, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 320.136Xc ★★
estimate 90,2639 1945, 40 Pf. Bright red lilac, watermark 1 X, mint
never hinged, as usual perforated superb, expertized Dr.
Jasch, Michel 320.136Xc ★★
estimate 75,2640 1946, 40 Pf. Lilac, watermark 1 X, chalky paper, in
the sheet (100) with varieties 136 I and 136 II, mint never
hinged, superb
136Xza ★★
estimate 90,2641 1945, 40 Pf. Lilac, watermark 1 Y, in the sheet, as
well plate flaw Michel number 136 I (field 72), mint never
hinged, superb (sheet centered separated)
136Ya ★★
estimate 180,2642 1945, 60 Pf. Brown carmine, watermark 1 X, in the
sheet (100), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.137Xa ★★
estimate 70,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com
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2643 1945, 60 Pf. Brown carmine, watermark 1 X, with
additional franking (among others no. 156, 158 and 161 X)
on registered cover, superb
137Xa
estimate 30,2644 1945, 5 + 6, 5 + 12 and 6 + 8 "numeral" on properly
franked registered cover, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch,
Michel 280.WZd 14,SZd 4/5
estimate 100,2645 1946, 3 Pf. "people solidarity" with variety "O in
post right above open", with additional franking on
registered cover, superb
138IV
estimate 30,2646 1946, 12 Pf. "people solidarity" with variety
"Volksnor in lieu of peoples distress", with additional
franking on registered cover, superb
144I
estimate 35,2647 1946, "farewell series", watermark 1 X, 3 Pf.
Manufactured calender creases, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 450.150-55X ★★
estimate 120,2648 1946, 6 Pf. Violet, watermark 1 X, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 75.153Xa ★★
estimate 20,2649 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", watermark, 1 Y, with
variety "snow on tower", in a horizontal pair with normal
stamp, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel (220.-)
155YI ★★
estimate 75,2650 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", watermark 1 Y, with
variety "sheet of the D from German damaged", in a
horizontal pair with normal stamp, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (80.-)
155YII ★★
estimate 30,2651 1946, 5 Pf. Blackish olive green with variety "break
in the right building" with additional franking on properly
franked registered cover from "OBERRÖBLINGEN on
the lake", British censorship, very fine
158II
estimate 70,2652 1946, "Leipzig fairground", unperforated, watermark
1 Y, in the complete sheet set (50), mint never hinged,
superb, R! Michel (without varieties) : 2250.162-65BY ★★
estimate 750,2653 1946, "Leipzig fairground", unperforated, watermark
1 Y, in block of four, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.162-65BY ★★
estimate 65,2654 1946, 84 Pf. Blackish emerald green, perforated,
watermark 1 X, single franking on registered cover,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
165AXa
estimate 20,2655 1946, 84 Pf. Blackish yellow emerald-green,
perforated, watermark 1 X, in the sheet (50), mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 650.165AXb ★★
estimate 130,2656 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fairground",
watermark 1 X, type III, special cancel, superb, Michel
350.Bl. 5Xa
estimate 130,-
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2657 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fairground",
watermark 1 Y, special cancel, very fine, expertized Dr.
Jasch, Michel 350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 90,2658 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fairground",
watermark 1 Y, type IV, special cancel, superb, Michel
350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 130,2659 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fairground",
watermark 1 Y, type VIII, special cancel, superb, Michel
350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 130,2660 1946, large souvenir sheet "Leipzig fairground",
watermark 1 X, type I, with protective cover, superb,
Michel (500.-)
Bl. 5SX (★)
estimate 170,2661 1945, 5 Pf. Green on local postcard, stamp
"LEIPZIG people solidarity against peoples distress", very
fine, Michel 200.P 16
estimate 60,2662 Lot of over 100 documents, almost only commercial
mail, treasure trove, inspect!
estimate 150,SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
2663 "14 Dresden" on 15 Pf. Sienna in the vertical pair,
superb, expertized Dr. Böheim
171II
estimate 35,2664 "37 Schwerin country" on 20 Pf. Blue, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Songs
173VIII ★★
estimate Gebot
2665 1948, 40 Pf. Dark rose lilac, single franking on Cash
on Delivery card, very fine
193
estimate 65,2666 1948, 60 Pf. Carmine, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Paul, Michel 80.195a ★★
estimate 20,2667 1948, 60 Pf. Carmine, superb piece of letter,
abridged certificate Dr. Ruscher, Michel (180.-)
195a
estimate 60,2668 1948, 6 Pf. Bright gray violet, overprint once normal
additional blind embossed overprint, in the block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Paul, Michel (200.-)
201wbzDDII ★★
estimate 75,2669 1948, 12 Pf. Medium carmine red, overprint once
normal and additional blind printing, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Paul, Michel 100.204wazDDII ★★
estimate 35,2670 1948, 30 Pf. Gray olive, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Paul, Michel 100.208b ★★
estimate 35,2671 1948, 84 Pf. Dark opal green, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Paul, Michel 70.211b ★★
estimate 25,2672 1948, 14 covers "personalities" with different
frankings, mostly superb condition
aus 213-26
estimate 35,-
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2673 1948, 8 Pf. Blackish brownish red "Marx", vertical
bark gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.214ay ★★
estimate 30,2674 1948, 10 Pf. Dark bluish green "Bebel", vertical bark
gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.215ay ★★
estimate 35,2675 1948, 16 Pf. Prussian blue "Virchow", vertical bark
gum, in the lower right corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
218ay ★★
estimate 150,2676 1948, 40 Pf. Lilac purple "Captain" in the horizontal
strip of three, strong with defective or badly placed
perforation, with RL 1, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schönherr
223aRL1 ★★
estimate 80,2677 1948, 60 Pf. Dark gray green "Hegel" in the block of
four from the margin with border bar, mint never hinged,
superb
225b ★★
estimate 25,2678 1949, 24 Pf. "3. People congress", overprint type I,
with printers mark in the block of four from the left lower
corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(70.-)
233IDZ ★★
estimate 25,2679 1949, 24 Pf. "3. People congress", overprint type II,
with print shop imprint "M 301 / Z 4742" in the block of
four from of the right lower corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (90.-)
233IIDV2 ★★
estimate 35,2680 1949, 24 Pf. "3. People congress", overprint type I,
with printers mark, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.233IDZ ★★
estimate 20,2681 1949, "Goethe", on face rest of hinges in the margin,
stamps mint never hinged, very fine set, Michel 130.234-38DV ★★
estimate Gebot
2682 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", 10 x, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 2200.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 440,2683 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", 5 x, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1100.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 220,2684 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 220.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 60,2685 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", rest of hinge in the
upper margin, stamp mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.Bl. 6 ★
estimate 45,2686 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", special cancel
"WEIMAR", superb, Michel 300.Bl. 6
estimate 90,SOVIET ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2687 1948 / 50, "Soviet Zone machines overprint", 55
mostly different documents, a few better, mainly superb
condition, treasure trove!
182-97
estimate 80,-
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2688 1948, 135 parcel card sections "personalities",
treasure trove! Inspect!
aus 212-27
estimate 50,2689 Interesting block of four collection Soviet Zone,
without Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, mostly smaller
values, in total 265 block of four, also various plate flaw
and a few special feature, mint never hinged, superb,
inspect!
★★
estimate 280,2690 Mint collection Soviet zone with some special
feature,
Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania
well
represented, in total over 600 stamps, partly a little having
mould stains, inspect!
★
estimate 150,2691 Small unused part of a collection with useful issues,
superb, Michel more then 700.★
estimate 90,2692 Extensive mainly mint collection Soviet areas
occupied by the enemy with various middle issues, almost
only superb, treasure trove!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 80,2693 1945-53, 18 various unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition, Michel 200.aus P 1-35
estimate 45,DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
2694 1951, 50 Pf. "Universal Postal Union", single
franking from "Erford" to Switzerland, very fine, Michel
65.242
estimate Gebot
2695 1950, "Pieck", watermark 1, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.251-55 ★★
estimate 40,2696 1950, "Bach" and "DEBRIA", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 105.256-60 ★★
estimate 30,2697 1950, "academy of sciences", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.261-70 ★★
estimate 40,2698 1950, "academy of sciences", very fine set
261-70
estimate 30,2699 1950, "academy of sciences" with both 12 Pf.
Stamps, very fine set (11 values)
261-70a,b
estimate 40,2700 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 160.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 40,2701 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", date stamp, superb,
Michel 170.Bl. 7
estimate 50,2702 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", three-coloured special
cancel, superb, Michel 160.Bl. 7
estimate 40,2703 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria" with variety "slanting
white line over 1 in the date", as usual gum, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 500.Bl. 7III ★★
estimate 150,-
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2704 1950, souvenir sheet "DEBRIA" with variety
"slanting white line over 1 in the date", rest of hinge,
superb
Bl. 7III ★
estimate 45,2705 1950 / 1, 13 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
146.273-85 ★★
estimate 40,2706 1950 / 1, 10 superb items
276-85
estimate 25,2707 1951, "spring fair" and "German-Polish friendship",
2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 72.282-85 ★★
estimate 20,2708 1951, "Chinese", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 320.286-88 ★★
estimate 100,2709 1951, "Chinese", very fine set
286-88
estimate 35,2710 1951, 50 Pf. "Chinese" with first day postmark,
superb
288
estimate 20,2711 1952 / 3, "Pieck", watermark 2, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 130.322-26 ★★
estimate 40,2712 1952, 24 Pf. Blackish red orange "Pieck", ordinary
paper, watermark 2 XII, in the block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 280.324zaXII
★★
estimate 80,2713 1952 / 3, "personalities", watermark 2, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 400.327-41 ★★
estimate 130,2714 1952 / 3, "personalities", watermark 2, cancellation
to order, as usual perforated very fine set, Michel 450.327-41
estimate 100,2715 1952, 6 Pf. "Captain", ordinary paper, very fine
MNH, expertized Schönherr, Michel 100.328z ★★
estimate 30,2716 1953, 15 Pf. Dark brown "Hegel", coated paper,
watermark 2 XII, very fine, expertized Schönherr, Michel
100.331vaXII
estimate 25,2717 1953, 30 Pf. Red "Engels", coated paper, watermark
2 XII, in the sheet (100), centered a little separated, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 2500.335vaXII ★★
estimate 290,2718 1952, 30 Pf. Red "Engels", ordinary paper, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 110.335z ★★
estimate 40,2719 1952 / 3, 60 Pf. "Hegel" and 80 Pf. "Thälmann", both
watermark 2 XII, 2 superb items, expertized Schönherr,
Michel 78.338z,340XII
estimate 20,2720 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "spot at the
chin and line at the Collar" (field 23) in the block of nine
from the left upper corner, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (134.-)
339PFIII ★★
estimate 35,-
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2721 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "T from
post right spiky and white border line right narrows" (field
62) in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 124.339PFIV ★★
estimate 35,2722 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", coated paper, watermark 2
XI, in the sheet (100), as well 2 x plate flaw 339 PFIII
(field 23 and 73) and 339 PFIV (field 62), horizontal a
little separated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1016.339vaXI ★★
estimate 150,2723 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", coated paper, watermark 2
XI, 234 x in parts of sheets, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1872.339vaXI ★★
estimate 130,2724 1953, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", ordinary paper, watermark
2 XII, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 60.339zXII
estimate 20,2725 1953, "five year plan", offset printing, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 150.362-79 ★★
estimate 45,2726 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet" (4), all watermarked 2
YI, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 8/9A/BYI ★★
estimate 130,2727 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet", perforated, watermark
2 YI, special cancel, superb, expertized King, Michel 150.Bl. 8AYI
estimate 40,2728 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet", unperforated,
watermark 2 YI, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel
220.Bl. 8BYI
estimate 70,2729 1953, "five year plan", typography, watermark 2,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 250.405-22 ★★
estimate 80,2730 1954, 24 Pf. "Fitz Reuter" with variety "Hair top of
the head retouches" (field 49), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.430I ★★
estimate 65,2731 1954, souvenir sheet "postage stamps exhibition"
with variety "dot over right upper Block enclosure
ornament", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 350.Bl. 10III ★★
estimate 100,2732 1954, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", watermark
2 XI, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.Bl. 10XI ★★
estimate 45,2733 1955, 10 Pf. "World Federation of Trade Unions"
with variety "white spot at of the right collar point", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.452I ★★
estimate 40,2734 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "face
with 2 warts", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.Bl. 12II ★★
estimate 90,2735 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "remoter
base line by J", both watermark, 2 mint never hinged
superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 12IV/XI,II ★★
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2736 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "remoter
base line by J", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 12IV ★★
estimate 20,2737 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "remoter
base line by J", special cancel, superb, Michel 80.Bl. 12IV
estimate 25,2738 1955 souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety "remoter
base line by J", additional horizontal line through design of
the stamp underneath the nose", first day special cancel,
superb, Michel 450.Bl. 12IX
estimate 130,2739 1955, 60 Pf. "rose Luxembourg", watermark 2 XI,
superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 60.478XI
estimate 20,2740 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 20,2741 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", date stamp, superb,
expertized King, Michel 180.Bl. 13
estimate 55,2742 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", special cancel "5.
Congress for German-Soviet friendship", superb, Michel
250.Bl. 13
estimate 85,2743 1957, 2 DM "Pieck", watermark 3 X, in the sheet
(50) with printers mark, sheet stamping, superb
623
estimate Gebot
2744 1958, souvenir sheet "Buchenwald", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 20,2745 1958, souvenir sheet "Buchenwald", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel 130.Bl. 15
estimate 35,2746 1962, "Dimitrow", all 6 se-tenants complete (W Zd
28-33), superb
893/4
estimate 90,2747 1962, "world space flights" (S Zd 40-43), date stamp,
4 superb items, Michel 90.926-33
estimate 20,2748 1962, "world space flights" in the miniature sheet,
date stamp, superb, Michel 90.926-33KB
estimate 25,2749 1964, "Leipzig spring fair", all 16 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 118-125 and S Zd 44-51) and 4 block of
four in different order, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
300.1012/3 ★★
estimate 75,2750 1964, "Leipzig spring fair", all 16 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 118-125 and S Zd 44-51), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 200.1012/3 ★★
estimate 60,2751 1964, "summer Olympic Games" in the block of six
on air mail letter in the Sudan, superb
1039-44
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2752 1964, "summer Olympic Games", all 24 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 126-37 and S Zd 52-63), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 320.1039-44 ★★
estimate 85,2753 1964, souvenir sheet "15 years German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany)", superb, Michel 65.Bl. 19 (★)
estimate 20,2754 1964, "traditional costumes", all 24 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 144-155 and S Zd 64-75), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 650.1074-79 ★★
estimate 190,2755 1964, "traditional costumes", all 24 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 144-55 and S Zd 64-75), superb
1074-79
estimate 110,2756 1968, "75 years meteorological Head observatory",
unperforated strip of three, mint never hinged, superb
1343-45U ★★
estimate 40,2757 1978, "circus arts" in the complete se-tenant sheet
with first day special cancel, superb, Michel 150.2364-67KB
estimate 30,2758 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 110.2364-67 ★★
estimate 30,2759 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), superb, Michel 210.2364-67
estimate 60,2760 1979, "Meissner porcelain", in 2 se-tenant sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 110.2464-71I KB ★★
estimate 25,2761 1979, "Meissener porcelain", all 32 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 423-38 and S Zd 183-98), superb
2464-71
estimate 40,2762 1980 / 1, 5 Pf. - 3 M. "construction in of the German
Demokratic Republik", small sizes uncirculated Tdr, 15
values complete in the sheet set, with sheet cancellation
"BERLIN ZPF 1981", superb condition, Michel 670.(without consideration for RWZ, printers mark, form
numbers, dates of printing and so on)
a.2483-2650
estimate Gebot
2763 1985, "circus arts" in the complete se-tenant sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.2983-86KB ★★
estimate 20,2764 1985, "circus arts" in the complete se-tenant sheet,
first day postmark, superb, Michel 200.2983-86KB
estimate 50,2765 1985, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
645-52 and S Zd 292-99), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 95.2983-86 ★★
estimate 20,2766 1989, "stamp exhibition", always in the complete
se-tenant sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 125.3265/6 ★★
estimate 20,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind
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2767 1990, "International year of the alphabetisation", 13
sheet, always 1 x with shortened overprint bar, mint never
hinged, almost only superb
3353 ★★
estimate 70,-
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2783 1954, 10 Pf. Bluish green, type II, watermark 2 XII,
rest of hinge, superb
D 19IIXII ★
estimate 30,2784 1954, 15 Pf. Black gray violet, type II, watermark 2
XI, on piece, stamp with defects, Michel 180.GDR (EAST GERMANY) CONTRIBUTION STAMPS
2768 1972 / 3, 1 M. "donation stamps", mint never hinged D 21IIXI
estimate 25,and on 5 documents (3 x no. 1 and 2 x no. 2), superb, 2785 1954, 50 Pf. Dark purple, watermark 2 XI, in the
Michel 150.sheet (100) with printers mark, mint never hinged, superb,
1/2 ★ ★,
estimate 40,- Michel 1500.D 26XI ★★
estimate 100,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
2769 1984, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 2786 1954, 70 Pf. Sienna in the sheet (100), as well plate
100.flaw 27 PFI, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 332.J 1 ★★
estimate 20,- D 27 ★★
estimate 25,2770 1985, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 2787 1956, 20 Pf. Black yellow olive, granite paper, type
80.II, watermark 2 XI, rest of hinge, superb
J 2 ★★
estimate 20,- D 32IIXI ★
estimate 55,2771 1986, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 2788 1957 / 8, 5 - 40 Pf., watermark 3, 10 sheet (100) with
100.different printing house-notes, among others with no. 38
J 3 ★★
estimate 25,- printers mark 1 and printers mark 2, a few separated, mint
2772 1989, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel never hinged, very fine / superb, Michel 740.D 34-39 ★★
estimate 100,170.J 6 ★★
estimate 40,- 2789 1957-60, 37 different documents, as well printed
2773 1990, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel matters, Business postal service, affidavit of service,
special delivery and registered mail, mostly superb
130.condition
J 7 ★★
estimate 30,D 34-39
estimate 50,GERMAN DEMOKRATIC REPUBLIK (EAST GERMANY)2790
FIRST
DAY
YEAR
COLLECTION
1958,
70 SHEET
Pf. Reddish
brown,
watermark 3, window
2774 1985-90, all 6 annual collections complete, the envelope, registered cover, superb
slipcase partly a little pushed, the collections all superb,
D 41
estimate 40,Michel 1110.Js 1-6
estimate 90,- 2791 1958, 70 Pf. Reddish brown, watermark 3 Y, fabric
paper, superb, expertized King, Michel 80.EAST GERMANY OFFICIAL STAMPS A
D 41yAY
estimate 25,2775 1955, 84 Pf. Bright red brown with 6 Pf. Additional
2792 1958, 70 Pf. Reddish brown, watermark 3 Y, fabric
franking on registered cover, superb
D 2,17
estimate 40,- paper, superb piece of letter, expertized King, Michel 80.D 41yAY
estimate 25,2776 1955, 84 Pf. Bright red brown with 10 Pf. Additional
2793
Forerunner:
1948
approximate
1956,
interesting
lot
franking on registered cover, superb
D 4,17
estimate 30,- of over 100 documents "authorities postal service",
treasure trove, inspect!
2777 1954, 12 Pf. Cobalt blue, 3 x as multiple franking on
estimate 250,cover from 23.10. And 2 x on document from 8.10, almost
2794 1954-57, extensive, mainly cancelled duplicate lot,
only superb
D5
estimate 40,- partly in parts of sheets, mostly superb condition, treasure
trove!
2778 1954, 15 Pf. Blackish violet with variety "without
, ★ ★, ★,( ★)
estimate 100,imprinted stamp", unperforated, superb, Michel 250.G.D.R.
(EAST
GERMANY)
OFFICIAL
STAMPS
B
D 6NFU (★)
estimate 90,2795 1956, 70 Pf. Blackish gray, single franking on large
2779 1954, 25 Pf. Black opal green in the sheet (100), packet coupon, normal perforation, superb, R!
watermark upright, partly separated, superb, Michel 800.D 5XI
estimate 120,D 10Y
estimate 100,2796 1956, 70 Pf. Mid violet purple / black in the sheet
2780 1954, 48 Pf. Violet purple, single franking on cover (50) with "invalid" postmarks, field 39 with variety, with
to Berlin, superb
printers mark and field 50 with at the bottom attached
D 13
estimate 25,- blank field (9 L Michel - .), superb
2781 1954, 5 Pf. Emerald green, type II, watermark 2 XII, D 9
estimate 50,mint never hinged, superb, expertized Jahn, Michel 250.2797 1956, 70 Pf. Medium violet purple / black in the
D 18IIXII ★★
estimate 90,- sheet (50) with "invalid" postmarks as well printers mark
2782 1954, 10 Pf. Bluish green, type II, watermark 2 XII, and variety 9 I, superb
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Jahn, Michel 250.D9
estimate 25,D 19IIXII ★★
estimate 90,-
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2798 1956, 70 Pf. Medium violet purple / black in the
complete sheet (50) with "invalid" postmarks as well
printers mark and variety 9 I, at the bottom with 5 vertical
blank fields, superb, Michel - .
D 9L
estimate 50,2799 1956, 70 Pf. Mid violet purple / black in the 16er sheet with "invalid" stamp and 3 x Michel number 9 L
(Michel - .), as well field 39 with variety, with printers
mark, superb
D 9L
estimate Gebot
2800 Not issued: 1957, 20 Pf. Medium violet purple in the
sheet (50) with "invalid" postmarks, with printers mark,
superb, Michel 136.D II
estimate Gebot
2801 1958, 10 Pf. Violet ultramarine / brown red, letter G,
with variety "two lubbers over left value bar", superb,
Michel 70.D 20IIG
estimate Gebot
2802 1959, 115 various cancelled "denomination value for
the ZKD", almost only superb condition, Michel 1215.D 24/5 ,
estimate 240,2803 1959, 10 Pf. Bright gray blue / black, letter V,
wavy-line cancel, very fine, expertized Weigelt, Michel
75.D 26V
estimate Gebot
2804 1959, 10 Pf. Bright gray blue / dark brownish red /
black, letter V, superb, expertized Weigelt, Michel 150.D 28V
estimate 50,2805 1960, not issued: 10 Pf. Medium blue / black /
vermilion and 20 Pf. Bright brown violet / dark vermilion /
black, stamp "invalid", 2 superb items, Michel 120.D III,IV
estimate 40,2806 Almost only cancelled collection "value strip for the
ZKD" in violet ultramarine / brown red, with 181 values,
as well among others no. 20 C (3 x), 20 D (6 x), 20 K (7
x), almost only superb condition
D 20/1 , , ★★
estimate 380,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS D
2807 1965, 20 Pf. Brownish red / black, perforated 9 ½,
mint never hinged, as usual perforated superb, Michel
250.VD 1A ★★
estimate 75,2808 1965, 20 Pf. Brownish red / black, perforated 9 ½, on
local letter from "LEIPZIG 1", superb
VD 1A
estimate 30,2809 1965, 20 Pf. Brownish red / black, perforated 9 ½,
with variety "missing beard in the garland of corn top
right", on large-sized letter from "DRESDEN", 1 x folded,
very fine, Michel 150.VD 1I
estimate 40,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS E
2810 1965, 65 Pf. Bluish green on cover from
"BERLIN-KARLSHORST", very fine (stamp small tear)
), Michel 150.E1
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2811 Interesting collection "for mailings with affidavit of
service" with 16 values and 11 documents
E2
, ★ ★, ,
estimate 90,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) REGISTRATION STAMP
2812 1967, 50 Pf. Rose-carmine / black, perforated 12 ½,
thick paper, postcode "1092" on special delivery registered
cover to Hohenschönhausen, superb, Michel 100.1Cx
estimate 25,EAST GERMANY SE-TENANTS
2813 1955, stamp booklet "five year plan", watermark 2,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.MH 1.1 ★★
estimate 35,2814 1960, stamp booklet sheet "five year plan" with
variety "white wedge in the 5" (field 87), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel - .
MHB 7I ★★
estimate 65,2815 1960, stamp booklet sheet "five year plan", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 380.MHB 9 ★★
estimate 80,2816 1960-90, lot of 58 stamp booklet with some
duplicates, mint never hinged, almost only superb
condition, Michel 630.aus MH 3a-10 ★★
estimate 90,2817 1962, stamp booklet "Ulbricht", without sheet
counting number, right not perforated throughout, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 100.MH 4a2 ★★
estimate 25,2818 1972, stamp booklet "costumes", with corporate seal,
margin at the bottom not perforated throughout, mint
never hinged, 2. Stamp booklet pane above adhesion point
otherwise superb, Michel 90.MH 5II/2b ★★
estimate Gebot
2819 1972, 2 stamp booklet sheet "roses", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.MHB 14/15 A ★★
estimate 25,2820 1971, stamp booklet "posthorn", text red, posthorn
orange, mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel 800.SMHD 2a ★★
estimate 240,2821 1974, stamp booklet "fauna and Fora" in yellowish
green / black, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.SMHD 6ce ★★
estimate 30,2822 1982, stamp booklet "self-service - postal symbols",
6 various booklet (from, ac, ad, cb, cd, cf), mint never
hinged, mint never hinged, almost only superb, Michel
76.SMHD 11 ★★
estimate Gebot
2823 Cancelled collection se-tenants German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1959-90 on stock pages
with useful issues, superb collection, Michel more then
2500.estimate 350,GDR (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
2824 1954, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
423-Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GDR (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
2825 1955, complete year with 3 souvenir sheets, mint
never hinged, superb
447-509 ★★
estimate 60,2826 1956, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
510-58 ★★
estimate 25,2827 1963, complete year, superb
934-1003
estimate 20,2828 1964, complete year, superb
1004-Bl. 22
estimate 30,2829 1968-70, 3 complete years, superb
1335-Bl. 33
estimate 30,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) COLLECTIONS
2830 1963-68, in each case mint never hinged and used
complete in the as good as new Lindner - album with
mounts, superb
934-1433 ★ ★,
estimate 180,2831 1975-79, in each case mint never hinged and used
complete in the as good as new Lindner album with
mounts, in addition to it se-tenant sheet "circus arts" (mint
never hinged) and "Meissner porcelain" (used), superb
2012-2477 ★ ★,
estimate 120,2832 1985-87, in each case mint never hinged and used
complete in the as good as new Lindner album with
mounts, in addition to it se-tenant sheet "SOZPHILEX"
(used and mint never hinged) and "world space flight"
(used), superb
2920-3139 ★ ★,
estimate 90,2833 More then complete neat mint never hinged
collection German Demokratic Republik (East Germany)
from 1949-90 in 7 lighthouse hingeless album, with many
se-tenant, miniature sheet and so on, without official
stamps, superb collection
★★
estimate 850,2834 1949-90, mint never hinged complete collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) in 3
volumes, except for a few values of the first years (among
others souvenir sheet 7*) all in superb condition
★★
estimate 650,2835 Except for 2 cancelled values complete mint never
hinged collection German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany) from 1963-81 in 3 Lindner hingeless album,
superb condition
★★
estimate 180,2836 Almost complete collection se-tenants from 1984-90
with good middle issues in the Borek special album,
superb condition
aus 2864-3346 ★★
estimate 90,2837 Except for Michel number 342 / 3 and Marx souvenir
sheet complete mint never hinged collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1953-63 in the
Lindner album with mounts, mostly superb condition,
Michel more then 1300.★★
estimate 90,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!
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2838 More then complete cancelled collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1949-83 in 5
safe hingeless album, with various se-tenant and many
special feature, almost only superb condition
estimate 550,2839 From 1949-66 cancelled collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany), the Marx blocks
only perforated is existing, otherwise except for Michel
number 334 and 341 complete, almost only superb
condition
estimate 390,2840 Cancelled collection German Demokratic Republik
(East Germany) from 1949-60 in the safe album with
mounts, except for souvenir sheet 7, 8 / 9 A, B and no. 327
- 41 complete, almost only superb condition
estimate 200,2841 Cancelled part of a collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-55, except for
souvenir sheet 7, 8 / 9 and 13 as well Michel number
327-41 complete, very fine / superb
estimate 190,2842 Cancelled collection German Demokratic Republik
(East Germany) from 1953-62 in the stockbook, from
1955 in the number of a major listing almost complete, as
well a few better printing together and official stamps,
almost only superb condition
estimate 150,2843 1960-69, complete part of a collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany), almost only superb
condition
estimate 120,2844 Mainly mint collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-65 in the Borek
album, as well all Marx souvenir sheet used as well as
some official stamps, mostly superb condition
★, , ★ ★,
estimate 290,2845 1949-65, complete cancelled collection in 2 Lindner
hingeless album, additional a few interesting documents
and official stamps, superb condition
,
estimate 450,2846 1943-80, incompletely collection in 3 as good as new
KABE hingeless album, as well a little Soviet Zone,
superb
, ★★
estimate Gebot
G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) LOTS
2847 Extensive duplicate lot German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949 - 1956 with some
good values, sets and souvenir sheets, condition very fine /
superb, Michel more then 4500.★★
estimate 350,2848 1950, 12 Pf. - 2 DM "Pieck", interesting lot with
legitimate postmarks, very fine / superb
251-54
estimate 30,2849 1976 / 9, lot of 177 illustrated postal stationery
covers with interesting subjects, mostly athletics, unused,
superb condition
estimate 80,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2850 1958, 44 mostly various airmail documents, mainly
opening and special flight, superb
estimate 80,2851 1983-85, 46 mostly various airmail documents,
mainly opening and special flight, superb
estimate 70,2852 1961-63, 13 air mail letters in the Sudan with good
frankings, mostly superb
estimate 50,2853 1947-57, 17 different documents "authorities postal
service to West Germany", mostly superb condition
estimate 40,2854 1950-74, 25 different documents "authorities postal
service", mixed quality
estimate Gebot
2855 1963-67, lot of 44 mostly legitimate documents,
almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) POSTAL STATIONERY
2856 1950-1990, 150 mostly various postal stationery,
unused and used, as well a few better, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 600.a. P40/02-P 109/03
estimate 110,2857 1977-90 40 various unused postal stationery, as well
U 1-11 and P 93-109 complete, T 1 and so on, unused,
superb
a. P 82-109
estimate 30,BERLIN
2858 1948, 25 and 50 Pf. "black overprint", 2 superb
items, expertized Schlegel, Michel 90.10,13
estimate 25,2859 1948, 1 M. Bright brownish olive "black overprint",
rest of hinge, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 60.17a ★
estimate 20,2860 1948, 5 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 750.20
estimate 230,2861 1949, "red overprint", rest of hinge, very fine set,
expertized H. D. Schlegel, Michel 550.21-34 ★
estimate 160,2862 1949, 25 Pf. And 2 M. "red overprint", normal
perforation, 2 superb items, expertized Schlegel, Michel
335.27,34
estimate 80,2863 1949, 40 Pf. "red overprint", rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 400.29WOR ★★
estimate 100,2864 1949, 50 Pf. "red overprint", plate printing, upper
margin copy, not perforated throughout, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 400.30POR ★★
estimate 100,2865 1949, 1 M. "red overprint", mint never hinged,
superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 550.33 ★★
estimate 140,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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2866 1949, 1 M. "red overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 550.33
estimate 160,2867 1949, 1 M. "red overprint", very fine (trace of
creases), expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 550.33
estimate 90,2868 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 85,2869 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", normal perforation,
superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 75,2870 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", as usual perforated
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 70,2871 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", as usual perforated,
superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 60,2872 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", very fine (small thin and
trace of crease), expertized Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 40,2873 1949, "Stephan", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
220.35-41 ★
estimate 70,2874 1949, "Stephan", very fine set in normal perforation,
Michel 320.35-41
estimate 80,2875 1949, 24 Pf. "Stephan" with plate flaw "white spot
left outside at the Collar under the chin", normal
perforation, superb, Michel 100.37II
estimate 25,2876 1949, 50 Pf. "Stephan", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.38 ★★
estimate 45,2877 1949, 50 and 60 Pf. "Stephan", 2 superb items,
Michel 90.38/9
estimate 25,2878 1949, 60 Pf. "Stephan", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 220.39 ★★
estimate 55,2879 1949, 60 Pf. "Stephan" with plate flaw "UT in
German at the bottom cut in", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 400.39I ★★
estimate 120,2880 1949, 60 Pf. "Stephan" with plate flaw "UT in
German at the bottom cut in", superb, Michel 200.39I
estimate 60,2881 1949, 1 M. "Stephan" with plate flaw "white spot in
the pedestal, second E from German above baggy, notch at
the image border under O in post", perforation fault, very
fine, Michel 300.40II
estimate 60,2882 1949, 2 M. "Stephan" with plate flaw "large dent at
bottom monument base over last E from German", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 400.41II ★★
estimate 100,-

BERLIN
2883 1949, "buildings", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 750.42-60 ★★
estimate 190,2884 1949, "buildings", 3 DM in normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, photo expertize H. G. Schlegel,
Michel 750.42-60 ★★
estimate 140,2885 1949, 2 M. "Gendarmenmarkt", watermark 1 X,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 300.58X
estimate 80,2886 1949, "Goethe", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 80,2887 1949, "Goethe", as usual manufactured gum creases,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 70,2888 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 140.61 ★★
estimate 40,2889 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, Michel 180.61-63
estimate 45,2890 1949, "Goethe", as usual perforated very fine set,
Michel 180.61-63
estimate 40,2891 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe", perfect used, superb, Michel
70.61
estimate Gebot
2892 1949, "Goethe" on official First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 700.61-63
estimate 190,2893 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "colour spot
besides right forearm of the actor", superb, Michel 150.61I
estimate 45,2894 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "colour spot
besides right forearm of the actor", as usual perforated
superb, Michel 150.61I
estimate 35,2895 1949, 30 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "colour point left
besides J from J. W. From Goethe", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.63I ★★
estimate 25,2896 1949, 30 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "colour point left
above besides J from J. W. From Goethe", superb, Michel
120.63I
estimate 35,2897 1949, "green overprint", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 75.64-67 ★
estimate 20,2898 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims", rest
of hinges in the margin, stamps very fine MNH, Michel
500.Bl. 1 ★
estimate 150,2899 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims", first
day special cancel, superb, photo expertize H. G. Schlegel,
Michel 2200.Bl. 1
estimate 650,-
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2900 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims" with
variety "hatching stroke in the victim bowl", size (110
x67), mint never hinged, minimal notch in the lower
margin otherwise superb, expertized Schlegel (on the base
signed), Michel - .
Bl. 1I ★★
estimate 390,2901 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims", both
varieties, mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel 2500.Bl. 1II ★★
estimate 600,2902 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims", both
varieties, first day special cancel, superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel (3500.-)
Bl. 1II
estimate 1.000,2903 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims" with
variety "green dot right at the wrist", small dull gum point
in the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 2500.Bl. 1III ★★
estimate 600,2904 1949, "monetary reform vitims", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 350.68-70 ★★
estimate 90,2905 1949, "monetary reform vitims", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 130.68-70 ★
estimate 40,2906 1949, "monetary reform vitims", as usual perforated
very fine set, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 600.68-70
estimate 150,2907 1949, 10 Pf. "monetary reform vitims" with variety
"green dot right at the wrist", normal perforation, superb,
photo expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel 700.68II
estimate 200,2908 1949, 20 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.69 ★★
estimate 30,2909 1949, 20 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", superb,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 190.69
estimate 55,2910 1949, 30 Pf. "monetary reform vitims" with variety
"vertical hatching stroke in patera", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 250.70I ★★
estimate 75,2911 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.71 ★★
estimate 25,2912 1950 / 1, "ERP", "philharmonic", "Lortzing", rest of
hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 112.71-74 ★
estimate 30,2913 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP" on First Day Cover and on
censored letter with 2 x Michel number 64, in addition to it
10 Pf. "bell left" postal stationery postcard with special
cancel "Europe ZUG", 3 documents almost only superb
71
estimate 85,2914 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP" with special cancel on photo
postcard ditto, superb
71
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BERLIN
2915 1950, "philharmonic", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 140.72/3 ★★
estimate 40,2916 1950, "philharmonic", superb, Michel 130.72/3
estimate 40,2917 1950, "philharmonic", special cancel "Frankfurt
IAA", 2 superb pieces of letter, Michel 130.72/3
estimate 40,2918 1950, "philharmonic" on First day card, superb
72/3
estimate 80,2919 1950, 30 Pf. "philharmonic", superb, Michel 90.73
estimate 25,2920 1951, "bell left", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.75-79 ★★
estimate 25,2921 1951, "bell left", very fine set, Michel 200.75-79
estimate 60,2922 1951, "Day of the Postage Stamp" on cover to
Hanover, superb
80/1
estimate 25,2923 1951, "bell right", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.82-86 ★★
estimate 30,2924 1952, "Beethoven" and pre-Olympic red-letter days".
4 superb items, Michel 75.87-90
estimate 20,2925 1952, 30 Pf. "Beethoven" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 120.87
estimate 35,2926 1952, "famous Berlin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.91-100 ★★
estimate 35,2927 1953, 5, 15 and 30 Pf. "famous Berlin" on official
First Day Cover, superb, Michel 100.92,96,99
estimate 25,2928 1953, "memorial church", very fine set, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 230.106-09
estimate 65,2929 1953, 20 and 30 Pf. "memorial church", 2 superb
items, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 155.108/9
estimate 45,2930 1953, "Berlin buildings II and III", 5 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 200.112/3,121-23 ★★
estimate 55,2931 1954, 8 various mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 80.115-20,124/5 ★★
estimate 20,2932 1954, 7 - 70 Pf. "Berlin buildings", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 130.121-23 ★★
estimate 40,2933 1957, 1 Pf. "Brandenburg Gate" with printers mark,
lower left corner slightly compressed otherwise superb
140yDZ ★★
estimate 100,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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2934 1957, 30 Pf. "castle peacock island" and 40 Pf.
"castle Charlottenburg" always on First Day Cover, very
fine / superb, Michel 120.148/9
estimate 20,2935 1956, 1 DM "Great Elector" on official first day
sheet, superb, Michel 360.153
estimate 80,2936 1959, 40 and 70 Pf. "Heuss" on private First day
Sheet with first day special cancel, superb
185/6
estimate 20,2937 1962, 60 Pf. "airmail transportation", 3 different
documents with "LUPOSTA" punching, superb
230
estimate Gebot
2938 1966, "Brandenburg Gate", 4 set in blocks of four,
partly rotary printing, superb, Michel 200.286-90
★★
estimate 20,2939 1971 / 2, 5, 20 and 60 Pf. "prevention of accidents",
3 corner margin copies with printers mark, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.402,404,409A DZ ★★
estimate 25,2940 1977-82, "castle and palaces" complete in corner
margin blocks of four with centered postmarks, almost
only superb, Michel 267.532-677
estimate 65,2941 1988, 120 Pf. "St. Petri cathedral" in the horizontal
strip of four as multiple franking on registered mail /
advice of delivery in the USSR from first day, superb
815
estimate 60,2942 1988, 60, 170 and 350 Pf. "woman the history" on
First Day Cover with advice of delivery to Russia, superb
824 ,826,828
estimate Gebot
2943 1989, 500 Pf. "Solomon" on first days collection
page, superb
830 ★ ★, ,
estimate 25,BERLIN COIL STAMP FOR VENDING MACHINE
2944 1987 / 9, 3 complete sets on first day covers, superb
VS 1-3
estimate 30,2945 4.5.1987, 10 - 300 Pf., complete set on 14 first day
covers, superb
VS1
estimate 25,2946 4.5.1987, 10 - 300 Pf. And 5 - 145 Pf., both sets
completely on 7 first day covers, superb
VS1/2
estimate 20,BERLIN SE-TENANTS
2947 1949, buildings "R1 c + 4" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 60.W5
estimate 20,2948 1949, buildings "R1 b + 10", stamp booklet
perforation, very fine, Michel 85.W9
estimate 20,2949 1949, buildings "R1 b + 10" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 100.W9
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BERLIN SE-TENANTS
2950 1949, buildings "R1 b + 10" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, very fine, Michel 100.W9
estimate 25,2951 1949, buildings "R1 a + 20" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 100.W 13
estimate 35,2952 1949, buildings "R1 a + 20", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.S 4 ★★
estimate 30,2953 1949, buildings "R1 a + 20", booklet perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.S 4 ★★
estimate 25,2954 1952, buildings "20 + frame cancel with two lines",
stamp booklet perforation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 95.W 17 ★★
estimate 25,2955 1952, "buildings", 4 various horizontal se-tenants,
stamp booklet perforation, very fine / superb, Michel 250.W21,25,29,37
estimate 50,2956 1952, buildings "frame cancel with two lines + 20",
mint never hinged, strength stamp booklet perforation
otherwise superb, Michel 90.S 5 ★★
estimate 20,2957 1952, buildings "R5 + 4", stamp booklet perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.S 8 ★★
estimate 25,2958 1952, buildings "R6 + 1", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 90.S 9 ★★
estimate 30,2959 1965, stamp booklet sheet "castle", folded, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.MHB 4 ★★
estimate 40,2960 1966-70, 3 stamp booklet sheet "Brandenburg Gate",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 700.MHB 5-7 ★★
estimate 290,2961 1972, stamp booklet sheet "prevention of accidents",
1 x folded, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.MHB 8 ★★
estimate 50,2962 1974, complete se-tenant issue, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 84.W 51-60 ★★
estimate 25,2963 1974-89, 7 stamp booklet panes complete, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 156.50
H-Bl. 17-23 ★★
estimate 40,2964 1977-82, "castle and palaces", more then complete,
in addition to it booklet pane 18 and 19 as well as some
stamp booklet, mint never hinged, superb condition,
Michel 360.W 61-82 ★★
estimate 90,2965 1989, "places of interest", complete se-tenants set
with 794-98 C / D, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
107.W 83-88 ★★
estimate 35,2966 1989, stamp booklet pane "places of interest" on
First Day Cover, superb, Michel 110.H-Bl. 22
estimate 35,-
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2967 1989, "places of interest", complete se-tenants set
with 795 and 834 C / D, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
253.W 89-98 ★★
estimate 80,2968 1989, "places of interest" completely on 5 first day
covers, superb, Michel 680.W 89-98
estimate 200,2969 1989, stamp booklet pane "places of interest" on
First Day Cover, superb, Michel 160.H-Bl. 23
estimate 50,2970 1972-74, "prevention of accidents", duplicate lot
se-tenants, very fine / superb, Michel 370.estimate 45,2971 1977-82, "castle and palaces", duplicate lot
se-tenants, very fine / superb, Michel approximate 500.estimate 60,BERLIN
STAMP BOOKLETS
2972 1952, stamp booklet "buildings, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1300.MH 2 ★★
estimate 380,2973 1964, stamp booklet "Duerer", advertisement Georg
Buehler, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.MH 3d ★★
estimate 60,2974 1966, 4 stamp booklet "Brandenburg Gate", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 111.MH 5a-d ★★
estimate 30,2975 1966, stamp booklet "Brandenburg Gate", 4. Cover
side unprinted, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.MH 5d ★★
estimate 20,2976 1970, stamp booklet "Brandenburg Gate I and II",
advertisement Berlin zoo, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 125.MH 6b,7b ★★
estimate 30,2977 1974 / 6, 4 stamp booklet "prevention of accidents",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 104.MH 9b,cI,dI,dII ★★
estimate 20,2978 1980-89, 4 cancelled stamp booklet, superb, Michel
(for booklet pane 20-23) 250.MH 12-15
estimate 50,2979 1980, 4 various stamp booklet "castle and palaces"
complete, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 94.MH 12a-cb ★★
estimate 20,2980 1989, 2 stamp booklet "places of interest", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 88.MH 14/5 ★★
estimate 20,BERLIN COIL STAMPS
2981 1956, 70 Pf. "Shimmer theater", single stamp with
straight number, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.152R ★★
estimate 50,2982 1967, 100 Pf. "Brandenburg Gate" in the strip of
five, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.290R ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN COIL STAMPS
2983 1982, 120 and 280 Pf. "castle and palaces", always in
the 20s strip, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 154.80
675,676AIR ★★
estimate 30,2984 1961-73, mint never hinged lot coil stamps with five,
of six and strip of eleven as well coloured counting
numbers, among others with Michel number 410 red no. (2
x), 411 (strip of six), 590 (strip of eleven), 677 (strip of
six), almost only superb condition, Michel more then
1300.★★
estimate 250,2985 1987 / 90, 9 various strip of five "places of interest",
as well 300 and 350 Pf., mint never hinged, superb
aus 793-874R ★★
estimate 35,BERLIN FIRST DAY SHEETS
2986 1975-90 complete collection, first day sheet 1 / 75 14 / 90, superb
482-879
estimate 130,BERLIN ENGROS
2987 1954 / 5, "postilion", always 5 x, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.120,131 ★★
estimate 20,2988 1964 / 5, "buildings" in block of four, in addition to
it various 10 Pf. Stamps in multiples with tête-bêche pairs,
tête-bêches with gutter, HAN, rotary printings, a stamp
booklet sheet (1 x vertical separated) and so on, superb
242-49
★★
estimate Gebot
2989 1965, 70 Pf. "Osthofen gate" in the sheet (100), mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 1750.248 ★★
estimate 175,2990 1964, 80 Pf. "Ellingen gate" in the sheet (100), mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 500.249 ★★
estimate 60,2991 1965 / 6, "the new Berlin", 23-30 x in block of four
and strip, additional a single stamp, many margin copies,
superb
254-65
★★
estimate Gebot
2992 1971, "prevention of accidents", 9 x in horizontal
pairs (in multiples), mint never hinged, superb, Michel
360.402-11 ★★
estimate 55,BERLIN
YEAR SETS
2993 1950-55, 6 years complete, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1250.71-134 ★★
estimate 270,2994 1951, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 330.74-86 ★★
estimate 75,2995 1952, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.87-100 ★★
estimate 45,2996 1953, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 220.101-13 ★★
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2997 1954, complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.115-25 ★★
estimate 45,2998 1955, complete year on official first day covers,
superb
126-34
estimate 40,2999 1960-77, 18 years completely on album pages, mint
never hinged, superb
191-Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 253,3000 1964-79, 16 years, in the main numbers completely,
mint never hinged, superb
233-613 ★★
estimate 65,3001 1970-86, 17 years, in the main numbers completely,
mint never hinged, superb
353-771 ★★
estimate 90,3002 1970, complete mint never hinged year, 18 x in
multiples, many margin copies, neat on Lighthouse pages,
superb condition
353-78
★★
estimate Gebot
3003 1972-80, 9 years complete in the Lindner album with
mounts, mint never hinged, superb, in addition to it a
almost complete cancelled lot uncharged
418-636 ★★
estimate 45,3004 1973-75, 3 complete years, without Michel number
442-45 and 496, on first day covers, superb
446-515
estimate 20,3005 1979 / 80, in the number of a major listing 2
complete mint never hinged years, 7-8 x in block of four
respectively strip, many margin copies, neat on Lighthouse
pages, superb condition
591-636
★★
estimate Gebot
3006 1980-85, 6 years, in the main numbers completely,
mint never hinged, superb
614-749 ★★
estimate 30,3007 1981 / 2, 2 complete years on first day covers, superb
637-88
estimate 20,3008 1983 / 85 / 86, 3 complete years on first day covers,
superb
689-707,730-771
estimate 30,3009 1986-88, 3 years, in the main numbers completely,
mint never hinged, superb
750-829 ★★
estimate 27,3010 1987 / 8, 2 complete years on first days collection
pages (mint never hinged, used and First Day Cover),
always in the album, superb
772-829 ★ ★, ,
estimate 90,3011 1988, complete year on first day covers, superb
798-829
estimate 30,3012 1989, complete year on first day covers, superb
830-59
estimate 45,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

BERLIN COLLECTIONS
3013 1948-1978, complete mint never hinged collection
Berlin in the safe album, red and black overprint
expertized Schlegel, superb collection
★★
estimate 1.400,3014 Mint never hinged collection Berlin from 1948-90 in
the Lindner album with mounts, from 1955 in the main
numbers completely, superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3015 1955-1990, mint never hinged complete collection
Berlin in the lighthouse album with mounts (text complete
from 1948), superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3016 In the number of a major listing complete mint never
hinged collection Berlin from 1970-90 in the Lindner
album with mounts, almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 150,3017 Mint never hinged part of a collection Berlin to
1954, almost only superb condition, Michel more then
1000.★★
estimate 150,3018 In the number of a major listing complete mint never
hinged (Michel number 128 *) collection Berlin from
1955-79 in the Lindner album with mounts, text from 1948
with some values, almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 140,3019 1955-83, complete mint never hinged part of a
collection on lighthouse album pages, superb
★★
estimate 130,3020 1955-87, part of a collection in the safe album with
mounts, in the main numbers completely, superb condition
★★
estimate 120,3021 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin from
1957-81 in the Lindner album with mounts (text from
1948), superb condition
★★
estimate 110,3022 Mint never hinged collection Berlin from 1960-84 in
the Lindner album with mounts, in the number of a major
listing except for some items complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3023 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin from
1955-81 in 2 Lindner hingeless album, almost only superb
condition
★★
estimate 90,3024 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin from
1956-75 in the Borek album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 65,3025 Except for Michel number 236 in the number of a
major listing complete mint never hinged part of a
collection Berlin from 1961-81 clean in the stockbook,
superb condition
★★
estimate 50,3026 Collection Berlin from 1948-69 in the KA-BE
buses-collect album with some better issues, from 1956
complete ** and used collected, very fine / superb
★ ★, , ★
estimate 450,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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3027 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-86 in the safe
album with mounts, in the number of a major listing
seeming complete, without Michel number 18-20 and
souvenir sheet 1, in addition to it a few forerunner and
special feature, almost only superb condition, inspect!
estimate 500,3028 1948-90, cancelled collection Berlin in the
lighthouse album with mounts, except for 1 - 5 M. Black
overprint and souvenir sheet 1 complete collection, almost
only superb condition
estimate 480,3029 1948-90, except for 2 and 5 M. "black overprint" and
souvenir sheet 1 complete cancelled collection in the
Schaubek album, except for few first issues in superb
condition
estimate 450,3030 Part of a collection Berlin to 1954 on safe binary
plus sides with useful issues, slightly mixed condition,
Michel more then 3000.estimate 350,3031 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-90 in the
KA-BE album with mounts with numerous good values,
almost only superb condition, very favorable
estimate 290,3032 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1954-88, except for
some postal stamps (Michel number 587-90, 611) in the
main numbers completely, as well stamp booklet and
horizontal pairs, from 1980 with centered first day
postmark, superb condition
estimate 250,3033 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-71 in the
Lindner album with mounts, except for few better issues
from the beginning in the main numbers completely,
almost only superb condition
estimate 190,3034 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-80 in the safe
album with mounts, except for red and black overprint,
Michel number 68-70, souvenir sheet 1 and few smaller
values to 1972 in the main numbers completely, very fine /
superb, Michel approximate 1700.estimate 160,3035 1955-79, complete part of a collection in the album
with mounts, almost only superb condition
estimate 100,3036 In the number of a major listing complete cancelled
collection Berlin from 1974-86, almost only first day
special cancel, on pages, superb condition
estimate 70,3037 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-81 in the
Schaubek album with lots of better values and sets, from
1954 in the main numbers complete, mostly superb
condition
,
estimate 260,3038 1948-1990, nice collection Berlin in 2 SAFE dual
albums, except for 1-5 MK. Black overprint and souvenir
sheet "monetary reform vitims" used complete, additional
the years 1978-1990 mint never hinged complete
collected, almost only superb condition
, ★★
estimate 700,-

BERLIN COLLECTIONS
3039 Mainly cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-90 in
the lighthouse album with mounts, from 1954 in the main
numbers completely, almost only superb condition
, ★★
estimate 190,3040 Collection Berlin from 1952-90 in the Schaubek
album, from 1961 mint never hinged in the main numbers
completely, almost only superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 80,3041 In the number of a major listing double complete
(mint never hinged and used) collection Berlin from
1983-90 in the KA-BE "buses-collect" album with mounts,
superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 75,BERLIN LOTS
3042 1969-84, neat duplicate lot complete issues, mostly
4-5 x, mint never hinged, superb, Michel approximate
2900.★★
estimate 290,3043 Mint never hinged extensive duplicate lot from
1965-86, with Michel number 270-85 (10 x) and 494-507
(8 x) and so on, superb condition
★★
estimate 220,3044 1969-85, neat duplicate lot on stock pages, a little
incompletely, but abundant, almost only superb, Michel
more then 2100.★★
estimate 190,3045 1957-86, complete lot, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel approximate 700.★★
estimate 100,3046 Cleanly arranged duplicate lot Berlin from 1969-81
on stock pages, superb condition, very favorable!
★★
estimate Gebot
3047 1974-83, neat duplicate lot, complete, always 6-10 x,
very fine / superb, Michel approximate 2500.estimate 220,3048 1948-68, cancelled lot different medium values, very
fine / superb, Michel 1300.estimate 190,3049 1966-73, neat duplicate lot, complete, mostly 8-10 x,
very fine / superb, Michel approximate 1700.estimate 150,3050 1948-68, small cancelled lot different medium
values, mostly superb, Michel 1000.estimate 120,3051 1984-87, neat duplicate lot the special stamps, 5-10
x, mostly centric cancellation, very fine / superb, Michel
more then 1000.estimate 90,3052 Duplicate lot Berlin from 1977-81, clean in the
stockbook, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 1700.★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3053 1950-80, interesting lot of 70 different airmail
documents, mostly special and. First flights, mainly in
superb condition
estimate 160,-

BERLIN LOTS
104
3054 1958-81, lot almost only different First Day Cover in
complete issues, superb, Michel approximate 800.estimate 110,3055 1948 / 9, 8 various airmail documents from and to
West Berlin, mostly superb
estimate 90,3056 1957-60, lot first day covers with good middle
documents, almost only superb condition, Michel 670.estimate 75,BERLIN POSTAL STATIONERIES
3057 1955, 20 Pf. "technical University", superb postcard
to Amsterdam
P6
estimate 20,3058 1961, "Important Germans" in the common Roman
type, complete, unused, 6 superb cards, Michel 54.P 50-55
estimate 20,3059 1973, 15 Pf. "Heinemann" in thin Characters, white,
unused, 10 superb cards, Michel 170.P 90b
estimate 25,3060 Private post: 1952, 6 Pf. Besides 1 Pf. And 1 Pf.
Besides 6 Pf. "buildings", 2 unused superb cards
PP 8,10
estimate 20,3061 Private post: 1952-60, 7 various private post postal
stationery postcards, used, almost only superb condition
aPP9/3-19/21
estimate 40,3062 Private post: 1957 / 9, 8, 15 and 20 Pf., 3 various
postal stationery, superb
PP 17,19,PU 18
estimate Gebot
3063 Private post: 1956, 25 Pf. "buildings", 7 various
unused postal stationery covers, superb
a.PU 19/9-26
estimate 35,3064 Private post: 1958-61, 25 Pf. "buildings", 7 various
private postal stationery covers, used, superb
a.PU 19/6-23
estimate 45,3065 1952 / 54, "40 years German aviation", 4 various
private memories postal stationery, 3 used, superb
estimate Gebot
3066 1949-74, 64 various unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition
aus P 1d-113
estimate 80,3067 1949-74, 55 various unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition
aus P 1d-113
estimate 60,3068 1959-90, 50 almost only various unused postal
stationery postcards, superb, Michel 180.a. P 47-P 138
estimate 45,SAARLAND
3069 1947, 2 Fr. On 12 Pf. Black-gray olive, watermark 1
Y, unperforated, in a horizontal pair, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized study group Saar, Michel 360.229YIU ★★
estimate 120,3070 1947, 4 Fr. On 16 Pf. Violet ultramarine, without
overprint, printed on the gummed side, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Hoffmann BPP, Michel 250.231IIfAG ★★
estimate 90,-

SAARLAND
3071 1947, 50 Fr. On 1 M. "initial printing", mint never
hinged, superb, signed, Michel 200.238I ★★
estimate 65,3072 1948, "reconstruction", mint never hinged, 2 superb
sets, Michel 92.239-54 ★★
estimate 25,3073 1948, "flood help" in corner margin blocks of four
(rest of hinges in the margin) with variety Michel number
256 III, very fine set mint never hinged
255-59
★★
estimate 75,3074 1948, 25 Fr. "airmail", superb piece of letter,
abridged certificate Geigle, Michel (300.-)
259
estimate 100,3075 1948, 25 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "bomb fells
under first A from Saar", stamp not to expertize, superb,
Michel 1000.259I
estimate 50,3076 1948, small souvenir sheet "flood help", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 190,3077 1949, "peoples help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.267-71 ★★
estimate 35,3078 1949, "peoples help", very fine set, photo expertize
Geigle, Michel 650.267-71
estimate 220,3079 1949, "peoples help", very fine set on pieces, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel 650.267-71
estimate 230,3080 1949 / 51, "Saar IV", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 140.272-88 ★★
estimate 45,3081 1950, 15 Fr. "Kolping" with variety
"GFSELLENVATER", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
80.289I ★★
estimate 25,3082 1950, 15 Fr. "IBASA", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.291 ★★
estimate 30,3083 1950, 15 Fr. "Day of the Postage Stamp", superb,
expertized Geigle, Michel 140.291
estimate 40,3084 1950, 25 Fr. "Red Cross" on special card, superb,
Michel 80.292
estimate 25,3085 1950, "Council of Europe", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 230.297/8 ★★
estimate 70,3086 1950, "Council of Europe" in the block of four from
of the lower right corner of the sheet with separated date
of printing, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.297
★★
estimate 55,3087 1950, "Council of Europe", superb, expertized Ney,
Michel 320.297/8
estimate 100,-

SAARLAND
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3088 1950, 200 Fr. "airmail", superb, abridged certificate
Geigle, Michel 310.298
estimate 90,3089 1950, 200 Fr. "airmail", very fine (small
roughening), expertized Ney, Michel 310.298
estimate 70,3090 1950, 200 Fr. "airmail" with variety "white dot
behind currency designation F", trace of crease, very fine,
Michel 900.298I
estimate 120,3091 1950, "peoples help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 75.299-303 ★★
estimate 20,3092 1951, "peoples help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 65.309-13 ★★
estimate 20,3093 1953, 500 Fr. "Ludwig church", superb, expertized
Ney, Michel 80.337
estimate 25,3094 1957 / 9, OPD Saarbrücken complete also
Lighthouse pages, superb condition, Michel number 399
and 427 / 8 expertized Geigle
379-448
estimate 65,3095 1957, "Heuss I", very fine set, Michel 75.380-99
estimate 20,3096 1957, "Heuss II", very fine set, Michel 120.409-28
estimate 35,SAARLAND OFFICIAL STAMPS
3097 1949, "coat of arms", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.D 33-44 ★★
estimate 45,SAARLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3098 Mint never hinged duplicate lot Saarland from
1949-59, almost only blocks of four, many margin copies
and so on, superb condition, Michel 1000.★★
estimate 100,3099 Double collected collection Saarland with some good
middle values, superb condition
,★
estimate 150,3100 1947-56, mostly cancelled collection Saarland with
various middle issues, almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 120,FRENCH ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3101 1945, 10 Pf. "Rhineland", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 75.5
estimate 25,3102 1945, 10 Pf. "Rhineland", superb piece of letter,
expertized Wehner, Michel (75.-)
5
estimate 20,3103 1945, 2 M. "Schiller" and 5 M. "Heine", stamp
"ALTENSTEIG", superb piece of letter, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel (160.-)
12/3
estimate 55,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRENCH ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3104 1945, 5 M. "Heine", superb, expertized Schlegel,
Michel 90.13
estimate 30,3105 Extensive part of a collection of the general issue,
with also numerous horizontal gutter pairs, treasure trove
for the specialist!
★ ★, , ★,
estimate 50,FRENCH ZONE BADEN
3106 1949, 90 Pf. Brown carmine, superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 100.37
estimate 30,3107 1949, 30 Pf. "Freiburg" with variety "buzzer besides
pedestal of the Engels", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.40AI ★★
estimate 30,3108 1949, souvenir sheet pair "Freiburg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.Bl. 1A/B ★★
estimate 45,3109 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", perforated, with
variety "buzzer besides pedestal of the Engels", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 300.Bl. 1AI ★★
estimate 75,3110 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", perforated, with
variety "buzzer besides pedestal of the Engels", mint never
hinged, very fine, expertized Schlegel, Michel 300.Bl. 1AI ★★
estimate 65,3111 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", unperforated, with
variety "20 Pf. With bar over second E in reconstruction",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.Bl. 1BV ★★
estimate 75,3112 1949, "Red Cross" in horizontal pairs, 20 Pf. With
date of printing, very fine set mint never hinged
42-45 ★★
estimate 80,3113 1949, "Red Cross" and "Goethe", rest of hinge, 3
superb sets, Michel 87.42-45,47-52 ★
estimate 25,3114 1949, "Red Cross", unperforated, very fine set,
Michel 80.42-45B (★)
estimate 25,3115 1949, 20 Pf. "Red Cross" on piece with red special
cancel, expertized Schlegel
43
estimate 35,3116 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type II: "colour
spot at the bottom of the 40", superb, Michel 140.Bl. 2II/II (★)
estimate 45,3117 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type IV: "red dot
top left at the E in price for the souvenir sheet", superb,
Michel 140.Bl. 2II/IV (★)
estimate 45,3118 1949, "Constance I - Universal Postal Union", 12
mint never hinged superb items, Michel 161.50
46I-57 ★★
estimate 45,3119 1949, 30 Pf. "Constance I", with special cancel on
special card to Switzerland, superb
46I
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FRENCH ZONE BADEN
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3120 1949, 10 and 30 Pf. "Goethe", 2 superb items,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 95.47,49
estimate 25,3121 1949, "Schurz" on pieces with first day postmark,
very fine set, expertized Schlegel, Michel (120.-)
50-52
estimate 40,FRENCH ZONE RHINELAND PALATINATE
3122 18.7.47, 75 Pf. Blue on registered cover, 9 Pf.
Part-cash-postage (the 84 Pf. Value is first in the August
1947 appeared! ) with red rectangle cancel with one line
"taxe precu" to Berlin Heiligensee, superb, R!
13
estimate 40,3123 1948, postal stamps, without indication of currency,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 150.32-41 ★★
estimate 45,3124 1949, 10 Pf. Dark bluish green on postcard with
sender two-line cancel "Frauengefängnis Annweiler" at
chief prosecutor in Frankenthal, superb
37
estimate 20,3125 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 85.42-45 ★★
estimate 25,3126 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type III: "blue
spot middle at the bottom and violet line top left in the
coat of arms", superb, Michel 120.Bl. 1I/III (★)
estimate 40,3127 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type V: "red
horizontal bar of the B in price for the souvenir sheet
thickened", superb, Michel 120.Bl. 1I/V (★)
estimate 35,3128 1949, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 83.46-52 ★★
estimate 25,FRENCH ZONE WUERTTEMBERG
3129 1948, postal stamps, without indication of currency,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 200.28-37 ★★
estimate 65,3130 1949, 90 Pf. Brown carmine, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 130.37
estimate 35,3131 1949, 90 Pf. Brown carmine, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 130.37
estimate 30,3132 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 160.40-43 ★★
estimate 50,3133 1949, "Red Cross" and "Goethe", rest of hinge, 2
superb sets, Michel 98.40-46 ★
estimate 25,3134 1949, 20 Pf. "Red Cross", superb Michel 120.41
estimate 35,3135 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type III: "two blue
diagonal lines to the right of the 30", superb, Michel 160.Bl. 1I/III (★)
estimate 45,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRENCH ZONE WUERTTEMBERG
3136 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type IV: "red
Colon under R in price for the souvenir sheet", superb,
Michel 160.Bl. 1I/V (★)
estimate 45,3137 1949, "Goethe" and "100 years of stamps", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 60.44-46,49/50 ★★
estimate 20,3138 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, expertized Schlegel,
Michel 120.44-46
estimate 40,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH AREA
3142 1946, 8 Pf. Reddish orange and 10 Pf.
Dark-orange-brown in the strip of four in mixed franking
with allied Bes. No. 937 on properly franked cash on
delivery registered mail from "low WÖLLSTADT" to
Waldkappel, superb
5,6
estimate 60,3143 15.3.1946, 12 Pf. Dark purple on cover from
"SACHRANG", with violet "taxe precu" stamp,
part-cash-postage, vertical folded, otherwise superb cover
7
estimate 25,3144 1946, 4 Pf. Dark yellow gray, single franking on
Printed matter-front, superb
11
estimate 40,3145 1945, 6 Pf. Yellow orange, perforated L 14 ½
superb, photo expertize Wehner, Michel 600.- RR!
13Ey
estimate 150,3146 1945, 8 Pf. Reddish orange with plate flaw "right
numeral of value 8 at the bottom open", upper margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.21DI ★★
estimate 35,3147 1945, 8 Pf. Reddish orange in the corner margin
block of four, with red number, 4 numerals, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (250.-)
21Dr4
★★
estimate 80,3148 1945, 16 Pf. Green blue, perforated L 11: 11 ½, with
variety "outer line over P from post broken" (field 86) on
properly franked philatelic letter, superb, photo expertize
Hettler
25BV
estimate 150,3149 1945, 24 Pf. Dark sienna, perforated L 11 ½: 11, as
usual perforated superb, expertized Wehner, Michel 80.27C
estimate 20,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH AREA
107
3150 1945, 80 Pf. Black violet ultramarine, perforated L
11 (manufactured paper inverted pleat), with 15 values
additional franking on cover (among others no. 10 Ay, 28
Bz, 30 b Bz, 32 an Az and 33 a Bz), normal perforation,
superb, photo expertize Wehner, pure value of the stamps:
Michel 850.34aAz
estimate 250,3151 1946, 1 RM dark gray green with variety "left
decorative lines besides SM in Reichmark through white
spot interrupted", mint never hinged, superb, Michel (90.-)
35IV ★★
estimate 30,3152 1948, 6 Pf. (2 x), 12 Pf. (2 x) and 24 Pf. "ribbon type
overprint", all rotary printing, on registered cover from
"KIEL-WIK" to Runstedt, superb
37,49,44I WOR
estimate 35,3153 1948, 16 Pf. Dark bluish green "ribbon type
overprint", rotary printing, upper margin copy, with
additional franking on properly franked registered cover to
the United States, superb, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 600.42IaWOR
estimate 180,3154 1948, 60 Pf. Brown carmine "ribbon type overprint",
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
110.49Ia ★★
estimate 40,3155 1948, 24 Pf. "ribbon type overprint" in the tête-bêche
pair, upper stamp inverted, lower normal overprint, mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 80.44INKb ★★
estimate 20,3156 1948, 12 Pf. "ribbon type overprint", double
overprint, once normal, once diagonal, mint never hinged,
as usual perforated superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
100.40IDDF ★★
estimate 30,3157 1948, 25 Pf. "net pattern overprint" in a horizontal
pair as properly franked multiple franking on local letter
"KIEL", superb, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel
45II
estimate 80,3158 1948, 12 Pf. Grey "net pattern overprint", superb,
photo expertize H. G. Schlegel, Michel 1400.56II
estimate 400,3159 1948, 2 Pf. - 1 DM "close perforated", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 730.73-97eg ★★
estimate 220,3160 1948, 2 Pf. - 1 DM "close perforated", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 350.73-97eg ★
estimate 110,3161 1948, 40 Pf. Violet purple, "open 40", perforated L
11, with additional franking on insured letter packet
address, a little blotched, very fine, expertized Novak
90aIaWB
estimate 30,3162 1948, 50 Pf. "close perforated", mint never hinged,
strong manufactured gum crease, otherwise superb, Michel
170.92eg ★★
estimate 40,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRENCH ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3139 1947 / 8, censorship stamp Internment Camp Rastatt:
6 various covers with French censorships in the camp,
interesting frankings, very fine
estimate 60,3140 1947 / 8, 4 different documents, as well 2 registered
covers with part-cash-postage, superb
estimate 50,3141 Complete mint collection French Zone on as good as
new KA-BE album pages, almost only superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 350,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH AREA
3163 1948, 50 Pf. "close perforated", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 90.92eg ★
estimate 30,3164 1948, 60 Pf. Dark brow purple, type I, watermark 1
W, perforated L 11, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.93IWB ★★
estimate 35,3165 1948, 60 Pf. Dark brow purple, type I, watermark 1
X, perforated L 11, normal perforation, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.93IXB ★★
estimate 30,3166 1949, 60 Pf. Dark brow purple, type III, watermark 1
W, perforated L 11, mint never hinged, as usual
perforated, superb, Michel 120.93IIIaWB ★★
estimate 25,3167 1948, 80 Pf. "close perforated", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.94eg ★★
estimate 40,3168 1948, 90 Pf. "close perforated", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 80.96eg ★
estimate 25,3169 1949, 90 Pf. Lilac purple, type III, perforated K 14:
14 ¼, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.96IIIWA ★★
estimate 70,3170 1948, 1 - 5 DM "flat stair", 4 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 175.97-100I ★★
estimate 50,3171 1948, 1 - 5 DM "flat stair", rest of hinge, 4 superb
items, Michel 88.97-100I ★
estimate 25,3172 1948, 1 DM "close perforated", manufactured gum
creases, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.97IIeg ★★
estimate 40,3173 1948, 3 DM "flat stair", type Ib, perforated L 11, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 55.99IbYB ★
estimate Gebot
3174 1948, 3 and 5 DM "high stair", rest of hinge, 2
superb items, Michel 220.99/100II ★
estimate 65,3175 1948, 5 DM "flat stair", type I, perforated L 11: 11
½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.100IYD ★★
estimate 25,3176 1948 / 9, 4 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
94.101-10 ★★
estimate 25,3177 1948, "Berlin-aid", always in the vertical pair from
the left upper corner, as well plate flaw 102 I, superb
101,102I ★★
estimate 20,3178 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 140.Bl. 1a ★★
estimate 35,3179 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", first day special
cancel, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel (250.-)
Bl. 1a
estimate 90,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

AMERICAN AND BRITISH AREA
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3180 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", special cancel,
superb, Michel 250.Bl. 1a
estimate 75,3181 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", special cancel,
superb, abridged certificate A. Schlegel, Michel 250.Bl. 1a
estimate 80,3182 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair" with date stamp on
registered cover from "HERNE", superb, Michel 450.Bl. 1a
estimate 120,3183 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", 30 Pf. In dark
greenish blue, rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 2000.Bl. 1b ★
estimate 650,3184 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", 30 Pf. In black
violet blue ultramarine, stamp faked (as those signed
Schlegel), superb
Bl. 1c
estimate 90,3185 1949, "cycle race" and "Goethe", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 64.106-10 ★★
estimate 20,3186 1949, "cycle race" and "Goethe", 2 superb sets,
Michel 75.106-10
estimate 25,3187 1949, "Goethe" on card with special cancel "200.
Birthday", superb, Michel (70.-)
108-10
estimate 20,TENFOLD FRANKINGS
3188 21.6.1948, 24 Pf. "worker" as tenfold franking from
"KIEL" to Eutin, superb
951
estimate 20,3189 22.6.1948, 40 Pf. Dark rose lilac in the strip of three
as multiple franking on properly franked postcard, very
fine
954Zf
estimate 20,3190 26.6.1948, 3 and 5 M. With 40 Pf. Additional
franking on properly franked tenfold franking registered
cover to Switzerland, minimal glue stained, superb,
expertized Hohmann
961/2a
estimate 40,3191 28.6.1948, postal stationery postcard 12 Pf.
"Stephan" with additional franking as properly franked
tenfold franking from "MEININGEN", very fine
P 965SZ
estimate 20,3192 21 / 2. 6. 1948, lot of 37 mostly various tenfold
frankings, with also mixed frankings with posthorn
overprint, inspect, very fine / superb
estimate 250,AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE COLLECTION.
3193 Cancelled extensive part of a collection German
post, as well good part buildings with some special
feature, almost only superb condition
estimate 100,3194 Lot of 24 different documents "first issue of stamps
for Germany after WW II.", mostly superb condition,
inspect!
estimate 100,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE COLLECTION.
3195 Unused, except for few values mint never hinged
collection American and British zone on lighthouse album
pages with many good issues, almost only superb
condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 250,3196 Small part of a collection American and British zone
including allied occupation joint issues, almost only
superb condition
★,
estimate 65,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3197 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament" from
upper margin, mint never hinged, superb
111/2 ★★
estimate 30,3198 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 100.111/2 ★★
estimate 25,3199 1949, 20 Pf. "Lower House of German Parliament"
with variety "S in post with red spot" (Schantl 112 f11 B),
mint never hinged, superb
112 ★★
estimate 70,3200 1949, 20 Pf. "Lower House of German Parliament"
with plate flaw "mandrel at the first ridge of the roof
above" (field 10), superb, Michel - .
112VII
estimate 90,3201 1949, "100 years of stamps" from left margin, very
fine set mint never hinged
113-15 ★★
estimate 35,3202 1949, "100 years of stamps" with red first day special
cancel, very fine set
113-15
estimate 50,3203 1949, "100 years of stamps" with red special
cancellations on registered cover, superb
113-15
estimate 50,3204 1949, 10 Pf. "100 years of stamps" with plate flaw
"green tick in of the right upper corner", superb, R! Michel
-.
113VI
estimate 90,3205 1949, 30 Pf. "100 years of stamps" with variety "0 in
the indication of value 30 damaged", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 350.115I ★★
estimate 100,3206 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan", upper margin copy, mint
never hinged, superb
116 ★★
estimate 25,3207 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 70.116 ★★
estimate 20,3208 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan" with variety "slanting marked
the 0 the 30", rest of hinge, superb
116I ★
estimate 20,3209 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan" with variety "dot right under
the A in trade house", rest of hinges, superb
116VIII ★
estimate 20,3210 1949, "Helpers of Mankind (I) " from upper margin,
very fine set mint never hinged
117-20 ★★
estimate 40,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
109
3211 1949, "Helpers of Mankind (I) ", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 110.117-20 ★★
estimate 30,3212 1949, "Helpers of Mankind (I) ", as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 170.117-20
estimate 40,3213 1949, 30 Pf. "Wichern", superb, Michel 120.120
estimate 40,3214 1950, "Bach", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
110.121/2 ★★
estimate 30,3215 1950, "Bach", superb, Michel 100.121/2
estimate 25,3216 1950, "Bach", as usual perforated superb, Michel
100.121/2
estimate 20,3217 1951, "posthorn", very fine set mint never hinged in
perfect perforation, each value expertized Schlegel, Michel
2200.123-38 ★★
estimate 620,3218 1951, "posthorn", mint never hinged, normal
perforation, very fine set, Michel 2200.123-38 ★★
estimate 480,3219 1951, 8 different values "posthorn", mint never
hinged, as usual perforated, very fine / superb, Michel
238.aus 123-132 ★ ★ ★★
estimate 35,3220 1952, 2 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair as
multiple franking on printed matter, superb
123
estimate 20,3221 1951, 4 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair and 2 Pf.
Additional franking on postcard, superb
124
estimate Gebot
3222 1951, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of four, superb
126
estimate 70,3223 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight and block
of five on the reverse side with 32 Pf. Additional franking
on package card from "JANDELSBRUNN", superb
126
estimate 270,3224 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight reverse
and horizontal pair (on face) with 50 Pf. Additional
franking on package card from "JANDELSBRUNN",
normal perforation, superb
126
estimate 170,3225 1951, 8 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of four, normal
perforation, superb piece of letter
127
estimate 90,3226 1951, 15 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of four, upper
right stamp some short teeth otherwise superb
129
estimate 70,3227 1952, 15 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair (right
stamp variety 129 I) on delivery card (not complete),
superb
129
estimate 60,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3228 1953 / 4, receipt book (country), deliver district no. 2
in Hofkirchen, 32 sides complete, the fee was mostly with
15 Pf. Posthorn stamps cleared, franked country delivery
books are extremely rare!
129
estimate 190,3229 1954, 30 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair as
multiple franking on registered cover, superb, Michel
450.132
estimate 150,3230 1954, 30 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair on the
reverse side with 110 Pf. Additional franking on package
card from "hemlock", normal perforation, superb
132
estimate 90,3231 1954, 40 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of four (slight
perforation irregularities) reverse on special delivery
package card from "hemlock", scarce multiple franking,
superb, RR!
133
estimate 390,3232 1951, 40 Pf. "posthorn" with variety "short slanting
line in stamp colour above in the right stamp margin", in
the vertical pair with normal stamp, reverse on package
card from "NEUFAHRN", small tooth deficiency
otherwise superb, RR! Abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel,
Michel unpriced
133II
estimate 250,3233 1951, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair on packet
registered adhesive label, traces of use, very fine
134
estimate 40,3234 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn", 2 horizontal pairs (frontand reverse) with 20 Pf. Additional franking on package
card from "NEUREICHENAU", superb
134
estimate 70,3235 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in a horizontal pair on the
reverse side with 40 Pf. Additional franking on package
card from "NEUFAHRN", normal perforation, superb
134
estimate 55,3236 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple
franking
on
package
card
from
"HERRNGIERSDORF", superb
134
estimate Gebot
3237 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn", 20 x as a single franking on
package card, from different Lower Bavaria locations
(from Allhofen to Thanstein), mostly superb
135
estimate 50,3238 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn", 2 x as multiple franking
reverse on package card from "INKOFEN", as usual
perforated superb
135
estimate 20,3239 1952, 70 Pf. "posthorn", mint never hinged, at the
bottom a shorter tooth otherwise superb, Michel 500.136 ★★
estimate 90,3240 1952, 80 Pf. "posthorn", rest of hinge, some shorter
perforation otherwise superb, Michel 180.137 ★
estimate 30,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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3241 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple franking on C.O.D. Package card from
"LANDSHUT", upper stamp perforation partly bluntish
otherwise superb, Michel 500.137
estimate 120,3242 1954, 80 and 90 Pf. "posthorn", always as a single
franking on package card, as usual perforated superb
137/8
estimate 35,3243 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn" with variety "red line
between S and P in Federal Postal Administration", as a
single franking on package card from "INKOFEN",
superb, RR! Michel (for single stamp 700.-)
137VIII
estimate 350,3244 1952, 90 Pf. "posthorn", normal perforation, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 550.138 ★★
estimate 120,3245 1953, 90 Pf. "posthorn", 2 x as multiple franking on
fast package card from "MAUTH", a stamp trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 700.138
estimate 150,3246 1954, 90 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on C.O.D.
Package card from "LANDSHUT", as usual perforated
superb
138
estimate 25,3247 1953, 90 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on package
card from "EGGMÜHL", superb
138
estimate 25,3248 1951, "St. Mary´s Church" from upper margin, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (220.-)
139/40 ★★
estimate 60,3249 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (220.-)
139/40 ★★
estimate 50,3250 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", normal perforation, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 220.139/40 ★★
estimate 40,3251 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", as usual perforated
superb, Michel 160.139/40
estimate 40,3252 1951, "St. Mary´s Church" with special cancellations
on cover, superb
139/40
estimate 55,3253 1951, 20 Pf. "St. Mary´s Church", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (110.-)
140 ★★
estimate 30,3254 1951, 20 Pf. "St. Mary´s Church", superb, Michel
85.140
estimate 25,3255 1951, "NBA" from upper margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (90.-)
141/2 ★★
estimate 30,3256 1951, "NBA", superb, Michel 100.141/2
estimate 30,3257 1951, "Helpers of Mankind (II) ", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.143-46 ★★
estimate 40,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3258 1951, "Helpers of Mankind (II) ", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 65.143-46 ★
estimate 20,3259 1951, "Helpers of Mankind (II) ", very fine set,
Michel 140.143-46
estimate 45,3260 1951, 30 Pf. "Pestalozzi" with additional franking
(Michel number 143) on superb piece
146
estimate 40,3261 1951, 30 Pf. "Röntgen", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 80.147 ★★
estimate 20,3262 1952, 20 Pf. "Heligoland" in the lower margin block
of six, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.152 ★★
estimate 20,3263 1952, "Alliance youth plan" and "Schurz", 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 65.153/4,155 ★★
estimate 20,3264 1952, "Helpers of Mankind (III) ", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 130.156-59 ★★
estimate 35,3265 1952, "Helpers of Mankind (III) ", very fine set,
Michel 100.156-59
estimate 30,3266 1952 / 3, 6 values from upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.160-62,164-66 ★★
estimate 40,3267 1952 / 3, 4 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
125.161-64 ★★
estimate 30,3268 1953, "transport exhibition", upper margin copies,
very fine set mint never hinged
167-70 ★★
estimate 30,3269 1953, "transport exhibition", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.167-70 ★★
estimate 25,3270 1953, "transport exhibition" and "IFRABA", 2
superb sets, Michel 95.167-72
estimate 25,3271 1953, "IFRABA" from the left lower corners of the
sheet and from upper margin, 2 mint never hinged superb
sets, expertized D. Schlegel
171/2 ★★
estimate 30,3272 1953, "IFRABA" on First Day Cover, superb, Michel
110.171/2
estimate 30,3273 1953, "Helpers of Mankind (IV) ", upper margin
copies, very fine set mint never hinged
173-76 ★★
estimate 25,3274 1953, "Helpers of Mankind (IV) ", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 90.173-76 ★★
estimate 25,3275 1953, "Helpers of Mankind (IV) ", very fine set,
Michel 100.173-76
estimate 25,-
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3276 1954, "Heuss", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.177-96 ★★
estimate 85,3277 1958, 2 Pf. In a horizontal pair and block of four 4
Pf. "Heuss" on cover (vertical folded), superb
177 ,178
estimate Gebot
3278 1954, 4 Pf. "Heuss" in the block of four and single
stamp as multiple franking on superb cover
178
estimate 20,3279 1954, 6 Pf. "Heuss", lower margin pair with HAN
"15152.54 1", (Clamp trace), stamps mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.180xHAN ★★
estimate 20,3280 1954, 30 Pf. "Heuss" in a horizontal pair, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.187 ★★
estimate 25,3281 1954, 50 Pf. "Heuss", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 200.189 ★★
estimate 65,3282 1954, 50 Pf. "Heuss", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.189 ★★
estimate 60,3283 1958, 1 DM (2 x) and 2 DM "Heuss", always as
multiple franking on package card, 3 cards very fine
(stamps partly defects)
194/5
estimate 40,3284 1960, 8 Pf. "Heuss watermark sideways", reprinted
issue, superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 150.182Y
estimate 50,3285 1960, "Heuss fluorescent", all with upper margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, expertized Schlegel
179-260y ★★
estimate 40,3286 1960, "Heuss fluorescent" (8 values), very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 65.179-260y ★★
estimate 20,3287 1960, "Heuss fluorescent" on piece, as well 5 Pf.
POR (Michel 300.-), interest of tenant
179-260y
estimate 190,3288 1960, 20 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the vertical
margin pair with "L", mint never hinged, superb
185y ★★
estimate 30,3289 1954, 10 Pf. "honest" and 20 Pf. "Boniface" always
in the corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 84.197,199
★★
estimate 20,3290 1954, 7 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
77.80
197-203 ★★
estimate 20,3291 1954 / 5, "Helpers of Mankind (V and VI) ", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets from upper margin, Michel (95.-)
200-03,222-25 ★★
estimate 30,3292 1954 / 5, "Helpers of Mankind (V and VI) ", 2
superb sets, Michel 100.200-03,222-25
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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3293 1954 / 5, 40 Pf. "Papenheim" and "Nightingale", 2
superb items, Michel 85.203,225
estimate 39,3294 1955, 40 Pf. "Schiller" and 20 Pf. "research grants",
always in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.210,214
★★
estimate 25,3295 1956, 20 Pf. "Stephan" on official first day sheet
Berlin (1), superb, Michel 300.227
estimate 90,3296 1956, 20 Pf. "Stephan" on First Day Cover with
special cancel "BERLIN SW 61", superb, Michel 350.227
estimate 90,3297 1957, "Berlin children" with plate flaw "tz in
recreation spaces affiliated with each other", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.250I ★★
estimate 40,3298 1957 / 58, 5 documents "Europe", 4 single frankings
and a multiple franking", very fine / superb
268/9
estimate Gebot
3299 1958, 10 Pfg. "Europe", watermarked on First Day
Cover from 10.8.58, superb
268
estimate Gebot
3300 1958, 10 Pf. "Max and Moritz" with variety "puffier
digit", thin corner, very fine
281I
estimate Gebot
3301 1959, "Heuss" on 3 First Day Cover, superb, Michel
255.302-06
estimate 75,3302 1961, 10 Pfg. "Heuss", 7 time on registered cover
from Halstenbek, as well 2 pairs, very fine
303
estimate Gebot
3303 1959, 70 Pf. "Heuss" with 40 Pf. "Heuss" Berlin on
private First day Sheet with first day special cancel, superb
306
estimate Gebot
3304 1959, souvenir sheet "Beethoven", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel (80.-)
Bl. 2
estimate 25,3305 1959, souvenir sheet "Beethoven" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 140.Bl. 2
estimate 40,3306 1960 / 61, "fairy tale", 4 various single franking documents, very fine / superb
340-43
estimate Gebot
3307 1961-70, "Important Germans", lot of approximate
70 documents, very fine / superb
aus 347-61
estimate Gebot
3308 1961, 5 and 15 Pf. "Important Germans" in corner
margin blocks of four from upper margin with printers
mark "12" and "8", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.347y,351yDZ
★★
estimate 30,3309 1957, 10 Pf. "university Freiburg" with plate flaw
"break of the vertical wall line before the chin of the
lecturers", superb, Michel 250.356II
estimate 65,-
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3310 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 100.Bl. 3
estimate 20,3311 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July" with additional
franking on properly franked special delivery registered
cover, very fine
Bl. 3
estimate Gebot
3312 1964, 15, 20 Pfg. "Europe" with perfins on a First
Day Cover, superb
445/6
estimate Gebot
3313 1964, "buildings" in sheet (100) with printers mark
respectively sheet counting number, mint never hinged,
superb (10 Pf. A little separated), Michel 1100.454-61 ★★
estimate 200,3314 1966, 100 Pf. "Brandenburg Gate", upper left corner
margin block of four with printers mark "12", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 128.510vDZ
★★
estimate 30,3315 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in block of four
from the corner of the sheet, some with printers mark, mint
never hinged, superb
694-703,773
★★
estimate 70,3316 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal
pairs, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 75.694-703,773 ★★
estimate 20,3317 1971, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal pairs,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 70.694-703 ★★
estimate Gebot
3318 1974, 70 Pf. "expressionism" with plate flaw "red
spot in the design of the stamp over the 4 in 1974", block
of four, mint never hinged with normal stamps, superb,
Michel - .
822III ★★
estimate Gebot
3319 1979, 60 Pf. "Day of the Postage Stamp", in the
miniature sheet on First Day Cover, superb
1023 KB
estimate Gebot
3320 1980, 60 Pf. "FIP", in the miniature sheet on First
Day Cover, superb
1065 KB
estimate Gebot
3321 1982, 60 Pf. "Europe: folklore", printed on the
gummed side (on face not fluorescing), upper margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel
1097G ★★
estimate 450,3322 1982, 250 Pf. "airport Frankfurt" in a horizontal pair
as multiple franking on delivery order, superb
1137
estimate Gebot
3323 1985, "MOPHILA" in the se-tenant sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.1255/6KB ★★
estimate 40,3324 1985, "MOPHILA" in the se-tenant sheet, mint never
hinged, almost only superb, Michel 180.1255/6KB ★★
estimate 35,3325 1987-90, "places of interest" in block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 144.a. 1339-1448
★★
estimate 40,-
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3326 1987-90, "places of interest" in horizontal pairs, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 72.a. 1339-1448 ★★
estimate 20,3327 1987 / 8, "places of interest" (1339-42, 74 / 5, 79-81)
in block of four, corner margin copies, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (67.-)
★★
estimate 20,3328 1989, "places of interest", 100 Pf. As multiple
franking and 350 Pf. As end of a coil stamps roll 1 + 4
blank field, superb
1406,1407
estimate 40,3329 1989-94, 14 various mint never hinged miniature
sheet (Michel number 1433, 1498, 1755 / 6, 1762-71),
superb, Michel 249.KB ★★
estimate 25,3330 1990-96, "places of interest" in horizontal pairs, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 122.a. 1468-1860 ★★
estimate 35,3331 1991, 60 Pf. "dragonflies" in the se-tenant sheet (40),
as well variety 1546 I, mint never hinged, superb
1546-49 ★★
estimate 20,3332 1992, "at risk moth" in the sheet set (25), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 300.1602-06KB ★★
estimate 25,3333 1992, 100 Pf. "Main Danube canal" in the sheet (50)
with variety "green line in the 5. Reed leave" (field 21),
mint never hinged, superb, Michel - .
1630KB ★★
estimate 40,3334 1992, "precious clocks" in the sheet set (25) with
variety 1635 I, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 285.1631-35KB ★★
estimate 35,3335 1992, "precious clocks" in the sheet set (25) with
variety 1635 I, mint never hinged, almost only superb (a
sheet small on the back Inks trace), Michel 285.1631-35KB ★★
estimate 30,3336 1993, "olympic Sport sites" in the sheet set (25),
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 425.1650-53KB ★★
estimate 30,3337 1996 / 7, 500 Pf. "state theatre Cottbus" and 550 Pf.
"townhall Suhl Heinrichs", always in the vertical pair on 2
insured letter, superb, Michel 105.1679,1746
estimate 25,3338 1994, "costumes" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.1757-61KB ★★
estimate 20,3339 1995, 55 sheet of ten complete, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 900.1772-1833KB ★★
estimate 190,3340 1996, "breeds of dog" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 110.1836-40KB ★★
estimate Gebot
3341 1996, 400 Pf. "200 years Homeopathy", 3 x as
properly franked multiple franking on insured letter "DM
1000.-", superb, Michel 70.1880
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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3342 1996, 400 Pf. "200 years Homeopathy", 3 x as
properly franked multiple franking on insured letter "DM
500.-", vertical folded, superb, Michel 70.1880
estimate Gebot
3343 1997, 47 Pf. "European monument Berus" in the
sheet of 10 and strip of five on the handing over registered
mail, superb
1932
estimate 20,3344 1997, "places of interest" in block of four from upper
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.1934-38 ★★
estimate 20,3345 1997, "aquatic and windmill" in the sheetlet set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 150.1948-52KB ★★
estimate 20,3346 1997, 110 Pf. "Heinrich Heine" with right attached
blank field, mint never hinged, superb, Michel - .
1962L ★★
estimate 120,3347 1998, 110 Pf. "Ernst Younger", strong damaged in
cutting from miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb,
photo certificate copy Schlegel
1984 ★★
estimate 75,3348 1999, "Cosmos" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.2077-81KB ★★
estimate Gebot
3349 2000, "expo" in the sheetlet set, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 150.2117-22KB ★★
estimate 20,3350 2000, 7 various miniature sheet: Michel number
2136-38, 2142 and 2153-55, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 118.KB ★ ★
estimate Gebot
3351 2001, "Sports Aid" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.2165-68KB ★★
estimate 25,3352 2001-12, all 26 souvenir sheets complete, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 110.80
Bl. 54-79 ★★
estimate 35,3353 2001, "film actor" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 130.2218-22KB ★★
estimate 30,3354 2002, "winter games Salt Lake city" in the sheetlet
set, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.2237-40KB ★★
estimate 25,3355 2003, "World Cup 2006" in the sheetlet set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.2324-28KB ★★
estimate 30,3356 2004, "cats" in the sheetlet set, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.2402-06KB ★★
estimate 30,3357 2005 / 6, 45 Pf. "tall ship" and 145 C. "Röhling"
always in the black print, superb, Michel 90.SD 28/9
estimate 20,3358 2008, "glide world championships" in the sheetlet
set, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.2649-52KB ★★
estimate 25,-
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3359 1973, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
1700.J 1 ★★
estimate 480,3360 1975, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
160.J 3 ★★
estimate 30,3361 1976, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
80.J 4 ★★
estimate 20,3362 1977, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
90.J 5 ★★
estimate 20,3363 1980 / 1, 2 year sets, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 80.J 8/9 ★★
estimate 20,3364 1984, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
200.J 12 ★★
estimate 40,3365 1985, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.J 13 ★★
estimate 20,3366 1989, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.J 17 ★★
estimate 20,3367 1991, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
140.J 19 ★★
estimate 30,3368 1992, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
110.J 20 ★★
estimate 25,3369 1993, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
110.J 21 ★★
estimate 25,3370 1996, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
120.J 24 ★★
estimate 25,3371 1997, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
120.J 25 ★★
estimate 25,3372 1998, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
110.J 26 ★★
estimate 25,3373 1999, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.J 27 ★★
estimate 20,3374 2000, year sets, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.J 28 ★★
estimate 20,3375 2002-13, all 12 yearbooks complete, without stamps
and black print, superb
J 30-41
estimate Gebot
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3377 1994, annual collection, superb, Michel 180.Js 2
estimate 45,3378 1995, annual collection, superb, Michel 160.Js 3
estimate 40,3379 1996, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 4
estimate 30,3380 1997, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 5
estimate 30,3381 1998, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 6
estimate 30,3382 1999, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 7
estimate 30,3383 2000, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 8
estimate 30,3384 2001, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 9
estimate 30,3385 2002, annual collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 10
estimate 30,3386 2004, annual collection, superb, Michel 140.Js 12
estimate 35,3387 2006, annual collection, superb, Michel 140.Js 14
estimate 35,F.R.G. COIL STAMPS FOR VENDING MACHINE
3388 Lot of 30 legitimate documents, only with coil
stamps for vending machine franked, mostly from the 90s,
very fine / superb
estimate 30,3389 1981-93, interesting lot of approximate 100
documents with coil stamps for vending machine in a ring
binder, mostly superb
A 1/2
estimate 20,3390 1.1.2002, key sentence 0.01 - 3.68 EUR complete,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 85.A 3 ★★
estimate 25,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY SE-TENANTS
3391 1960, "Heuss watermark sideways", reprinted issue,
all 15 se-tenants complete, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 735.W 17-S 52YII ★★
estimate 250,3392 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "20 + 8", reprinted
issue, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 65.W 23YII ★★
estimate 20,3393 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + Z + 1", close
bar of dashes in red lilac and a in dark blue gray, reprinted
issue, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.WZ 15aIVYII ★★
estimate 30,3394 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + Z + 1",
without bars of dashes, reprinted issue, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.WZ 15bYII ★★
estimate 30,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR COLLECTION 3395 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + 20 + 8",
reprinted issue, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 350.3376 1993, annual collection, superb, Michel 180.estimate 120,Js 1
estimate 45,- S 50YII
Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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3396 1963-65, mint never hinged lot "Important Germans"
in tête-bêche pairs, mainly in parts of sheets, some with
HAN, mint never hinged, superb
K 2a-K 5 ★★
estimate 40,3397 1963, stamp booklet sheet "Albertus / Luther", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 100.MHB 7 ★★
estimate 20,3398 1972, stamp booklet sheet "olympic games", mint
never hinged, one stamp small wrinkles otherwise superb,
Michel 350.MHB 17 ★★
estimate 75,3399 1972, "olympic games", all 14 se-tenants complete,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 136.W30-SZ 2a,b ★★
estimate 30,3400 1972, stamp booklet sheet "summer Olympic
Games", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 350.MHB 17 ★★
estimate 90,3401 1972 / 4, "prevention of accidents", small complete
mint never hinged lot of the Michel number W 38 - KZ 9
b, 695 / 6, 698 / 9 C / D single stamps and as vertical pairs,
W 47-56, superb condition, Michel 109.50
★★
estimate 20,3402 1974, "prevention of accidents", complete set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 54.W 47-56 ★★
estimate 20,3403 1960-73, lot different se-tenants and stamp booklet
panes, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.★★
estimate 60,3404 Lot different se-tenants, only horizontal: from W 4 W 78, mint never hinged, superb, Michel approximate
250.★★
estimate 30,STAMP BOOKLETS
3405 1958, stamp booklet "Heuss / numeral", cap dark
chrome yellow, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.MH 4Xv ★★
estimate 30,3406 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss lying watermark", first
issue, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.MH 4YI ★★
estimate 35,3407 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss lying watermark",
reprinted issue, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.MH 4YII ★★
estimate 30,3408 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first issue,
weak fluorescing, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,3409 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first issue,
strong fluorescing, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,3410 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first issue,
with red sheet sequence number, mint never hinged,
superb, photo expertize D. Schlegel, Michel 1600.MH 6b ★★
estimate 600,-
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3411 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first issue,
with lying green "L" above of the lower perforation row,
mint never hinged, superb, RR! Photo expertize D.
Schlegel, Michel 12.000.MH 6caII ★★
estimate 4.200,3412 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first issue,
with printers mark "5" (only the upper half readable), mint
never hinged, superb, RRR! Photo expertize D. Schlegel:
"the front cover has a little at the stamp booklet pane
stuck, otherwise is the quality perfect", Michel 14.000.MH 6cb ★★
estimate 4.200,3413 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", reprinted
issue, with frame print rectangle cancel with one line and
frame cancel with two lines, mint never hinged, 2 booklet
superb, Michel 100.MH 6fbIV ★★
estimate 30,3414 1968, stamp booklet "Brandenburg Gate", 2. Cover
side: "DBZ", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.MH 14e ★★
estimate 30,3415 1972, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", cap d,
postages stand 1.7.1972, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 75.MH 16b ★★
estimate 20,3416 1972, "olympic games" complete with first day
special cancel, as well stamp booklet pane 22 and souvenir
sheet on First Day Cover, superb
MH 17-SZ 2b ,
estimate 70,3417 1972, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 4.
Cover side: "winner", border bar variants X, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 300.MH 18aRLV X ★★
estimate 90,3418 1974, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 2.
Cover side: "telephone announcements", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 65.MH 20b ★★
estimate 20,3419 1974, tentative stamp booklet "prevention of
accidents", 4. Cover side: "by addresses location at first",
mint never hinged, superb
VJ-MH 20c ★★
estimate Gebot
3420 1977-93, 10 cancelled stamp booklet, superb
MH 21-29
estimate Gebot
3421 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palaces", 2. Cover
side: "top edge letter and P from "post" with lower edge
"in funds are" on a line", with count bars, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 280.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 75,3422 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palaces", 2. Cover
side: "top edge letter and P from "post" with lower edge
"in funds are" on a line", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 30,3423 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palaces", 2. Cover
side: "World Wide Fund for Nature", with count bars, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 60.MH 22ah ★★
estimate 20,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

STAMP BOOKLETS
3424 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palaces", 2. Cover
side: "blue Mauritius", with count bars, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.MH 22ak ★★
estimate 20,3425 1980, "castle and palaces", small lot of 13 stamp
booklet, mint never hinged, almost only superb condition
MH 23 ★★
estimate Gebot
3426 1980, stamp booklet "castle and palaces", 10 x, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 160.MH 23b ★★
estimate 30,3427 Items for investments of more than 1800 cancelled
stamp booklet "castle and palaces" from 1980 / 82, with
also better advertisement, count bars and so on, superb
condition, Michel (only as stamp booklet panes calculated!
) over 14.000.MH 22-24
estimate 1.400,3428 1995, stamp booklet "places of interest" with plate
flaw "white spot under the dormer", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 50.MH 32III ★★
estimate Gebot
3429 2000, stamp booklet "expo", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 65.MH 40 ★★
estimate 20,3430 2001, 2 stamp booklet "places of interest" and
"endangered animals", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
61.MH 43/4 ★★
estimate 20,3431 2002, 2 stamp booklet "a hundred years Bautzen"
and "cultural and Naturerbe of human resources", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 66.MH 48/9 ★★
estimate 20,3432 2002, stamp booklet "a hundred years Bautzen", both
types, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.MH 48a,b ★★
estimate 20,3433 2004 / 5, 8 stamp booklet complete, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 196.MH 53-60 ★★
estimate 70,3434 2006 / 7, 10 stamp booklet complete, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 197.MH 61-70 ★★
estimate 70,3435 2010 / 1, 6 stamp booklet complete, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 156.MH 81-86 ★★
estimate 60,3436 2012 / 3, 9 stamp booklet complete, mint never
hinged, superb, post price: EUR 79, 30
MH 87-95 ★★
estimate 65,FOIL SHEETS
3437 2008-10, 12 foil sheets complete, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 272.FB 1-12 ★★
estimate 80,3438 2015, 7 foil sheets complete, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 175.FB 43-49 ★★
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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3439 1960, 40 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the strip of five
with red uneven number, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 65.260yR ★★
estimate 20,3440 1971, 50 Pf. "prevention of accidents", RE 5 + 4
blank field, black count number, pale turquoise, mint
never hinged, as usual perforated superb, Michel 54.700AR ★★
estimate 20,3441 1977-79, 70, 210 and 230 Pf. "castle and palaces" in
RE 11 + 4 blank field, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
149.918,998/9R ★★
estimate 35,3442 1987-93, 24 various strip of five "places of interest",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 340.a. 1339-1679R ★★
estimate 60,3443 Extensive mint never hinged lot of duplicates "castle
and palaces" with focal point RE 5 + 4 blank field, among
others as well 8 x 190 Pf., 23 x 210 and 230 Pf., 3 x 300
Pf. And so on, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 6000.913-1143R ★★
estimate 600,3444 1966 / 7, lot "Brandenburg Gate" with single stamps,
strip of five and RE 5 + 4 blank field on different
documents, mint never hinged, superb condition
aus 506-10R ★★
estimate 150,3445 1977-94, lot mostly different coil stamps "castle and
palaces" and "places of interest" in strip of five, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel more then 400.aus 913-1381R ★★
estimate 50,F.R.G. FIRST DAY SHEETS
3446 1980-90, complete collection, first day sheet 1 / 80 19 / 90 in 6 ring binder, superb
1033-1467
estimate 60,3447 1994-2001, 8 complete years, first day sheet 1 / 94 49 / 2001, superb
1709-Bl. 57
estimate 80,3448 2003, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 45 / 2003,
superb
2305-73
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY ENGROS
3449 1955, "Lechfeld" and "Donor", always 10 x, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 145.216,220 ★★
estimate 20,3450 1955, 10 Pf. "UNO", 30 x, mostly in block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 135.221 ★★
estimate Gebot
3451 1956, "child care", 16 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 320.243-46 ★★
estimate 50,3452 1960, "Heuss II", 15 mint never hinged sets almost
only superb, Michel 600.259-65 ★★
estimate 80,3453 1957, "coal mining", 10 x in parts of sheets, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 220.270-73 ★★
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY ENGROS
3454 1959, "Heuss III", 10 mint never hinged sets, almost
only superb, Michel 200.302-06 ★★
estimate Gebot
3455 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July", 7 x, superb, Michel
105.Bl. 3
estimate Gebot
3456 1966, "Brandenburg Gate", 100 mint never hinged
sets, almost only superb, Michel 1500.506-10 ★★
estimate 120,3457 1971, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal pairs (9
x complete), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 630.694-703 ★★
estimate 100,3458 1973, "birds", 120 mint never hinged sets, almost
only superb, Michel 960.754-57 ★★
estimate 110,3459 1979, "Day of the Postage Stamp" in the miniature
sheet, 70 x, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 980.1023KB ★★
estimate 140,3460 1980, in the number of a major listing 6-8 x complete
mint never hinged year neat on stock pages, superb
1033-1067 ★★
estimate Gebot
3461 1985, "Mophila", 15 se-tenant pairs, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.1255/6 ★★
estimate Gebot
3462 1990, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", 25 x, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 550.Bl. 21 ★★
estimate 50,3463 1990, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", 14 x with
first day special cancel, superb, Michel 308.Bl. 21
estimate 45,3464 1998, 300 Pf. "opera house Bayreuth", 12 miniature
sheet (10), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 408.1983KB ★★
estimate 30,FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
YEAR SETS
3465 1949 / 50, 2 complete mint never hinged years, 12
superb items, Michel 490.111-22 ★★
estimate 120,3466 1951, complete year, without posthorn set, mint
never hinged, superb
139-47 ★★
estimate 140,3467 1952, complete mint never hinged year, superb
148-61 ★★
estimate 80,3468 1953, complete mint never hinged year, superb
162-76 ★★
estimate 90,3469 1955, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
204-26x ★★
estimate 45,3470 1956, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
227-48 ★★
estimate 20,3471 1972-74, 3 complete years, mint never hinged,
superb
710-825 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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3472 1980-83, 4 complete years on Lindner album pages,
superb
1033-1196
estimate 20,3473 1984-89, 6 years, in the number of a major listing,
complete mint never hinged, superb
1197-1443 ★★
estimate 50,3474 1986 / 7, 2 in the number of a major listing complete
years, mint never hinged, superb
1268-1346 ★★
estimate 30,3475 1988 / 9, in the number of a major listing 2 complete
years, mint never hinged, superb
1347-1443 ★★
estimate 110,3476 1988, in the number of a major listing complete year,
mint never hinged, superb
1347-96 ★★
estimate 20,3477 1990-92, 3 years, in the main numbers completely,
mint never hinged, superb
1444-1644 ★★
estimate 70,3478 1990, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1444-87 ★★
estimate 20,3479 1990 / 1, 2 complete years, superb
1444-1581
estimate 25,3480 1991, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1488-1581 ★★
estimate 30,3481 1992, in the number of a major listing complete year,
mint never hinged, superb
1582-1644 ★★
estimate 30,3482 1992-95, 4 in the number of a major listing complete
years, superb
1582-1833
estimate 50,3483 1992 / 3, 2 in the number of a major listing complete
years, superb
1582-1708
estimate 25,3484 1993, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1645-1708 ★★
estimate 25,3485 1994, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1709-71 ★★
estimate 25,3486 1994-96, 3 complete years in miniature sheet (10),
mint never hinged, superb, Michel approximate 2500.1755-1894KB ★★
estimate 480,3487 1995, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1772-1833 ★★
estimate 30,3488 1996, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
1834-94 ★★
estimate 25,3489 1997, in the number of a major listing complete year,
mint never hinged, superb
1895-1964 ★★
estimate 30,3490 1998, in the number of a major listing complete year,
mint never hinged, superb
1965-2026 ★★
estimate 25,3491 1999, complete year, mint never hinged, superb
2027-86 ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
3492 1999 / 2000, 2 complete years, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case mint never hinged from the left and
used from of the right lower corner of the sheet, with first
day special cancel in the "Germany plus" ring binder,
superb
2027-2155 ★ ★,
estimate 75,3493 2001, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2156-Bl. 57
estimate 30,3494 2002, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2231-2304
estimate 25,3495 2002, complete year, superb
2231-2304
estimate 20,3496 2003, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2305-73
estimate 25,3497 2004, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2374-2433
estimate 20,3498 2004, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
on first day covers, in the "Germany classy" album with
slipcase, superb
2374-2433
estimate 20,3499 2005, in the number of a major listing except for
Michel number 2434 / 5 and 2451 complete year, superb
2434-2504
estimate 25,3500 2005, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2434-2504
estimate 20,3501 2005, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
on First Day Cover, superb
2434-2504
estimate 20,3502 2006, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
on First Day Cover, in the "Germany classy" album in the
slipcase, superb
2505-77
estimate 25,3503 2007, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2578-2636
estimate 20,3504 2007, complete year, without Michel number 2619
and self-adhesive stamps, on first day covers, in the
"Germany classy" album with slipcase, superb
2578-2636
estimate 20,3505 2008, complete year on first day covers in the
"Germany classy" album with slipcase, superb
2637-2706
estimate 25,3506 2009, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2707-67
estimate 20,-

YEAR SETS
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3507 2010, complete year, without self-adhesive stamps,
in each case from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
with first day special cancel, superb
2768-2834
estimate 20,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3508 More then complete mint never hinged collection
Federal Republic from 1949-2000 in 4 lighthouse
hingeless album, superb condition
★★
estimate 1.200,3509 Mint never hinged complete collection to 1960 in the
KA-BE album with mounts including Heuss watermark
sideways and fluorescent, 30, 50 and 60 Pf. Posthorn with
rest of hinge, otherwise almost everything in superb
condition
★★
estimate 650,3510 1949-1979, except for the posthorn set complete
mint never hinged collection Federal Republic in the
lighthouse album with mounts, including "Heuß
fluorescent" and "lieg. Watermark", superb condition
★★
estimate 500,3511 1949-1971, except for the posthorn set complete
mint never hinged collection Federal Republic in the
Lindner album with mounts, including "Heuss fluorescent"
and "lieg. Watermark", almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 450,3512 1956-99, mint never hinged complete collection
(Michel number 227-2086) in 3 blue as good as new
lighthouse hingeless album, text from 1949 complete,
superb condition
★★
estimate 390,3513 Except for few early values seeming complete
collection Federal Republic from 1949-2000 in 3 safe
hingeless album, from 1956 ** complete, mostly superb
condition, Michel 3500.★, ★★
estimate 380,3514 1952-1967, complete mint never hinged collection
including "Heuss fluorescent" and "lieg. Watermark" in
the safe binary album (text complete from 1948), superb
condition
★★
estimate 360,3515 1991-93, block of four collection except for Michel
number 1531-34 double complete, almost only from the
both upper corners of the sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 280,3516 In the number of a major listing complete mint never
hinged collection Federal Republic from 1960-94 in 3
Lindner hingeless album, almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 250,3517 1954-60, mint never hinged complete in the small
stockbook, including Heuss fluorescent and watermark
sideways, superb
★★
estimate 240,3518 From Michel number 197 complete mint never
hinged collection Federal Republic from 1954-62 on
Lindner album pages, as well Heuss lying watermark and
fluorescent, superb condition
★★
estimate 190,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3519 1980-99, mint never hinged complete part of a
collection in the lighthouse album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 190,3520 1982-92, part of a collection Federal Republic in the
Borek album with mounts, in the main numbers
completely, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,3521 1954-70, mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from Michel number 197 in the safe album with
mounts, in the main numbers completely with "Heuss
fluorescent" and some special feature, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3522 1960-76, part of a collection Federal Republic in the
safe album with mounts, except for coil stamps complete,
superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3523 In the number of a major listing almost complete
mint never hinged collection Federal Republic from
1991-2000 (Michel number 1557-2148) in 2 stock books,
2 x collected, mostly in margin respectively corner margin
pairs, superb condition, Michel approximate 1500.★★
estimate 80,3524 Complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from 1996-2000 on album pages in the
"Germany classic" ring binder with slipcase, superb
condition
★★
estimate 60,3525 1960-74, in the number of a major listing complete
mint never hinged collection Federal Republic, in the
album, mostly superb
★★
estimate Gebot
3526 1948-2010, in the number of a major listing complete
cancelled collection Federal Republic in 3 lighthouse
hingeless album, almost only superb condition
estimate 450,3527 Complete cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1949-76 in the Schaubek album with mounts, with Heuss
watermark sideways and fluorescent, almost only superb
condition
estimate 380,3528 Neat cancelled complete collection Federal Republic
to 1979 in 2 Lindner hingeless album, superb collection
estimate 350,3529 1949-96, cancelled neat, in the number of a major
listing complete collection in the Schaubek album, almost
only superb condition
estimate 350,3530 Neat cancelled, in the number of a major listing
complete collection from 1949-75 in the lighthouse album
with mounts "Germany Plus", almost only superb
condition
estimate 350,3531 1949-75, neat cancelled, in the number of a major
listing complete collection Federal Republic in the
Lighthouse album, almost only superb condition
estimate 290,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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3532 Except for Michel number 139 / 40 in the number of
a major listing complete neat cancelled collection Federal
Republic from 1949-83, almost only superb condition
estimate 290,3533 1948-1986, neat cancelled collection Federal
Republic in the stockbook, in the main numbers
completely, superb condition
estimate 280,3534 Complete cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1987-2004 in 2 lighthouse hingeless album, from 1995
corner margin copies with almost only centered special
cancel, superb condition
estimate 250,3535 Cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1949-2000 in 3 SAFE-albums, except for Michel number
113-15, 120, 121, 139 and 146 in the number of a major
listing seeming complete, very fine / superb
estimate 250,3536 1949-1988, cancelled collection Federal Republic
with many good first issues, almost only superb condition,
favorable!
estimate 190,3537 1949-1969, in the number of a major listing complete
cancelled collection Federal Republic in the album with
mounts, almost only superb condition
estimate 190,3538 Almost complete cancelled collection Federal
Republic from 1949-73 in the Lighthouse album with
many good issues, superb condition, favorable!
estimate 180,3539 In the number of a major listing complete collection
Federal Republic from 1982-91 with centered first day
postmark in 2 stock books, superb condition
estimate 130,3540 2004-08, 5 complete cancelled years, without SK
stamps, in addition to it many commemorative sheets of
the German post, superb condition
2374-2706
estimate 110,3541 1990-2004, more then complete neat cancelled
collection in the Schaubek album with some special
feature, superb condition
estimate 100,3542 1949-84, incompletely collection in the as good as
new beacon album with mounts, superb
estimate Gebot
3543 1966-1990, collection from 143 different registered
covers with multiple franking, all First-Day-Covers,
superb condition
estimate 350,3544 1949-1975, unused mostly mint never hinged
collection Federal Republic on as good as new lighthouse
album pages, except for 70-90 Pf. Posthorn complete, with
Heuß fluorescent and watermark sideways, from the
beginning partly rest of hinges, from 1955 only still very
fine MNH
★ ★, ★
estimate 380,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3545 Neat, mainly cancelled collection Federal Republic
from 1949-74 in the stockbook, among others with Michel
number 113-15, 117-20, 121 / 2, 139 / 40, 141 / 2 (all
used) and so on, mostly superb condition, favorable!
Michel approximate 3000., ★, ★ ★
estimate 280,3546 Mainly mint collection Federal Republic from
1949-66 on Borek sides with many good issues, almost
only superb condition, very favorable!
★,
estimate 250,3547 1952-91, in the number of a major listing complete
collection Federal Republic from 1955-91 in the Schaubek
album, from 1968 only mint never hinged collected,
superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 190,3548 Special stamps Federal Republic complete from
1992-99, in each case mint never hinged and used (neat
corner stamp) in the stockbook, almost only margin
copies, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 90,3549 Complete collection Federal Republic from
1998-2000 in the "Germany plus" hingeless album, mint
never hinged and used in corner margin pieces, superb
condition, Michel 585.★ ★,
estimate 75,3550 1995-99, collection corners of the sheet, in the main
numbers completely, in each case mint never hinged and
used (mostly letter pieces), superb condition
1819-2039 ★ ★, ,
estimate 75,3551 Collection Federal Republic from 1954-65 in block
of four, upper pair in each case with rest of hinge, the
lower both values mint never hinged, from 1958 without
Michel number 285 complete, superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 75,3552 Collection Federal Republic from 1949-79 with
useful issues, from the beginning incompletely, later mint
never hinged and used in fact complete, in addition to it a
little American and British zone, almost only superb
condition
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
3553 1949-70, complete mint collection in the Lindner
album with mounts, superb
★, ★ ★
estimate 390,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3554 1952, Kurt Schuhmacher, mint never hinged
donation stamps sheet (20) to his Deaths with 5 image
motifs, mint never hinged, staple punching otherwise
superb
★★
estimate 35,3555 Face value items: 142 mint never hinged valid for
postage sheet of ten with 0, 55 EUR values, superb,
franking value: EUR 781.★★
estimate 580,3556 1956-92, extensive, well sorted stock lot, mostly neat
on DIN A4 stock cards, favorable! Michel more then
5000.★★
estimate 350,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
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3557 1955-95, lot mint never hinged parts of collections
and remains on stock pages, album pages and stock cards,
very high catalog value, treasure trove, inspect!
★★
estimate 250,3558 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Federal Republic from 1964-81 in block of four, mostly
margin copies, without souvenir sheets, with horizontal
pairs, among others Michel number 694-703, almost only
superb condition, Michel approximate 1700.★★
estimate 150,3559 1992-94, "Sehenswürdigkeiten\": 450, 200, 500, 41,
700 and 550 Pf. In horizontal pairs, in each case in
multiples, mint never hinged, superb, post price DM 530.-!
a.1623-1746 ★★
estimate Gebot
3560 1951-97, various mint never hinged horizontal pairs,
among others Michel number 188 and 694-703, superb,
Michel 500.★★
estimate Gebot
3561 1975-86, lot of approximate 90 different mint never
hinged issues in block of four, mostly margin copies,
superb, Michel approximate 600.★★
estimate 40,3562 1959-99, small souvenir sheet collection: souvenir
sheet. 2 - 53, only souvenir sheets 37-39 and 45 missing,
mostly superb
★★
estimate 40,3563 1989-91, small mint never hinged lot on stock pages,
1991 seeming complete, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3564 Lot different cancelled better values to 1954, almost
only superb condition, Michel 1093.estimate 180,3565 1946-79, neat stockbook "Federal Republic of
Germany" used, inspect! Michel 2004: to indication 2230.estimate 150,3566 1949-55, cancelled lot of 55 different middle values,
neat legitimate condition / very fine, Michel 630.estimate Gebot
3567 1995-2003, 4 various sheetlet sets: Michel number
1777-80, 1786, 1797-1801 and 2324-28 with centered first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 332.KB
estimate Gebot
3568 1950-1964, approximate 380 g soaked off kilo ware
Federal Republic, besides postal stamps also numerous
surcharge values, treasure trove!
estimate 50,3569 1968-72, "olympic games, always 10 x including
souvenir sheets complete, almost only superb
estimate Gebot
3570 1965-71, approximate 275 g soaked off kilo ware
Federal Republic, smorgasbord, treasure trove
estimate 30,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3571 1986-2003, "charity issue" in block of four with first
day special cancel, in large-sized Fold cards of the Federal
Minister for the Postal service and Telecommunications,
complete except for 1987, 89 and 93, in addition to it
Berlin from 1986 / 88 / 90
,
estimate 160,3572 1970-99, approximate 250 g kilo ware Federal
Republic, treasure trove
estimate 50,3573 1970-89, approximate 250 g kilo ware Federal
Republic, treasure trove
estimate 30,3574 1951-61, interesting lot of 200 covers with mostly
different special stamps frankings, many special delivery
covers, almost only superb, inspect!
estimate 250,3575 Approximate. 1995-2003, 31 various covers with
useful frankings, mostly high postal stamps on registered
mail or insured letter, many multiple franking, almost only
superb condition, Michel approximate 700.estimate 100,3576 1953-65, 29 commercial airmail letters to the United
States with different multiple franking and single
frankings, condition varies, inspect! Michel more then
600.estimate Gebot
3577 1953 / 4 19 package cards with different posthorn
frankings, among others Michel number 134 multiple
franking, 137 single franking, 3 cards with number 138
and so on, neat legitimate condition, inspect!
estimate Gebot
3578
1977-79,
special
album:
"the
officials
First-Day-Covers of the Alliance German fashioner in of
the philately e. V. ", 100 various FDCs engraved in steel
engraving, all with detailed descriptions and certificates of
authenticity, superb, very high acquisition value at that
time!
estimate 50,3579 Approximate. 1990-2005, lot of 50 commercially
used letters, only higher frankings, all DIN A5, very fine /
superb
estimate 30,3580 1972, Olympic Games torch relay: 9 registered
covers from different German towns, all with Oympia
frankings, superb
estimate 20,3581 1952-61, 6 interesting documents, very fine
estimate Gebot
3582 1957 / 8, interesting lot with 24 single frankings, of it
3 front of covers, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3583 1958, 17 various single frankings, as well 3 front of
covers, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3584 1960, 16 documents, only single frankings with
various First Day Cover, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
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3585 1972-78, 45 various single frankings, very fine /
superb
estimate Gebot
3586 1975-87, 46 various single frankings, in addition to it
2 front of covers, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3587 Approximate. 1976-87, interesting lot of 170 single
frankings, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3588 1961-89, lot of approximate 240 First Day Cover,
very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3589 1960-82, approximate 220 First Day Cover, very fine
/ superb
estimate Gebot
3590 Approximate, 1969-86, lot of 90 different covers,
only single- or multiple franking, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3591 Approximate. 1979-82, lot of over 70 different single
frankings, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3592 Approximate. 1982-88, lot of over 70 different single
frankings, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3593 Approximate. 1986-93, lot of 80 different single
frankings, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3594 1980-89, 42 various multiple franking, very fine /
superb
estimate Gebot
3595 1980-87, "castle and palaces" from stamp booklet,
over 30 documents, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3596 Approximate. 1957-87, small lot of over 20
documents, only cash on delivery and express delivery,
very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3597 Approximate. 120 various registered covers, from
1957 up to the euro time, very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3598 1957-2005, interesting lot of 135 registered covers,
very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
3599 From 1965, lot of approximate 300 covers, as well is
each letter with at least a margin copy franked, very fine /
superb
estimate Gebot
3600 From 1956, approximate 6 kg covers in the box,
legitimate condition
estimate Gebot
3601 1987-2003, "Christmas" in block of four with special
cancel (almost only first day postmark), 10 various
large-sized Christmas folding cards of the Federal ministry
for Postal service and Telecommunications, superb
estimate Gebot

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3602 Tight filled dealers stock Federal Republic from
1998 / 99, the stamps mostly pending 20-30 x in each
condition is existing! Superb condition, catalogue value
valued at over 7.000.-, very favorable!
★ ★,
estimate 280,3603 Almost only cancelled duplicate lot souvenir sheets
from 1959-84 in 2 special albums, among others souvenir
sheet 2 (2 x mint never hinged, 1 x used), 7 x miniature
sheet 1023 ** and so on, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3604 1977-97, small duplicate lot "horizontal pairs" castle
and palaces and places of interest, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 430.aus 913-1938 ★★
estimate Gebot
3605 1964-2004, cancelled lot of souvenir sheets in
different quantities, among others with souvenir sheet 21
(5 x), almost only first day special cancel, superb
condition, Michel more then 650.aus Bl. 3-65
estimate 60,3606 1949-70, neat cancelled and well sorted lot Federal
Republic of Germany in the stockbook, very fine / superb,
high catalog value
estimate 80,3607 Approximate. 1955-2000, lot of 40 different
commercially used letters, as well airmail, express
delivery, registered, and so on, very fine / superb
estimate 30,FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
3608 1982, "day the stamps friends", twice unused and 1
time used, superb
PZP2
estimate Gebot
3609 1959-69, 11 unused radio lottery cards: FP 9 (3 x),
11 (2 x) and 12 (3 x), superb
FP 7,9-13
estimate 25,3610 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number in
lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 9 vacuously cancelled
cards with different special cancellations, superb
P 36
estimate 90,3611 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number in
lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 5 vacuously cancelled
cards with different special cancellations from
"Nuremberg", superb
P 36
estimate 50,3612 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number in
lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 2 vacuously cancelled
cards with different special cancellations from
"HERFORD", superb
P 36
estimate 20,3613 1962 / 3, extensive lot picture postcards 10 and 15
Pf. "Important Germans", Michel number 5 / 26 - 33 and
continuously 8 / 50 - 46 / 357 in different quantities,
original packed in 100 bags (partly closed complete and
partly opened, not complete), unused, almost only superb
condition, very favorable!
P 72,81
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
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3614 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", in Roman type, 8 postcards
vacuously used with different Berlin special cancellations
from 1963, superb, Michel for * 480.P 73
estimate 45,3615 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", in Roman type, 5 postcards
vacuously used with different special cancellations
"Hanover" (1963), superb, Michel for * 300.P 73
estimate 30,3616 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", in Roman type, 4 postcards
vacuously used with different special cancellations
"Munich" (1963), superb, Michel for * 240.P 73
estimate 20,3617 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", in Roman type, 30
postcards vacuously used with different special
cancellations, superb, Michel for * 1800.P 73
estimate 150,3618 1954, 15 Pf. "posthorn" with 5 and 15 Pf. "Heuß"
additional franking, first flight card "Stuttgart Paris"
(Haberer no. 2472), superb
PP 4
estimate 20,3619 1954, private postcard 15 Pf. "posthorn", "40 years
German airmail", with 20 Pf. Additional franking to
Venice, red one-line cancel "A Venezia per Steffetta
Volando", superb
PP 4/2
estimate 20,3620 Private post: 1953, 15 Pf. "posthorn", "the Tailor of
Ulm", special cancel black gray and blue-grey, superb
postcard
PP 4/3,3c
estimate 40,3621 1954, private post: 10 Pf. "Heuss I", "Germany flight
1956" with 15 Pf. Additional franking according to
Luxembourg, 2 superb cards
PP 8/6,7
estimate 20,3622 1949, 20 Pf. "Lower House of German Parliament",
legitimate postcard to Switzerland, superb, Michel 150.PSo 2
estimate 55,3623 1971-96, complete unused and used (mostly CTO),
in addition to it a few double (mainly Duerer issue),
superb
PSo 3-PSo 44
estimate 50,3624 1952, private postal stationery cover 25 Pf.
"posthorn, "40 years German airmail", used, superb
PU 4/3
estimate 20,3625 1954, private postal stationery cover 7 + 5 Pf. "Heuß
I", "airmail printed matter DL trial flight March 1955", LH
opening flight "Frankfurt (Main) -airport 1.4.55", superb
PU 10/3
estimate Gebot
3626 1982-2002, 90 various postal stationery, unused,
superb
estimate 30,3627 Approximate. 2008-18, 55 various used postal
stationery covers, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
3628 From 2002-18 German post plus letters, approximate
50 various mostly used postal stationery, mostly superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

F.R.G. BERLIN ANNUAL MINISTER BOOKS
3629 1981-85, 5 minister annual in yellow, complete, mint
never hinged, superb
MJg 81-85 ★★
estimate 150,3630 1983, minister yearbook yellow, mint never hinged,
superb
MJg 83 ★★
estimate 30,F.R.G. / BERLIN POSTAL SERVICE WAR
3631 1950 / 1, five - and ten points stamp "but not under
communist despotism" on German Demokratic Republik
(East Germany) letter with machine cancel and postcard
with postmark "youth concentrate You in the battle for the
peace", stronger traces of use
estimate 20,FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
3632 24.2.48, "Amsterdam Mainz", Dutch postal
stationery postcard, superb, RR!
2278
estimate 30,3633 30.4.52, "Frankfurt Athen", violet three straight line
cancel, superb cover
2414a
estimate 60,3634 11.4.54, "Hamburg Tokyo", superb postcard
2466
estimate 30,3635 12.4.54, "Berlin Djakarta" on aerogram! (without
messages), superb, R!
2472A
estimate 50,3636 1.1.55, "Stuttgart Montreal", franked with Federal
Republic of Germany no. 202 / 3! Superb cover
2498F
estimate 40,3637 29.10.57, "Berlin Tokyo", 1. Direct flight over the
North Pole to Copenhagen, superb cover, R! (only 100
documents transported! )
2577
estimate 50,3638 29.10.57, "Berlin Tokyo", 1. Direct flight over the
North Pole, superb cover
estimate 40,LUFTHANSA FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHT
3639 1.4.1955, "opening of the between the two German
states air traffic", special stamp "Frankfurt (Main)"
complete, 4 superb letters, Haberer DM 475.9-12
estimate 50,3640 16.5.1955, "London Munich", reverse two-line
cancel "on order of the Regional Directorate of Posts
Munich no arrival postmark affixed", superb cover,
Haberer DM 400.29
estimate 50,3641 16.5.1955, "London Munich", without arrival
postmark, superb cover, Haberer DM 400.29
estimate 40,3642 4.12.1957, "Germany New York", "only cargo-ship",
superb cover
estimate 30,3643 1955, 24 various flights, almost only superb
condition, Haberer DM 1745.aus 5-52
estimate 160,3644 1955, 9 various flights, very fine, Haberer DM 690.aus 5-41
estimate 60,-

EASTERN ISLANDS
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3645 1912, 20 C. On 15 C. With overprint the different
name of islands, all 13 values complete, very fine / superb,
Michel 412.10I-XIII
estimate 100,3646 1916, 20 C. Brown orange, unwatermarked,
overprint "cos", superb, Michel 120.11III
estimate 30,3647 1929, 5 and 10 L. "RODI", rest of hinge, 2 superb
items
24/5 ★
estimate 70,3648 1934, "World Cup", rest of hinge, very fine set
137-45 ★
estimate 180,ALBANIA
3649 1939, 20 Q. "King Victor Immanuel III", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.312 ★★
estimate 35,3650 1940 / 3, "airmail" and "combat tuberculosis", 15
mint never hinged superb items, Michel 130.313-19,330-37 ★★
estimate 25,3651 1963, 8 various souvenir sheets "olympic Spiele\":
souvenir sheet 19 A / B, souvenir sheet 20 / 1, souvenir
sheet 22 / 3, souvenir sheet 26 A / B, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 210.Bl. ★★
estimate 45,ANDORRA FRENCH POST
3652 1957, 500 Fr. Airmail stamps, superb, Michel 90.160
estimate 25,ANDORRA SPAIN POST
3653 1929, 20 C. "white-tailed eagle", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.27A ★★
estimate 25,BELGIUM
3654 1867, 10 C. Grey, perforated D, rest of hinges, thin
places, very fine, Michel 220.14Da ★
estimate 25,3655 1865, 40 C. Rose, perforated D, rest of hinges,
manufactured creasely gum, superb, Michel 900.17D ★
estimate 180,3656 1878, 5 Fr. Red-brown, full original gum, rest of
hinge, superb, signed Gelli and Tani and photo expertize
Balasse, Michel 1900.34b ★
estimate 450,3657 1905, 50 C. - 2 Fr. "75 years independence", rest of
hinges, slightly tropicalised otherwise superb, Michel
420.75-77 ★
estimate 80,3658 1914 / 5, "Red Cross", rest of hinge, 3 superb sets,
Michel 157.104-12 ★
estimate 40,3659 1915, 5 "Franc", perforated A, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 400.127A ★
estimate 120,3660 1921, 50 C. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheet (25), as usual margins, mint never hinged, superb
165KB ★★
estimate 90,-

BELGIUM
3661 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
miniature sheet (4), mint never hinged, superb, Michel
420.186KB ★★
estimate 150,3662 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
miniature sheet (4), mint never hinged, margin defects,
stamps superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 75,3663 1925, "75 years belgian postage stamps" in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged
191-203
★★
estimate 200,3664 1925, "75 years belgian postage stamps, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 140.191-203 ★★
estimate 50,3665 1926, "flood help" in blocks of four from the lower
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 72.208/9
★★
estimate 20,3666 1926, "tuberculosis" in the miniature sheet (10),
vertical folded, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.222KB ★★
estimate 70,3667 1928, "abbey Orval", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 210.235-43 ★★
estimate 65,3668 1928, 25 C. And 2 - 10 Fr. "philatelists days" with
violet hand stamp overprint, rest of hinge, 5 superb items
236,240-43II ★
estimate 160,3669 1928, "Cathedral", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.244-49 ★★
estimate 30,3670 1929, "special messenger stamps", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 75.266-69 ★★
estimate 25,3671 1930, 60 and 75 C., 40 and 70 C. "escutcheon" in
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 108.278/9,299/300
★★
estimate 30,3672 1930, "independence" and "administrative council",
mint never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 82.284-86,288-90 ★★
estimate 25,3673 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", as usual
block margins, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 190,3674 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", mint
never hinged, very fine (defects in the lower margin),
Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 150,3675 1930, "administrative council" in upper right corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(280.-)
288-90
★★
estimate 85,3676 1930, "castle and palaces", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.291-97 ★★
estimate 50,3677 1931 / 2, 2.45 Fr. And 2.50 Fr. On 2.45 Fr. "special
delivery stamp", mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
Michel 120.304,325 ★★
estimate 35,-

BELGIUM
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3678 1931, 5 and 10 Fr. "King Albert I with peaked cap",
mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 290.312/3 ★★
estimate 90,3679 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", as usual
margins, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 170,3680 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", rest of hinge in
the margin, single stamp mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 2 ★
estimate 80,3681 1931, "tuberculosis", rest of hinges, very fine set
315-21 ★
estimate 25,3682 1932, 2.50 Fr. On 2.45 Fr. "special delivery stamp"
in the block of four from of the upper right corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (260.-)
325
★★
estimate 80,3683 1932, "cardinal Mercier", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 1100.333-41 ★★
estimate 330,3684 1932, "infantry", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
400.342/3 ★★
estimate 120,3685 1932, "infantry", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.342/3 ★
estimate 45,3686 1932, "National Fund", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.344-46 ★★
estimate 40,3687 1932, "tuberculosis", rest of hinge, very fine set
347-53 ★
estimate 35,3688 1933, "tuberculosis" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, R! Michel 3200.366-72
★★
estimate 1.000,3689 1933, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 800.366-72 ★★
estimate 240,3690 1933, "tuberculosis", rest of hinge, very fine set
366-72 ★
estimate 80,3691 1934, "Benoit" and "world exhibition", mint never
hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 77.377-81 ★★
estimate 20,3692 1934, "war disabled veterans help" in corner margin
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (320.-)
382/3
★★
estimate 100,3693 1934, "war disabled veterans help", mint never
hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 108.382-85 ★★
estimate 35,3694 1934, "war disabled veterans help" in blocks of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 112.384/5
★★
estimate 35,3695 1934, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 420.386-92 ★★
estimate 120,3696 1934, "tuberculosis", rest of hinges, very fine set,
Michel 140.386-92 ★
estimate 40,-

BELGIUM
3697 1935, "support committees for the child" in lower
left corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (72.-)
396-98
★★
estimate 25,3698 1935, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 75.396-404 ★★
estimate 20,3699 1935, "SITEB" in miniature sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.402-04KB ★★
estimate 45,3700 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day postmark in
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 120,3701 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day postmark in
the margin, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★
estimate 70,3702 1935, "tuberculosis" in lower corner margin blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 88.407-14
★★
estimate 25,3703 1936, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 65,3704 1936, "tuberculosis" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 115.20
434-42
★★
estimate 35,3705 1936 / 7, "tuberculosis" and "Day of the Postage
Stamp", always on First Day Cover, 2 registered covers to
Switzerland, superb
434-42
estimate 20,3706 1938, "Airmail conference" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.466-70
★★
estimate 25,3707 1938 "basilica" in blocks of four from the margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 160.471-77
★★
estimate 50,3708 1938, "Albert canal" and "basilica" in block of four,
mint never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 108.482-88
★★
estimate 30,3709 1939, "Rubens-house", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.506-13 ★★
estimate 30,3710 1939, "reconstruction of the Orval abbey", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 70.514-19 ★★
estimate 20,3711 18.5.1947, "COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT",
BRUSSELS-NEW York, 3 various airmail documents,
superb, Müller 285
781-89I,II
estimate 35,3712 1949-51, 3 mint never hinged superb sets: Michel
number 854-62, 876-82 and 914-21, Michel 160.★★
estimate 45,3713 1952, "World postal service congress", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 280.929-40 ★★
estimate 85,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BELGIUM
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3714 1952, "writer" with attached ornamental fields,
Michel number 948 crease in the ornamental field
otherwise very fine MNH, Michel 200.947/8Zf ★★
estimate 45,3715 1952, "writer" with attached ornamental fields, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.947/8Zf ★★
estimate 60,3716 1953, 2 Fr. "Red Cross" in the stamp booklet, upper
booklet sheet text in French, superb, Michel 80.MH I ★★
estimate 25,3717 1953, 1953, "touristic development" and
"tuberculosis", 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
120.967-72,979-86 ★★
estimate 35,3718 1953, "office the European youth", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 60.976-78 ★★
estimate 20,3719 1953, "office the European youth" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 100.976-78
estimate 30,3720 1954, "redecoration of the Beginenhofes", very fine
set, Michel 90.995-1000
estimate 25,3721 1958, "King Baudouin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.1126-34x ★★
estimate 60,BELGIUM POSTAL SERVICE PACKAGE STAMPS
3722 1929, "main post office", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.PP 3-6 ★★
estimate 25,3723 1933, 4 Fr. On 6 Fr. "main post office", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 90.PP 7 ★★
estimate 25,BELGIUM COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3724 Unused part of a collection Belgium from 1920-42
with many good values, sets and souvenir sheets, also
official stamps, superb collection, Michel for ** 5100.★
estimate 450,3725 1928-37, 7 registered covers to Switzerland with
different frankings, mostly superb
estimate 50,3726 Collection Belgium in the stockbook to 1967 with
many good middle issues, mostly superb condition,
inspect!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 190,BULGARIA
3727 1879, 10 C. Black / green, rest of hinge, superb, R!
Signed Thier, Michel 900.2★
estimate 270,3728 1881, 25 St. Black / lilac, superb, Michel 100.10
estimate 25,3729 1885, 5 on 30 St. Dark blue / yellow brown
"engraved printing overprint", superb, Michel 100.22II
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

BULGARIA
3730 1885, 50 on 1 Fr. Black / red, superb, expertized
Drahn, Michel 450.24
estimate 130,3731 1929, "50 years independence and 1000 years
Bulgaria" in block of four, mostly with large lower
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (140.-)
212-21
★★
estimate 40,3732 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", only margin
pieces, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.242-48 ★★
estimate 100,3733 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", rest of hinge,
very fine set
242-48 ★
estimate 50,3734 1932, "airmail exhibition", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.249-51 ★★
estimate 80,3735 1933, "4. Balkan Peninsula game", except for 10 L.
All from edge respectively corner margin, very fine set
mint never hinged, R! Michel (1100.-)
252-58 ★★
estimate 350,3736 1935, "establishment of the monument for Hadzi",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 70.291-95 ★★
estimate 20,3737 1979, souvenir sheet "Philaserdica" in the miniature
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.Bl. 91KB ★★
estimate 60,3738 1991, "domestic animals" in the sheet set (100) with
centered postmarks, 2 x folded, superb, Michel 300.3881-85
estimate Gebot
3739 1992, "insects" in the sheet set (100) with centered
postmarks, 2 x folded, superb, Michel 250.4016/7
estimate Gebot
3740 Postage due stamps: 1884, 25 St. Lilac red,
perforated A, a number of rest of hinges, superb, Michel
420.P 2A ★
estimate 90,3741 1913, army postal service picture postcard of a
soldiers the Bulgarian occupation army from Adrianople
to Turkey, only with military cancel, superb
estimate 140,3742 1913, army postal service picture postcard from
Salonika / Greece to the 5. Danube-division, superb
estimate 80,3743 Fieldpost printed form card with violet military
cancel, very fine
estimate 60,3744 1913, army postal service picture postcard with
postmark the Garrisons commissariat "PLEVEN", very
fine (a little having mould stains)
estimate 25,3745 Compulsory surtax stamps: 1925, "sanatoria the post
office clerk", 7 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
95.Z 1-7 ★★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BULGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
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3746 Collection Bulgaria from 1879-1943 in the Schaubek
album with good first issues, mostly superb condition,
Michel approximate 1400.,★
estimate 190,DENMARK
3747 1833, letter with content from Copenhagen to
Itzehoe, handwritten "frey" and on the back varnish seal,
superb
estimate 45,3748 1954, 4 S. Red-brown, plate II, no. 28, with variety
"left lower point triangle retouches" (AFA 4 x), nummeral
cancel "117" (heather), stamp partly touched otherwise
superb cover, photo expertize Timmermann
4
estimate 90,3749 1865, 4 S. Red, trace or rest of a hinge, superb in
every respect (choice copy)
13aA ★
estimate 20,3750 1870, 4 S. Grey / red, perforated K 14: 13 ½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.18IA ★
estimate 25,3751 1875, 3 Ø blue-grey / grey, normal frame, watermark
1 Y, perforated K 14: 13 ½, in a horizontal pair, mint
never hinged, superb
22IYA ★★
estimate 150,3752 1875, 4 Ø grey / blue, normal frame, watermark 1 Y,
perforated K 14: 13 ½, 4 various issues, rest of hinge,
superb
23IYA ★
estimate 70,3753 1875-77, 20 - 100 Ø, normal frame, watermark 1 Y,
perforated K 14: 13 ½, 4 superb items, Michel 157.28-31YA
estimate 45,3754 1875, 25 Ø, normal frame, perforated K 14: 13 ½,
with inverted watermark, rest of hinge, superb
29IYA ★
estimate 40,3755 1875, 50 Ø brown / blue-violet, very fine, Michel
250.30IYAa
estimate 50,3756 1875, 50 Ø brown / lilac, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 65.30IYAb ★
estimate 20,3757 1905, 50 Ø dark lilac and 100 Ø yellow brown, 2
superb items, Michel 80.51/2
estimate 20,3758 1913, 1 and 2 Kr. "King Christian X", rest of hinge,
2 superb items, Michel 160.75/6 ★
estimate 45,3759 1922, 1 Kr. Brown / blue, type I (Facit catalogue 161
a), rest of hinges, superb, Facit catalogue 600.- skr.
128 ★
estimate 20,3760 1924, "300 years Danish post", 3 block of four, very
fine set, Michel 110.131-42
estimate 35,3761 1925, "airmail", rest of hinges, very fine set
143-45 ★
estimate 25,3762 1920, "60. Birthday", rest of hinge, very fine set
185-94 ★
estimate 20,-

DENMARK
3763 1935, "differently" in blocks of four from the margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (300.-)
222-27
★★
estimate 100,DENMARK OFFICIAL STAMPS
3764 1871, 4 S. Rose, perforated K 14: 13 ½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.D 2A ★
estimate 40,3765 1881, 32 Ø yellow green, (Facit catalogue TJ 9 b),
superb, Facit catalogue 550.- skr.
D7
estimate 20,DENMARK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
3766 1927 / 30, 7 Ø yellow green and bluish violet, 2
superb items, Michel 65.P 12,21
estimate 20,DENMARK POSTFERRY STAMPS
3767 1919, 1 Kr. Pale brown, rest of hinge, superb
Pf 4 ★
estimate 50,DENMARK SE-TENANTS
3768 1984, 2 stamp booklet the postal stamps, cap with
"Stamp Joker 11 + 12", mint never hinged, superb
MH 33 ★★
estimate 20,DENMARK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3769 1972-91, almost completely on sides, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 628.★★
estimate 150,3770 1977-85, complete part of a collection except for
Michel number 695 / 6 on album pages, Michel 253.★★
estimate 75,3771 1882-1953, lot different cancelled mostly medium
values, including service-, postage and postferry stamps,
very fine / superb, Michel more then 1600.estimate 220,3772 Neat cancelled collection Denmark to 1990 in the
KA-BE album with some middle values, mostly superb
condition
estimate 90,3773 1916, paid reply postal card of the danish Red Cross
to the member of a prisoner of war in Saxony, very fine
estimate Gebot
DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS
3774 1975-99, complete lot on stock pages, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 620.7-367 ★★
estimate 160,3775 1980-82, 8 sheetlet sets complete, first day postmark,
superb, Michel 296.53-78KB
estimate 40,3776 1983, "steamships", "Europe", "fish", always in the
sheetlet set, first day postmark, superb, Michel 250.79-81,84-89KB
estimate 30,3777 1984, 4 sheetlet sets, first day postmark, superb,
Michel 310.93-105KB
estimate 40,3778 1986, 4 sheetlet sets, first day postmark, superb,
Michel 490.130-38,142-44KB
estimate 70,-

DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS
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3779 1987, "Europe" and "Fisheries aid", always in the
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.149-53KB ★★
estimate 20,3780 1988, 5 sheetlet sets, first day postmark, superb,
Michel 620.162-78KB
estimate 90,3781 1989 / 90, complete lot in block of four on First Day
Cover, superb
182-210
estimate 40,3782 1991, 2 sheetlet sets, first day postmark, superb,
Michel 320.211-14,223-26KB
estimate 45,3783 1992, 3 sheetlet sets, first day postmark, superb,
Michel 240.227-30,235-38KB
estimate 35,3784 1983-85, 3 various cancelled stamp booklet, superb
MH 1-3
estimate 20,3785 1975-2000, complete collection Faroes islands on
lighthouse album pages, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 635.★★
estimate 160,3786 Complete mint never hinged collection Faroes
islands from 1975-94 in the Lindner album with mounts,
superb condition, Michel 450.★★
estimate 100,3787 1975-88, lot different, almost only complete issues,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 221.★★
estimate 40,3788 4 various annual booklets: 1989 and 1991-93, mint
never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 20,3789 1975-82, complete except for Michel number 48-52
and 75-78, superb condition
★★
estimate 20,3790 1991-94, 4 various year sets, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
3791 1984-88, 14 various complete issues, always in the
block of four on First Day Cover, superb, Michel (350.-)
estimate 70,3792 1979-90, "Europe", all 12 sheetlet sets complete with
first day postmark, superb, Michel 470.KB
estimate 60,DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS STAR CANCEL
3793 "HUSEVIG" (without star) on piece with 50 and 20
Ø, very fine
DK 210,271
estimate 40,DENMARK FIRST FLIGHT
3794 1974, Goodyear airship "Europe" (N 2 A) 9.-13.8,
illustrated stages airletter Denmark - Great Britain, superb
estimate Gebot
3795 1937-57, collection from 36 different first flight
documents, as well various better! Superb condition
estimate 380,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

DENMARK GREENLAND PAKKE POSTAGE
3796 1910, 10 Ø blue on closely parcel card section, violet
crown stamp, superb, Michel (550.-)
3
estimate 170,3797 1919, 2 Ø yellow, (Facit catalogue P 5 II), rest of
hinge, superb
5A ★
estimate 90,3798 1924, 2 Ø yellow, (Facit catalogue P 5 III), as usual
perforated, superb
5A
estimate 25,3799 1924, 5 Ø pale red brown, (Facit catalogue P 6 II),
superb
6A
estimate 40,3800 1915, 15 Ø violet, (Facit catalogue P 8 I), rest of
hinge, superb
8A ★
estimate 80,DENMARK GREENLAND DANISH POST
3801 1945, "New York issue", very fine set, Michel 220.8-16
estimate 65,3802 Mint never hinged collection Greenland from
1981-94 (without 1987-90) in the Lindner album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel 240.★★
estimate 50,DENMARK DANISH WEST INDIES
3803 Danish West Indies: CRUSBAY (Cruxbay), view on
a manorial property, lithography with clay plate from
Alexander Nay to F. G. Melby by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 120,ESTONIA
3804 1924, 300 M. "map", rest of hinge, superb
54 ★
estimate 25,FINLAND
3805 1856, 10 K. Carmine, single circle postmark
"HELSINGFORS" and pen cross, large margins all
around, superb in every respect piece of letter
2x
estimate 240,3806 1860, 5 K. Blue on blue-grey, town cancel and ink
line, superb, Michel 300.3A
estimate 60,3807 1865, 5 K. Blue on gray blue in a horizontal pair, left
stamp above two shorter perforation, superb, Ex Fabergê
3B
estimate 180,3808 1865, 5 K. Blue on gray blue, practically all tongues,
superb
3B
estimate 70,3809 1860, 10 K. Rose-carmine on rose, practically all
tongues, gum remains, slight patina, superb, Michel 1000.4A ★
estimate 150,3810 1860, 10 K. Rose-carmine on rose, manuscript
cancellation from "NYSTAD", all tongues, slight patina,
superb piece of letter
4Ax
estimate 60,3811 1865, 10 K. Rose-carmine on rose, rectangle cancel
with two lines "BJÖRNBORG", all tongues, superb
4Bx
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

FINLAND
128
3812 1865, 10 K. Rose-carmine on rose, rectangle cancel
with two lines "RAUMO", practically all tongues, superb
piece of letter
4Bx
estimate 60,3813 1874, 5 P. Brown lilac on blue lilac, all tongues, rest
of hinges, partly blotched otherwise superb, Michel 500.5Cx ★
estimate 120,3814 1872, 8 P. Black on yellow green, almost all tongues
complete, superb, Michel 500.6Ax
estimate 80,3815 1866, 8 P. Black on green with scarce three lines
frame cancel "LADBREF FRAN Finland", practically all
tongues, thin spot place, superb
6Bx
estimate 120,3816 1866, 8 P. Black on green, practically all tongues,
superb
6Bx
estimate 75,3817 1867, 8 P. Black on green, all tongues, superb
6Cx
estimate 75,3818 1867, 8 P. Black on green, all tongues, superb
6Cx
estimate 70,3819 1867, 8 P. Black on green, practically all tongues,
superb
6Cx
estimate 60,3820 1873, 8 P. Black on green, very fine
6Cx
estimate 50,3821 1873, 10 P. Black on chamois in the horizontal
paper, blue two ring cancel "HELSINGFORS", practically
all tongues, superb
7Ay
estimate 450,3822 1870, 10 P. Black on chamois, all tongues, superb,
expertized Pfenniger, Michel 700.7By
estimate 170,3823 1867, 10 P. Black on roveed chamois paper, stroke
of pen cancellation, all tongues, superb, Michel 400.7Cx
estimate 60,3824 1873, 20 P. Blue, all tongues! Manufactured paper
wrinkle, without gum, superb
8Ay (★)
estimate 150,3825 1866, 20 P. Blue, blue two ring cancel "NURMIS",
all tongues, superb
8C
estimate 60,3826 1866, 40 P. Rose-carmine, 7 superb items with all
tongues in different colour shades
9Bx
estimate 150,3827 1867, 1 M. Brown yellow, almost all tongues,
superb, signed
10C
estimate 175,3828 1875, 32 P. Carmine rose, superb, photo expertize L.
Nielsen, Michel 600.11
estimate 190,3829 1875, 32 P. Carmine rose, superb, Michel 600.11
estimate 175,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FINLAND
3830 1875, 10 P. Brown, perforated L 11: 12 ½, superb,
Michel 320.15C
estimate 100,3831 1881, 20 P. Blue, perforated L 12 ½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.16By ★
estimate 25,3832 1882, 1 M. Violet, perforated L 12 ½, rest of hinge,
superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel 500.19By ★
estimate 170,3833 1887, 10 M. Yellow brown / red, rest of hinges,
expertized Köhler and Starauscheck, Michel 700.26b ★
estimate 200,3834 1901, 10 M. Black / light grey, superb, Michel 220.54
estimate 70,3835 1930, 10 M. "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 200.161 ★★
estimate 60,3836 1940, 1.25 M. Yellow with single circle postmark
"OULU" on fieldpost printed form card with censorship
stamp, very fine
177
estimate 100,3837 1998, "national Firm and holidays" in miniature
sheet, superb, Michel 70.1432/3KB
estimate 20,3838 Coil stamps for vending machine: 1992, 89 different
values, almost only complete issues, superb, Michel 550.A 12
estimate 130,FINLAND COLLECTIONS
3839 1875 / 82, interesting, almost only cancelled lot of
136 values the "coat of arms" - issue in minor shade, as
well Michel number 14 A (6 x), 19 A (4 x) and 19 B (15
x), condition very fine / superb, inspect! Michel 5000.12-19
estimate 780,3840 Neat cancelled part of a collection from 1885-1931
with good middle values, superb, Michel more then 1200.estimate 220,3841 Old part of a collection to 1927 on stock pages, a few
good middle values, in total 230 stamps, mostly superb
,★
estimate 180,3842 1967-81, 5 various year sets from 1979 / 80 and
1986-88, in addition to it some first day covers, maximum
cards and so on, superb condition
★ ★, ,
estimate Gebot
3843 1992-2002, "Europe" in 9 miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 305.KB ★★
estimate 65,NORDINGERMANLAND
3844 1920, 5 and 10 M. "national coat of arms", in each
case from of the right upper corner of the sheet, 2 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel (900.-)
6/7 ★★
estimate 360,FRANCE PRE PHILATELY
3845 7 various pre philately letters, very fine / superb,
inspect!
estimate 30,-

FRANCE
129
3846 1850, 10 C. Yellow brown, nummeral cancel "2310",
superb, Michel 400.1a
estimate 120,3847 1850, 15 C. Green, having bright colours superb
item, signed Starauschek, Michel 1200.2a
estimate 350,3848 1850, 40 C. Red orange, centered grid cancel, superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized among others
Drahn, Michel (550.-)
5a
estimate 190,3849 1852, 10 C. Yellow brown, superb, expertized
Calves, Michel 700.8a
estimate 170,3850 1852, 10 C. Yellow brown, superb in every respect
piece of letter, Michel (700.-)
8a
estimate 230,3851 1852 / 3, 7 superb and superb in every respect items,
mostly expertized Calves
aus 9-15
estimate 100,3852 1853, 40 C. Red orange with red figures rhombus
from "Le Havre", superb, RR! Photo expertize from the
Weid
15a
estimate 120,3853 1853, 1 Fr. Carmine, lower right touched otherwise 4
sides full to enormous margins superb item, signed,
Michel 4200.17a
estimate 600,3854 1870, 20 C. Blue, mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Pfenniger
34a ★★
estimate 175,3855 1870, 5 C. Green, enormous margins on all sides,
superb in every respect (choice copy)
39a
estimate 70,3856 1870, 30 C. Dark brown, nummeral cancel, superb
42
estimate 100,3857 1872, 4 C. Grey, rest of hinges, off-center, superb,
Michel 360.47 ★
estimate 70,3858 1889, 15 C. Blue and 2 x 5 C. Pale yellow green on
account with two ring cancel "PARIS 17 R. Of the
HALLES" to Austria, superb
73,84II
estimate 20,3859 1877, 5 Fr. Violet on pale lilac, small gum free place,
mint never hinged, superb, expertized Pfenniger, Michel
(450.-)
76 ★★
estimate 125,3860 1899, 50 C. Carmine on rose, type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 250.81I ★
estimate 75,3861 1900, 2 Fr. Brown on bluish, rest of hinges, as usual
perforated otherwise superb, Michel 90.85 ★
estimate 25,3862 1902, 10 C. Rose, mint never hinged, superb, Yvert
EUR 225.102 ★★
estimate 55,-

FRANCE
3863 1917 / 9, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 2500.128-35 ★
estimate 750,3864 1917, 25 C. - 1 Fr. "war orphan", rest of hinges, 4
values very fine / superb, Michel 870.131-34 ★
estimate 190,3865 1918, 15 C. "Red Cross", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 150.136 ★
estimate 45,3866 1922, "war orphan", rest of hinges, very fine set
144-51 ★
estimate 70,3867 1923-25, 15, 45, 30 and 90 C. "Pasteuer", always in
the corner margin block of four with date of printing, mint
never hinged, superb
154,156,193/4
★★
estimate 50,3868 1925, 80 C. Red in the corner margin block of four
with date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
166
★★
estimate 100,3869 1925, 25 C. "castle terrace", unperforated photo
essay on cardboard paper, superb, R!
179P (★)
estimate 75,3870 1925, 3 Fr. Violet / blue "allegory" in the corner
margin block of four with sheet number, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
181
★★
estimate 90,3871 1925, 3 Fr. Violet / blue "allegory" in the block of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
200.181
★★
estimate 65,3872 1926, 20 Fr. "allegory", mint never hinged,
expertized among others Calves, superb, Michel 400.183 ★★
estimate 110,3873 1925, "Pasteuer" in blocks of four from the margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (440.-)
192-97
★★
estimate 140,3874 1926 / 7, postal stamps in block of four, mint never
hinged, very fine set, Michel (88.-)
200-10
★★
estimate 25,3875 1927, souvenir sheet "Strasbourg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 700,3876 1927, "flight- and navigation exhibition", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 650.220/1 ★★
estimate 200,3877 1927, 3 Fr. Dark reddish lilac / lia "allegory", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.222 ★★
estimate 40,3878 1927, "national debts redemption fund" in blocks of
four from the margin, 50 C. With date of printing, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (160.-)
226-28
★★
estimate 60,3879 1929, 2 Fr. "Le Havre", mint never hinged, superb,
expertized Calves, Michel 1000.239 ★★
estimate 300,-

FRANCE
130
3880 16.12.35, first flight Air France "MARSEILLE
postage PRAIA", with interruption stamp 17.2.35 7 º 40 º
northern wide 26 º 37 º more western length, superb,
Müller 344
240,283,294
estimate 75,3881 1929, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K 13
½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.242A ★★
estimate 160,3882 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K 13,
type IIA (Yvert 262 c), mint never hinged, superb, Yvert
EUR 650.242C ★★
estimate 220,3883 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K 13,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 500.242C ★★
estimate 140,3884 1930, 1.50 Fr. "grin from Reims", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.248 ★★
estimate 40,3885 1930, "Bureau of Labor" in block of four with
attached blank fields, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(140.-)
249/50
★★
estimate 45,3886 1930, 1.50 Fr. "airmail" with punching "E. I. P. A.
30", mint never hinged, superb
255I ★★
estimate 220,3887 1931, 3 Fr. "Cathedral from Reims", type I, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.256I ★★
estimate 30,3888 1931, 1.50 Fr. "provinces" in the right upper corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(960.-)
261
★★
estimate 320,3889 1931, 1.50 Fr. "provinces", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.261 ★★
estimate 80,3890 1931, 2 Fr. "arch of triumph" in the corner margin
block of four with date of printing and two blank fields,
mint never hinged, superb
263
★★
estimate 110,3891 1932, 90 C. Dark red and 1.25 Fr. Dark olive, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 220.279,281 ★★
estimate 60,3892 1933, 75 C. "Paul Doumer" in the block of six from
of the right lower corner of the sheet with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
288 ★★
estimate 130,3893 1934, "Jock Cartier" in left lower corner margin
blocks of four with blank fields and date of printing, very
fine MNH
292/3
★★
estimate 280,3894 1936, 1.50 Fr. "blue ribbon", superb, Michel 120.316 ★★
estimate 40,3895 1936, 50 Fr. "money paper", upper margin copy,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1100.321 ★★
estimate 340,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

FRANCE
3896 1936, 50 Fr. "money paper", rest of hinge, superb
321 ★
estimate 190,3897 1936, "Jaures" in block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.324/5
★★
estimate 30,3898 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing" with right blank field,
mint never hinged, superb
327 ★★
estimate 200,3899 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 650.327 ★★
estimate 190,3900 5.6.38, first flight "METZ DAX", philatelic
exhibition, superb cover, Müller 432
328/9
estimate 30,3901 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 220,3902 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", minimal edge
corrugation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 170,3903 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", special cancel,
superb, Michel 350.Bl. 3
estimate 120,3904 1937, "Nationally-museums" with special cancel
always on vacuously cancelled artist postcard from louvre,
superb
359/60
estimate 35,3905 1938, "spirit worker", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.416-21 ★★
estimate 25,3906 1947, 500 Fr. "airmail" in the horizontal gutter pair,
mint never hinged, superb
782ZW ★★
estimate 35,3907 1950, 1000 Fr. "Paris", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 140.865 ★★
estimate 45,3908 1954, 1000 Fr. "air freighter", margin of sheet with
date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
990 ★★
estimate 45,3909 1955, "personalities", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.1053-58 ★★
estimate 50,3910 1955, 15 Fr. "Red Cross" in the stamp booklet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 250.1077 MH ★★
estimate 90,3911 1961, 0.45 Fr. "Sullysur Loire" in the block of ten, as
well 2 x the variety "white castle" (Yvert 1313 a), mint
never hinged, superb, photo expertize Behr, Yvert EUR
700.1367 ★★
estimate 230,3912 8 various stamp booklet "Red Cross" from 1961,
1965 and 1968-73 with with day red special cancel, superb
a. 1376-1860MH
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRANCE
131
3913 1986, 3.90 Fr. "museum for science and industrial"
with variety "blue colour is absent" (Yvert no. 2409 b) on
needs window cover, superb, R! Photo expertize Patrice
Robin
2541F
estimate 290,ARMY POSTAL SERVICE AND CAMP MAIL
3914 1903, ship army postal service stamp "CORR.
D`ARMEES" and handwritten notation on sorrow
fieldpost service letter of the Cote dIvoire, superb
estimate 90,3915 1915, locate form letter of the French Red Cross
Society with franchise note and red agency cancel
"CROIX blusher FRANÇAISE AGENCE of the
PRISONNIERS", very fine
estimate 30,3916 1917, prisoner of war form card from red cross with
free of charge note into camp to East Prussia, very fine
estimate 30,3917 1921, single circle postmark "TRESOR ET POSTES
/ 184" on fieldpost letter to France, very fine
estimate 90,3918 1923, Rheinland occupation: French army postal
service "131" on fieldpost letter to St. Ouen, very fine
estimate 20,3919 1934, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX armies /
S. P. 615" and military stamp on army postal service
picture postcard from Aleppo, superb
estimate 90,3920 1943, censored prisoner letter with censorship strip
of the Command German Armed Forces from "orleans" to
Geneva, very fine
estimate 20,3921 1950, 1 Fr. "province crest" and reverse 6 Fr.
Carmine rose with gutter in the pair with single circle
postmark "POSTE AUX armies / T. O. E. " and military
stamp on fieldpost letter of a danish foreign legionnaire;
because the letter from France to Denmark was forwarded,
resulted in Paris the correctly franked franking with
fieldpost cancel "POSTE AUX armies / 222. ", very fine
801,848
estimate 100,3922 1956, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX armies /
A. F. N. " on fieldpost letter "F. M. " to France, superb
estimate 30,3923 1958, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX armies /
A. F. N. " as well red more political three lines frame
cancel "UN SEUL moyen / de ne pas nous trahir / VOTEE
OUI" on fieldpost letter from the Military sector "S. P.
87777", superb
estimate 40,3924 1962, scarce Field postal service radio card, in the
announced becomes, that the greetings at the 9. May 1962
against 22.10 over the Military transmitter France II was
sent become, interesting is the Field postal service
machine stamp "POSTE AUX armies / AFE" and text, that
the Whereabouts in the sender address not intimated
become May, superb
estimate 90,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE AND CAMP MAIL
3925 Recruit card of the French Colonial ministry for
Indochina, Africa and Madagascar, unused, superb
estimate 20,FRANCE MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE STAMPS
3926 1903, 15 C. Orange with two ring cancel "CORR.
D`ARMEES / CONSTANTINOPEL FR" on military
letter, very fine
M1
estimate 70,3927 1960, military postal service stamp in red and
censorship stamp "crotchless / PARLA / CENSURE" on
military letter from Bamako / time, with fieldpost cancel
for the Postal service carrier over the Sudan, very fine
M 12a
estimate 70,3928 1955, military stamp in vermilion with single circle
postmark "BRAZZAVILLE / A. E. F. " ( = French
Army-sending) as well violet oval military stamp
"battalion de L`AIR OUTRE MER No. 1 / 170" on
military letter from Brazzaville / Congo, very fine (vertical
folded)
M 12b
estimate 80,FRANCE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
3929 1882, 2 Fr. Black, rest of hinge, normal perforation,
superb, Michel 1500.P 22 ★
estimate 290,3930 1896, 1 Fr. Lilac carmine on yellowish, superb piece
of letter, Michel 550.P 34
estimate 170,3931 1925, 60 C. Brick red in the sheet (100), without
upper margin, with center piece, gutters, Millésimes and
date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
P 45 ★★
estimate 190,3932 1926, 60 C. On 1 Fr. - 2 Fr. On 60 C., mint never
hinged, 3 superb items, Michel 59.P 54-56 ★★
estimate 20,3933 1927, 60 C. - 2 Fr. In blocks of four from the margin,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 608.P 59-61
★★
estimate 180,3934 1927, 1 Fr. Violet and 2 Fr. Pale blue, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 140.P 60/1 ★★
estimate 40,3935 1931, 1 Fr. Blue-green and 2 Fr. Sepia, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 305.P 65/6 ★★
estimate 100,3936 1960, "wheat sheaves", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.P 93-97 ★★
estimate 20,FRANCE POSTAL STATIONERIES
3937 1890-1937, almost only used lot of 39 different,
mostly old postal stationery, slightly mixed condition
estimate 50,3938 11 various old unused postal stationery, as well P 1,
two ring cancel, three circle cancel, condition varies
estimate 30,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

FRANCE COLLECTIONS
132
3939 Mint never hinged collection France from 1952-79 in
the KA-BE album, from 1956 complete, in addition to it
postage and CEPT-editions, superb condition
★★
estimate 200,3940 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
France from 1965-74 clean in the stockbook, superb
condition
★★
estimate 50,3941 Mint collection France from 1960-72 on Schaubek
sides, except for few values complete, almost only superb
condition
★
estimate Gebot
3942 Collection France from 1960-90 in 4 Lindner
hingeless album, except for a few postal stamps seeming
double ( ** and used) complete, superb condition, Michel
approximate 3000.★ ★,
estimate 580,FRANCE LOTS
3943 1901 / 18, 4 silk embroidery cards with flags and
flower, as birthday, Christmas, hand cross the sea greetings, legitimate condition
estimate 80,3944 1902, front of cover with registered label "from
foreign country over Bp. 23 Strassburg (Els. ) " with 10
and 20 C. (perfin), stronger traces of use
estimate 30,3945 1925, ship´s cancel "MARSEILLE A YOKOHAMA
No. 9" on humor picture postcard from port Said, superb
estimate 20,3946 1960-68, neat mint never hinged duplicate lot with
among others no. 1480 5 x, mostly superb, favorable!
Michel more then 600.★★
estimate 90,3947 1958-2001, lot different issues "Council of Europe"
and "UNESCO", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 110.★★
estimate 25,3948 1849-75, small lot of 39 different values, condition
varies with many superb items, Michel 1120.estimate 190,3949 1881, Rothschild, Paris, bank bill over 1000 gold
francs, redeemed through Angelo Egyptian banking Co.,
Alexandria
estimate 30,FRANCE FRANCIS. POST IN EGYPT
3950 1927 / 9, 3 Mm. - 250 Mm. Postal stamps, very fine
set mint never hinged
75-80 ★★
estimate 30,FRANCE FRANCIS. POST ABROAD MOROCCO
3951 1902, 2 Pta. On 2 Fr. Violet / yellow, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.17 ★
estimate 40,3952 1913, fieldpost letter with army postal service stamp
of the French occupation troops in Morocco, superb
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRANCE FRANCIS. POST ABROAD MOROCCO
3953 Picture postcard with the French landing corps
Casablanca and sickbay stamp during the 2.
Morocco-crisis as post paid army postal service to
Bordeaux, very fine
estimate 120,FRENCH COLONIES GENERALLY ISSUES
3954 1871, 80 C. Carmine rose, rest of hinges, very fine,
Michel 1000.9★
estimate 150,3955 1876, 2 C. Red-brown, very fine (thin spot place),
Michel 900.15
estimate 170,3956 1879, 25 C. Blue on bluish, trace of crease otherwise
superb, Michel 160.31b
estimate 40,GREECE
3957 1870, 1 L. Chestnut on brownish, superb, expertized
Büning and Michel number determination Simmermacher,
Michel 280.30
estimate 90,3958 1874, 40 L. Gray lilac on blue on cover with two ring
cancel from Constantinople, stamp vertical slightly cut
into otherwise superb cover
42c
estimate 70,3959 Not issued: 1923, 5 L. On 1 L. Red-brown, rest of
hinge, superb
IIIb ★
estimate 20,3960 1926, "semi-official airmail stamps", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 130.300-03 ★★
estimate 45,3961 1927, 10 Dr. "Hephaisto cancel", type I, rest of
hinge, superb
315I ★
estimate 20,3962 1927 / 8, "Lake battle from Navarino", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 270.321-26 ★★
estimate 75,3963 1930, "a hundred years independence", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 300.327-44 ★★
estimate 90,3964 1933, "Count Zeppelin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 380.352-54 ★★
estimate 120,3965 1933, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, very fine set
352-54 ★
estimate 55,3966 1933, "Aeroespresso", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.355-61 ★★
estimate 65,3967 1933, "airmail", rest of hinge, as usual perforated
very fine set
362-68 ★
estimate 40,3968 1934, 8 Dr. "stadium in Athen", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.372 ★★
estimate 65,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GREECE
133
3969 1954, "NATO", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.615-17 ★★
estimate 30,3970 1955, "antique art", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 130.624-31 ★★
estimate 35,3971 1982-86, 4 souvenir sheets and 3 miniature sheet
with first day postmark, superb, Michel 105.20
Bl. 2-5KB
estimate Gebot
3972 1985-94, "Europe", all 10 sheetlet sets complete,
superb, Michel 426.KB
estimate 80,3973 1985-90, "Europe", 5 sheetlet sets (without 1987)
with first day postmark, almost only superb, Michel 276.KB
estimate 50,3974 1948, registered military postal service letter with
blue two ring cancel, very fine
estimate 50,3975 1950, illustrated military letter with back military
address and military cancel, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
estimate 30,GREECE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3976 1982-86, 4 various souvenir sheets and 3 miniature
sheet, among others Michel number 1630 / 1, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 106.Bl.,KB ★★
estimate Gebot
GREAT BRITAIN
3977 1867, 10 P. Red-brown, huge wide, as usual
perforated superb, Michel (200.-)
32
estimate 50,3978 1877, 4 P. Bright olive, plate 16, superb, Michel
140.48
estimate 40,3979 1883, "Queen Victoria", neat cancelled very fine set,
Michel 1200.72-81
estimate 300,3980 1884, 4 P. Dark gray green, nummeral cancel "S. W.
58", superb, Michel 160.77
estimate 40,3981 1884, 5 P. Dark gray green, superb, Michel 160.78
estimate 40,3982 1891, 1 £ dark yellow green, superb, expertized
Pröschold, Michel 650.99
estimate 200,3983 1902, 9 and 10 P. "King Edward VII", 2 superb in
every respect items, Michel 80.112/3
estimate 25,3984 1911, ½ P. "King George V" on "First U. K.
AERIAL post", dark brown special card with Instruction
and donation thanks additional imprint, superb
121
estimate 120,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GREAT BRITAIN
3985 1911, ½ P. "King George V" on "First U. K.
AERIAL post", dark brown special card with 34 line
Instruction, superb
121
estimate 110,3986 1922, 9 P. Olive, watermark 12, rest of hinge, superb
153 ★
estimate 35,3987 1924, "Wembley", both perforations, as usual
perforated, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 80.166/7A,C ★★
estimate 20,3988 22.11.38, airmail Catastrophes letter from perished
flying boat "CALPURINA" on the flight from glasgow to
Bunbury / West Australia, in the Habbaniyah lake in the
Iraq, on the back adhesive label of the "Deputy Director F.
W. Arnold Perth", the letter is with full content - and for
the Catastrophe seen, in excellent condition, photo
expertize Heinzgeorg Richter
200
estimate 300,3989 1958 / 61, "Empire style and Commonwealth
pageants" and "Commonwealth - Parliament conference",
always on First Day Cover to Sweden, superb, Michel
120.303-05,349/50
estimate 25,GREAT BRITAIN STAMP BOOKLET
3990 1982 / 3, 24 various stamp booklet, as well MH 64
an II, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 270.aus MH 84b-64b ★★
estimate 50,GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3991 Complete mint never hinged collection Great Britain
from 1963-88 in 2 KA-BE hingeless album (text from
1946), superb, Michel 1220.★★
estimate 280,3992 1979-86, lot different souvenir sheets, stamp booklet
panes and miniature sheet from guernsey, Isle of Man and
jersey, superb, Michel 123.Bl.,H-Bl.,KB
estimate 25,3993 1882-1936, 27 documents to Germany
estimate 35,GREAT BRITAIN GUERNSEY
3994 1976-94, "Europe", except for 1977 all 18 sheetlet
sets complete, among others with Michel number 608-11,
superb, Michel 716.KB
estimate 140,3995 1976-90, "Europe", 13 sheetlet sets (without 1982
and 86) with first day postmark, superb, Michel 317.KB
estimate 60,GREAT BRITAIN ISLAND YOU
3996 1976-94, "Europe", except for 1977 all 18 sheetlet
sets complete, superb, Michel 520.KB
estimate 100,3997 1976-90, "Europe", all 15 sheetlet sets complete with
first day postmark, superb, Michel 316.KB
estimate 60,GREAT BRITAIN JERSEY
3998 Postage due stamps: 1969-82, completely on
lighthouse album pages, mint never hinged, superb
P 1-46 ★★
estimate 25,-

GREAT BRITAIN JERSEY
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3999 1978-94, "Europe", all 17 sheetlet sets complete,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 700.KB ★★
estimate 150,4000 1978-90, "Europe", all 13 sheetlet sets complete with
first day postmark, almost only superb, Michel 465.KB
estimate 65,4001 Mint never hinged collection jersey from 1969-94 on
album pages, except for few postal stamps complete,
superb condition, Michel 700.★★
estimate 140,4002 Except for 3 small values more then complete mint
never hinged collection jersey from 1858-1981 in the
Borek album with mounts with stamp booklet and stamp
booklet panes, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,GREAT BRITAIN POST IN THE TURKEY
4003 1885, 80 Pa. On 5 P. Dark yellow green, without
gum, otherwise superb, Michel 260.2 (★)
estimate 35,4004 1920, single circle postmark "F. P. O. / 400" and
handwritten notation "on active service" on fieldpost letter
from Constantinople to London, very fine (slight defects
from opening the cover)
estimate 60,GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4005 1856, reverse blue green single circle postmark".
Post OFFICE" as well on face manuscript taxe "3" on
fieldpost letter over Marseille to Leamington / England,
very fine (legitimate defects), RR!
estimate 340,4006 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" on private letter of a
German Settler, transported through the english army
postal service to Lüneburg with fieldpost cancel "ARMY
post OFFICE / B" and censorship stamp, superb
65
estimate 80,4007 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" (2 x) on army postal
service registered cover with single circle postmark
"ARMY P. O. 43 / S. AFRICA", very fine
65
estimate 45,4008 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" with two ring cancel
"ARMY post OFFICE / B / ELANDS-FONTEIN" and
censorship stamp on service army postal service registered
cover, very fine
65
estimate 25,4009 1902, red single circle postmark "PAID" stamp on
fieldpost letter with sender "143. Company 32 reprints
Batt. Inf. Field Force S. Africa" to London, very fine
estimate 50,4010 1916, ½ P. Yellow green with single circle postmark
"ARMY post OFFICE / D 14" on army postal service
picture postcard from the head quarters the 59. Division,
very fine
127
estimate 190,4011 1920, 2 P. Orange on mourning letter from
Waterford with handwritten censorship mark "PASSED by
Censor I. R. A. ", superb
130
estimate 160,-

GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4012 1921, 2 P. Orange postal stationery cover with two
ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / W 16" to Brideford /
England, very fine (defects from opening the cover)
estimate 100,4013 1922, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / D 41"
on official letter from the head quarters the English army
in Dublin, very fine
estimate 70,4014 1943, prisoner of war letter with Military censorship
and censorship strip, handwritten "Red Cross Postage
message Scheme" to Geneva, very fine
estimate 20,4015 1944, 2 ½ P. Blue on cover with Czech fieldpost
cancel no. 24, superb
estimate 30,4016 1947, ½ and 1 ½ P. (3 x) "King George V" with two
ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / 783" on fieldpost letter
from Greece to Germany, legitimate defects
198,200
estimate 140,4017 1947, single circle postmark "ARMY signal / YC"
and violet military postmark "I. DIVISE-7 DECEMBER /
PERSONEEL" on fieldpost letter to Batavia, superb
estimate 70,4018 1951, 2 ½ P. "King George V" with two ring cancel
"FIELD post OFFICE / 514" on fieldpost letter from
Greece (just before the admission to the NATO), superb
225
estimate 50,4019 1957, two ring cancel "FIELD post SERVICE / 534"
on fieldpost letter to London about the British head
fieldpost office in Tripolis, superb
261
estimate 80,4020 1961, 2 P. Pale brown with single circle postmark "F.
P. O. / 978" and additional franking on army postal service
registered cover of the British Rhine army from
Gelsenkirchen, very fine
u.a. 321
estimate 20,4021 1975, 7 P. Dark lilac brown on cover from
Londonderry to the caught Brian Holmes, area 2, barrack
18 in the Long-Kesh-prison in the county Antrin, very fine
667
estimate 100,4022 1976, 8 ½ P. Dark olive green on cover to the caught
Hampson, in the Magilligan-concentration camp, area D,
barrack 13, with handwritten censorship mark, very fine
687
estimate 100,4023 1982, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / 141"
on fieldpost letter from the Falkland-islands to Great
Britain, unnecessary franked with 29 P. "admiral
Cunningham", superb
922
estimate 80,4024 1918, English balloon propaganda leaflet AP 28 a:
German prisoner of war reports over food overflight,
Allied superiority and so on, strength traces of use
estimate Gebot
IRELAND
4025 1925, 2 Sc. 6 Pg. And 2 Sc. "three line overprint" in
gray black, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
37/8II ★
estimate 35,-

IRELAND
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4026 1922, "national symbols", watermark 1, rest of hinge,
very fine set
40-51A ★
estimate 55,4027 1937, "St. Patrick", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 650.62-64 ★★
estimate 200,4028 1989 / 90, miniature sheet "kids games" (2 x) and
"postal facilities" (3 x) with first day postmark, superb,
Michel 165.679/80,716/7KB ,
estimate 35,ICELAND
4029 1873, 4 Sk. Carmine, perforated K 14: 13 ½, almost
mint never hinged, superb
3A ★
estimate 50,4030 1907 1 - 5 Kr. "double portrait", rest of hinge, 3
superb items, Michel 222.60-62 ★
estimate 65,4031 1918, 6 A. "double portrait", rough perforation,
superb, Michel 110.80
estimate 30,4032 1920, 1 - 5 Kr. "King Christian X", rest of hinges, 3
values very fine / superb
96-98 ★
estimate 75,4033 1924, 10 Kr. On 1 Kr. Yellow, superb, Michel 600.111
estimate 190,4034 1925, "views", very fine set mint never hinged, photo
expertize Dr. Debo, Michel 700.114-18 ★★
estimate 200,4035 1925 / 6, 2 Kr. On 25 A. Orange and 10 Kr. On 50 A.
Lilac red, rest of hinge, superb
119/20 ★
estimate 120,4036 1925, 10 Kr. On 50 A. Lilac red, rest of hinge,
superb
120 ★
estimate 75,4037 1925, 10 Kr. On 50 A. Lilac red, superb, expertized
Dr. Debo, Michel 450.120
estimate 140,4038 1928 / 9, "airmail", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.122/3 ★★
estimate 50,4039 1930, 10 Kr. On 5 Kr. "double portrait", rest of
hinge, superb, signed Zumstein
141 ★
estimate 120,4040 1930, airmail stamps "Allthing", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 400.142-46 ★★
estimate 130,4041 1931, "Count Zeppelin", Michel number 148 with
plate flaw "1 with hook", no. 147 / 8 slight affixed spots
otherwise superb
147-49 ★★
estimate 45,4042 1931, "Count Zeppelin" on 2 Zeppelin items, superb
147-49
estimate 120,4043 1933 / 41, "charity unions" and "Sturluson", 2 mint
never hinged block of four sets, superb, Michel 78,168-71,223-25
★★
estimate 20,-

ICELAND
4044 1935, "Jochumsson", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 90.183-86 ★★
estimate 25,4045 1937, souvenir sheet "25 years regency", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 20,4046 1940, "world exhibition 1940", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 220.218-21 ★★
estimate 75,4047 1943 / 5, 5 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 75.230,240A ★★
estimate 20,4048 1953 / 4, "Iceland-manuscripts" and "Hafstein", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 80.287-91,293-95 ★★
estimate 25,4049 1949, rare airmail letter from the Iraq with one-line
cancel "BY AIR UP TO LONDON ONLY", superb
estimate 25,ICELAND SERVICE
4050 1930, "Allthing", 7 A. Creasely otherwise very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 2000.D 44-59 ★★
estimate 600,ICELAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4051 1966-1987, apparently complete mint never hinged
part of a collection on pages, superb condition
★★
estimate 120,ITALY PRE PHILATELY
4052 1847, "CAVARZERE", two-line cancel on
decorative letter with content and official seal to Padova,
superb
estimate 35,OLD ITALY PAPAL STATES
4053 1869, 10 C. Black on red, glossy paper and 40 C.
Black on pale yellow on letter from "Rome" to Paris,
superb
22x,24a
estimate 140,OLD ITALY MODENA
4054 1852, 10 C. Black on rose, type II, with wide
margins with parts of all separator lines, superb in every
respect (choice copy), Michel (80.-)
2II
estimate 30,4055 1852, 1 L. Black in the block of six from of the right
lower corner of the sheet, superb
6 ★ ★, ★
estimate 180,OLD ITALY NAPLES
4056 18958, ½ Gr. Dull lilac rose and 10 Gr. Brown rose,
superb piece of letter
1,5
estimate 85,4057 1858, 20 Gr. Lilac-rose, forgery to the detriment of
the postal service, superb, Michel 170.6PFä
estimate 75,OLD ITALY PARMA
4058 1852, 5 C. Black on yellow in a horizontal pair,
single circle postmark "PARMA", superb, signed Kruschel
1a
estimate 90,-

OLD ITALY PARMA
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4059 1853, 5 C. Orange, superb, signed Thier and
Gebruder Senf, Michel 700.6a
estimate 190,4060 1855, 25 C. Red-brown, right margin copy, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized E. Diena, Michel
(300.-)
8
estimate 100,4061 1857 / 9, 15 - 40 C. "coat of arms", 3 superb items,
15 C. Expertized E. Diena, Michel 950.9-11II
estimate 120,4062 1859, 10 C. Dark brown, rest of hinge, superb,
signed Gebruder Senf, Michel 750.13 ★
estimate 190,OLD ITALY ROMAGNA
4063 1859, 4 Baj. Black on red-brown, superb in every
respect (choice copy), signed Michel (160.-)
5
estimate 50,OLD ITALY SARDINIA
4064 1851, 40 C. Rose, horizontal trace of crease
otherwise having bright colours superb item, signed Thier
and Gebruder Senf, Michel 3000.3a
estimate 450,4065 1860, 20 C. Blue with postmark "BOZZOLO" on
cover to Milan, superb
12
estimate 50,OLD ITALY TOSCANA
4066 1853, 1 special yellow, gray blue paper, at the
bottom very close margin otherwise on all sides very wide
margined, having bright colours superb item, expertized
Grobe, Michel 1500.2y
estimate 350,ITALY
4067 1861, 10 Gr. Orange with slight double head
embossment, rest of hinges, gum a little creasely, superb,
signed Kosack
6a ★
estimate 30,4068 1922, 20 C. Brown orange, type II, with blue
overprint "B. L. P. " and 5 C. Additional franking on
unused advertisements letter-card, superb
B 129IIa
estimate 90,4069 1922, 60 C. On 50 C. "special delivery stamp" in the
block of four from the upper margin, as usual perforated,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.148
★★
estimate 70,4070 1924, "victory in Venetia", perforated 14: 13 ½, rest
of hinge, very fine set
201-04C ★
estimate 45,4071 1925, "pneunatic mail stamps" and "King Immanuel
III", 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 76.214-21 ★★
estimate 25,4072 1926 / 8, "airmail stamps" (Michel number 230-33,
270 / 1, 279 / 80), rest of hinge, 8 superb items
★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ITALY
4073 1939, "400. Day of death from Francesco Ferrucci"
in block of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
320.337-44
★★
estimate 90,4074 1932, 2.25 and 4.50 L. "airmail special messenger
stamps", 2 superb items, Michel 70.406/7
estimate 20,4075 1936, "airmail", 5 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 81.555-59 ★★
estimate 25,4076 1949, 100 L. "Republica Romana", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 300.773 ★★
estimate 90,4077 1949, 20 L. "Giuseppe Mazzini monument" on First
Day Cover, very fine, Michel 90.777
estimate 20,4078 1951, 4 mint never hinged superb items
826-29 ★★
estimate 20,4079 1951, "Milanese fair", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 90.830/1 ★★
estimate 25,4080 1953, 80 L. Orange brown, watermark 3, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.891 ★★
estimate 35,4081 1954, 100 L. Brown, watermark 3, perforated L 13
¼, in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb
920A
★★
estimate 130,ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4082 1912, 15 C. And 5 C. (in the vertical pair) "King
Victor Immanuel III" with violet single circle postmark
"POSTE ITALIANE LEROS" of the island Leros about
the Italian post office to Egypt, address partly black, very
fine (vertical folded)
87,88
estimate 90,4083 1912, fieldpost cancel "CORPO D`ARMATA
TRIPOLITANA" on rare fieldpost printed form card, very
fine
estimate 50,4084 1919, fieldpost cancel "POSTE MILITARE / 111"
and black, handwritten supplemented hand stamp "R. No
1900" on registered offical postal service the Italian
occupation troops No. 1 as well violet one-line cancel
"RACCOMANDATA" and oval cancel "R. POSTE / 85 Ø
REGG. FANTERA / COMANDO", superb
estimate 60,4085 1936, two ring cancel "POSTA MILITARE / 105"
on fieldpost card from Debarech, very fine (vertical
folded)
estimate 100,4086 1937, propaganda field postcard with not necessary
fee from 50 C. Mauve, on face superb
307
estimate 30,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
137
4087 1938, 50 C. Mauve in the strip of three with two ring
cancel "UFF POSTALE SPECIALE / 2" on Air field
postal service letter to Naples, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
307
estimate 20,ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE G. N. R.
4088 1932, 1.25 and 2.50 L. "special messenger stamps",
overprint type II, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 415.33/4II ★★
estimate 120,ITALY PACKAGE STAMPS
4089 1921 / 22, "coat of arms and numeral of value", rest
of hinge, very fine set
Pa 16-19 ★
estimate 150,ITALY POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4090 1863, 10 C. Yellow on official letter with single
circle postmark "GENOVA", superb, Michel 500.P 1a
estimate 130,4091 1945, 5 - 20 L. "national coat of arms without
fasces", watermark 3, 3 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 120.P 71-73 ★★
estimate 40,ITALY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4092 1965-1988, mint never hinged complete part of a
collection on pages, superb condition, in addition to it
various older issues - uncharged.
★★
estimate 140,4093 1956-76, lot different complete issues, always 2-3 x,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 260.★★
estimate 30,ITALY BES. GIVE. 1918 23 JULISCH VENETIA
4094 1918, 40 H. Brown olive, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 90.10 ★
estimate 25,ITALY BES. GIVE. 1918 23 JOINT ISSUES
4095 Postage due stamps: 1919, 2 and 5 Kr. "Corone",
always on piece, very fine / superb, Michel 220.P 8/9
estimate 60,ITALY POST IN THE LEVANT
4096 Italian post office in the Levant: 1908,
"Constantinople", type III, rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 160.13-17III ★
estimate 50,4097 Italian post office in the Levant: 1922,
"Constantinople", overprint with accent, rest of hinge, very
fine set
60-71 ★
estimate 190,ITALY
LEVANT POSTAGE DUE
4098 Italian post office in the Levant: 1922, 10 C. - 1 L.
"Constantinopel", 4 superb items, Michel 140.P 1-4
estimate 35,YUGOSLAVIA
4099 1919, 2 - 5 Fil. "angel of peace", unperforated, mint
never hinged, 3 superb items, Michel for * 150.88-90U ★★
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

YUGOSLAVIA
4100 1919, 10 - 45 Fil. "sailor", unperforated, mint never
hinged, 4 superb items, Michel for * 200.91-94U ★★
estimate 70,4101 1919, 1 - 5 Kr. "falcon", unperforated, 1 and 3 Kr.
Without gum, 5 Kr. Mint never hinged (vertical crease), 3
superb items
95-97U ( ★), ★ ★
estimate 30,4102 1935 / 6, 3 mint never hinged superb sets in block of
four, Michel (76.-)
320-27
★★
estimate 20,4103 1951, 50 Din. "parachutist", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 75.667 ★★
estimate 20,4104 1992, "discovery of America" in the sheetlet set,
superb, Michel 100.2534/5KB
estimate 25,4105 2002, "circus" in miniature sheet, superb, Michel
150.3076/7KB
estimate 40,4106 1973-90, "Europe" and "European children meeting",
22 various sheetlet sets, with first day postmark, in
addition to it a few duplicates, superb, Michel 395.KB
estimate 55,4107 Mint never hinged collection Yugoslavia from
1971-77, from 1974 almost complete, mostly 2 x in
horizontal pairs, Michel approximate 190.★★
estimate Gebot
4108 1939, Touring club: streets folding map, on that
numerous interesting advertisement, superb
estimate Gebot
CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS UKRAINE
4109 1939, 3 K. "wooden church" in the block of four
from upper margin with 2 blank fields, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 190.1Lf
★★
estimate 50,CROATIA
4110 1995, "peace and freedom" in miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.319/20KB ★★
estimate 25,4111 Mint never hinged lot different issues from
1991-2003, a few years complete, in addition to it the
Republic issues from 1991-97 almost complete, superb
condition, Michel 340.★★
estimate 75,-

LATVIA
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4115 1925 / 33, 15 and 10 S. "national coat of arms", 2
picture postcards in the Czechoslovakia, superb
120,174
estimate 20,4116 1930, "Rainis-foundations", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.153-58A ★★
estimate 30,4117 1931, "airmail", unperforated, always in the block of
four respectively -strip, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(200.-)
190-92B ★★
estimate 70,4118 1934, 35 S. "new Constitution of Latvia" with
machine cancel "ABONEJIET TELEFONU" on cover of
the Swiss Generalconsulats Riga to Thun, superb
236
estimate 20,4119 1919 / 20, 4 various fieldpost documents, very fine /
superb
estimate 40,4120 1924-29, 4 different documents to Switzerland, as
well 2 registered covers, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 30,LITHUANIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4121 1927 / 9, 6 and 10 S. "national coat of arms", always
with additional franking, 2 superb cards
P 5/6
estimate 20,4122 1936, picture postcard "Riga", background
yellowish, franked with Michel number 234, superb
postcard
BP 1a
estimate 70,4123 1938, "tourism picture postcards", 13 various unused
cards (no. 1, 2, 4, 7-9, 11 / 2, 22, 32, 40-42), almost only
superb condition
BP
estimate 90,4124 6 various unused image postal envelopes or
letter-cards, mostly superb
estimate 35,LIECHTENSTEIN FORERUNNER AUSTRIAN STAMPS
4125 1920, "VADUZ" as arrival postmark on the back of a
by special delivery registered letter from Vienna (franked
fore and on the reverse side with 18 stamps), superb
estimate 20,-

LATVIA
4112 1919, 50 K. Violet, vertical ribbed paper, in the
block of four with horizontal perforation L 9 3 / 4, superb
22y
estimate 150,4113 1923, 4 S. Green, unperforated in the gutter pair,
without gum, superb
91UZW (★)
estimate 90,4114 1923, 10 S. Carmine, unperforated in the gutter pair,
without gum, superb
93UZW (★)
estimate 90,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
4126 1915, "prince Johann II", normal paper, very fine set,
Michel 300.1-3ya
estimate 90,4127 1915, 25 H. Dark cobalt, normal paper, superb,
Michel 250.3ya
estimate 75,4128 1916, 25 H. Medium ultramarine, normal paper,
horizontal trace of crease otherwise superb, Michel 525.3yb
estimate 100,4129 1921, 2 Rp gray yellow, perforated L 9 ½, in the part
sheet from 25 values from the left lower corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 162.50
45A ★★
estimate 35,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
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LIECHTENSTEIN
4130 1921, 2 ½ - 15 Rp "coat of arms", perforated L 12 ½,
rest of hinge, very fine set (7 values)
46-52B ★
estimate 35,4131 1921, 5 Rp black brownish olive, perforated L 9 ½,
in the block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1120.48A ★★
estimate 330,4132 1921, 5 Rp black brownish olive, perforated L 12 ½,
in the block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(200.-)
48B
★★
estimate 60,4133 1921, 5 Rp black brownish olive and 7 ½ Rp black
blue, perforated L 12 ½, mint never hinged, 2 superb
items, Michel 80.48/9B ★★
estimate 20,4134 1921, 7 ½ Rp black blue, perforated L 12 ½, in the
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (120.-)
49B
★★
estimate 35,4135 1921, 10 Rp dark yellowish green, perforated L 9 ½,
in the block of four from of the lower right corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (340.-)
50A
★★
estimate 110,4136 1921, 10 Rp dark yellowish green, perforated L 9 ½,
in the block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(340.-)
50A
★★
estimate 100,4137 1921, 10 Rp dark yellowish green, perforated L 9 ½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 85.50A ★★
estimate 25,4138 1921, 15 Rp black gray violet, perforated L 9 ½, in
the block of four from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (240.-)
52A
★★
estimate 80,4139 1921, 15 Rp black gray violet, perforated L 9 ½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.52A ★★
estimate 20,4140 1921, postal stamps, rest of hinges, very fine set
53-60 ★
estimate 90,4141 1921, 80 Rp and 1 Fr. "landscapes", rough
perforation, 2 superb items, Michel 170.59/60
estimate 40,4142 1924, 5 on 7 ½ Rp and 10 on 13 Rp, perforated L 9
½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.61/2A ★★
estimate 20,4143 1924, postal stamps, 7 superb items, Michel 205.65-71
estimate 50,4144 1926, 20 Rp dark vermilion in the left lower corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
680.70
★★
estimate 200,4145 1926, 20 Rp dark vermilion, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 170.70 ★★
estimate 50,4146 1925, 1 ½ Fr. "government building", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 360.71 ★★
estimate 110,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
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4147 1925, 1 ½ Fr. "government building", superb, Michel
140.71
estimate 35,4148 1925, 1 ½ Fr. "government building", very fine,
Michel 140.71
estimate 25,4149 1925, "85. Birthday", rest of hinge, very fine set
72-74 ★
estimate 20,4150 1929, "accession to power", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.90-93 ★★
estimate 30,4151 1929, "accession to power", very fine set, Michel
200.90-93
estimate 60,4152 1930, "landscapes and Prince and Princess", rest of
hinges, very fine set
94-107 ★
estimate 220,4153 1930, 35 Rp "Rofenberg chapel", perforated L 11 ½:
10 ½, in the centric cancelled block of four, superb
100C
estimate 35,4154 1930, 1.20 Fr. "castle Vaduz", perforated L 11 ½,
superb
105B ★
estimate 55,4155 1930, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 640.108-13 ★★
estimate 190,4156 1930, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set,
Michel 340.108-13
estimate 90,4157 1930, "airplane over landscapes", as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 340.108-13
estimate 70,4158 1931, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinges, 2 superb
items
114/5 ★
estimate 70,4159 1931, "Count Zeppelin", red special cancel, 2 superb
pieces of letter, Michel (650.-)
114/5
estimate 190,4160 1932, "child care", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.116-18 ★★
estimate 60,4161 1932, "child care", as usual perforated, very fine set,
Michel 160.116-18
estimate 35,4162 1933, 25 Rp "Valünatal and Naafkopf", superb,
Michel 110.119
estimate 25,4163 1933, 90 Rp "castle Gutenberg", superb, Michel
150.120
estimate 35,4164 1933, "80. Birthday", very fine set, Michel 150.122-24
estimate 45,4165 1934, souvenir sheet "national exhibition", special
cancel, superb, photo expertize Rellstab, Michel 3000.Bl. 1
estimate 900,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
4166 1934, "national coat of arms, landscapes and
building", very fine set (16 values), Michel 303.126-39x,y
estimate 80,4167 1933, "Prince and Princess and national coat of
arms", rest of hinges, very fine set
140-42 ★
estimate 240,4168 1933, 3 Fr. "prince Franz I", superb, photo expertize
Marxer, Michel 300.141I
estimate 100,4169 1935, 5 Fr. "national coat of arms", rest of hinges,
superb
142 ★
estimate 160,4170 1934 / 5, "eagle", smooth gum, very fine set, Michel
350.143-47x
estimate 100,4171 1934, "eagle", ribbed gum, very fine set, Michel
320.143-47y
estimate 100,4172 1936, 1 Fr. "Hindenburg", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 160.149 ★★
estimate 45,4173 1936, "zeppelins" on Zeppelin registered cover
(slight trace of crease) to New York, stamps superb
149/50
estimate 70,4174 193 / 8, "landscapes, palaces and castle", very fine
set, Michel 170.156-69
estimate 45,4175 1938, 3 Fr. "prince Franz I", superb, Michel 130.171
estimate 35,4176 1939, "coat of arms and prince Franz Joseph II", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.183-85 ★★
estimate 25,4177 1939, "coat of arms and prince Franz Joseph II", very
fine set, Michel 150.183-85
estimate 40,4178 1939, 2 and 3 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items,
Michel 120.183/4
estimate 30,4179 1940, "centenary", very fine set, Michel 230.186-91
estimate 70,4180 1940, 3 Fr. "100 birthday" on First day card, superb
191
estimate 20,4181 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 79.243,252 ★★
estimate 25,4182 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items, Michel
120.243,252
estimate 30,4183 1946, souvenir sheet "Vaduz", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 20,4184 1946, souvenir sheet "Vaduz", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel 70.Bl. 4
estimate 20,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
140
4185 1950, 20 Rp dark reddish brown "Jacob sword", mint
never hinged, very fine, Michel 170.259b ★★
estimate 40,4186 1949, "1. Paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.268-76 ★★
estimate 25,4187 1949, souvenir sheet "postage stamps exhibition",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 170.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 55,4188 1949 / 50, "imperial rule Schellenberg", "Bendern",
"Universal Postal Union", 5 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 126.281-83,284,288 ★★
estimate 35,4189 1950, "3. Hunting series", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 95.285-87 ★★
estimate 25,4190 1950, "3. Hunting series", very fine set, Michel 95.285-87
estimate 25,4191 1951, "Country working" in block of four with
centered first day postmark, very fine set (a value minimal
trace of crease)
289-300
estimate 120,4192 1951, "Prince and Princess", perforated L 12 ½: 12,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.304/5A ★★
estimate 80,4193 1951, 3 Fr. "Princess Genes", perforated L 12 ½: 12,
mint never hinged, very fine (gum slightly shaded), Michel
260.305A ★★
estimate 45,4194 1951, 3 Fr. "Princess Genes", perforated L 14 3 / 4,
watermark 2 W, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 170.305BW ★★
estimate 55,4195 1952, "3. Paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.306-08 ★★
estimate 45,4196 1952, 5 Fr. "Vaduz", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 280.309 ★★
estimate 85,4197 1952, 5 Fr. "Vaduz", superb, Michel 260.309
estimate 75,4198 1953, "4. Paintings set", very fine set, Michel 100.311-14
estimate 30,4199 1953, "scout" and "State Museum", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 175.315-18,319-21 ★★
estimate 50,4200 1953, "State Museum", very fine set, Michel 90.319-21
estimate 25,4201 1954, 25 and 40 Rp "1. Sport series", superb piece of
letter, Michel 65.324/5
estimate 20,4202 1955, "Prince and Princess", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 260.332/3 ★★
estimate 75,4203 1955, "Prince and Princess", superb, Michel 160.332/3
estimate 45,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
4204 1955, "athletics" and "Red Cross", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 104.334-37,338-41 ★★
estimate 30,4205 1959, "landscapes" on first day covers, superb,
Michel 80.381-85
estimate 20,4206 1978, "40. Anniversary the throne ascent" in the
sheetlet set, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.706-09KB ★★
estimate Gebot
4207 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the miniature sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 105.734KB ★★
estimate 20,4208 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the miniature sheet,
first day special cancel, superb, Michel 70.734KB
estimate Gebot
4209 1982 / 3, complete in miniature sheet, among others
with Michel number 828 / 9, mint never hinged, superb,
very favorable! Michel 1200.791-833KB ★★
estimate 180,4210 1988, "European campaign for the rural area" in
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb
939-41KB ★★
estimate Gebot
4211 1990, "150 years stamps" and "World Cup", 2
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 122.986/7KB ★★
estimate 20,4212 1995, 1.80 Fr. "UNO" in the miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 64.1106KB ★★
estimate Gebot
LIECHTENSTEIN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4213 1933, 1.20 Fr. "castle Vaduz", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 260.D 10 ★★
estimate 75,4214 1934 / 7, "building and landscapes", very fine set,
Michel 440.D 11-19
estimate 130,4215 1935, 1.50 Fr. "Valüna", superb, Michel 300.D 19
estimate 90,LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4216 1928, "numeral with ribbon", very fine set, Michel
100.P 13-20
estimate 30,LIECHTENSTEIN
YEAR SETS
4217 1958-60, 3 complete years, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 287.60
365-403 ★★
estimate 55,4218 1998 / 9, 2 years complete, except for Michel
number 1167-70, 1173-76 and souvenir sheet 16 in block
of four on First Day Cover, superb
1165-1223
estimate 35,LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTIONS
4219 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
Liechtenstein from 1960-95 in the KA-BE album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel approximate 1200.★★
estimate 190,-

LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTIONS
141
4220 Complete collection Liechtenstein from 1986-96
(except for 6 values) in the KA-BE album with mounts,
double collected, mint never hinged and used, superb
condition, Michel 960.★ ★,
estimate 100,4221 Complete mint never hinged collection Liechtenstein
from 1961-70, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,4222 Complete mint never hinged collection Liechtenstein
from 1970-89 in the Borek album with mounts, as well a
few miniature sheet, among others Michel number 734,
superb condition
★★
estimate 160,4223 Almost complete unused part of a collection
Liechtenstein from 1971-86 including official stamps,
almost only superb condition
★, ★★
estimate 40,4224 Complete mint never hinged collection miniature
sheet and sheetlet sets from 1979-83 in 2 Borek hingeless
album, among others with Michel number 734 and 828 / 9,
superb condition, Michel 2717.★★
estimate 400,4225 Complete mint never hinged collection Liechtenstein
from 1991-95, superb condition
★★
estimate 55,LIECHTENSTEIN
LOTS
4226 1978 / 82, 11 various mint never hinged miniature
sheet: Michel number 706-09, 717-19, 791 / 2 and 797 / 8,
superb, Michel 217.KB ★★
estimate Gebot
4227 1976 / 79, 14 different miniature sheet from the
Michel numbers 655 - 724, mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
4228 1996-2000, except for Michel number 1151 more
then complete on first day covers, in total 118 documents,
superb condition
estimate 60,4229 Lot Liechtenstein from 1912-2008 with useful issues
on stock pages, 1963-85 seeming complete, almost only
superb condition, Michel more then 1200., ★, ★ ★
estimate 100,4230 1961-80, 103 various first day covers, from 1971
complete, superb condition, Michel 500.estimate 90,4231 1974-95, lot of over 100 different first day covers,
superb condition, Michel 440.estimate 50,4232 1987-95, completely on 92 first day covers, superb
condition, Michel 450.estimate 90,LIECHTENSTEIN MAXIMUM CARDS
4233 1978-91, completely on maximum cards, like from
of the postal service delivered, superb, Michel 768.40
MK 1-105
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LIECHTENSTEIN MAXIMUM CARDS
4234 1978-80, completely on maximum cards, superb,
Michel 217.50
MK 1-20
estimate 20,4235 1982-90, maximum cards complete in the special
album, superb, Michel 439.90
MK 29-98
estimate 40,4236 1987-95, completely on maximum cards, superb,
Michel 483.90
MK 71-137
estimate 50,LITHUANIA
4237 1938, "national sports games", very fine set, Michel
60.417-20
estimate 20,LUXEMBOURG
4238 1859, 12 ½ C. Rose, above touched lightly otherwise
with wide margins, superb, expertized Drahn, Michel
200.7
estimate 50,4239 1859, 37 ½ C. Green, left partly touched lightly
otherwise full margins superb, Michel 250.10
estimate 60,4240 1871, 40 C. Dull orange, superb, Michel 100.23b
estimate 35,4241 1893, 5 Fr. Dark lilac red, superb piece of letter,
Michel 90.66B
estimate 30,4242 1921, "landscapes", perforated A, in block of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (220.-)
134-36A
★★
estimate 70,4243 1923, 10 and 3 Fr. "landscapes", perforated A, in
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 128.143A,147A
★★
estimate 35,4244 1928-30, "children´s help", 3 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 85.208-17,227-31 ★★
estimate 25,4245 1929, "children´s help", blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.213-17
★★
estimate 35,4246 1929 / 30, "Grand Duchess Charlotte", mint never
hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 82.218-26 ★★
estimate 25,4247 1930, "children´s help", very fine set, Michel 60.227-31
estimate 20,4248 1931, "children´s help", rest of hinge, very fine set
240-44 ★
estimate Gebot
4249 1933, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.252-56 ★★
estimate 45,4250 1934, 1 ¼ Fr. Carmine, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 70.257 ★★
estimate 20,4251 1934, "children´s help" in block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 560.259-64
★★
estimate 160,-

LUXEMBOURG
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4252 1935, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.284-89 ★★
estimate 35,4253 1935, "children´s help", very fine set, Michel 120.284-89
estimate 40,4254 1936, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 92.290-301,303-08 ★★
estimate 25,4255 1936, "children´s help", very fine set, Michel 60.296-301
estimate 20,4256 1938, "Holy Willibrord" and "children´s help", mint
never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel 90.309-20 ★★
estimate 25,4257 1938, "children´s help" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.315-20
★★
estimate 35,4258 1951, "Europe", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.478-83 ★★
estimate 60,4259 1952, "summer Olympic Games" in lower right
corner margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.495-500
★★
estimate 60,4260 1952, "summer Olympic Games" and "wedding of
the hereditary princes", 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 74.495-500,505-10 ★★
estimate 20,4261 1956, "European Coal and Steel Community", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 60.552-54 ★★
estimate 20,4262 1956, "Europe", special cancel, very fine set
555-57
estimate 20,LUXEMBOURG OFFICIAL STAMPS
4263 1875, 40 C. Dull orange "OFFICIEL", type I, rest of
hinge, superb, expertized angel, Michel 220.D 8Ib ★
estimate 70,LUXEMBOURG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4264 1963-82, "charity", stock lot complete issues, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel approximate 800.★★
estimate 75,MACEDONIA
4265 1996, "famous woman" in miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 160.74/5KB ★★
estimate 40,4266 1997, "say and legends" in miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 160.102/3KB ★★
estimate 40,-

bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

MALTA
4267 Forerunner: 4.2.1865, 2 P. Blue, plate 9 and
horizontal pair 4 P. Light brownish red, plate 4 (as usual
perforated) on cover with duplex postmarks "A25 Malta"
via Messina to Barcelona, red spanish oval cancel "P. F. "
and blue Tax stamp "8. At back", decorative superb cover
with very rare destination! Photo expertize Louis "To date
I have recoded just eight covers to Spain of which six are
from the "Ramon Ribas, Barcelona" correspondence. The
4 February 1865 cover is the only cover showing the 10 d.
Rolled gold letter rate. "
GB 17I,19IIb
estimate 450,4268 1863, ½ P. Dull brown, white paper, unwatermarked,
rest of hinges, very fine, Michel 800.1x ★
estimate 180,4269 1886, 5 Sh rose, thin places, very fine, Michel 120.10
estimate 25,4270 1911, 5 Sh. Carmine / light green on yellow, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 90.40 ★
estimate 30,4271 1956, 1 Sh. 6 P. - 1 £ postal stamps, 6 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 122.248-53 ★★
estimate 25,4272 Postage due stamps: 1925, "Maltese Cross", rest of
hinge, very fine set
P 11-20 ★
estimate 20,4273 1970-1987, except for Michel number 636-51
seeming complete mint never hinged part of a collection,
superb condition
★★
estimate 70,MOLDOVA
4274 1993-99, "Europe", Michel number 94 / 5, 106-08
and 304 in miniature sheet, no. 94 / 5 additional in the
gutter miniature sheet, superb, Michel 182.KB
estimate 40,4275 1995, "peace and freedom" in miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.164-66KB ★★
estimate 30,4276 1997, "say and legends" in miniature sheet, superb,
Michel 150.236/7KB
estimate 40,MONACO
4277 1885, 25 C. Dark bluish green, tiny trace or rest of a
hinge, superb, expertized Brun, Michel 500.6★
estimate 170,4278 1885, 1 Fr. Black on yellow, rest of hinge, superb, R!
Signed Gebruder Senf
9★
estimate 400,4279 1819, "prince Albert I", rest of hinges, very fine set,
Michel 850.11-21 ★
estimate 240,4280 1891, 25 C. Green, a number of rest of hinges, very
fine, Michel 300.16 ★
estimate 50,4281 1891, 5 Fr. Carmine on greenish, superb piece of
letter, Michel 120.21a
estimate 40,-

MONACO
143
4282 1919, 2 C. - 1 Fr. "war widows and orphans", rest of
hinge, 50 C. Mint never hinged, 6 superb items Michel
(750.-)
27-32 ★
estimate 280,4283 1919, 1 Fr. Black on yellow, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated superb, signed, Michel 400.32 ★
estimate 100,4284 1922 / 4, 5 - 10 Fr. "native topics", 3 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 102.62-64 ★★
estimate 30,4285 1923, "prince Louis II" in the sheet set (25), mint
never hinged, superb, R!
65-69 ★★
estimate 25,4286 1925, "views", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.97-103 ★★
estimate 25,4287 1925-27, 1.05 Fr. - 10 Fr. "views" always in the
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb
98-103
★★
estimate 110,4288 1925-27, 1.05 Fr. - 10 Fr. "views" always in the
block of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb
98-103
★★
estimate 100,4289 1927-33, "overprints", 6 mint never hinged values,
superb
111-15,137 ★★
estimate 25,4290 1928, 1.50 Fr. On 2 Fr. Violet / olive brown in the
sheet of 25, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (275.-)
114 ★★
estimate 50,4291 1933, 5 - 20 Fr. "buildings", margin copies, 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 550.134-36 ★★
estimate 190,4292 1937, "garden and prince Louis II", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.138-42 ★★
estimate 65,4293 1937, "postal order stamps", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.149-62 ★★
estimate 50,4294 1938, souvenir sheet "national holiday", mint never
hinged, superb Michel 140.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 45,4295 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis II. Stadium" in the block of four
from the corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (680.-)
189
★★
estimate 230,4296 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis II. Stadium", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 170.189 ★★
estimate 55,4297 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis II. Stadium", rest of hinge,
superb
189 ★
estimate 25,4298 1939, "effigies earlier ruler", Michel number 193
corner perforation fault otherwise very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 500.190-99 ★★
estimate 140,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

MONACO
4299 1939, "effigies earlier ruler", very fine set, Michel
450.190-99
estimate 140,4300 1940, "Red Cross", Michel number 207 perforation
fault otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
250.205-19 ★★
estimate 70,4301 1941, "protection the mommies and children", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 90.247-56 ★★
estimate 25,4302 1951, "Red Cross", perforated and unperforated, 2
mint never hinged superb sets
451-54A/B ★★
estimate 25,4303 1963, 0.50 Fr. "Telstar", unperforated, mint never
hinged, superb
731U ★★
estimate Gebot
4304 1991, special pair "Olympic Winter Games",
unperforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 430.2011-14U ★★
estimate 130,MONACO POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4305 1909, 10 C. Dark brown, superb, Michel 130.P7
estimate 40,4306 1911, 30 C. Yellow brown, rest of hinges, superb,
Michel 250.P 10 ★
estimate 75,4307 1953, "transportation", rest of hinge, very fine set
P 40-57 ★
estimate Gebot
4308 1953, 3 Fr. - 100 Fr. "transportation", 7 pairs, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 180.P 44-57 ★★
estimate 25,MONACO
COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4309 1901-1933, extensive lot mint never hinged sheetsand parts of sheets in superb condition, many gutter pairs,
Millesimes, dates of printing and so on, interesting lot for
the specialist, in total over 3400 stamps
★★
estimate 250,4310 1940-59, mint never hinged duplicate lot Monaco,
partly in parts of a sheet, many dates of printing and so on
★★
estimate 75,4311 Mostly unused part of a collection to 1919, among
others no. 8, 9 *, 11-21 *, 27-32 *, very fine / superb,
Michel 4515.★,
estimate 580,4312 1980-90, 11 various souvenir sheets with first day
postmark, superb, Michel 160.Bl.
estimate 30,4313 1885-1901, small lot of 24 values, condition varies,
Michel 1548.,★
estimate 120,NETHERLANDS
4314 1847, red single circle postmark "AMSTERDAM"
on cover to London, Reg creases otherwise superb
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

NETHERLANDS
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4315 1852, 5 C. Blue, 2 superb in every respect items in
colour shades, expertized Dr. Louis
1 ,
estimate 50,4316 1861, 10 C. Rose-carmine and 2 x 15 C. Yellow
orange on letter from "ROTTERDAM" to Belfort,
decorative superb cover, photo expertize Moeijes
2,3
estimate 400,4317 1867, "King Willem III", 15 values in minor shade,
condition varies
7-12
estimate 160,4318 1869, "empire crest", neat cancelled, very fine set
13-18
estimate 80,4319 1905, 10 G. Dark orange, superb in every respect
(choice copy), Michel (700.-)
66
estimate 220,4320 1913, 10 G. Red orange on yellow, superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel 850.92
estimate 250,4321 1920, "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated K 12 ½, rest
of hinge, 2 superb items
97/8A ★
estimate 30,4322 1920, 2.50 G. On 10 G. Dark orange and red orange,
2 superb items, Michel 200.99/100
estimate 60,4323 1920, 2.50 G. On 10 G. Red orange, superb, Michel
100.100
estimate 30,4324 1921, "airmail", rest of hinge, very fine set
102-04 ★
estimate 30,4325 1923, 2.50 and 5 G. "25 years regency", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items
132/3 ★
estimate 150,4326 1923, 2.50 and 5 G. "25 years regency", 2 superb
items, Michel 450.132/3
estimate 130,4327 1923, 5 G. Blue, superb, Michel 200.133
estimate 60,4328 1924 / 5, "Queen Wilhelmina", unwatermarked, rest
of hinges, very fine set
151-63A ★
estimate 150,4329 1924, 40 - 60 C. "Queen Wilhelmina",
unwatermarked, rest of hinges, 3 superb items
161-63A ★
estimate 90,4330 1926, 35 C. Brown olive, watermark 2, rest of hinge,
superb
189A ★
estimate 25,4331 1927, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 70.196-200 ★★
estimate 20,4332 1927, "Red Cross" and "Voor het child", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 100.196-204A ★★
estimate 30,4333 1928, "summer Olympic Games", mint never hinged,
set very fine / superb, Michel 220.205-12 ★★
estimate 55,-

NETHERLANDS
4334 1929-30, "Queen Wilhelmina", "Rembrandt", "Voor
het child", rest of hinge, 12 superb items
228-39A ★
estimate 35,4335 1930, "the four seasons", perforated K 12 ½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 65.236-39A ★★
estimate 20,4336 1931 / 2, "Voor het child", 2 superb sets, Michel 70.245-48A,253-56D
estimate 20,4337 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12 ½, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 120.245-48A ★★
estimate 40,4338 1933, "400. Birthday of Wilhelm I. ", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 65.257-60 ★★
estimate 20,4339 1933, "Sailor aid", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 150.262-65 ★★
estimate 45,4340 1933, "Voor het child", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.268-71A ★★
estimate 30,4341 1935, "care", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
110.282-85 ★★
estimate 30,4342 1935, 6 C. "aviation fund", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 75.286 ★★
estimate 25,4343 1949, "Queen Juliana", rest of hinge, very fine set
540-43 ★
estimate 130,4344 1950, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.558-62 ★★
estimate 25,4345 28.10.58, KLM first flight "AMSTERDAM-north
pole-TOKYO", superb
630
estimate 20,4346 1948, post paid military letter from Aruba /
Netherlands Antilles, very fine (defects from opening the
cover)
estimate 35,NETHERLANDS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4347 1906, 50 C. On 1 G. Pale blue / red, type III, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 160.P 27III ★
estimate 50,NETHERLANDS SE-TENANTS
4348 1966-81, complete except for MH 12, 29 various
stamp booklet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 300.MH ★★
estimate 75,NETHERLANDS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4349 1884-1903, 5 postal stationery postcards to
Germany, slightly mixed condition
estimate Gebot
4350 1852-1999, beginners collection Netherlands in 3
stock books, without key values, but a few middle issues,
inspect!
★ ★, , ★
estimate 150,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

NETHERLANDS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
145
4351 Collection Netherlands to 1987, the first years hardly
be present, from 1968 apparently mint never hinged
complete (Michel number 893-1349), superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 100,NORWAY
4352 1877, 25 Ø violet, a number of rest of hinges, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 330.28 ★
estimate 80,4353 1909, 1 Kr. Light green, superb, Michel 130.72
estimate 35,4354 1910, 1 ½ Kr. Ultramarine, superb, Michel 350.73
estimate 110,4355 1922 / 3, 10 and 20 Ø "heraldic lion", 2 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 140.105/6 ★★
estimate 40,4356 1924, Fram - card, right perforated, from
POLHAVET to Denmark, very fine
78
estimate 90,4357 1924, Amundsens "TRANS polar FLIGHT
expedition" souvenir card from KINGS Bav to the United
States, reverse American franking, superb
78,115
estimate 250,4358 1935, "Nansen-foundation" in corner margin blocks
of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (160.-)
172-75
★★
estimate 55,4359 Coil stamps for vending machine: 1988-97, Michel
number A 3.2 d S3-6, 8 and 9, 6 various First Day Cover,
superb
A
estimate Gebot
NORWAY RETURN STAMP
4360 1872, inscription "Som ubesörget" black on rose on
return envelope from "CHRISTIANIA", superb, photo
expertize Grønlund
R Ib
estimate 300,NORWAY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4361 1960-1988, apparently mint never hinged completely
on sides, without Michel number 518, superb condition,
Michel 670.438-1008 ★★
estimate 90,4362 1991-94, 4 various year sets, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate 35,AUSTRIA TILL 1867
4363 1850, 1 Kr. Yellow and 2 Kr. Black, handmade
paper, 2 superb items, Michel 250.1,2X
estimate 75,4364 1850, 1 Kr. Ochre yellow, handmade paper, type III,
large watermark part! Two ring cancel" (S) AAZ", superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 70,4365 1850, 1 Kr. Ochre yellow, handmade paper, type Ia,
two-line cancel" (WINDISCH) GRAETZ", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 60,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA TILL 1867
4366 1850, 1 Kr. Yellow, handmade paper, with large
lower margin (8.5 mm), single circle postmark "Vienna",
above touched lightly otherwise superb piece of letter,
signed
1Xa
estimate 75,4367 1850, 1 Kr. Ochre yellow, handmade paper, with
tenderly double sided printing, single circle postmark
"Vienna", superb
1XaDG
estimate 60,4368 1850, 1 Kr. Orange, handmade paper, single circle
postmark "Vienna", superb
1Xb
estimate 50,4369 1850, 1 Kr. Yellow, handmade paper, type III, three
lines frame cancel "TRIEST", worn out printing, superb,
photo expertize Babor
1Xd
estimate 55,4370 1854, 1 Kr. Chrome yellow, machine paper, type III,
single circle postmark "P (ESTH) ", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Y
estimate 50,4371 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow and 2 Kr. Black, machine paper,
2 superb items, Michel 210.1,2Ya
estimate 70,4372 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow, machine paper, with wide
margins, superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel
120.1Ya
estimate 45,4373 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow, machine paper, type Ia, R4
"Prague", with wide margins, superb, signed
1Ya
estimate 40,4374 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow, machine paper, type Ib, with
right margin (6 mm), R4 "Prague", superb piece of letter
1Ya
estimate 75,4375 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow, machine paper, with enormous
margins extremely fine copy on piece, stamp as a check
soaked off
1Ya
estimate 50,4376 1854, 1 Kr. Ochre yellow, machine paper, type Ib,
R4 "Prague", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Yb
estimate 45,4377 1854, 1 Kr. Yellow, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark" (WI) EN", with wide margins, superb,
attest Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel (150.-)
1Yd
estimate 60,4378 1850, 2 Kr. Black, handmade paper, lower left corner
of the sheet, centered stamp "TRIESTE", superb in every
respect (choice copy)
2Xa
estimate 180,4379 1854, 2 Kr. Black, machine paper, with plate flaw
"defect at the left crown band", oval cancel "Vienna",
superb
2Ya
estimate 50,4380 1854, 2 Kr. Black, machine paper, type IIIb, good to
large margins all round, superb, expertized Dr,
Ferchenbauer
2Ya
estimate 35,-
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4381 1854, 2 Kr. Black, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark "Vienna 1. EXP. ", superb
2Ya
estimate 30,4382 1850, 3 Kr. Carmine, handmade paper, type Ib, with
mute postmark from "tabour" (Müller 2861 b), superb in
every respect piece of letter, photo expertize BPB
3X
estimate 750,4383 1850, 3 Kr. Carmine, handmade paper, type IIIa, 2 x
on piece, with two-line cancel "K. K. Driving post office
no. 4" (Müller no. 2402 a), superb piece of letter, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
3X
estimate 60,4384 1850, 3 Kr. Red, handmade paper, type Ib, marginal
impression right, watermarked and plate flaw "white spot",
two ring cancel "INNSBRUCK", superb, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
3Xa
estimate 50,4385 1850, 3 Kr. Rose, handmade paper, type IIIa, with
part of the upper stamp and plate flaw in the right frame,
two-line cancel "INNSBR (UCK) ", superb
3Xc
estimate 35,4386 1854, 3 Kr. Red, machine paper, type IIIb and 6 Kr.
Brown, type III, machine paper, hollow print, stair
franking on superb piece, single circle postmark (WI) EN
3,4Y
estimate 35,4387 1850, 6 Kr. Brown, type Ib, on closely letter piece,
one-line cancel "U. BROD" and two-line cancel
"FRANCO", superb, expertized Grobe
4X
estimate 80,4388 1850 / 4, 6 Kr. Brown and 9 Kr. Blue, 13 values, as
well better cancellations, also 2 red, superb lot
4/5X,Y ,
estimate 120,4389 1854, 6 Kr. Brown, machine paper, type III, margin
copy right 9 mm, single circle cancel, superb
4Y
estimate 30,4390 1850, 9 Kr. Blue, handmade paper, type III,
three-line cancel "railway station ZWITTAU", superb
piece of letter
5X
estimate 20,4391 1850 / 4, 9 Kr. Blue, 4 on all sides enormous margins
superb items
5X,Y
estimate 20,4392 1858, 9 Kr. Blue, machine paper, type IIIb, single
circle postmark "ZWITTAU B. H. ", superb cover to
Vienna
5Y
estimate 25,4393 1851, 0.6 Kr. Blue, four ring cancel, partly cut into
otherwise superb
6I
estimate 40,4394 1851, 0.6 Kr. Pale blue, type IIIb, with wide margins,
superb
6II
estimate 40,4395 1858, 2 Kr. Yellow, type I, perfect two ring cancel
"KÖTSCHACH", strong horizontal kink in the lower
margin, Michel 500.10Ia
estimate 80,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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4396 1859, 2 Kr, yellow, type II, single circle postmark
"PESTH", superb
10IIa
estimate 20,4397 1858, 2 Kr. Yellow, type II, single circle postmark
"Vienna", superb piece of letter
10IIa
estimate 25,4398 1859, 2 Kr. Pale orange red, loose corner perforation
otherwise superb, expertized Schmutz, Michel 300.10IIc
estimate 85,4399 1859, 2 Kr. Orange, type II, repaired, Michel (600.-)
10IIe
estimate 90,4400 1858, 3 Kr. Black, type II, red single circle postmark
"Vienna", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
11II
estimate 100,4401 1859, 3 Kr. Black, type II, red three lines frame
cancel "Vienna", superb, Michel 250.11II
estimate 75,4402 1859, 3 Kr. Black, type II, red frame cancel with 3
lines, superb, Michel 250.11II
estimate 75,4403 1859, 3 Kr. Black, type II, red single circle postmark
"Vienna", a little off-center, superb, Michel 250.11II
estimate 70,4404 1859, 3 Kr. Black, type II, with centered red
rhombus cancel "Vienna", on decorative insurance folded
letter, superb in every respect (choice copy)
11II
estimate 250,4405 1859, 3 Kr. Green, superb, Michel 180.12a
estimate 60,4406 1860, 3 Kr. Yellowish green on local letter "Vienna",
superb, expertized Pfenniger
12a
estimate 140,4407 1859, 3 Kr. Bluish green, superb, Michel 220.12b
estimate 75,4408 1858, 5 Kr. Red, type I, 2 x on piece with single
circle postmark "BÖHM: SKANITZ", very fine
13I
estimate 25,4409 1858, 5 Kr. Red, type I, centered single circle
postmark "OBERNBERG", as usual perforated, superb
piece of letter
13I
estimate 20,4410 1859, 5 Kr. Red, type I, single circle postmark
"FELDKIRCH", superb cover to Dornbirn
13I
estimate 25,4411 1859, 5 Kr. Pale red, type II, paper wrinkle, single
circle postmark" (B) ÖSING", superb piece of letter
13II
estimate 20,4412 1859, 5 Kr. Red, type II, frame in type I, on cover
with two ring cancel "NAMIEST" to Bruck by Znojmo,
superb
13II/I
estimate 40,4413 1858, 10 Kr. Brown, type I, red stamp, normal
perforation, superb
14I
estimate 20,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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4414 1858, 10 Kr. Brown, type I, hungarian two ring
cancel "SZATHMAR", superb in every respect piece of
letter
14Ia
estimate 30,4415 Mixed franking: 1859, 10 Kr. Brown, type I and on
the back registered postage 10 Kr. Brown, type II
(horizontal opening separation) on letter from
"FEGYVERNEK" to Pest, with one-line cancel "RECOM.
", superb
14I,IIa
estimate 150,4416 1858, 15 Kr. Blue, type I, single circle postmark
"BRODY", superb in every respect piece of letter
15I
estimate 20,4417 1858, 1.05 Kr. Blue, ray postmark from "Vienna",
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 700.16a
estimate 220,4418 1858, 1.05 Kr. Pale blue, on all sides having
enormous margins extremely fine copy with address list on
complete newspaper "Gazetta Ufficiale di Milan" from
23.12.1858, with Lombardy single circle postmark
"MANTOVA"
16a
estimate 580,4419 1858, 1.05 Kr. Gray lilac, double-line cancel, superb,
certificate Matl
17
estimate 140,4420 1858, 1.05 Kr. Lilac, three lines frame cancel" (TR)
IESTE", superb in every respect (choice copy), photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 400.17
estimate 130,4421 1858, 1.05 Kr. Lilac, single circle postmark
"BRODY", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 400.17
estimate 120,4422 1859, 1.05 Kr. Gray lilac on complete "Vienna
commercial cover" with single circle postmark "newspaper
EXPED. ", superb, signed
17
estimate 300,4423 1858, 1.05 Kr. Dark lilac, stamp "Trento", close to
full margins, superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
17a
estimate 150,4424 1863, 3 Kr. Green in a horizontal pair on piece with
red oval single circle postmark "K. K. Letter FILIALAMT
R ECOMM ANDIRT Vienna 1863", superb piece of letter
19
estimate 120,4425 1860, 3 Kr. Green, single circle postmark "N: B: H:
Vienna" and "N. B. H. Vienna", 2 superb pieces of letter
19
estimate 35,4426 1860, 5 Kr. Red on cover with Hungarian single
circle postmark "ARANYOS-MAROTH, superb
20
estimate 30,4427 1863, 10 Kr. Brown with on the back registered
postage 10 Kr., letter with seal from "new build IN
Vienna" to Brno, government crease, superb
21
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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4428 1860, 15 Kr. Blue and on the back registered postage
1 o Kr. Brown on cover with red oval single circle
postmark "K. K. Letter FILIALAMT R ECOMM
ANDIRT", on the back seal removed, superb
21/2
estimate 130,4429 1861, 10 Kr. Brown and 15 Kr. Blue on letter from
"Vienna" to Lyon, superb
21/2
estimate 80,4430 1861, 1.05 Kr. Light grey, superb, expertized Drahn,
Michel 200.23a
estimate 65,4431 1861, 1.05 Kr. Light grey, single circle postmark
"newspaper EXPED. Vienna", superb, Michel 200.23a
estimate 60,4432 1861, 1.05 Kr. Brownish lilac, superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 350.23e
estimate 100,4433 1863, 2 Kr. Yellow and 3 Kr. Green, 2 superb in
every respect items, Michel 240.24
estimate 65,4434 1863, 2 Kr. Yellow, single circle postmark
"TRIEST", superb, Michel 130.24
estimate 35,4435 1864, 2 Kr. Yellow on complete printed matter from
"PESTH", a little blotched otherwise superb
24
estimate 80,4436 1863, 3 Kr. Green, single circle postmark "Brno",
superb, expertized Seitz, Michel 110.25
estimate 40,4437 Mixed franking: 1863, 3 Kr. Green in the vertical
pair and 15 Kr. Brown (vertical government crease
through the stamp) on letter from "TRIEST" to Senigallia,
very fine
25 ,34
estimate 120,4438 1863, 5 Kr. Rose, 17 perforation high, superb
26
estimate 20,4439 1863, 5 Kr. Rose on return receipt with red R5
"Vienna RECOMMANDIRT", superb
26
estimate 100,4440 1864, 10 Kr. Blue on return receipt with oval cancel
"JOSEPHSTADT RECOMMANDIRT", superb
27
estimate 150,4441 1863, 15 Kr. Brown in the vertical pair on piece, red
oval cancel "K. K. Letter FILIALAMT R ECOMM
ANDIRT Vienna 1863", superb
28
estimate 65,4442 1865, 15 Kr. Brown with red registered stamp
"Vienna" on cover to Pressburg, very fine
28
estimate 60,4443 1863, 2 Kr. Yellow with blue single circle cancel,
superb
30
estimate 30,4444 1864, 3 Kr. Green (2 x), 5 Kr. Rose and 15 Kr.
Brown on cover with two ring cancel "Vienna" to Leghorn
/ Italy, black "P. D. ", superb
31/2,34
estimate 280,-
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4445 1865, 3 Kr. Green on local letter from
"JOSEFSTADT IN Vienna" to Vienna, superb
31
estimate 30,4446 1863, 5 Kr. Rose with ornament frame stamp
"INZER (cottage) ", superb
32
estimate 50,4447 1863, 5 Kr. Rose, with sheet watermark, blue two
ring cancel "Vienna SEILERSTAETTE", superb in every
respect piece of letter, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
32
estimate 20,4448 1863, 5 Kr. Rose, blue single circle postmark
"MÄHR. SCHÖNBERG", superb piece of letter
32
estimate 20,4449 1865, 5 Kr. Rose and on the back registered postage
10 Kr. Blue on cover with two ring cancel "BRANDEIG",
one-line cancel "RECOMMANDIRT", superb
32/3
estimate 40,4450 1865, 10 Kr. Blue and 15 Kr. Brown (corner fault)
on cover from "TRIEST" to London, superb
33/4
estimate 40,4451 1865, 10 Kr. Blue, Venetia single circle postmark
"ROVIGO" and red registered R4 from Vienna on superb
piece, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
33a
estimate 150,4452 1864, 15 Kr. Brown on registered letter with red R5
"Vienna RECOMMANDIRT 1864" to Udine, on the back
postage is absent, superb
34
estimate 70,4453 1863, 15 Kr. Brown with blue single circle postmark
"Vienna" on registered letter to Silesia, superb
34
estimate 30,AUSTRIA 1867-1918
4454 1870, 2 Kr. Yellow, rough print, on printed matter
with blue single circle postmark "MARIAHILF Vienna" to
Pest, superb
35I
estimate 40,4455 1867, 2 Kr. Yellow and 3 Kr. Green, rough print, on
letter from "Brno railway station" to Papa, as usual
perforated superb
35/6I
estimate 30,4456 1879, 2 Kr. Yellow, fine printing, 5 x reverse on
cover from "Vienna" to London, 2 values defective,
despite larger traces of use scarce multiple franking
35II
estimate 180,4457 Mixed franking: 1884, 3 Kr. Green and 5 Kr. "double
eagle", reverse on registered local letter with single circle
postmark "railway station Vienna ASPANG", one-line
cancel "RECOM. ", superb
36II,46
estimate 220,4458 1878, 3 Kr. Green, fine printing, 2 x on cover from
Graz to Vienna, upper stamp perforation fault otherwise
superb
36II
estimate 60,4459 1870, 5 Kr. Carmine and 15 Kr. Brown, rough print,
on
registered
letter
with
two
ring
cancel
"HABSBURGGASSE Vienna" to Prague, superb
37I,39I
estimate 180,-

AUSTRIA 1867-1918
4460 1870, 5 Kr. Carmine, rough print, in the vertical pair
on letter from Vienna to Zurich, superb
37I
estimate 30,4461 1879, 5 Kr. Red and 15 Kr. Brown, fine printing, on
registered letter from "Vienna ALSERGRUND" to Prague,
superb
37II,39II
estimate 160,4462 1883, 5 Kr. Red and 10 Kr. Blue, fine printing, with
Fingerhutstempel\"TRHOW-KAMENITZ", among others
on the back arrival postmark "Vienna delegates house",
superb
37/8II
estimate 75,4463 1880, 5 Kr. Red and 15 Kr. Brown, fine printing,
reverse on registered letter with single circle postmark
"WAHRING" to Budapest, rectangle cancel with one line
"RECOMAND. ", very fine
37II,39II
estimate 65,4464 1882, 5 Kr. Red, fine printing, in the vertical pair
reverse on letter from Karlovy Vary to Graz
37II
estimate 30,4465 1878, 5 Kr. Red, fine printing, with blue single circle
postmark "Wave ski" on cover to big Cerungs, very fine
37II
estimate 25,4466 1873, 10 Kr. Blue, rough print, as additional franking
on 5 Kr. Postal stationery cover (U 28 IIE), single circle
postmark "Vienna new build ZIEGLERGAS RECOM. ",
to Olomouc and returned, superb, expertized Ferchenbauer
38I
estimate 150,4467 1867, 10 Kr. Blue, rough print, 2 x (front- and
reverse) on letter from "TARNOW" (thimble cancel) to
Brzesko, red rectangle cancel with two lines "RECOM. ",
superb
38I
estimate 50,4468 1872, 10 Kr. Blue, rough print, on letter from "Brno"
to Chirlitz, superb
38I
estimate 25,4469 1869, 10 Kr. Pale blue, rough print, on cover with
single circle postmark "Lviv", superb
38Ic
estimate 25,4470 1882, 10 Kr. Blue, fine printing, in a horizontal pair
on registered letter to Cracow, very fine
38II
estimate 40,4471 1869, 15 Kr. Gray brown, fine printing and on the
back 10 Kr. Registered postage on letter with seal with
two-line cancel "PILZNO" and one-line cancel
"RECOMMANDIRT", superb
39bII
estimate 50,4472 1867, 15 Kr. Brown, fine printing, on cover with
oval single circle postmark "RECOMMANDIRT Vienna"
to Prague, very fine
39II
estimate 40,4473 1874, 25 Kr. Lilac gray, fine printing, superb,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 180.40IIa
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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4474 1881, 25 Kr. Lilac gray, fine printing, single circle
postmark". Lviv", superb, Michel 180.40IIa
estimate 60,4475 1867, 25 Kr. Gray violet, fine printing, single circle
postmark "FRANZ JOSEFS quay", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 220.40IIb
estimate 65,4476 1867, 50 Kr. Brown, rough print, missing perforation
holes, oval cancel, superb
41Ia
estimate 60,4477 1867, 50 Kr. Brown, rough print, money direction
stamp, stainy corner perforation otherwise superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 150.41Ia
estimate 40,4478 1867, 50 Kr. Brown, fine printing, single circle
postmark "ALSERGRUND Vienna", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 210.41II
estimate 70,4479 1874, 50 Kr. Brown, fine printing, perforated L 12,
two ring cancel "money-direction SPALATO", thin spot
place otherwise superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel 210.41II
estimate 50,4480 1896, 1 Kr. Brown violet, fine printing, type III, in
the block of sixteen, rectangle cancel with two lines
"driving post office Vienna INNSBRUCK", partly on the
back defects otherwise superb
42II/III
estimate 150,4481 1896, 1 Kr. Gray violet, fine printing, type III, in the
horizontal strip of five from right margin (4.5 mm),
watermarked, single circle postmark "HAAG NIED.
OESTERR. ", partly slight error in cutting otherwise
superb
42III
estimate 40,4482 1890, 2, 3 and 10 Kr. "double eagle", on the reverse
side with single circle postmark "SUDOMERIEE" to
Komarne, superb
44/5,47
estimate 220,4483 1885, 5 Kr. Red (2 x) and 20 Kr. Olive gray on
"RECOM" letter from "POCHLAHN" (single circle
cancel) to Washington, strength mailing defects
46I,48
estimate 50,4484 1883, 50 Kr. Brownish lilac / black, with watermark
part, superb
49b
estimate 35,4485 1890, 3 Kr. Dark green blue / black, at the bottom
with small trailing margin of sheet, superb
52
estimate 25,4486 1894, 5 Kr. Medium carmine / black and 30 Kr. Pale
sienna / black, reverse on insured letter with single circle
postmark "ELISABETHSTRASSE Prague" to Italy, letter
very fine, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
53,65
estimate 40,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.
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4487 1896, 1 G. Violet gray and 2 G. Green with
additional franking (Michel number 65 2 x) on money
letter front from Vienna to Kremnitz, single circle
postmark "Vienna", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
67/8
estimate 480,4488 1905, 10 H. Brown package card with 1 Kr. Red as
additional franking from Vienna to Chaux of the Fonds /
Switzerland, very fine
81
estimate 50,4489 1908, "Government anniversary", 2 H. Corner fault
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1250.139-56 ★★
estimate 360,4490 1908, 5 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 80.155 ★
estimate 20,4491 1908, 10 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 280.156 ★
estimate 90,4492 1910, "80. Birthday", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 600.161-77 ★
estimate 190,4493 1910, 5 Kr. "80. Birthday", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 140.176 ★
estimate 45,4494 1918, 90 H. Blackish red carmine on package card
from Vienna to Sarajevo, very fine
198
estimate 35,4495 1919, 10 Kr. Blackish brown violet, type I, granite
paper, superb, Michel 70.211IA ★
estimate 20,4496 1917, 2 H. "special delivery stamp", perforated L 12
½, in the block of four, the two of them lower mint never
hinged stamps with horizontal line in the lower margin,
superb
219A ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
4497 1918, 2.50 Kr. On 3 Kr. Dark ochre / black,
perforated L 12 ½: 11 ½, as usual perforated, superb piece
of letter, signed, Michel (180.-)
226xC
estimate 60,AUSTRIA 1918-1938
4498 1919, 2 Kr. Prussian blue and 4 Kr. Dark yellowish
green, type II, perforated L 11 ½, rest of hinge, 2 superb
items, Michel 145.243,245IIB ★
estimate 45,4499 1919, 10 Kr. Blackish brown violet, type I, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.246IA ★
estimate 35,4500 1919 / 21, 3, 10 and 50 Kr. "parliament building",
perforated B, 3 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
110.286,290,292B ★★
estimate 35,4501 1922 / 4, postal stamps in mint never hinged block of
four (4 Kr. Only 2 pairs), by 4000 Kr. The lower stamps
with oblique displaced perforation hole (Michel number
397 v L), superb, Michel 1340.360-97
★★
estimate 350,-
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4502 1922, postal stamps, mint never hinged, almost only
superb (38 values), Michel 285.360-97 ★★
estimate 70,4503 1922, 1000 Kr. Black blue violet, perforated L 11 ½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 630.404B ★★
estimate 180,4504 1922, 1000 Kr. Black blue violet, perforated L 11 ½,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 290.404B ★
estimate 80,4505 1922, 2000 Kr. Black yellowish green, perforated L
12 ½, in the block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.405AIb
★★
estimate 25,4506 1923, 3000 Kr. Dark brown-carmine, perforated L 12
½, in the block of four, very fine MNH, Michel 240.406AI
★★
estimate 70,4507 1922, "composers and musician", very fine set on
pieces
418-24
estimate 25,4508 1922, "composers and musician", perforated L 11 ½,
mint never hinged, 5 superb items, Michel 550.418-24B ★★
estimate 170,4509 1923, "Country capitals", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.433-41 ★★
estimate 45,4510 1923, "Country capitals", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.433-41 ★★
estimate 45,4511 1924, "youth and TBC care" in block of four, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (360.-)
442-46
★★
estimate 100,4512 1924, "youth and TBC care", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.442-46 ★★
estimate 25,4513 1925, "airmail", Michel number 471 rest of hinges
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 420.468-87 ★★
estimate 120,4514 1925 / 6, 1 - 10 S. "airmail", mint never hinged, 5
superb items, Michel 258.483-87 ★★
estimate 75,4515 1925, 1 S. "airmail", very fine MNH, Michel 80.483 ★★
estimate 25,4516 1926 / 8, "Saga of the Nibelungs" and "10 years
Republic", 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 95.488-97 ★★
estimate 25,4517 1928, "10 years Republic" in corner margin blocks of
four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (260.-)
494-97
★★
estimate 80,4518 1929, "landscapes", without 50 g, 13 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 820.498-507,09-11 ★★
estimate 250,4519 1929, 24 g. "fortress Hohensalzburg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.504 ★★
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4520 1930, "pulmonary sanatoriums", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 180.512-17 ★★
estimate 50,4521 1930, "pulmonary sanatoriums", rest of hinges, very
fine set
512-17 ★
estimate 25,4522 1931, "Rotary", rest of hinge, very fine set
518-23 ★
estimate 75,4523 1931, "Rotary", special cancel, very fine set, Michel
360.518-23
estimate 130,4524 1931, "Poet", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
220.524-29 ★★
estimate 70,4525 1931, "Poet", rest of hinge, very fine set
524-29 ★
estimate 30,4526 1931, "Poet", very fine set, Michel 270.524-29
estimate 75,4527 1932, 10 - 60 g. "landscapes", 13 mint never hinged
superb items, Michel 820.530-42 ★★
estimate 250,4528 1933, "FIS I", mint never hinged, set very fine /
superb, Michel 650.551-54 ★★
estimate 160,4529 1933, "FIS I", special cancel, very fine set
551-54
estimate 110,4530 1933, "FIS I", very fine set
551-54
estimate 60,4531 1933, "FIS I" with special cancel on pieces, very fine
set, Michel 350.551-54
estimate 120,4532 1933, souvenir sheet "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition",
mint never hinged with the as usual small adhesive patches
in the margin, superb, Michel 3600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 1.000,4533 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition", ordinary
paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 320.555A ★★
estimate 110,4534 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition", granite
paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 750.556A ★★
estimate 250,4535 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition", granite
paper, rest of hinge, superb
556A ★
estimate 120,4536 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition", granite
paper, lower margin copy, date stamp "Vienna", superb,
Michel 800.556A
estimate 250,4537 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition",
perforated Ks 12, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 800.556C ★★
estimate 240,4538 1933, "Catholic day", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 440.557-62 ★★
estimate 130,-
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4539 1933, "Catholic day", mint never hinged, set very
fine / superb, Michel 440.557-62 ★★
estimate 110,4540 1933, "Catholic day", special cancel, very fine set on
pieces, Michel 280.557-62
estimate 90,4541 1933, 1 S. "winter help", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 95.566 ★★
estimate 30,4542 1936, 3 and 5 S. "costumes", mint never hinged, 2
superb items, Michel 105.586/7 ★★
estimate 30,4543 1936, 10 S. "Dollfuß", upper margin copy, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 1400.588 ★★
estimate 480,4544 1936, 10 S. "Dollfuß", almost mint never hinged,
superb
588 ★
estimate 240,4545 1934, "master builder", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.591-96 ★★
estimate 45,4546 1934, "master builder", rest of hinges, very fine set
591-96 ★
estimate 25,4547 1935, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.598-612 ★★
estimate 60,4548 1935, "airplane over landscapes", unperforated, as
issued without gum, 11 superb items
598-608U (★)
estimate 70,4549 1935, 10 S. "airplane over landscapes", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 130.612 ★★
estimate 35,4550 1935, "Army leader" in lower left corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(720.-)
617-22
★★
estimate 250,4551 1935, "Army leader", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 180.617-22 ★★
estimate 60,4552 1935, "Army leader", 30 g. Rest of hinge, otherwise
very fine set mint never hinged
617-22 ★ ★, ★
estimate 45,4553 1936, "FIS II", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.623-26 ★★
estimate 55,4554 1936, "FIS II" with violet special cancel on pieces,
very fine set
623-26
estimate 50,4555 1936, "winter help III" and "Inventor", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 78.628-37 ★★
estimate 20,AUSTRIA 1938-1944
4556 1938, printed matters folding sheet with two-line
cancel "each Austrian agrees with yes! ", superb
estimate 20,-

AUSTRIA 1945-1949
4557 1945, 5 Pf. "grid overprint", type I, all 3 grid types,
in the vertical strip of three, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 480.668Ic+a+b ★★
estimate 160,4558 1945, not issued: 3 RM "grid overprint", perforated
K 14, upper margin copy, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 70.VcB ★★
estimate 20,4559 1945, not issued: 1 - 5 RM "grid overprint", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 240.Va-d ★★
estimate 80,4560 1945, 1 - 5 RM "Grazer overprint", type I, very fine
set mint never hinged, photo expertize kovar, Michel 800.693-96I ★★
estimate 280,4561 1945, 1 - 5 RM "Grazer overprint", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 500.693-95I,696II ★★
estimate 180,4562 1945, 3 and 5 RM "Grazer overprint", type II,
perforated L 12 ½, mint never hinged, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 380.695/6IIA ★★
estimate 120,4563 1945, 5 RM "Grazer overprint", type II, mint never
hinged, very fine (gum partly a little having mould stains),
Michel 300.696IIA ★★
estimate 50,4564 1946, "Renner", unperforated, mint never hinged
sheetlet set, superb, Michel 2400.772-75B ★★
estimate 850,4565 1946, "Renner", unperforated, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 280.772-75B ★★
estimate 80,4566 1946, "Renner", unperforated, from lower margin
with full signatur, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
350.772-75Bru ★★
estimate 120,4567 1947, "ART EXHIBITION" with date stamp
"Vienna 62" on 2 covers, very fine set, Michel 110.812-21
estimate 30,4568 1947, "landscapes", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.838-53 ★★
estimate 30,4569 1949 / 50, 90 g, 1 and 10 S. "costumes", 3 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 220.909,911,926 ★★
estimate 55,4570 1950, 1 S. Carmine red "costumes", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.911 ★★
estimate 30,4571 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set mint never
hinged, photo expertize Babor, Michel 80.929-32 ★★
estimate 30,4572 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.929-32 ★★
estimate 25,4573 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set, Michel 85.929-32
estimate 25,-

AUSTRIA SINCE 1950
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4574 1950, "referendum", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 150.952-54 ★★
estimate 45,4575 1950, "referendum", mint never hinged, 30 g.
Blunted corner otherwise very fine set, Michel 150.952-54 ★★
estimate 30,4576 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, photo expertize Babor, Michel 80.960-63 ★★
estimate 25,4577 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set, Michel 70.960-63
estimate 20,4578 1953, "birds", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 320.984-87 ★★
estimate 90,4579 1953, "birds", very fine set, Michel 300.984-87
estimate 90,4580 1953, 3 S. "birds", superb, Michel 120.985
estimate 35,4581 1953, 5 S. "birds", superb, Michel 120.986
estimate 35,4582 4.8.1954, 1 S. "Rottmayr" on Special airmail letter
and First Day Cover "Vienna BERLIN", with additional
postage Berlin Michel number 120, slight traces of use
otherwise superb
1007
estimate 20,4583 1955, "independence", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 60.1012-16 ★★
estimate 20,4584 2001, 20 S. And 2.54 EUR "Day of the Postage
Stamp" always in the miniature sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.2345,2414KB ★★
estimate 20,4585 2002 / 3, "mail railcar", always in the miniature
sheet, superb, Michel 80.2380,2414KB ★★
estimate 20,4586 2004, all four miniatur sheets, with first day
postmark, superb, Michel 83.a. 2460-2503KB
estimate 20,4587 2005, "paintings" and "water airplane", always in the
miniature sheet, first day postmark, superb, 70.2519,2532KB
estimate 20,4588 2006, all 7 miniature sheet complete, first day
postmark, superb, Michel 184.a. 2572-2627KB
estimate 30,AUSTRIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4589 1922, "new drawing numbers", 10 mint never hinged
sets in parts of sheets, almost only superb condition,
Michel 150.P 103-17 ★★
estimate 20,AUSTRIA TELEGRAPH STAMPS
4590 1873, 1 Fl. Yellow, perforated L 10 ½, very fine,
Michel 750.T 8aA
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA AIRMAIL TILL 1938
nach Handbuch Roland F. Kohl
4591 27.7.1935, "with airmail to the Europe", for
subsequent flight Cologne-Cherbourg, from Vienna with
Austrian airmail franking, registered postcard, very fine
(vertical folded), only 50 document exists, R! Kohl 420.97
estimate 80,4592 1933, "four country tow glide", special card with
airmail stamps, superb
estimate 55,4593 1933, "1. Sail airmail Vienna - Semmering Pass",
violet stamp on Kronfeld postal stationery postcard with
50 g. Pilot over 12 g. Landscape, superb
estimate 40,AUSTRIA AUA FIRST FIGHT
4594 1966, complete year first fight, superb condition
158-92
estimate 80,AUSTRIA SPECIAL FLIGHT AUA
4595 29.10.1950, memories glide "Wörschach Graz" to
the 100 years celebration the Austrian postage stamp,
various special cancel on 60 g. Postal stationery postcard,
among others red two-line cancel "because bad weather in
Steinbach landed", superb
estimate 50,4596 3.4.1965, first flight "Vienna Tehran N DELIHI
Hong Kong MANILA SYDNEY", superb
estimate 30,4597 1908, rockets vignette, rest of hinge, 2 horizontal
creases otherwise superb
★
estimate Gebot
4598 1957 / 8, Unterberg airship "D-LAVO", illustrated
Special flight letter and card, a little creasely otherwise
superb
estimate Gebot
4599 1974, airship "Europe", stage Vienna Salzburg,
decorative letter from "GOOD YEAR" Austria attendance,
superb
estimate Gebot
4600 1959-87, "LUPOSTA", 24 various airmail special
documents, superb
estimate 90,4601 1969-93, "balloon mail", 30 various airmail special
documents, superb
estimate 50,4602 1978-2003, 13 various special documents
"MILITARY PLANES and Military flight events", superb
estimate 25,AUSTRIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4603 1887, 3 Kr. Green, letter-card (German), green, with
additional franking 2 Kr. "double eagle" from
"WILDENSCHWERT" to Schönlinde / Bohemia, superb
K 1a,44
estimate 50,4604 1890, 3 Kr. Green, locate letter-card (German),
green,
with
single
circle
postmark
"MARDKKANERGASSE Vienna", superb
K 1a
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

AUSTRIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
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4605 1873, 2 Kr. Yellow, card (Polish) from
"ZYBACZOW" to Pesth, very fine
P 20
estimate 20,4606 1877, 2 Kr. Red-brown, card (German) with
additional franking 3 Kr. Green, fine printing, from
"JOSEFSTADT Vienna" to Turin / Italy, very fine
P 25,36II
estimate 25,4607 1889, 2 Kr. Brown, card (German) with thimble
single circle postmark "NEUKIRCHEN BEL EGER" to
maritime city, superb
P 43
estimate 40,4608 1889, 2 Kr. Brown, card (German) with additional
franking 3 Kr. "double eagle" from "LEOPOLDSTADT
Vienna" to England, superb
P 43,45
estimate 30,4609 1885, 2 Kr. Brown, card (German) with thimble
single circle postmark "STEINSCHÖNAU" to Ground
stream, superb
P 43
estimate 20,4610 1865, 5 Kr. Red, watermark 1, cover with additional
franking 10 Kr. Blue from "REICHENAU" to Abano, very
fine
U 33,33
estimate 40,4611 1866, 5 Kr. Red, watermark 2, cover with on the
back registered postage 10 Kr. Blue from "Vienna
HABSBURGGASSE" (two ring cancel) to Tulln,
retour-memo "return to Vienna", rectangle cancel with one
line "RCMDT", superb
U 42,33
estimate 60,4612 1867, 5 Kr. Red, watermark 3 cover with on the back
registered postage 10 Kr. Blue, with Hungarian single
circle postmark "BRASSO" to Vienna, superb, expertized
Dr. Ferchenbauer
U 55,38I
estimate 150,4613 1872, 5 Kr. Red with blue thimble cancel "Its scratch
Bohemian", superb
U 55
estimate 25,4614 1880, 5 Kr. Red, watermark 3, cover with additional
franking 5 Kr. Red, fine printing, single circle postmark
"WIEDEN Vienna", retour-memo "return Wieden
Vienna", superb
U 60I/37II
estimate 100,4615 1864-66, 5 various covers with beautiful cancel,
superb
a. U 28-35
estimate 40,4616 Interesting lot of 28 used postal stationery from
1861-1883, as well a few better! Mostly very fine / superb,
inspect!
estimate 190,4617 To 1935, 40 various older, mostly used postal
stationery, a few better, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 50,4618 1965-1988, apparently mint never hinged completely
on sides, superb condition, Michel 580.1177-1943 ★★
estimate 50,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
4619 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria from
1945 (from Michel number 660) to 1993 in 2 lighthouse
albums with all good better issues, including postage due
stamps, Michel number 693-96 expertized Zenker, superb
condition, Michel more then 4000.★★
estimate 900,4620 Mint never hinged part of a collection Austria from
1945-60 with a lot of better issues, from 1948 in fact
complete, among others with Michel number 893-926
(without 896), 984-87 and so on, superb condition, Michel
1830.★★
estimate 450,4621 Except for 2 small values complete mint never
hinged collection Austria from 1964-98 in 2 KA-BE
albums, many miniature sheet and special feature, superb
condition
★★
estimate 220,4622 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria from
1985-2001 in the Borek album with mounts with some
miniature sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,4623 1978-1996, mint never hinged complete collection
Austria in the lighthouse album with mounts with many
miniature sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 150,4624 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria from
1956-76 in 2 safe hingeless album, superb condition,
Michel 381.★★
estimate 100,4625 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria from
1961-83, superb condition
★★
estimate 80,4626 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria from
1972-82 in the Lindner album with mounts, superb
condition, Michel 280.★★
estimate 75,4627 Almost only mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1945-72, from Michel number 697 except for few
issues complete, cancelled values not calculated, almost
only superb condition, Michel 2100.★ ★, ★
estimate 390,4628 Mainly cancelled part of a collection from 1945-59
with good middle issues, mostly superb condition, Michel
approximate 650., ★ ★, ★
estimate 80,4629 Collection Austria from 1945-67 in the Lindner
album with mounts, from the beginning often double ( **
and used) collected, from 1954 in both conditions
complete, superb condition, Michel 2300.★ ★,
estimate 450,4630 Small cancelled collection Austria from 1945-73,
from 1959 in fact complete, mostly superb condition
estimate 100,4631 2002-06, cancelled nice collection Austria in the safe
binary album, rather complete, superb condition, Michel
more then 500.estimate 100,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
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4632 1946-59, small part of a collection, mostly superb,
Michel approximate 350.estimate 55,4633 1947-65, cancelled nice collection on stock pages
with complete issues, partly specialized, almost only
superb condition
a.838-1176 ,
estimate 50,4634 Unused, partly mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1922-1937 with many good values and sets, almost
only superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 750,4635 Nice collection Austria from 1945-65, double
collected in the Lindner album with mounts with many
good middle issues, superb condition, Michel more then
2800.★ ★,
estimate 390,4636 Collection Austria from 1918-37, double collected in
the Lindner album with mounts with many middle issues,
almost only superb condition, Michel more then 2500.★ ★, , ★
estimate 370,4637 Part of a collection Austria from 1883-1937 with
good middle issues, mostly superb condition
,★
estimate 350,4638 Collection Austria from 1850-1964 in the KA-BE
album, the first years weak be present, from 1948
complete with a lot of better issues, condition from the
beginning condition varies, later superb condition
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 300,4639 Almost only cancelled complete collection Austria
from 1945-70 (from Michel number 697) in the Schaubek
album with mounts with many good issues, almost only
superb condition
,★
estimate 290,4640 Unused complete collection Austria from 1945-79
(from Michel number 697) in the Schaubek album with
mounts with many good values and sets, from 1958 mint
never hinged, superb condition
★, ★ ★
estimate 260,4641 Almost only mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1945-86 in 2 safe hingeless album with many good
issues, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 150,4642 1883-89, interesting collection "double eagle" mainly
on covers and postal stationery postcards, with mostly
beautiful cancel, in total 57 documents! Superb collection
for the specialist
44-47
estimate 750,AUSTRIA LOTS
4643 Small mint never hinged lot of duplicates from
1967-81, except for souvenir sheets and a few small values
complete, mostly 10-12 x collected, approximate 1100
stamps, superb, Michel 3400.★★
estimate 490,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

AUSTRIA LOTS
4644 Mint never hinged lot Austria from 1945-60 with
some good issues, among others Michel number 909-11,
926, 937-40, 960-63, many margin copies, superb
condition, Michel 700.★★
estimate 120,4645 1965-2000, 18 various souvenir sheets, miniature
sheet and commemorative pages, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate 30,4646 1946 / 7, mint never hinged lot of 8 different
complete issues in corner margin respectively blocks of
four from the margin, superb
★★
estimate 20,4647 1858-1884, nice lot of 112 values, as well colour
shades, good stamp (also coloured) and so on, almost only
superb and superb in every respect items, inspect!
,
estimate 550,4648 1860, 11 covers "Franz Joseph", mostly superb
19-22
estimate 75,4649 1863 / 4, nice lot "double eagle", in total 117 values,
as well numerous perfect strikes, almost only superb to
choise copy condition, inspect!
26-34 ,
estimate 350,4650 Lot Austria from 1867-1950 on stock cards, treasure
trove!
, ★,
estimate 120,4651 1916, small collection from 14 different censorship
documents, a few better, very fine / superb
estimate 90,4652 1945-54, small lot of 21 different documents, mostly
superb
estimate 80,4653 Mint never hinged lot different complete issues from
1947-88 with some duplicates, superb condition
★★
estimate 120,4654 Small mint never hinged collection Austria in the
stockbook from 1964-67, 1975-78 and 1983-93, seeming
complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,4655 1988-98, mint never hinged lot black prints
respectively 1 colour printing, with 13 souvenir sheets and
13 single values, as well Michel number 2032, superb
★★
estimate 180,AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
4656 1850, 10 C. Black, handmade paper, type Ib, Ia, Ia,
triple franking on superb piece, single circle postmark
"Milan", photo expertize Babor
2Xa
estimate 250,4657 1850, 10 C. Black, handmade paper, type Ia, superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer, handbook EUR 400.2X
estimate 120,4658 1851, 15 C. Vermilion, handmade paper, type IIa,
ribbed paper, two-line cancel "ASIAGO", superb cover to
Padova, RR! Expertized Matl, Michel 1500.3XR
estimate 480,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
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4659 1850, 30 C. Brown, type I, clearly offset, superb
4X
estimate 20,4660 1850, 45 C. Dark blue, handmade paper, type I,
underlying middle, clearly machinery offset, with plate
flaw "frame breakage top left", two-line cancel" (pad)
OVA", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
5Xa
estimate 75,4661 1858, 2 special yellow, type I, having bright colours
superb item on cover (Tesafilm damage) from
"VENEZIA" to Bassano, signed
6I
estimate 250,4662 1858, 3 special black, type I, single circle postmark
"VENEZIA", superb, Michel 270.7Ia
estimate 90,4663 1858, 3 special black, type I, centered stamp
"VENEZIA", superb in every respect piece of letter,
expertized Zenker with attest
7Ia
estimate 120,4664 1859, 3 special black, type II, single circle postmark
"VENEZIA", superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel
120.7IIa
estimate 50,4665 1859, 3 special black, type II, superb, Michel 140.7IIa
estimate 40,4666 1862, 3 special black (2 x) and 10 special purple
brown, type II, on letter from "CHIOGGIA" (single circle
cancel) to Milan, superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer: "the stamps waren - probably for the
purpose of the cleaning - soaked off, appertain but surely
on this letter, they are partial inaccurate back adhesive"
7IIa,10II
estimate 500,4667 1862, 3 special green in a horizontal pair on piece
with single circle postmark "VENEZIA", superb,
expertized Buehler
8a
estimate 80,4668 1858, 5 special red, type I, in the vertical strip of
three, single circle postmark "VENEZIA", lower stamp
separated, superb
9I
estimate 40,4669 1858, 10 special purple brown, type I, 2 x on
envelope (1 x folded) from "Milan" to Tirano, superb
10I
estimate 60,4670 1863, "double eagle", perforated K 14, very fine set,
Michel 400.14-18
estimate 100,4671 1863, 3 special green (2 x) and 10 special blue on
superb piece, single circle postmark "VENEZIA",
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer with attest
15,17
estimate 120,4672 1864, 3 special green in a horizontal pair and 5
special rose, on sorrow letter cover from "VENEZIA" to
Milan, superb
20 ,22
estimate 200,4673 Newspaper tax stamps: 1859, 2 Kr. Red, superb,
Michel 70.Z2
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
4674 Small almost only cancelled part of a collection
LOMBARDY AND VENETO, mostly superb condition
estimate 150,4675 Interesting nice collection LOMBARDY AND
VENETO in the stockbook, as well 6 covers, pairs, strip,
nice postmarks as well as some special feature, almost
only superb and choise copy condition, inspect!
, ,
estimate 700,AUSTRIA POST IN THE LEVANT
4676 Forerunner: 1864, 2 special yellow, 2 x on piece,
single circle postmark "Alexandria", superb piece of letter,
expertized among others Seitz
V 19
estimate 350,4677 1878, 5 special red, fine printing and 10 special blue,
rough print, complete three-line cancel "LETTERE
ARRIVATE COL VAPORE DAL Levant", superb piece
of letter
3II,4I
estimate 100,4678 1891, 2 Pia. On 20 Kr. Greenish olive / black,
perforated L 9 ¼. Manufactured gum crease, superb,
Michel 250.28B ★
estimate 75,BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
4679 1914, 10 Kr. Violet on grey, superb, Michel 170.84
estimate 60,4680 Mostly unused duplicate lot Bosnia and Herzegovina
in the small stockbook, almost only superb condition
★, ★ ★,
estimate 90,AT-H FIELDPOST GENERAL ISSUES
4681 1915, 3 - 10 Kr. "Emperor Franz Joseph I", with
overprint, 3 superb pieces of letter, Michel 460.19-21
estimate 125,FIELDPOST ITALY
4682 1918, 3 superb sets: Michel number 1-19, 24 / 5, P1
-7 on pieces
estimate 35,4683 1918, not issued: "Emperor Karl I", rest of hinge, 85
C. Perforation fault otherwise very fine set, Michel 100.I-XIV ★
estimate 25,FIELDPOST MONTENEGRO
4684 1917 / 8 10 and 15 H. Fieldpost stamps, three line
and one-line overprint, 4 superb items, Michel 85.1/2 ,I,II ★
estimate 20,FIELDPOST ROMANIA
4685 1918, "Emperor Karl I" on coloured and black on
white ground, except for 3 small values 2 superb sets,
Michel 85.1-34
estimate 20,FIELDPOST SERBIA
4686 1916, "slanting overprint", very fine set, Michel
160.22-42
estimate 55,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

AUSTRIA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
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4687 1916, army catering units: fieldpost letter and photo
postcard with official stamp "2. FOURAGEZUG the 2. K.
T. D. " respectively "K. And K. Movable railroad meals
station VI", very fine
estimate 20,4688 1978 / 81, 2 different documents of the Austrian
UN-unit on Cyprus with fieldpost cancel "UNFICYP
AUSCON" (a postal stationery postcard and a Memory
first day letter), superb
estimate 25,4689 Collection Austria Hungarian army postal service,
mostly mint collection on Schaubek album pages, almost
only superb condition
★, ★ ★,
estimate 100,4690 Part of a collection army postal service with middle
values, almost only superb condition
★,
estimate 75,POLAND
4691 1937, "attendance of the king from Romania", 3 mint
never hinged superb souvenir sheets, Michel 195.Bl. 2-4 ★★
estimate 50,POLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4692 1920-49, 7 different documents with postmarks from
West Prussia, as well still used German stamp, very fine /
superb, inspect!
estimate 45,PORTUGAL
4693 1863, reprint: 25 R. Blue, a number of rest of hinges,
very fine, expertized Ehrig with attest, Michel 170.2NDa ★
estimate 35,4694 1855, 5 R. Red-brown, smooth hair, right very close
margin, at the bottom partly minimal touched otherwise
having bright colours superb item, Michel 1200.5
estimate 280,4695 1855, 100 R. Lilac, fresh colours, stronger rest of
hinges, very fine, photo expertize Ehrig, Michel 1000.8★
estimate 180,4696 1856, 5 R. Yellow brown, nummeral cancel "77",
with enormous margins extremely fine copy, Michel
(190.-)
9b
estimate 70,4697 1862, 100 R. Lilac, superb, photo expertize Nucleo
Filatelico, Michel 130.16
estimate 45,4698 1866, 10 R. Yellow, superb, Michel 200.18
estimate 55,4699 1866, 20 R. Olive brown, superb, Michel 90.19
estimate 25,4700 1867, 50 R. Green, nummeral cancel "46", superb,
Michel 100.21
estimate 30,4701 1866, 80 R. Orange, superb, Michel 100.22
estimate 30,4702 1866, 120 R. Blue, superb, Michel 100.24
estimate 30,-

PORTUGAL
4703 1867, 10 R. Yellow only with red "P. D. " stamp
cancelled, very fine, R!
26
estimate 50,4704 1870, 240 R. Lilac, superb, Michel 600.33
estimate 160,4705 1879, 10 R. Blue-green, ordinary paper, perforated
12 ½, thin spot place otherwise superb, expertized Drahn,
Michel 320.47xaB
estimate 75,4706 1892-94, 75 - 300 R. "King Carlos I", stronger rest of
hinges, 6 values as usual perforated superb
72-77 ★
estimate 160,4707 1895, 50 - 100 R. "Holy Saint Anthony of Padua", 4
values mostly superb, Michel 160.115-18
estimate 40,4708 1898 / 1911, "Vasco there Gama", with and without
overprint, Michel number 187 *, 2 sets very fine / superb
138-45,182-89
estimate 40,4709 1943, "colonial exhibition", rest of hinge, very fine
set
578-80 ★
estimate 25,4710 25.5.35, PAA first flight per Yankee Clipper
"LISBON NEW YORK", superb, Müller 20
591/2
estimate 35,4711 1947, souvenir sheet "traditional costumes II", mint
never hinged, small corner crease, stamps superb, Michel
350.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 75,4712 1977, souvenir sheet "landscapes" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 20
estimate 25,4713 1977-79, "Europe" 3 souvenir sheets always on First
Day Cover, superb, Michel 195.Bl. 20,23,27
estimate 50,4714 1979-90, 19 various souvenir sheets on first day
covers, souvenir sheets superb, Michel 313.aus Bl. 28-71
estimate 60,4715 1980-90, 10 various souvenir sheets on first day
covers, souvenir sheets superb, Michel 165.aus Bl. 29-71
estimate 30,PORTUGAL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4716 1981-85, complete issue on first day covers, in
addition to it various miniature sheet as well souvenir
sheet 1-5 from the Azores and Madeira on in total 52 first
day covers, superb condition
Bl. 32-46
estimate 110,4717 Almost only cancelled lot different medium values to
1895, very fine / superb, Michel 2600.,★
estimate 350,4718 1980-87, 42 various souvenir sheets and miniature
sheet with first day special cancel, with also Madeira and
Azores, superb condition, Michel 310.estimate 60,4719 1977-90, lot almost only first day covers, single
stamps and souvenir sheets, superb, Michel 350.,
estimate 50,-

PORTUGAL AZORES
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4720 1980, "112. Anniversary of the first stamp issues",
190 x on first day covers, superb, Michel 475.334/5
estimate 30,PORTUGAL MADEIRA
4721 1980, "112. Anniversary of the first stamp issues",
900 x in sheet with first day special cancel, 2 sheet Michel
number 62 margin defects otherwise superb, Michel 900.62/3
estimate 50,4722 1980, souvenir sheet "112. Anniversary of the first
stamp issues", 350 x with first day special cancel, superb,
Michel 1225.Bl. 1
estimate 150,ROMANIA
4723 1865, 5 Par. Blue, vertical laid paper, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.12y ★
estimate 35,4724 1865, 20 Par. Red in a horizontal pair, left stamp
mint never hinged, superb
13x ★ ★, ★
estimate 65,4725 1865, 20 Par. Red, both types, rest of hinge, 2 superb
items
13x ★
estimate 30,4726 1865, 20 Par. Red, 5 superb items with different
cancel
13x
estimate 75,4727 1866, 20 Par. Black on rose, thin paper, both types,
rest of hinge, 2 superb items
16y ★
estimate 30,4728 1871, "prince Karl I with full beard", 4 superb items,
Michel 190.26a,b-28
estimate 50,4729 1903, "post building", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 150.146-53 ★
estimate 45,4730 106, 1 - 3 L. "Bukarest exhibition", 3 superb items,
Michel 110.205-07
estimate 30,4731 1926, "60. Birthday", unperforated, rest of hinges,
very fine set
293-302U ★
estimate 50,4732 1928, "airmail", both watermark, 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 70.336-38X,Y ★★
estimate 20,4733 1931, "scout exhibition" and "kings", 6 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 78.413-18 ★★
estimate 25,4734 1932, "scout camp Sibiu", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 100.437-42 ★★
estimate 25,4735 1934, "scout camp Mamaia", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.468-73 ★★
estimate 35,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

ROMANIA
4736 1936, "scout camp Kronstadt" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
180.516-18
★★
estimate 50,4737 1959, souvenir sheet "philatelic service", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.Bl. 42 ★★
estimate 55,4738 1964, "summer Olympic Games", unperforated, 1000
x, superb, Michel 6000.2317-24
estimate 180,4739 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.Bl. 94 ★★
estimate 20,4740 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", very fine,
Michel 70.Bl. 98
estimate Gebot
4741 1972, souvenir sheet "Apollo-manifesto", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.Bl. 103 ★★
estimate 20,4742 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year" on
First Day Cover, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 122
estimate 20,ROMANIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4743 Neat extensive dealers lot Romania from 1964-90 in
5 thick stock books, almost only complete middle issues
(mostly only pending 5 x pro issue), in addition to it
various souvenir sheets, from the beginning almost only
used, very favorable! Michel approximate 25000., ★★
estimate 850,4744 1866-1941, old part of a collection on pages, slightly
mixed condition, Michel to indication approximate 1500.,★
estimate 90,4745 Collection Romania from 1906-1968 in the
stockbook with many middle issues, almost only superb
condition
★ ★, ★,
estimate 150,RUSSIA
4746 1858, 20 K. Dark blue / yellow orange, small thin,
very fine, Michel 150.6
estimate 25,4747 1866, 3 K. Black / green, horizontal laid paper,
background "V" = 5 Kopecks, rest of hinges, superb, R!
Michel 1200.19xF ★
estimate 380,4748 1866, 30 K. Rose / green, horizontal laid paper, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 180.23x ★
estimate 55,4749 1884, 14 K. Medium blue / bright rose red and 70 K.
Sienna light / bright yellowish orange, perforated Ks 14 ½:
15, rest of hinges, 2 superb items, Michel 135.34,36A ★
estimate 35,4750 1884, 70 K. Sienna light / bright yellowish orange,
perforated Ks 14 ½: 15, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 100.36A ★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

RUSSIA
158
4751 1904, "war orphan aid", very fine set mint never
hinged
57-60 ★★
estimate 20,4752 1908-1919, lot "national coat of arms", 66 values
including some special feature, treasure trove! Superb
condition
63-81 ★ ★, ★
estimate 50,4753 1921, 100 - 300 R. "liberation the work", 5 various
horizontal gutter pairs, mint never hinged, superb
156-59ZW ★★
estimate Gebot
4754 1995, "850 years Moscow" in the sheetlet set without
additional imprint (2 x) and with additional imprint, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 110.415-17KB ★★
estimate 25,4755 1997, "native fauna" and "Russian museum", 5
miniature sheet (Michel number 597-601, 623-26), mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 70.KB ★★
estimate 20,4756 1998 / 9, "Menaten bank" and "New year", 3
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.689,776/7KB ★★
estimate 35,4757 2000 / 1, "international collaboration in the cosmos"
and "National aplomb", 2 miniature sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 85.811,912KB ★★
estimate 20,4758 2003, "tennis Davis Cup" in the sheetlet set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 70.1061/2KB ★★
estimate 20,4759 1946, red cross prisoner of war form cardletter from
Russia to Germany, with reply card, very fine
estimate 35,4760 1949, letter cards printed form from Soviet red cross
from the camp no. "7818" to Germany in the British areas
occupied by the enemy, with adhesive reply card, very fine
estimate 30,RUSSIA ZWANGSSPENDENMARKEN
4761 1922, "Hunger aid for the southeast", as issued
without gum, very fine set, Michel 200.1-4 (★)
estimate 65,RUSSIA ARMY POST NORDWEST ARMY
4762 1919, 5 R. Dark blue / lightolive-green / light
greenish blue, mint never hinged, superb
12 ★★
estimate 20,RUSSIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4763 1894 / 1912, 2 K. Blue and 4 K. Red, 2 registered
documents to Germany with additional frankings, very
fine / superb
U 33,P 20F
estimate 20,RUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4764 1999 / 2000, except for Michel number 876 two
complete mint never hinged years, among others with
Michel number 776 / 7 in the sheetlet set, superb
condition, Michel 340.★★
estimate 75,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

RUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4765 Complete mint never hinged collection Russia from
1992-95 in the KA-BE album with various miniature sheet
and se-tenant, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,SAN MARINO
4766 1918, 3 L. Carmine / black in the mint never hinged
block of ten, partly slightly separated, superb, Michel
(300.-)
67 ★★
estimate 65,4767 1924, "anathematizes the Garibaldis to San Marino",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.100-04 ★★
estimate 25,4768 1924, 30 C. On 45 C. - 2 L. On 3 L. "war wounded"
in mint never hinged blocks of four from the margin
mostly from the corner of the sheet, very fine set, Michel
(600.-)
105-08
★★
estimate 190,4769 1925, 30 C. Orange in the corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.114
★★
estimate 70,4770 1926, "Onofri" in blocks of eight from upper margin,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 320.125-30 ★★
estimate 100,4771 1928, "Franziskus from Assisi", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.141-44 ★★
estimate 60,4772 1932, "new post building", rest of hinge, very fine set
175-79 ★
estimate 200,4773 1991, "European world space flight" in miniature
sheet (20), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 180.1465/6 KB ★★
estimate 40,4774 1992 / 3, "discovery of America" and "contemporary
art" in miniature sheet (20), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 130.1508/09,1523/4KB ★★
estimate 30,4775 1882-90, 8 various postal stationery postcards,
condition varies
estimate Gebot
SWEDEN PRE PHILATELY
4776 1828, "MARIEFRED", one-line cancel on cover to
Stockholm, superb
estimate 30,SWEDEN
4777 1858, "empire crest", 18 values in colour shades,
almost only superb condition
7-12
estimate 250,4778 1858, 12 Ö. Blue on superb cover from "UPSALA"
to Stockholm
9a
estimate 20,4779 1866, 17 Ö. Red lilac, 4 superb and superb in every
respect items in different colour shades, Michel (560.-)
15a
estimate 110,4780 1866, 17 Ö. Red lilac, superb, Michel 140.15a
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWEDEN
159
4781 1877, 1 margin brown / blue, perforated 13, normal
perforation, superb, Michel 500.26B
estimate 120,4782 1891, "King Oskar the II", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 350.41-49 ★
estimate 100,4783 1911, 1 Kr. Black on yellow, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 75.62 ★
estimate 20,4784 1916, 10 Ö. On 1 Kr. "Landsturm II", mint never
hinged, superb
106 ★★
estimate 60,4785 1924, "World postal service congress", rest of hinge,
very fine set
144-58 ★
estimate 170,4786 1924, "Universal Postal Union", rest of hinge, very
fine set
159-73 ★
estimate 190,4787 1924, "Universal Postal Union", rest of hinge, as
usual perforated very fine set
159-73 ★
estimate 170,4788 1924, 1 - 5 Kr. "Universal Postal Union", 3 superb
items, Michel 330.171-73
estimate 110,4789 1928, "70. Birthday" in block of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.208-12
★★
estimate 30,4790 1936, "300 years post", very fine set mint never
hinged (12 values)
227-38A ★★
estimate 110,4791 1936, "300 years post", both perforations, very fine
set mint never hinged (15 values), Michel 340.227-38A/B ★★
estimate 120,4792 1939, "200 years academy of sciences", two-sided
and four sides perforated, very fine set mint never hinged
(6 values), Michel 56.50
272-75A/B ★★
estimate 20,4793 1941, "holy Birgitta", very fine set mint never hinged
(4 values), Michel 60.288/9 ★★
estimate 20,4794 1942, 20 Kr. "swans", four sides perforated, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.290B ★★
estimate 40,4795 30.11.-3.12.46, SAS first flight "SCANDINAVIA
SOUTH AMERICA", superb postcard, Müller 238
324
estimate 45,4796 Coil stamps for vending machine: 1991 / 2, 2
complete issues, in each case 8 x on first day covers,
almost only superb condition
A1 S1, A1 S2
estimate 25,SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4797 1881, 1 Kr. Blue / brown, perforated 13, (Facit
catalogue Tj 24 Ae), rest of hinge, superb, Michel 600.D 11Ba ★
estimate 180,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4798 1910-1917, small lot "crest design", superb, Michel
300., ★, ★ ★
estimate 40,SWEDEN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4799 1874 / 77, cancelled collection "loosen" from 134
values with colour shades, better cancellations and so on,
almost only superb condition, interesting lot for the
specialist! Michel 2433.P 1-10A,B
estimate 360,SWEDEN ANNUAL
4800 1972, year book, mint never hinged, superb, Facit
catalogue 950.- skr.
★★
estimate 35,4801 1981, year book, mint never hinged, superb, Facit
catalogue 800.- skr.
★★
estimate 30,4802 1988-93, 5 various yearbooks, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate 90,SWEDEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4803 1874-1919, lot service- and postage due stamps,
condition varies with many superb items, Michel more
then 1500.,★
estimate 190,4804 Unused lot Sweden from 1920-42 with many good
middle values, almost only superb condition, Michel for
** 3500.★
estimate 190,4805 Extensive cancelled collection Sweden from
1855-1972 in 2 SAFE dual albums, as well Michel number
2, 6, 13, 86-106, 144-156, 159-173, many good perforation
pairs and so on, almost only superb condition
estimate 900,4806 1858-72, "empire crest" (Michel number 7-12), nice
lot of 40 values, as well better colour shades, stamp and so
on, almost only superb and choise copy condition
estimate 280,4807 1985-88, completely on first day covers except for
Michel number 1390-94 and 1495-1500, in addition to it
stamp booklet pane 143 on First Day Cover, superb
condition, Michel 245.estimate 50,4808 1855-2000, neat, almost only cancelled beginners
collection Sweden in 3 thick stock books, inspect!
, ★★
estimate 100,SWEDEN POSTAL STATIONERIES
4809 1883-98, over 40 postal stationery postcards to
Germany, a few interesting stamp, very fine / superb
estimate 75,OLD SWITZERLAND GENEVA
4810 1845, 5 C. Black on vivid yellow-olive "small eagle"
on large letter piece, right margin line cut into, the rest 3
sides with wide margins, at the bottom with part of the
neighbour, decorative superb piece of letter, old photo
expertize Zumstein, Michel (1600.-)
3
estimate 480,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

SWITZERLAND
160
4811 1850, official letter with red two ring cancel from
"FRIBOURG" with content to Grandson, decorative seal
stamp of the city Fribourg, superb
estimate 30,4812 1850, 2 ½ Rp "local mail", without framed cross,
centered "P. P. " backed, on face superb, Michel 2500.5II
estimate 280,4813 1850, 5 Rp black / vermilion on blue, without framed
cross, type 36 and 28 from lithographic stone A1 a, as a
pair with black "P. P. ", very fine, photo expertize
Nussbaum Bisser
7II
estimate 220,4814 1850, 5 Rp black / vermilion on blue, without framed
cross, with Argauer lozenge, top left touched and pin hole
otherwise superb, Michel 480.7II
estimate 90,4815 1850, 5 Rp black / vermilion on blue, without framed
cross, double red print of the crest, small thin at the upper
margin otherwise fresh colours superb, R! Photo expertize
Hunziker, Michel 4000.7IIDDII
estimate 780,4816 1852, 15 Rp "small numeral" in the horizontal with
enormous margins pair (type 1 and 2), superb, expertized
Pfenniger, Michel 2800.10
estimate 850,4817 1854, 5 Rp brown orange, 1. Munich printing, (Zst.
22 Aa), at the bottom a little cut into otherwise mostly
superb with wide margins, Michel 1500.13Ia
estimate 270,4818 1854, 5 Rp brown, 2. Munic printing, (Zst. 22 A),
large margins all around, superb
13Ib
estimate 120,4819 1854, 5 Rp gray brown, Bern printing I, (Zst. 22 Bb),
in the horizontal, mostly having full margins pair on
envelope from Ebnat to stone, superb
13IIAym
estimate 190,4820 1856, 5 Rp brown, black silk thread, Bern printing II,
(Zst. 22 D), large margins all around, superb
13IIBys
estimate 30,4821 1858, 5 Rp gray brown, Bern printing III, (Zst. 22
G), diagonally straight-line cancel, good to large margins
all round, superb in every respect (choice copy)
13IIBym
estimate 30,4822 1858, 5 Rp gray brown, Bern printing III, (Zst. 22
G), centered single circle postmark "St. Gallen", good to
large margins all round, superb
13IIBym
estimate 25,4823 1854, first issue: 10 Rp Prussian blue, 1. Munich
printing, (Zst. 23 Aa), with black lozenge and one-line
cancel "franco", left above and at the bottom touched
otherwise superb, R! Photo expertize von der Weid,
Michel 850.14Ia
estimate 220,4824 1855, 10 Rp blue, Bern printing I, (Zst. 23 Ba), full
margins on letter from St. Gallen to Rheineck, stamp a
little blotched otherwise superb cover
14IIAym
estimate 65,-

SWITZERLAND
4825 1859, 10 Rp bright blue, dark red silk thread, Bern
printing II, (Zst. 23 Cd), upper margin copy, slightly
touched at bottom otherwise with wide margins, superb
cover with one-line cancel "KRUMMENAU" to St. Gallen
14IIByo
estimate 75,4826 1856, 10 Rp light greenish blue, silk paper, Bern
printing III, (Zst. 23 Ea), single circle postmark
"ZOFINGEN", left above short touched otherwise good to
large margins all round, superb, photo expertize Hermann,
Michel (400.-)
14IIBzo
estimate 120,4827 1859, 10 Rp bright blue, Bern printing III, (Zst. 23
G), 15 superb items in minor shade
14IIBym
estimate 80,4828 1859, 10 Rp bright blue, Bern printing III, (Zst. 23
G), 10 superb items in minor shade
14IIBym
estimate 60,4829 1859, 10 Rp bright blue, Bern printing III, (Zst. 23
G), single circle postmark "WINTERTHUR", large
margins all around, superb in every respect (choice copy)
14IIBym
estimate 35,4830 1854, 15 Rp light purple carmine, 2. Munich
printing, (Zst. 24 A), silk thread removed otherwise
superb, expertized Hermann with attest, Michel 400.15Ib
estimate 90,4831 1855, 15 Rp rose, Bern printing I, (handbook 24 B1),
left margin copy, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Hermann with attest
15IIAym
estimate 50,4832 1855, 15 Rp rose, Bern printing I, (Zst. 24 Ba), in the
vertical pair (good to large margins all round) on
decorative superb cover
15IIAym
estimate 220,4833 1857, 15 Rp rose, Bern printing II, (Zst. 24 F), on
silk paper, black lozenge, on all sides full margins, superb
in every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Hermann,
Michel (300.-)
15IIAzm
estimate 100,4834 1857, 15 Rp rose, Bern printing II, (Zst. 24 F), partly
a little thickly lozenge, superb with wide margins, photo
expertize Berra Gautschy, Michel 300.15IIAzm
estimate 90,4835 1855, 20 Rp yellow orange, Bern printing I, (Zst. 25
Ba), almost large margins all around, on yellow printed
cash on delivery letter from St. Gallen to Altstätten, superb
16IIAym
estimate 150,4836 1862, 20 Rp yellow orange, Bern printing III, (Zst.
25 G), small single circle cancel, almost full margins,
superb piece of letter
16IIBym
estimate 20,4837 1854, 40 Rp dark yellowish green, 1. Munic printing,
(Zst. 26 A), left partly minimal touched otherwise full
margins superb, Michel 550.17Ib
estimate 100,4838 1855, 40 Rp yellowish green, brown red silk thread,
Bern printing II, (Zst. 26 C), right margin copy, lower
right close margins otherwise full margins superb
17IIAyr
estimate 40,-

SWITZERLAND
161
4839 1862, 2 Rp grey, Bern printing III, (Zst 21 G), left at
the bottom touched otherwise good margined superb item,
Michel 480.19
estimate 110,4840 1862, 3 C. Gray black, as usual perforated superb,
expertized Marchand, Michel 130.21a
estimate 35,4841 1863, 40 C. Green, single circle postmark "St.
Gallen", superb piece of letter
26
estimate 20,4842 1863, 60 C. Reddish bronze, very fine, Michel 160.27
estimate 35,4843 1863, 1 Fr. Ormolu, repaired like superb, signed,
Michel 420.28a
estimate 50,4844 1864, 1 Fr. Gold with cliché defect "cleaved margin
line left above", superb, photo expertize Hermann
28c
estimate 40,4845 1864, 1 Fr. Gold, superb, Michel 100.28c
estimate 30,4846 1867, 2 C. Red-brown, superb, Michel 240.29b
estimate 70,4847 1867, 10 C. Red on piece with one-line cancel
"TOUR DE TREME", very fine
30
estimate 20,4848 1867, 40 C. Grey, as usual perforated superb,
expertized Marchand, Michel 120.34
estimate 30,4849 1881, 1 Fr. Gold, granite paper, two ring cancel
"CHAUX DE FONDS SUCCURS", as usual perforated
superb, photo expertize Hermann, Michel 1100.44
estimate 300,4850 1882, 5 C. Purple brown and 10 C. Bright rose red, 2
superb items, Michel 200.46/7
estimate 50,4851 1882, 5 C. Purple brown, superb, Michel 120.46
estimate 35,4852 1882, 10 C. Bright rose red, superb, Michel 80.47
estimate 25,4853 1882, 15 C. Bright yellow ochre, minimum corner
crease otherwise superb, Michel 300.49
estimate 70,4854 1882, 25 C. Green, perforated K 11 3 / 4, rest of
hinges, superb, Michel 170.59A ★
estimate 50,4855 1882, 50 C. Blue, perforated K 9 3 / 4: 9 ¼, very fine
(as usual perforation), Michel 380.62B
estimate 80,4856 1905, 3 Fr. Yellow brown, perforated K 11 ½: 12,
small thin, very fine, Michel 350.80D
estimate 80,4857 1908, 40 C. Dark purple / chrome yellow, superb,
Michel 110.101
estimate 35,-

SWITZERLAND
4858 1933 / 40, 50 C. Dark green / light green, coated
paper, smooth gum and 1 Fr. Brownish carmine / light
green, ribbed gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 95.107y,109z ★★
estimate 30,4859 1908, 70 C. Blackish reddish brown / pale
chrome-yellow, rest of hinges, superb, Michel 65.108 ★
estimate 20,4860 1908, 3 Fr. Blackish gray yellow / dull yellow, rough
perforation, rest of hinges, superb, Michel 320.110 ★
estimate 80,4861 1909, 15 C. Violet purple with variety "colour spot
to the hair under L in Helvetia", rest of hinges, very fine
(one short perf), Michel - .!
116I ★
estimate 20,4862 1915, postal stamps in centric cancelled block of
four, superb
124-26
estimate 40,4863 1915, 80 C. On 70 C. Blackish reddish brown / pale
chrome-yellow with variety "right 8 top right open", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 250.127I ★★
estimate 90,4864 1915, "ProJuventute", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 240.128/9 ★★
estimate 80,4865 1915, "ProJuventute", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
100.128/9 ★
estimate 25,4866 1915, 10 C. "ProJuventute", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 100.129 ★
estimate 25,4867 1915, 10 C. "ProJuventute", superb, Michel 100.129
estimate 25,4868 1916, 10 C. "ProJuventute", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 140.132 ★★
estimate 45,4869 1916, 10 C. "ProJuventute", superb, Michel 90.132
estimate 25,4870 1917, "ProJuventute", mint never hinged, very fine
set, Michel 90.133-35 ★★
estimate 30,4871 1917, "ProJuventute", very fine set, Michel 110.133-35
estimate 35,4872 1915, 13 C. Dark olive gray on dull yellowish
orange, type III, in the centric cancelled block of four,
superb
138xIII
estimate 65,4873 1918, "ProJuventute", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 60.143/4 ★★
estimate 20,4874 1919 / 20, 50 and 30 C. "airmail", rest of hinge, 2
superb items
145,152 ★
estimate 50,4875 1919 / 20, "ProJuventute", 2 superb sets, Michel 80.149-51,153-55
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND
162
4876 1922, 25 C. Black pink on dull yellowish orange,
smooth gum, in the centric cancelled block of four, superb,
expertized Lininger
168x
estimate 65,4877 1921, 40 C. "ProJuventute", superb, Michel 65.174
estimate 20,4878 1922, 40 C. "ProJuventute", superb, Michel 80.178
estimate 20,4879 1923, 15 C. "airmail" with variety "broken bicycle",
superb, Michel 80.179I
estimate 25,4880 1924, "airmail", ordinary paper, rest of hinges, very
fine set
189-91x ★
estimate 20,4881 1924, 75 C. And 1 Fr. "airmail", ordinary paper, 2
superb items, Michel 125.190/1x
estimate 40,4882 1924, 90 C. - 1.50 Fr. "coat of arms", ordinary paper,
3 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 390.194,196/7x ★★
estimate 120,4883 1924, 1.20 Fr., ordinary paper, with variety "first E
in Helvetia like F" mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.195xI ★★
estimate 20,4884 1924, 1.20 Fr., ordinary paper, with variety "first E
in Helvetia like F", superb, Michel 100.195xI
estimate 30,4885 1933, 3 C. Lilac ultramarine on dull yellowish
orange, ribbed gum, in the centric cancelled block of four,
superb
199z
estimate 60,4886 1933, 15 C. Bright brown red on dull yellowish
orange, ribbed gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
100.205z ★★
estimate 30,4887 1933, 40 C. Dark carmine purple / dull olive grey,
ribbed gum, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.208y ★★
estimate 40,4888 1928, 5 Fr. "mountainscapes", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 400.227 ★★
estimate 130,4889 1929, "winged letter", ordinary paper, superb, Michel
160.233/4x
estimate 50,4890 1929, 40 C. "winged letter", ordinary paper, superb,
Michel 100.234x
estimate 30,4891 1930, "Tell boy" in centric cancelled block of four,
superb
239/40
estimate 30,4892 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinge, superb
245x ★
estimate 25,4893 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinges, as usual perforated superb
245x ★
estimate 20,-

SWITZERLAND
4894 1934, "landscapes" in centric cancelled block of four,
very fine set
270-76
estimate 120,4895 1934, souvenir sheet "NABA", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 800.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 240,4896 1934, souvenir sheet "NABA" with special cancel
and vignette on registered cover, superb
Bl. 1
estimate 240,4897 1936 / 7, airmail stamps, 4 superb items, Michel 67.291-93,310
estimate 20,4898 1936, 40 C. On 90 C. "airmail", overprint orange red,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 180.293a ★★
estimate 55,4899 1936, "Pro Patria", superb strip, Michel 146.A294-96
estimate 45,4900 1936, "Pro Patria", superb pair, Michel 133.A295/6
estimate 40,4901 1936, "landscapes", smooth gum, in centric cancelled
block of four, 10 C. Both types, very fine set (10 values)
297-305y
estimate 140,4902 1936, 5 C. Bluish green, ribbed gum, double
embossing in the total design of the stamp, in the block of
nine with normal stamps, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (280.-)
298zDPIII ★★
estimate 100,4903 1937, souvenir sheet "ProJuventute", special cancel,
superb, Michel 65.Bl. 3
estimate 20,4904 1938, 20 C. Dark rose, double embossing of the total
stamp design, in the centric cancelled block of four with
normal stamps, superb
327DP
estimate 150,4905 1934, souvenir sheet "Aarau", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 75.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 20,4906 1955, "symbols the Democracy", yellowish / white
granite paper, in centric cancelled block of four, very fine
set
328-30x
estimate 25,4907 1939, 20 C. "national exhibition", Italian inscription,
in the block of four with centered first day postmark!
Superb, R!
343
estimate 100,4908 1940, 10 C. Dark reddish brown, ribbed gum, in the
centric cancelled block of four, superb
363z
estimate 50,4909 1940, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 400.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 110,4910 1940, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", rest of hinges,
superb
Bl. 5 ★
estimate 90,-

SWITZERLAND
163
4911 1941, "historic representations", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 70.377-85 ★★
estimate 20,4912 1941, "historic representations" in centric cancelled
block of four, very fine set
377-85
estimate 55,4913 1941, 2 Fr. "Forrer", double embossing, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.385DPI ★★
estimate 20,4914 1941, "National attachments" and "750 years Bern",
always in the block of four with centered first day
postmark, superb
386,398
estimate 20,4915 1941, "airplane over landscapes", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.387-94 ★★
estimate 30,4916 1941, souvenir sheet "war winter help", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 110.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 35,4917 1941, souvenir sheet "war winter help", first day
postmark, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 6
estimate 150,4918 1941, single stamps "ProJuventute", mint never
hinged superb pair, Michel 100.403/4 ★★
estimate 30,4919 1942, "collection of recyclables", 11 vertical
se-tenants complete, superb, Michel 449.SZd 1-11
estimate 140,4920 1942, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel 100.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 20,4921 1942, single stamps "Pro Patria", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 60.410/1 ★★
estimate 20,4922 1943, souvenir sheet "100 years of stamps", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 30,4923 1943, souvenir sheet "100 years of stamps", mint
never hinged, very fine, Michel 100.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 20,4924 1943, souvenir sheet "National contribution", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 110.Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 35,4925 1944, "olympic games", shorter fibre, very fine set,
Michel 100.428-30y
estimate 30,4926 1945, "war victim" in block of four with centered
special cancel "day the Swiss contribute 3.3.45" from 9
different locations, 18 superb souvenir sheets, R!
443/4
estimate 150,4927 1945, souvenir sheet "war victim", white gum, mint
never hinged, superb
Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 80,-
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SWITZERLAND
4928 1945, souvenir sheet "war victim", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 65,4929 1945, souvenir sheet "Basel Dove", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 160.Bl. 12 ★★
estimate 45,4930 1945, "PAX", only margin pieces, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 450.447-59 ★★
estimate 150,4931 1945, "PAX", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 450.447-59 ★★
estimate 140,4932 1945, "PAX", 2 Fr. Manufactured gum corrugation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 450.447-59 ★★
estimate 130,4933 1945, "PAX", very fine set, Michel 1000.447-59
estimate 300,4934 1945, 80 C. "PAX", superb, Michel 100.454
estimate 30,4935 1945, 2 Fr. "PAX", superb, Michel 200.456
estimate 60,4936 1945, 3 Fr. "PAX", superb, expertized Marchand,
Michel 110.457
estimate 35,4937 1945, 5 Fr. "PAX", superb, Michel 360.458
estimate 110,4938 1947, "a hundred years railroad" in block of four
with centered first day postmark, very fine set
484-87
estimate 20,4939 1947, 5 C. "a hundred years railroad" with variety
"missing saliva in the drive wheel", superb, Michel 200.484II
estimate 65,4940 1948, "landscapes" in centric cancelled block of four,
very fine set
500-05
estimate 35,4941 1948, "airplane over landscapes", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 70.506/7 ★★
estimate 20,4942 1948, "Pro Patria" in block of four with centered first
day postmark, very fine set
508-11
estimate 40,4943 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 25,4944 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA", mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel 90.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 20,4945 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA" on thick paper with
white gum, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 130.Bl. 13x ★★
estimate 25,4946 1948, single stamps "IMABA", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 70.512/3 ★★
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND
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4947 1949, "Federal post" in centric cancelled block of
four on cover, superb
519-21
estimate 20,4948 1949, 3 and 60 C. "landscapes and technical topics",
always in the block of four with first day postmark, superb
529,539
estimate 50,4949 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 260.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate 75,4950 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", mint never
hinged, very fine, Michel 260.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate 60,4951 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", rest of hinge in
the margin, superb
Bl. 14 ★
estimate 55,4952 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel (200.-)
Bl. 14
estimate 60,4953 1951, 40 C. "LUNABA" with additional franking
(among others Michel number 558 / 9) on special delivery
registered cover, special cancel, very fine (partly minimal
blotched)
560
estimate 40,4954 1952, "a hundred years electrical communication" in
block of four with centered first day postmark, very fine
set
566-69
estimate 30,4955 1952, "Pro Patria" in block of four with centered first
day postmark, very fine set
570-74
estimate 65,4956 1953, "airport Zurich Kloten" in the block of four
with centered first day postmark, superb
585
estimate 30,4957 1954, "year events" in block of four with centered
first day postmark (French), very fine set
593-96
estimate 30,4958 1955, "year events" in block of four with centered
first day postmark, very fine set
607-10
estimate 20,4959 1955, souvenir sheet "Lausanne", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 25,4960 1955, souvenir sheet "Lausanne" with special cancel
on cover, superb
Bl. 15
estimate 30,4961 1957 / 8, "Europe", "year events", "nuclear
conference" (Michel number 646 / 7, 653-56, 662), always
in block of four with centered first day postmark, superb
estimate 25,4962 1958, "Pro Patria" in block of four with centered first
day postmark, very fine set
657-61
estimate 30,4963 1959, souvenir sheet "NABAG", 20 x, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 280.Bl. 16 ★★
estimate 50,-

SWITZERLAND
4964 1959, "PTT" in block of four, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 160.681/2
★★
estimate 45,4965 1958, "historic representations" in block of four with
centered first day postmark, very fine set
683-86
estimate 45,4966 1960, "postal history topics and building of historic
importance", normal paper, in centric cancelled block of
four, each value is 10-12 x with different special
cancellations is existing! Superb
696-713x
estimate 250,4967 1963-68, "postal history topics and building of
historic importance", phosphorescent paper (15 values), in
centric cancelled block of four, from each value are in
each case 6 - 11 various cancel is existing (among others 1
Fr. (9 x), 1.20 Fr. (6 x), 1.50 Fr. (8 x) ), superb
696-712y
estimate 150,4968 1960, 25 and 75 C. "postal history topics and
building of historic importance", phosphorescence reverse
in lieu of on face, always in the block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (76.-)
700,707yG
★★
estimate 20,4969 1961, "evangelists" in block of four with centered
first day postmark, interest of tenant
738-41
estimate 100,4970 1963, "ProJuventute", both papers, in block of four
with centered first day special cancel, very fine set (8
values)
786-90x,y
estimate 30,4971 2000, 5 Fr. "Galler Embroidery" in the miniature
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.1726KB ★★
estimate 60,-

SWITZERLAND SE-TENANTS
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4979 1930, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "5 + 10 " and "10 +
5", smooth gum, 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
80.S 21x,23x ★★
estimate 25,4980 1930, Tell boy 5 + Z + 5", ribbed gum, gutter vertical
perforated, left stamp tiny rest of hinge, superb
WZ 28zC ★
estimate 35,4981 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "10 + 10", smooth gum,
type I, double embossing in the total design of the stamp,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (260.-)
K 33yIDPII ★★
estimate 100,4982 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "20 + 20", smooth gum,
superb, Michel 55.K 34y
estimate 20,4983 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "20 + Z + 20", both gum
kinds, gutter vertical perforated, 2 superb items, Michel
120.KZ 11yC,zC
estimate 40,4984 1953, stamp booklet sheet "ProJuventute", mint
never hinged, lease, Michel 400.MHB 42 ★★
estimate 150,4985 1991-2007, lot of 14 different stamp booklet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 285.a.MH 89-0149 ★★
estimate 75,4986 Small lot mostly different se-tenants from 1909-60,
mostly superb condition, Michel more then 300.a. K 3-KZ 22 ★, , ★ ★
estimate 50,-

SWITZERLAND SE-TENANTS
4972 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.K 5I ★★
estimate 25,4973 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type II, rest of
hinge, superb
K 5II ★
estimate 40,4974 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type II, superb,
Michel 420.K 5II
estimate 130,4975 1918, Tell bust picture "10 + 15", minimal scratched
otherwise superb, Michel 550.S3
estimate 150,4976 1918, Tell bust picture tête-bêche "15 + 15", superb,
Michel 200.K 12
estimate 70,4977 1921, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 on 7 ½ + 5 on 7 ½",
superb, Michel 90.K 14
estimate 30,4978 1927, Tell boy / Tell bust picture" 5 + 10" and "10 +
5", 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 100.S 13,15 ★★
estimate 30,-

SWITZERLAND FRANCHISE STAMPS
4988 1927, 5 - 20 C. "alpine rose", granite paper, without
control number, rest of hinges, very fine set
Pf 11-13II ★
estimate 30,4989 1927, 10 C. "alpine rose", granite paper, without
control number, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.Pf 12IIx ★★
estimate 25,4990 1935, "nurses / Dunant", ribbed gum, with control
number, in centric cancelled block of four, very fine set
PF 14-16IIIy
estimate 50,-
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SWITZERLAND OFFICIAL STAMPS
4987 1950, "Officiel", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 85.D 64-74 ★★
estimate 30,-

SWITZERLAND POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4991 1882, 500 C. Ultramarine / dark blue, granite paper,
frame inverted, tiny trace of crease otherwise superb,
Michel 240.P 14K
estimate 75,4992 1883, 500 C. Opal green / red, superb, Michel 200.P 22IIAXaK
estimate 70,SWITZERLAND AIRMAIL
4993 28.5.1941, Pro aero mail flight "BUOCHS
PAYERNE", pilot: Oblt. Heitmanek to according to Thut,
franked with 1 Fr. "Pro aero" and 20 C. Airmail, superb
cover
SF 41.1.a
estimate 40,-

SWITZERLAND AIRMAIL
4994 13.2.1977, Mittelholzer Africa commemorative flight
"Zurich Cairo, NAIROBI, Capetown and -GAO", 4 superb
letters
SF 77.1.a-d
estimate 20,4995 1928-50, small lot of 30 different airmail documents,
mostly superb condition
estimate 30,SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
4996 Mostly cancelled collection Switzerland from
1850-1969 with useful issues, from the beginning weak be
present, very fine / superb, Michel approximate 1500., ★★
estimate 190,4997 1944-87, neat, mainly cancelled part of a collection,
mostly superb condition, Michel approximate 1200., ★★
estimate 130,4998 Nice collection "ProJuventute" from 1912-54 in the
Flüela album, from 1918 complete unused and used,
almost only superb condition, Michel 2000., ★ ★, ★
estimate 320,4999 1854-1944, extensive, almost only cancelled
collection Switzerland in the safe binary album with
numerous good values, souvenir sheets however scarce,
slightly mixed condition, inspect!
estimate 900,5000 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1907-45 with useful issues neat on stock cards, very fine /
superb, Michel 2100.estimate 290,5001 1945-78, neat part of a collection in the lighthouse
album with mounts, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 1700.estimate 250,5002 Cancelled collection Switzerland from 1938-68 with
useful issues in the safe album with mounts, almost only
superb condition, Michel approximate 1400.estimate 220,5003 1913-48, small old collection "ProJuventute" on
pages, with souvenir sheet 3 used, almost only superb
condition, Michel 835.★,
estimate 180,5004 1946-60, neat part of a collection with many
complete issues, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 800.estimate 120,5005 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-78 neat on stock cards, very fine / superb, Michel
840.estimate 90,5006 Neat cancelled collection "Pro Patria" from 1938-69
on MAWIR sides, from 1941 complete, almost only
superb condition, Michel 500.estimate 80,5007 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-72 neat on stock cards, very fine / superb, Michel
730.estimate 75,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
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5008 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-69 neat on stock card, very fine / superb, Michel
480.estimate 50,5009 1938-80, cancelled collection Switzerland in the safe
- album, years 1964-73 and 1975-77 seeming complete,
mostly superb
estimate Gebot
5010 Neat cancelled collection Switzerland from 1907-74
in the stockbook, from 1946 in fact complete, superb
condition, Michel 2900.,
estimate 380,SWITZERLAND LOTS
5011 1915-45, small lot different medium values,
condition varies
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 60,5012 1983-2010, lot almost only different stamp booklet
with first day special cancel, from 1990 except for few
complete, as well stamp booklet 0-136, superb, Michel for
** 1730.MH
estimate 200,5013 1971-81, 68 various "PTT" booklet, folding sheet no.
102-185 almost complete, superb
estimate 75,5014 1962-71, neat lot different centric cancelled block of
four, only complete issues, superb
estimate 75,5015 1965-87, cancelled lot souvenir sheets: souvenir
sheet 20 (12 x), souvenir sheet 22 (8 x), souvenir sheet 23
(76 x), souvenir sheet 24 (20 x) and souvenir sheet 25 (5
x), superb condition, Michel 650.estimate 75,5016 1934, large official registered cover to the presidents
the referendum Commission of the League of Nations in
Saarbrücken, of the state chancellery in Solothurn, very
fine
estimate 35,5017 1905-07, "standing Helvetia", watermark 1, mostly
cancelled lot of 77 values, as well Michel number 80 C, 94
C used and so on, very fine / lease, inspect! Michel more
then 1200.,★
estimate 190,5018 1882-1906, lot "cross over table of value", 190
values, partly in minor shade, slightly mixed condition,
treasure trove for the specialist!
,★
estimate 180,5019 1911, "Excursion to the Gotthard and Simplon",
20.-25. May, 13 sided itinerary and 8 photos as personal
group description, traces of use
estimate 25,SWITZERLAND POSTAL STATIONERIES
5020 1885, 5 / 5 C. Black, question- and answer part from
"SALLAVAUX" to Darmstadt, very fine
P 16
estimate 45,5021 1884, postal stationery postcard, sender Johannes
Scherr (1817-1886), art historian and politician, superb
estimate 45,-

SWITZERLAND MILITARY FIELDPOST
5022 1916, letter with seal from a camp for hostage in
Basle to France, with violet frame cancel with 3 lines,
reverse blanking plate, censorship stamp no. "158" as well
seal "hostage Basle", with arrival postmark Ajain, very
fine
estimate 100,SWITZERLAND SDN
5023 1922, 3 - 10 Fr. Postal stamps, 3 superb items,
Michel 300.13-15
estimate 110,SWITZERLAND BIT / ILO
5024 1923, 30 C. Brown orange / light green, rough
perforation, superb, Michel 90.5
estimate 20,5025 1923-83, small duplicate lot, almost only superb
condition, Michel 360.,★
estimate 40,SWITZERLAND OMS / WHO
5026 1948-75, small duplicate lot, almost only superb
condition, Michel 200.★,
estimate 20,SERBIA
5027 Fieldpost card with multiline violet rubber cancel
"rod / VRHOVNE KOMMANDE / Br. ", legitimate
defects
estimate 90,SOVIET UNION
5028 1924 / 5, 5 K. Lilac and 2 R. Green / rose, perforated
Ks 14 ¼: 14 3 / 4, 2 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 80.246IA,289ICX ★★
estimate 20,5029 1925, "Decembrist revolt", perforated and
unperforated, rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
305-07A/B ★
estimate 20,5030 1927, "October revolution", rest of hinge, very fine
set
328-34 ★
estimate 35,5031 1927, "Powers the revolution", without 8 and 14 K,
mint never hinged, 13 superb items, Michel 240.339-53 ★★
estimate 70,5032 1928, 7 K. Carmine, printers mark on 2 lower margin
pairs, mint never hinged, superb, R! Michel - .
343DV ★★
estimate 80,5033 1929, 10 K. "1. Allunions Pioneer meeting
Moscow", perforated K 12 ½: 12, watermark sideways,
rest of hinge, superb
363AY ★
estimate 20,5034 1931, 5 K. Brown, unperforated, watermark
sideways, 36 values in the part sheet with left margin and
blue postmarks, very fine (stamps partly defects), very
scarce unit! !
369BY
estimate 30,5035 1931, 10 Kop. "Count Zeppelin", perforated, double
impression, rest of hinge, superb, expertized winner, in
addition to it 2 x 10 Kop. Unperforated on postal
stationery postcard and 50 Kop. Used
397DD ★
estimate 150,-

SOVIET UNION
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5036 1931, 35 K. "Polar travel", perforated K 12: 12 ½,
yellowish white paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.403Cy ★★
estimate 45,5037 1933, 30 K. On 15 K. "Allunions stamp exhibition
Leningrad", watermark upright, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.427X ★★
estimate 50,5038 1933, "stratospheres flight", rest of hinge, very fine
set
453-55 ★
estimate 90,5039 1934, 20 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
upright, superb, Michel - .
464X
estimate 65,5040 1935 "first world war", superb, Michel 110.494-98
estimate 35,5041 1935, 5 and 20 K. "Moscovite tube", watermark
sideways, 2 superb items, Michel (500.-)
509,512Y ★
estimate 50,5042 1935, "Kalinin" and "Tolstoj" in centric cancelled
block of four, 2 superb sets
532-38
estimate 30,5043 1937, souvenir sheet "Allunions Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "dot in the O", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xII ★★
estimate 25,5044 1940, 60 K. Carmine, perforated L 12 ½, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 65.684IVC ★★
estimate 20,5045 1941, 45 K. Dark blue green, perforated L 12 ½, in
the lower right corner margin block of four, superb
823A
estimate 25,5046 1942, 45 K. "war 1941-1945", 2 block of four in
different documents, 2 stamps affixed spots otherwise very
fine MNH, Michel 120.845
★★
estimate 30,5047 1956, souvenir sheet "800 years city Moscow", type
II, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 125.Bl. 10II ★★
estimate 45,5048 1955 / 7, "Polar stations" and "Sputnik I", 3 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 100.1789/90,2026 ★★
estimate 25,5049 1957, 40 K. "Sputnik I" in the block of four from the
margin, superb, Michel 140.2026
estimate 35,5050 1976-78, 9 various mint never hinged souvenir
sheets, superb, Michel 76.a. Bl. 110-33 ★★
estimate Gebot
5051 1976-78, 9 various cancelled souvenir sheets, superb,
Michel 63.a. Bl. 110-33
estimate Gebot
5052 1978, 32 K. "decoration and symbols of the Soviet
Union" in 10 complete sheets (50), superb, Michel 250.4750
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

SOVIET UNION
5053 1978, "cities of the golden Around III" in the mint
never hinged sheetlet set (16), superb, Michel 192.4810-13KB ★★
estimate 45,5054 1979 / 80, "tourism I and II", 5 cancelled superb sets,
Michel 120.4872-77,4927/8
estimate Gebot
5055 1980, "tourism II" in the mint never hinged sheetlet
set (16), superb, Michel 112.4927/8KB ★★
estimate 25,5056 1980, "tourism IV" in the mint never hinged sheetlet
set (16), superb, Michel 320.4949-54KB ★★
estimate 75,5057 1982, 15 K. "UNO Flag" in the miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.5189KB ★★
estimate 30,5058 1983, 10 K. "Cosmonaut Tereschkowa" in the
miniature sheet (8), mint never hinged, superb, Michel
220.5283KB ★★
estimate 55,5059 1983, 20 K. "stratospheres flight CCCP 1" in the
miniature sheet, slight affixed spots, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 150.5293KB ★★
estimate 25,5060 1984, "Olympic Winter Games" in the sheetlet set,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.5352-55KB ★★
estimate 55,5061 1983, 15 K. "50. Birthday Gararin" in the miniature
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.5361KB ★★
estimate 55,5062 1984 / 5, "paintings" with attached ornamental fields,
2 superb sets, Michel 60.5363-67,5476-80Zf
estimate Gebot
5063 1984, 15 K. "space project Venus Halley" in the
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.5466KB ★★
estimate 30,5064 1985, 15 K. "space probe Wega" in the miniature
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.5513KB ★★
estimate 25,5065 1985, 5 K. "New year" in the miniature sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 80.5558KB ★★
estimate 20,5066 1986, 15 K. "space project Venus Halley" in the
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.5582KB ★★
estimate 25,5067 1986, "day the cosmonauts" in the sheetlet set, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 190.5591-93KB ★★
estimate 55,5068 1986, "Soviet Trucks" and "Bergsteigerlager", 2
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 110.5632,5636KB ★★
estimate 30,5069 1988, "Olympic Winter Games Calgary" in the
sheetlet set, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 550.5788-92KB ★★
estimate 150,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5070 1931, 5 K. Zeppelin postal stationery postcard,
picture 29, unused, superb
P 103
estimate 50,5071 1931, 10 K. Zeppelin postal stationery postcard,
picture 102, unused, superb
P 127I
estimate 50,5072 1934, 20 K. Advertisement postal stationery cover
(3992), reverse "BOT prime bottled water" and "BOT
prime curative water", superb
estimate 60,5073 2001, 4 K. Blue army postal service postal stationery
cover of the Russian military from Grozny with censorship
stamp, very fine
estimate 25,SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5074 1975-2002, 23 various modern airmail documents, as
well: Ukrainian Antarctica stations, Sevastopol Antarctica,
Russka Minsk and so on
estimate 45,5075 1968-75, lot of 83 different mint never hinged
souvenir sheets and miniature sheet in the Lindner album
with mounts, as well Michel number 3749-58 in miniature
sheet, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,5076 1974-91, lot almost only complete issues, with
ornamental fields, sheets- respectively parts of sheets and
miniature sheet, almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 150,SPAIN
5077 1851, 5 R. Rose, superb, signed Zumstein, Michel
280.9
estimate 90,5078 1852, 12 Cs. Lilac, blue stamp, superb, expertized
Pfenniger, Michel 150.13
estimate 50,5079 1854, 6 R. Blue, thin white paper, superb, Michel
300.30w
estimate 90,5080 1873, 20 C. Gray lilac, normal perforation, superb,
Michel 150.123 ★
estimate 40,5081 1927, 55 C. On 10 and 20 C. "25. Anniversary the
coronation II", 2 superb items, Michel 110.341/2
estimate 30,5082 1930, 20 C. "URGENCIA", perforated K 13: 12 ½,
in the mint never hinged block of four from the margin,
superb, Michel (160.-)
443A
★★
estimate 50,5083 1930, 1 Pta. Lilac carmine "Ibero American
exhibition II", rest of hinge, superb
560b ★
estimate 35,5084 1937, 5 and 40 C. "famous Spaniards" with violet
republican censorship stamp on fieldpost letter one
Brigada Mixta from Guadalajara, very fine
618,624
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SPAIN
5085 1938, 2 Pta. On 25 C. "Black Madonna", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.720 ★★
estimate 20,5086 1937, 50 C. "Isabella" with 10 C. Compulsory surtax
stamp on cover to Frankfurt / M., rare black censorship
two-line cancel "CENSURA MILITAR VALLADOLID"
(according to Wolter only in blue known! ) - rare
document from the time of the Spanish civil war, very fine
775
estimate 35,5087 1962, 2 Pta. "400. Day of death of the holy Franz
Xavier", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.1010 ★★
estimate 20,5088 1986, souvenir sheet "EXFILNA" in violet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 80.Bl. 29 ★★
estimate 25,5089 Postal stationery: 1894, 10 C. + 10 C. Postal
stationery postcard from "BARCELONA" to Hamburg
and return, superb
P 13
estimate 70,5090 Complete mint never hinged collection Spain from
1958-81 in 3 Lindner albums, superb condition
★★
estimate 200,5091 Lot the Hispania issues 1870 (ex Michel number 96 /
108) with approximate 80 cancelled stamps including
many colours and interesting cancel (among others town
cancel, coloured stamp), Michel number 108 used
expertized Pfenniger, condition varies
estimate 45,SPAIN B. BARCELONA
5092 1936, "Republic" and "Pattern fair", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 140.A13I-V,14-18 ★★
estimate 40,LOCALS & CARRIERS
5093 Interesting lot of 9 different souvenir sheets, rest of
hinge, almost only superb condition
Bl. ★
estimate 90,CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5094 2.9.36, first flight "PRAGUE-CLUJ-MOSCOW",
special card, superb, Müller 90
303,306
estimate 20,5095 1943, airmail letter from the USA to a Sergant the
Czech army in London, opened from American and British
censorship, arrival postmark no. 3 the Czech army postal
service, superb
estimate 35,CZECHOSLOVAKIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5096 1920, 250, 400 and 2000 H. "numeral", 3 mint never
hinged superb items
P 10/1,14 ★★
estimate 20,CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5097 1960-76, part of a collection on pages, numerous
duplicates not calculated, Michel 580.,★
estimate 55,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

CZECHOSLOVAKIA ARMY IN SIBERIA
169
5098 1920, later fieldpost letter from Vladivostok with
violet three circle cancel of the Czechoslovakian
General-consulate "POLNI POSTA cesko slovenskych
VOJSK" and handwritten notation "was post of the
czechoslovak Army" to Hradec Kralowe / CSR, very fine
estimate 140,5099 1919, fieldpost receict for delivery of registered
letter from 8. December 1919 with violet three circle
cancel of the fieldpost office Vladivostok for a insured
letter over 10 Rouble, very fine
estimate 70,TURKEY
5100 1914, 2 Pia. Green / black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 80.250 ★
estimate 20,5101 1914, "postage due stamps" with overprint type II,
rest of hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 300.472-75 ★
estimate 90,5102 1923, 50 Pia. Grey, rest of hinges, as usual
perforated superb
823 ★
estimate 20,5103 1928, "Smyrna exhibition", very fine set, Michel
180.868-81
estimate 55,5104 1954, "Council of Europe" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 450.1391-94
estimate 120,5105 1960, "Europe" on First Day Cover, superb, Michel
80.1774/5
estimate 20,5106 1897, Turkish postal stationery postcard of a Czech
soldiers over the post offices Hania and Kehun to Austria,
superb, R!
estimate 150,5107 1882-1925, interesting old part of a collection with
some better issues, among others Michel number 212-21 *,
252-60 used and so on, condition very fine / superb,
Michel approximate 2500.,★
estimate 350,5108 1920 / 3, "angora" - Behrens special album with 32
sides and 37 different values with hinge (4 stamps without
gum), superb condition
★
estimate Gebot
TURKISH CYPRUS
5109 1979-86, small lot souvenir sheets: souvenir sheet 1
** (97 x), souvenir sheet 2 ** (25 x), used (6 x) and
souvenir sheet 5 used (5 x), superb condition, Michel 465.★ ★,
estimate 35,HUNGARY
5110 1871, 25 K. Violet, small corner stamp, superb,
Michel 400.6a
estimate 110,5111 1871, 25 K. Violet, as usual perforated superb,
Michel 400.6a
estimate 85,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

HUNGARY
5112 1925, "athletics", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 75.403-10 ★★
estimate 25,5113 1927, "royally castle" in blocks of four from the
margin, 2 values some short teeth, otherwise mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 160.423-26 ★★
estimate 40,5114 1930, "Government anniversary" and "900 year
celebration" in block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.458-66
★★
estimate 50,5115 1931, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.478/9 ★★
estimate 55,5116 1931, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.478/9 ★★
estimate 60,5117 1931, "Count Zeppelin", as usual perforated, 2
superb items, Michel 180.478/9
estimate 50,5118 1934, souvenir sheet "Liszt", superb, Michel 140.Bl. 1
estimate 40,5119 1935, "prince Ferenc Rakoczil II" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
160.517-21
★★
estimate 45,5120 1938, souvenir sheet "eucharistic congress I" and
"Holy Stephan III", special cancel, very fine, Michel 115.Bl. 3/4
estimate 30,5121 1942, "Red Cross", perforated, in miniature sheet,
mint never hinged, 8 f. Small margin crease otherwise
superb, Michel 100.696-98A KB ★★
estimate 25,5122 1951, souvenir sheets "80 years Hungarian postage
stamps", special cancel, 3 superb souvenir sheets, Michel
180.Bl. 20-22
estimate 55,5123 1961, "world space flight", unperforated, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 80.1753/4B ★★
estimate 25,5124 1972, souvenir sheet "Day of the Postage Stamp"
without medium of payment, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.Bl. 88I ★★
estimate 75,5125 1974, souvenir sheet "Universal Postal Union",
without medium of payment, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 280.Bl. 106I ★★
estimate 80,5126 1975, "monument protection year" in the
unperforated strip of four on First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 150.3060-63B
estimate 50,5127 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year",
unperforated, on First Day Cover, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 115B
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

HUNGARY
170
5128 1977, souvenir sheet "history of the airship",
numbered unperforated souvenir sheet with on the back
overprint "A MAGYAR POSTA AJANDEKA", superb,
Michel 150.Bl. 127BI (★)
estimate 45,5129 1978, "75 years engined flight", mint never hinged,
in addition to it angel SHELL special card with pilots who
had flown to America Köhl, Fitzmaurice, Hünefeld, superb
3275-81 ★★
estimate 70,5130 1980, "European nature conservancy campaign",
single stamps and souvenir sheet, unperforated, on 3 first
day covers, superb, Michel 80.3451-56B,Bl. 146B
estimate Gebot
5131 1968, post paid fieldpost card of a in the
Czechoslovakia used Hungarian soldiers, about the
Post-office box "Budapest 72 Pf. 38 / 228-CS", very fine
estimate 150,5132 1932, "Justice for Hungary", scarce Hungarian
Zeppelin special card for special flight from Budapest at
the 11.9, superb
estimate 60,ARAD
5133 1919, 52 values, except for Michel number 31 and
A43 mint never hinged complete, superb, all signed Pape
1-44,P 1-10 ★★
estimate 190,HUNGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5134 Approximate. 1967-84, small mint never hinged lot
different values "railroad", "Count Zeppelin", "the history
of aviation", "the way to the Stars" and "olympic games
1984" on the corresponding sides, superb, Michel 353.★★
estimate 50,5135 1970-76, seeming complete part of a collection on
pages, superb condition
estimate 60,5136 Postal stationery: 1871-1917, 15 various postal
stationery, U 1-3 unused otherwise all used, a few better,
mostly superb
estimate 40,UNO
5137 1946, "UNRRA" - UN refugee aid agency: press
photo with 6 members and letter of a team member from
the camp Kassel with censorship to London, very fine
estimate 40,UNO GENEVA
5138 1976, "25 years postal administration" in the sheetlet
set (20), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.60/1KB ★★
estimate 20,5139 1983-89, 4 various sheetlet sets: Michel number 117
/ 8, 158 / 9, 165 / 6 and 180 / 1 with centered first day
special cancel, superb
KB
estimate 25,5140 1988, "Rescues the Wald" in the se-tenant sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.165/6KB ★★
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

UNO GENEVA
5141 Complete mint never hinged collection UNO Geneva
from 1969-90 in the Borek album with mounts, with many
miniature sheet, additional seeming also used complete,
superb condition, Michel 800.★ ★,
estimate 190,UNO GENEVA BLUE CARDS
5142 1975-81, 19 various "blue cards", superb, Michel
153.estimate 30,UNO VIENNA
5143 1980 / 1, 13 various so-called "white cards", superb
1-13
estimate Gebot
5144 1989-93, "human rights", all 5 sets in miniature
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 112.KB ★★
estimate 20,VATICAN
5145 1935, "lawyers Congress", very fine set, Michel
100.45-50
estimate 30,5146 1949, "75 years Universal Postal Union", rest of
hinge, normal perforation, 2 superb items
161/2 ★
estimate 35,5147 1987, "reliquary" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.934-36KB ★★
estimate 30,5148 1963-95, apparently complete nice collection
Vatican in the as good as new lighthouse - album, Michel
more then 600.423-1166
estimate 100,WESTERN UKRAINE
5149 1919, "1. Vienna issue", rest of hinge, very fine set,
last piece of the set signed, Michel 150.64-82 ★
estimate 45,-

EGYPT
171
5155 1939, 40 M. Red / brown and 5 M. "King Frank" on
registered cover from Egypt to a French military unit in
Syria, on the back army postal service single circle
postmark "POSTE AUX armies 600" as Arrival
confirmation from Beyrouth, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
176,227
estimate 25,5156 1933, "Aviation congress" in mint never hinged
corner margin blocks of four, very fine set
186-90
★★
estimate 200,5157 1933, "Aviation congress", very fine set mint never
hinged
186-90 ★★
estimate 50,5158 1941, letter from "Cairo" to Geneva and forwarded
to Mariánski Lázné, with German and Egyptian German
Armed Forces censorship stamp and two ring cancel of the
international Red Cross Geneva, on the back blanking
plate of the German German Armed Forces and inspection
cancel the Egyptian censor office, very fine
estimate 70,5159 1970-89, complete mint never hinged collection
Egypt in the Lindner album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 250,EQUATORIAL GUINEA
5160 Mainly cancelled collection equatorial guinea from
1968-79 clean in the thick stockbook, many double
collected, with perforated and unperforated souvenir
sheets, se-tenant sheet and so on, superb condition, high
catalog value!
, ★★
estimate 50,ETHIOPIA
5161 Italian-Ethiopia: 1936, 25 - 50 C. "Emperor Victor
Immanuel III" in mint never hinged blocks of four from
the margin, superb
3-5
★★
estimate 80,-

CYPRUS
5150 1968, 30 M. "history of culture" on cover from the
head quarters the UNFICYP-troops, about the post office
"NICOSIA / CYPRUS" to Denmark, superb
279
estimate 20,5151 1990, "tourism" in the sheetlet set, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 110.750-53KB ★★
estimate 25,5152 2003, "stamp booklet "Placard art" and block of four,
first day special cancel, superb, Michel 93.1013/4MH
estimate 25,5153 1980-90, "Europe", all 11 sheetlet sets complete with
first day postmark, superb, Michel 280.KB
estimate 50,5154 1980-94, "Europe", all 15 sheetlet sets complete,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.KB ★★
estimate 100,-

ALGERIA
5162 1926, Michel number 39, 40, 45, 47, 49 / 50 always
in the gutter block of four with Millesimes no. "6", mint
never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 40,5163 1927, 10 Fr. Brown / lilac red and 20 Fr. Lilac / light
green on lilac, mint never hinged, superb
85/6 ★★
estimate 40,5164 Postage due stamps: 1927, 60 c. - 3 fr. And 2 fr. On
10 c. "postal order stamps" in block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
P 18-20,24
★★
estimate 35,5165 1928, 25 - 10 Fr. Airmail vignettes "Alger Tunis", 6
mint never hinged superb items
★★
estimate 25,5166 1924-27, lot of 37 different mint never hinged block
of four, with postage due stamps, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,-

bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

ANTIQUE
5167 1872, 1 P. Scarlett, watermark CC, gum remains,
superb, Michel 350.4b ★
estimate 70,-

ARGENTINA
5168 1987, 5 A. "flower" in the sheet (100), mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 500.1855 ★★
estimate 25,5169 1901, 2 C. Picture post picture postcard (Acorazado
San Martin) from buenos Aires to Germany, with 2 Pf.
Postage due allocated (GermanReich no. 52), superb
estimate 60,5170 1897 / 1937, 3 ship´s mail documents (as well a
postal stationery cover with additional franking) various
steamer, superb
estimate 30,ASCENSION
5171 1935, "silver wedding", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
80.32-35 ★
estimate 25,AUSTRALIA
5172 Coil stamps for vending machine: 1984-2003,
interesting lot key sets with complete issues, superb
condition
,
estimate 50,AUSTRALIA ANTARKTISCHE AREA
5173 1966, "research in the Antarctica", 10 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 75.8,10-18 ★★
estimate 20,BARBADOS
5174 1886-1953, 15 different documents, postal
stationery, airmail, ship´s mail, registered mail, very fine /
superb
estimate 100,BELGIAN CONGO
5175 1923 / 24, "Congo" in block of four, very fine set
mint never hinged
66-77
★★
estimate 250,5176 1924, 5 and 10 Fr. "Congo", gum partly a little toned
otherwise superb
76/7 ★★
estimate 40,5177 1939, "zoological backyard" in corner margin blocks
of four from the left lower corner of the sheet, very fine set
mint never hinged
185-89
★★
estimate 100,BERMUDA ISLANDS
5178 1938-43, 2 Sh., perforated 14, 4 different values, rest
of hinge, superb
111a-c ★
estimate 50,5179 1938, 10 Sh. Dark brown red / green on green,
perforated 14, (SG 119), superb
114a ★
estimate 150,5180 1943, 1 £ black / brown purple, perforated 14, (SG
121 b and e), rest of hinge, 2 superb items
116b ★
estimate 75,BRAZIL
5181 1930, overprint Provisional arrangements "Count
Zeppelin" the Syndikato Condor in mint never hinged
block of four from of the right upper corner of the sheet
(here rest of hinge), superb
★★
estimate 150,-

BRAZIL
172
5182 1927, "VARIG" - airletter with scarce fee postmark
to 1300 the VARIG: Brazilian 1000 R. Franking on
commercial letter the VARIG to Rio de Janeiro and
triangle postmark "postage ALEGRE", vertical folded,
very fine
estimate 1.100,5183 1930, Condor registered airletter with "VARIG"
stamp and registered stamp as well Brazilian franking, to
Rio de Janeiro, vertical folded, very fine
estimate 150,5184 21.10.1937, "NATAL NEW YORK" - world flight
the Air France, with 4 country franking (Brazil, USA,
Hong Kong and France) on cover with 2 side flaps, arrival
postmark (again in Paris) 22.11.1937, superb, RR! Müller
248
estimate 130,5185 1956-80, 4 various airmail documents, only first and
special flights, superb
estimate Gebot
BURKINA FASO
5186 1926 / 7, 10 Fr. On 5 Fr. And 25 Fr. On 5 Fr. "upper
Senegal Niger", mint never hinged, 2 superb items
41/2 ★★
estimate 25,5187 1920-42, small mint never hinged lot, mostly in parts
of sheets, superb condition
★★
estimate 30,CEYLON
5188 1889-1976, lot of 12 different covers and postal
stationery, superb condition
estimate 20,CHINA
5189 1927, Radio gram from Tientsin to a soldiers of the
"French Army Corps", very fine
estimate 180,CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5190 1983, stamp booklet "clay figures", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.SB 9 ★★
estimate 35,5191 1983, stamp booklet "swans", mint never hinged,
superb
SB 10 ★★
estimate Gebot
5192 1985, souvenir sheet "Mei flower", mint never
hinged, superb
Bl. 34 ★★
estimate Gebot
5193 1986 / 7, souvenir sheet "flower" and "graffiti", 2
mint never hinged superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 37,40 ★★
estimate Gebot
5194 1987 / 8, souvenir sheet "the lawless from the fen"
and "110 years Chinese postage stamps", 2 mint never
hinged superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 43/4 ★★
estimate Gebot
5195 1985, post paid fieldpost letter the "red army",
superb
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CUBA (CUBA)
5196 1983, "blossoms" in the sheet set (100) with centered
postmarks, 1 x folded, superb, Michel 320.2810-13
estimate Gebot
CUBA AMERICAN OCCUPATION
5197 1900, 2 C. Carmine, four sides perforated, with
single circle postmark "PINAR DEL RIO / Cuba" on
American fieldpost letter "SOLDIERE letter" the army and
Navy commission of the international committees of the
Unite christian younger men, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
2A
estimate 50,CURAÇAO
5198 1897-99, 5 used postal stationery postcards to
Germany, 2 with additional frankings, superb
estimate 70,IVORY COAST
5199 1924 / 7, "boat in the Ebrié lagoon", with overprint,
very fine set mint never hinged
75-82 ★★
estimate 40,FRENCH SOMALI COAST
5200 1927, 3 - 20 Fr. Postal stamps, mint never hinged, 3
superb items
135-37 ★★
estimate 20,FRENCH GUIANA
5201 1892, "colonial allegoriests", rest of hinges, superb /
very fine, Michel 230.29-41 ★
estimate 70,5202 1924, 10 Fr. Green on yellow and 20 Fr. Lilac
carmine, mint never hinged, 2 superb items
92/3 ★★
estimate 20,-

GUADELOUPE
173
5208 1924, 10 Fr. On 5 Fr. Lilac red on yellow and 20 Fr.
On 5 Fr. Lilac-rose on rose, mint never hinged, 2 superb
items
94/5 ★★
estimate 20,GUINEA
5209 1959-68, functional complete collection in the album
(without unperforated issues), souvenir sheets seeming all
mint never hinged, superb condition, Michel approximate
800.★, ★★
estimate 160,GUYANA
5210 1989, 10 $ "world jamboree" in the sheet (18),
superb, Michel (270.-)
2490KB
estimate 30,5211 1983-89, lot different complete issues and souvenir
sheets, superb, Michel 367.estimate 40,IRAN (PERSIA)
5212
20.4.1928,
"Tehran
ISFAHAN
CHIRAZ
BOUSHIRE", superb cover, RR! Müller 21
502
estimate 250,IRAN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5213 1915, "coronation day", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel for * 90.D 37-53 ★★
estimate 50,-

GHANA
5206 1957-65, in fact complete mint never hinged
collection Ghana on Borek pages, superb condition,
Michel 280.★★
estimate 70,5207 1957-80, unused, seeming almost complete
collection in the stockbook, with many souvenir sheets and
miniature sheet, superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 90,-

ISRAEL
5214 1948, "coins", very fine set, Michel 350.1-9
estimate 110,5215 1948, "New year 5709", without tab on First Day
Cover, superb
10-14
estimate Gebot
5216 1950, "2 years independence" with tab on First Day
Cover, superb
30-31
estimate 30,5217 1963, "Halbanon" in the sheet (16), superb, Michel .
286KB
estimate 40,5218 1948, triangular fieldpost cancel "164" and Army
postmark No. 3 on fieldpost letter, very fine (vertical
folded)
estimate 65,5219 1955, triangular fieldpost cancel "2329" on fieldpost
letter from the Golan-heights over Tel Aviv-Yafo, superb
estimate 50,5220 1967, triangular fieldpost cancel "2648" and
handwritten notation "active duty" as well postmark from
Haifa on fieldpost letter of the Syrian front, on the back
censorship fastener slip of paper and stamp "38", very fine
estimate 110,5221 1948, triangular fieldpost cancel "186" on fieldpost
letter from Kinnereth about the army post office no. 7 in
Affula to Bat Gallin / Haifa, very fine (slightly foxed)
estimate 60,-

Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRENCH INDOCHINA
5203 1948, fieldpost letter "F. M. " with red ship stamp
"C. DE navigation / "CALAIS" / CHARGEURS
REUNIS", legitimate defects
estimate 70,FRENCH OCEANIA
5204 1924, 3 Fr. On 5 Fr. Grey / blue and 10 Fr. On 5 Fr.
Green / grey, always in the block of four from the margin,
mint never hinged, superb
82/3
★★
estimate 20,GABUN
5205 1963-68, lot different issues, some values affixed,
superb / very fine
★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot

ISRAEL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5222 1948-2008, almost only mint never hinged part of a
collection with many good issues in the stockbook, superb
condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 230,5223 1948-2008, almost only mint never hinged lot
different issues in the stockbook, superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 150,5224 1960-69, complete part of a collection on Lighthouse
album pages, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 290.★★
estimate 80,5225 1970-79, complete part of a collection on album
pages, superb, Michel 226.estimate 50,5226 1978-80, 3 vintage booklets, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate 20,5227 1980-85, complete part of a collection on Schaubek
album pages, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 303.★★
estimate 70,5228 1982-87, 6 complete years (without miniature sheet)
on first day covers, superb, value of the stamps: Michel
346.estimate 60,5229 1989-94, 5 various stamp booklet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 134.MH ★★
estimate 30,5230 1989-94, 5 various stamp booklet, superb, Michel
134.MH
estimate 30,ITALIAN ERITREA
5231 1903, 1 C. Dark brown with inverted overprint, very
fine, R!
19
estimate Gebot
ITALIAN LYBIEN
5232 1921, 15 C. Brown / brown orange, mint never
hinged, superb
28 ★★
estimate 50,5233 1928, 7 ½ and 1.75 L. "King Immanuel III",
perforated 11, 2 mint never hinged superb items
68,70A ★★
estimate 50,ITALIAN TRIPOLITANIEN
5234 1923, "cruise on Rome", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 50.19-24 ★
estimate 20,JAPAN
5235 1920 / 1, 1 ½ S. Postal stationery postcard with
additional franking to Tsingtau (defective), in addition to it
a 2 S. Postal stationery postcard, very fine
127/8
estimate Gebot
5236 1929 / 34, "airplane", 5 mint never hinged superb
items
195-98,204 ★★
estimate 160,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

JAPAN
174
5237 1929 / 34, "airplane", 18 S. Small paper wrinkle and
33 S. Small perforation fault otherwise very fine set mint
never hinged
195-98 ★★
estimate 75,5238 1935-37, "New year", 3 values, mint never hinged,
superb
217,229,236 ★★
estimate 25,5239 1939, souvenir sheet "Nikko National park" in the
gift booklet, mint never hinged, as usual margins, stamps
superb, Michel 120.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 35,5240 1938, post paid fieldpost letter to the Japanese army
in China, the franchise was by the star top right and the
left beside standing rectangular stamp confirms, with 3
meter cancellation, superb
estimate 160,5241 Postal stationery cover 2 C. Olive, used, very fine
(right defects from opening the cover)
estimate Gebot
YEMEN KINGDOM
5242 1970, "Christmas", perforated, 2 miniature sheet (30
values), superb, Michel - .
1099-1128A
estimate Gebot
JUNGFERNINSELN
5243 1887, 4 P. - 1 Sh. "holy Ursula", rest of hinges, 3
superb items, Michel 157.14-16 ★
estimate 50,CAMEROON (CAMEROUN)
5244 1926, 10 and 20 Fr. "country subjects", mint never
hinged, 2 superb items
94/5 ★★
estimate 20,CANADA
5245 1876, 5 C. Bronze green, perforated 12, without
gum, superb, Michel (400.-)
29aA (★)
estimate 55,5246 1897, 1 $ lilac red, thin spot otherwise superb,
Michel 550.49
estimate 140,5247 1919, single circle postmark "FIELD post OFFICE
CANADIAN / siberia EXP. FORCE" on Canadian
fieldpost letter with handwritten notation "On active
service", superb, RRR!
56
estimate 290,5248 1908, "foundation of the city Quebec", 5 C. Thin
places, rest of hinges, set very fine / superb, Michel 610.84-91 ★
estimate 160,5249 1927, "foundation of the Cathedral ion of Canada",
very fine set mint never hinged
118-23 ★★
estimate 70,5250 1927-32, 5 various mint never hinged values, superb
124/5,160/1,169 ★★
estimate 30,5251 1928-33, 4 various mint never hinged values, superb
127,169,173/4 ★★
estimate 30,5252 1929, 1 $ olive green, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
200.138 ★
estimate 70,-

CANADA
5253 1932, "economy conference" in mint never hinged
block of four, very fine set
159-61
★★
estimate 60,5254 1932, 13 C. "Citadel", mint never hinged, superb
168 ★★
estimate 35,5255 1933, 5 C. "Postal service conference Ottawa" on
first days commercial letter to Berlin, very fine
172
estimate 35,5256 1933 / 4, 3 mint never hinged values, superb
174-76 ★★
estimate 25,5257 1935, 50 C. "statehouse", mint never hinged, superb
193 ★★
estimate 20,5258
11.12.1934,
first
flight
"BERESFORD
SHEET-WINNIPEG", superb cover, Müller 261 a
169
estimate 20,5259 1.10.1935, first flight "VANCOUVER SEATTLE",
superb cover, Müller 277
277
estimate 20,5260 18.11.1936, first flight "buffalo NARROWS LA
HOLES" (Part stage), superb cover, Müller 286 a
196
estimate 20,5261 19.11.1936, first flight "LA HOLES-BUFFALO
NARROWS" (Part stage), superb cover, Müller 286 a
144
estimate 20,5262 19.11.1936, first flight "LA HOLES-HURRIED A
LA large" (Part stage), letter very fine, Müller 286 a
118,147
estimate 20,5263 8.9.1937, first flight "STURGEON Lan thing THE
PAS", superb cover
196
estimate 20,5264 1946, 3 various first flights: "TORONTO
CHICAGO", "MONTREAL CHICAGO" (both 1.7. ),
"TORONTO CLEVELAND" (5.8. ), 3 superb letters,
Müller 351 a, 352
351a,352
estimate 40,5265 1962, 5 C. Pale blue with single circle postmark
"CFPO-35" on fieldpost airmail letter sheet the "UNEF
MIDDLE EAST" militaries from Gaza, superb
294
estimate 30,5266 1938-82, multilateral interesting collection with
among others approximate 110 documents (first day
covers, first flights, postal stationery and so on) stamp
booklet, se-tenant and so on, in 2 Schaubek albums,
mostly superb condition, inspect
, ★, , ★★
estimate 250,CANADA NEWFOUNDLAND
5267 1860, 1 Sh. Orange (SG. Number 15) lower right
corner minimal affects otherwise having full margins
superb item, RR! Michel 11000.9b
estimate 2.200,CANADA NEW SCOTLAND
5268 1856, 3 P. Dark blue on small decorative superb
cover, reverse 8 various stamp!
2a
estimate 260,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

COLOMBIA
175
5269 29.6.1932, first flight card "Cali Bogota", on the
back franking on photo postcard (Count Zeppelin), superb
estimate 50,CONGO BRAZZAVILLE
5270 1924-26, small mint never hinged lot, mostly in parts
of sheets, superb
★★
estimate 30,CONGO KINSHASA
5271 1960-71, mint never hinged collection with some
Zaire and Katanga, in addition to it a few uncharged used
values, almost only superb condition, Michel 360.★★
estimate 75,CHOSUN NORTH
5272 1953, Field postal service printed form letter without
postal stamp, with content on preprinted paper with
illustration of the Head from Mao Tsetung, superb
estimate 180,5273 Approximate. 1980-99, small mint never hinged lot
different values "railroad", "airmail" and "the history of
aviation" on the corresponding sides, superb, Michel 337.★★
estimate 60,5274 1976-96, lot of approximate 120 different souvenir
sheets and miniature sheet with first day special cancel,
superb
Bl.
estimate 50,CHOSUN SOUTH
5275 1952, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged
154-56 ★★
estimate Gebot
5276 1950, fieldpost letter with postmark from field post
office "502", superb
estimate 220,LEEWARD ISLANDS
5277 1926, 2 pence registered postal stationery cover with
4 stamps additional franking Virgin Islands from
"TORTOLA" over New York to Swabian Hall, superb
estimate 75,MALAYA STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
5278 1867, 32 C. Pale red, superb, Michel 100.17
estimate 30,MALAWI
5279 1964-75, mint never hinged lot different values and
sets, as well among others Michel number 41-51, souvenir
sheet 5 and so on, superb
★★
estimate 45,MALI
5280 1927, 20 Fr. On 5 Fr. "Tuaregs", mint never hinged,
superb
59 ★★
estimate 25,MOROCCO
5281 1917, 45 C. - 1 Fr., 5 and 10 Fr. "building of historic
importance", St Tdr, rest of hinge, 5 superb items, Michel
132.50
32-34,36/7 ★
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

MOROCCO
5282 1932, 80 C. "airplane" on fieldpost letter from
Agadir with postmark of the 37. Military flyer-regiment,
very fine
43
estimate 45,5283 1934, 50 C. "buildings" with single circle postmark
"POSTE AUX armies / 405" on fieldpost letter of a
German foreign legionnaire from Quarzazat, very fine
104
estimate 30,5284 1935, "marshal Lyautey", very fine set mint never
hinged
123-26 ★★
estimate 45,MARTINIQUE
5285 1888, 15 C. On 20 C. Red on green, "bevel 5", very
fine (perforation fault), Michel 320.15F
estimate 75,5286 1892, 15, 20 and 40 C. "colonial allegoriests", rest of
hinge, 3 superb items, Michel 111.31/2,35 ★
estimate 35,5287 1904, 0 f10 on 30 C. - 0 f10 on 75 C., rest of hinges,
4 values mostly superb, Michel 100.50-53 ★
estimate 25,MAURITANIA
5288 1960-68, unused, rather complete collection, various
values affixed, superb / very fine
★ ★, ★
estimate 50,5289 1913-42, mint never hinged lot with parts of sheets,
almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 25,MEXICO
5290 1914, 5 C. Brown yellow on 2 C. Green postal
stationery postcard with American military stamp from
Veracruz, very fine
246
estimate 160,5291 1915, 10 C. "Denver-edition" on cover from
Tampico to New York, in port Artur / Texas was the letter
with USA 2 C. Carmine (2 x) postage stamps added,
because the revolution stamps from the USA not
recognized were, very fine (two-sided opened)
306
estimate 120,5292 1915, 10 C. Blue postal stationery cover with
Revolutions franking from Laredo to England, very fine
estimate 140,5293 1905-13, 3 various used postal stationery and a
commercial letter, all to Germany, mostly superb
estimate 40,NEW HEBRIDES
5294 1920 / 1, rest of hinge, 9 superb items, Michel 78.50
58,64/5,73-76 ★
estimate 20,NEW GUINEA
5295 19.3.1938, first flight "RABAUL brisbane
SYDNEY", the letter was in Finchhafen (New Guinea)
mailed with final goal "Neuendettelsau" in Bavaria, superb
cover (slightly folded), RR! Müller 36
114,119
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NEW CALEDONIA
176
5296 1981, 10, 25 F. "ships", always as Epreuves de Luxe,
superb
672/3P (★)
estimate 50,5297 1988 / 91, 36, 200 F. "ships", always as Epreuves de
Luxe, superb
819,914P (★)
estimate 60,5298 Package stamps: 1926, "Colis Postaux" in corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
P 1-3
★★
estimate 20,NEW ZEALAND
5299 24.12.1931, 4 P. On Christmas special flight
"GISBORNE OAMARU", superb cover, Müller 97
174,181
estimate 120,5300 12.11.1931, first flight (Christmas flight) "NEW
ZEALAND-AUSTRALIA-LONDON", letter very fine
(defects from opening the cover), R! Müller 84
181-83
estimate 130,5301 Coil stamps for vending machine: 1986, 0.01 - 00.24
C. "map, Postal service emblem and Flag", 24 different
values on pieces, superb, Michel 288.A2
estimate 50,NICARAGUA
5302 1943, 4 various first flight documents "First Flight
primer Vuelo", superb
estimate 25,NETHERLANDS INDIES
5303 1947, 5 C. "rice cultivation" in the strip of four with
red Elephant field postmark (without inscription
"VELDPOST") on Air field postal service letter from
Palemberg / Sumatra to Soerabaja, stronger defects from
opening the cover
210
estimate 190,5304 1947, two ring cancel "VELDPOST-SEMARANG /
2 / 1947" and handwritten "in the Assets service" on Air
field postal service letter from a member the so named
"Tiger-brigade" with appropriate stamp impression, superb
estimate 100,5305 1948, Military service postal service of the Red
Cross Bandung with fieldpost cancel to Pading, very fine
estimate 80,5306 1946, violet single circle postmark "VELDPOST /
date / BATAVIA" and handwritten notation "In active
service" on Air field postal service letter from Batavia /
Java, very fine
estimate 80,5307 1948, two ring cancel "VELDPOST 7 DEC. DIV. /
1948" on Air-field postal service-fold letter with imprinted
franchise of the 3. Infantry brigade the 7. Division from
Batavia, defects from opening the cover
estimate 60,5308 1948, two ring cancel "VELDPOST-SOERABAJA /
2 / 1948" on Air-field postal service-printed form letter
"IN ACTIEVEN service", superb
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA
5309 1962, two ring cancel "VELDPOST / date / 99" on
Air field postal service letter "Militair" from Kaimana,
very fine
estimate 70,5310 1962, 35 C. Violet postal stationery aerogramm from
Biak to Holland, very fine
estimate 40,NIGER
5311 1959-68, unused lot different issues, strong adhering
values uncharged, superb / very fine Michel 250.★ ★, ★
estimate 25,PALESTINE
5312 1927, 90 M. Pale yellow brown, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.68 ★
estimate 40,5313 1972, registered form letter of the Pakistani Red
Cross to the DRK in Bonn, very fine
estimate 20,PANAMA CANAL ZONE
5314 16.7.1929, first flight "F. A. M. 9 CANALZONE
CHILE", registered flight letter to Debreczen / Hungaria:
(Christobal 15.7, Santiago 22.7, buenos Aires 27.7,
Budapest 29.8. And Debreczen 29.8. ) only 188 documents
transported, to Hungaria probable unique! Superb cover
80/1
estimate 350,PARAGUAY
5315 1935, fieldpost letter with postmark of a military
hospital, very fine
estimate 190,PHILIPPINES
5316 1913, 2 C. "Rizal" as additional franking on 2 C.
Postal stationery postcard to Hamburg, superb
275
estimate 30,PUERTO RICO
5317 Forerunner: 1899, 2 C. Brown red with additional
franking 3 C. Violet (no. 91) with single circle postmark
"MILITARY STA. 1 / postage RICO WASH. D. C. " to
New York, superb, RR!
USA 118
estimate 220,5318 1904, business letter from San Juan with USA
franking (Michel number 145 A) over St. Thomas and
Danish West Indies to Martinique, very fine
estimate 70,RWANDA
5319 1962-68, mainly mint never hinged collection, some
values affixed, otherwise superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 25,RUANDA-URUNDI
5320 1930, "charity" in block of four, very fine set mint
never hinged
34-42
★★
estimate 180,SALVADOR
5321 1897, 3 various Commemorative stamps for the
Republic Central America, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated superb
★
estimate Gebot

SAINT HELENA ISLAND
177
5322 1989-92, complete with parallel editions Ascension
and Tristan de Cunha 1990, almost only on Lindner album
pages, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 270.90
495-587 ★★
estimate 70,ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON
5323 1970, "historic personalities", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 110.461-63 ★★
estimate 30,SAO TOM•E AND PRINCIPE
5324 1983, "birds" in the sheet set, superb, Michel (954.-)
879-900
estimate 90,5325 1991, 3000 Db. "special delivery stamp" in the sheet
(50), stamps superb, Michel 1000.1301
estimate 100,5326 1992, "fauna and flora" in the sheetlet set (18),
stamps superb, Michel 720.1330-33KB
estimate 90,5327 1988-92, lot different issues and souvenir sheets,
superb, Michel 321.estimate 55,5328 1979-2000, lot different issues and souvenir sheets,
superb, Michel 295.estimate 50,5329 1989-93, lot different complete subject issues and
souvenir sheets, neat on small stock cards, superb, Michel
345.estimate 35,SIERRA LEONE
5330 Revenue stamp: 1883, 3 P. Lilac with overprint
"REVENUE", watermark "approximate", in the mint never
hinged block of twelve, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
SINGAPORE
5331 1962, "fauna and flora", very fine set mint never
hinged
53-68 ★★
estimate 30,NATAL
5332 1890-1900, 2 unused postal stationery postcards and
a used letter-card with ½ P. Additional franking to
Bremen, superb
estimate 30,TRANSVAAL
5333 1893, "carriage with two to handle" in block of four,
1 P. And 1 Sh. A little separated, mint never hinged,
superb
35-41I
★★
estimate 50,SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1910
5334
1915,
prisoner
of
war
letter
from
"PIETERSMARITZBURG" with violet trilingual three
lines frame cancel "Prisoner of was" and violet censorship
straight-line cancel "Passed by Censor" to the red cross in
Geneva, superb, RR!
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1910
5335 7.10.1918, first flight card from red cross, route:
"Wynberg - Green Point" to Observatory C. P., stamp
small defects, superb postcard, RR! Müller 4
2
estimate 360,5336 1927, 2 - 4 P. "country subjects", 3 horizontal pairs,
always a value mint never hinged, superb
29-34A ★, ★ ★
estimate 25,SYRIA
5337 1924, "olympic games", overprint "SYRIE", rest of
hinges, as usual perforated very fine set, Michel 220.227-30 ★
estimate 70,5338 1958, souvenir sheet "fair Damascus", mint never
hinged, superb Michel 120.Bl. VI ★★
estimate 40,TANGIER FRENCH POST
5339 1929, "flood victim", very fine set mint never hinged
19-28 ★★
estimate 30,TANZANIA
5340 1992 / 3, 11 various sets with the belonging souvenir
sheets, superb, Michel 96.a.1298-1677
estimate Gebot
5341 Duplicate stock book from 1980-96 clean in the
stockbook, as well miniature sheet, souvenir sheets and
gutter pairs, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 1000., ★★
estimate 90,TOGO (INDEPENDENT COUNTRY)
5342 1965, "friendship", unperforated, very fine set mint
never hinged
452-456B ★★
estimate 30,CHAD
5343 1925, 3 Fr. On 5 Fr. - 25 Fr. On 5 Fr. Postal stamps,
mint never hinged, 3 superb items
42-45 ★★
estimate 30,5344 1924 / 5, mainly mint never hinged lot, some in parts
of sheets, almost only superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 25,TUNISIA
5345 Not issued: 1916, 10 C. On 75 C. And on 2 and 5 Fr.
"prisoners of war", rest of hinge, 3 superb items, Michel
275.57,59/60 ★
estimate 80,5346 1928, "childcare" in mint never hinged corner margin
blocks of four, superb
151-57
★★
estimate 25,TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
5347 1873, 1 P. Brown rose, almost mint never hinged,
superb
4★
estimate 20,URUGUAY
5348 16.4.1957, LH-flight "Montevideo Recife", superb
cover, R!
785
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

URUGUAY
178
5349 1930, advertising meter-mark "soccer world
championship MONTEVIDEO" on Zeppelin special
envelope, registered cover of the South America flight,
stage to Lakehurst, superb
estimate 350,VENEZUELA
5350 1863, 1 R. Blue, diagonal halved on piece, normal
margins, superb
10H
estimate 40,5351 1899, 10 C. Vermilion, diagonal halved on
commercial letter piece, superb
54H
estimate 25,UNITED STATES
5352 Scott 95 / 6, 1867, 5 C. "jefferson" and 10 C.
"Washington", both grill impression, together on piece,
perforation fault, very fine, $ 1150
19W,20W
estimate 180,5353 Scott 97, 1861, 12 C. "Washington", grill impression,
without gum, superb, signed Hartmann, $ 1100.21WII (★)
estimate 280,5354 Scott 98, 1861, 15 C. "lincoln", grill impression type
VII, as usual perforated superb, $ 275.22WVIIt
estimate 75,5355 Scott 239, 1893, 30 C "Columbus world exhibition",
rest of hinge, small rubbed spot on face otherwise superb,
$ 240
82 ★
estimate 65,5356 Scott 369, 1909, 2 C. "lincoln", watermark 1,
perforated L 12, bluish paper, in the block of four, 2 values
mint never hinged, superb
175Ay
★ ★, ★
estimate 330,5357 Scott 387, 1910, 1 C. "Franklin", watermark 2,
vertical perforated 12, rest of hinge, superb, $ 190
178G ★
estimate 65,5358 Scott 472, 1916, 10 C. "Franklin", unwatermarked,
perforated L 10, rest of hinge, superb, $ 100
232K ★
estimate 35,5359 Scott 551-58, 1922-25, ½ C. - 6 C. "important
personalities", perforated L 11, 8 block of four, of it 3 with
plate number, superb
259-68A
★ ★, ★
estimate 150,5360 Scott 566, 1922, 15 C. "Statue of liberty" in the
plates block of four, the two of them lower values mint
never hinged, superb
277
★ ★, ★
estimate 50,5361 Scott 573, 1923, 5 $ carmine / blue "allegory
America" block of four, mint never hinged, superb
285a
★★
estimate 350,5362 Scott 584, 1925, 3 C. "lincoln", perforated L 10, in
the plates block of four, the two of them lower values mint
never hinged, superb
264C
★ ★, ★
estimate 120,5363 Scott 591, 1925, 10 C. "Monroe", perforated L 10,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb
272C
★★
estimate 160,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

UNITED STATES
5364 Scott 645 / 6, 1928, "Valley Forge" and
"Monmouth", always in the mint never hinged element,
superb, $95.
309,313 ★★
estimate 35,5365 Scott 647 / 8, 1928, "Hawaii" in block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, $ 115
311/2
★★
estimate 45,5366 Scott 656, 1929, 2 C. "edison", vertical perforated
10, in the horizontal strip of four, mint never hinged,
superb, $ 90
317D ★★
estimate 30,5367 From Scott 1633-2838, 1976-94, 8 various mint
never hinged sheet respectively double units, almost only
superb condition, $ 264.50
aus 1203-Bl. 34 ★★
estimate 75,5368 Scott 2541, 1983, 9.35 C. "white-tailed eagle" on
numbered "Challenger" special flight vom30.8.83
"ABOARD CHALLENGER" and 5.9.83 "Returned to
Earth", superb
1648D
estimate 25,5369 Scott C 15, 1930, 2.60 $ "Chicago travel", superb
cover
328
estimate 360,5370 Scott C 20-22, 1935 / 7, 25 C., 20 C. And 50 C.
"airmail" on 2 first day covers, superb, $ 140
380,400/1
estimate 45,5371 Scott Q 8, 1912, 20 C. "biplane Wright", a number of
rest of hinges, superb, $ 120
Pa 8 ★
estimate 35,USA OFFICIAL STAMPS
5372 Scott O 58, 1873, 2 C. "State", rest of hinges, normal
perforation, superb, $ 310
D 57 ★
estimate 100,5373 Scott O 76, 1873, 7 C. "Treasury", rest of hinges,
very fine, $ 250
D 75 ★
estimate 60,USA PACKAGE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5374 Scott JQ 1-5, 1912, 1 - 25 C. "U. S. Parcel post
Postage Due", Michel number 1 and 4 rest of hinge,
otherwise mint never hinged, 5 superb items, $ 503
PP 1-5 ★ ★, ★
estimate 120,USA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5375 Scott J 6, 1879, 30 C. Brown, left unperforated, rest
of hinge, superb, $ 350
P 6a ★
estimate 80,USA SAMMUNGEN, LOTS
5376 1888, sheet of writing paper the "inland Woman
Suffrage Association" with itemized members of the
board, written from Suddenly Susan B. Anthony
(vice-president), superb
estimate 280,5377 1933 / 4, 2 documents with different "ANCHOR"
anchor stamps (large and small form), superb
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

USA SAMMUNGEN, LOTS
179
5378 1995-2010, lot different mint never hinged se-tenant
sheet, mostly on folio sheet, superb, franking value $ 156
★★
estimate 80,5379 1933-49, collection from 380 documents, almost
only first day covers in 4 large-sized old "compact cover
albums", mostly in block of four, in each case 4 various
collected, as well a few with plate numbers, superb
collection - treasure trove!
estimate 900,5380 1890 -approximate. 1940, approximate 80
documents, as well a few better frankings and cancel, very
fine / superb, treasure trove
estimate 90,5381 1927-40, 13 various airmail documents, most to
Europe, legitimate condition
estimate 50,5382 Approximate. 1900, "stamps series", unused card,
superb
estimate Gebot
USA AIRMAIL
5383 16.7.1931, Endres-flight "NEW YORK BUDAPEST", 1 $ private special card and 1 C. Additional
franking, green special cancel "JUSTICE FOR
HUNGARY", 5182 km long Nonstop-flight, superb
postcard (because crash landing by Papa creasely), RR!
Müller 341
estimate 280,5384
19.2.1946,
first
flight
"NEW
YORK
AMSTERDAM, superb cover, Müller 507
estimate 25,5385 1931 / 35, airship "USS MACON", memory letter,
illustrates the essentially architectural, trip and end dates,
in addition to it USS Macon - overflight letter 27.10.34
from S Warship, 2 superb documents
estimate 20,5386 1929, international civil aviation conference: sea
mail letter of the Austrian consulate (Cleveland) with 5 C.
Michel number 315 to Austria, superb
estimate Gebot
5387 1936 / 43, "brothers Wright anniversary", 2 air mail
letters with special cachets to the presidents Roosevelt,
with enclosed lot folder of the Harmer auction 1946, New
York, superb
estimate 120,5388 1977, Transatlantic solo pilot Dieter Schmidt,
USA-Berlin, commemorative envelope with autograph,
superb
estimate 40,5389 1990, 10 various coloured original photos of the
Vigin Lightships "AMERICAN BHIUP. " from attendance
at the Air ship harbor Lakehurst, superb
estimate 20,USA POSTAL STATIONERIES
5390 1893, "WORLD\'S COLUMBIAN exposition", 11
various unused 1 C. Postal Cards the set "Goldsmith",
superb
estimate 250,-

USA POSTAL STATIONERIES
5391 1893-1951, 5 various used question- and reply cards
(Paid reply Postal Cards) complete, very fine / superb
estimate 50,5392 1898-1901, 2 C. "Grant", 4 letter-cards (letter
SHEET), of it 3 used, very fine / superb
estimate 30,USA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
5393 1898, patriotically letter with machinery stamp from
jacksonville / Florida and letter contents from the camp
"camp Cuba Libre", very fine
estimate 80,5394 1898, forwarded-letter to Washington with military
postmark from Santiago de Cuba, superb
estimate 60,5395 1919, Field postal service oval rhombus "U. S.
ARMY POSTAL SERVICE / No. 770" and US censorship
cancel with notation of the military Preceded on Field
postal service printed form letter "AMERICAN / Y. M. C.
A. " and "SOLDIER`S MAIL", very fine
estimate 30,5396 1929, single circle postmark "U. S. Navy CORPS
port AU PRINCE" on Field airmail letter from Haiti,
superb
estimate 140,5397 1931, fieldpost letter with 15 C. "airmail stamp" tied
by stamp of the 5. Navy-regiment, from Managua /
Nicaragua to California / USA, superb
estimate 260,5398 1935, letter with single circle postmark of the
US-warship "U. S. S. TRENTON" from Guantanamo,
superb
estimate 20,5399 1937, letter with single circle postmark from 4.
Regiment of the US-navy-Corps from Shanghai, very fine
estimate 90,5400 1952, fieldpost letter from Athen about the American
consulate to the field post office 206 in New York, with
single circle postmark "FORCE POSTAL SERVICE / A.
P. O. / 206", superb
estimate 80,5401 1954, postal stationery fieldpost letter with single
circle postmark "ARMY AIR FORCE / POSTAL
SERVICE" from the Army-base in Formosa, superb
estimate 20,5402 1957, fieldpost letter from base Wheelus about the
army post office to New York, with single circle postmark
wavy-line cancel "ARMY-AIRFORCE / POSTAL
SERVICE / 231", very fine
estimate 80,5403 1965, fieldpost letter of the Military base "Mars
station", with single circle postmark wavy-line cancel
"ARMY AIR FORCE / POSTAL SERVICE / 231" very
fine (vertical crease)
estimate 80,5404 1977, fieldpost letter the US Navy with postmark the
Sinai-Field-mission, superb
estimate 45,-

USA ANTARCTICA
180
5405 1947, airletter of the Antarctica expedition
"HIGHJUMP" (Overcoming the Steep coast of the South
Pole zone), ship stamp "U. S. S. MOUNT OLYMPOS",
very fine
estimate 75,UNITED NATIONS (NEW YORK)
5406 1980, "flags", complete sheetlet set, 50 x, superb,
Michel (500.-)
348-63
estimate 60,5407 1980, "flags", complete sheetlet set, 40 x, superb,
Michel (400.-)
348-63
estimate 40,5408 1985-90, complete mint never hinged collection
UNO-New York in the Borek album with mounts, among
others with flags issue in miniature sheet complete, in
addition to it a few cancelled values, superb condition,
Michel 890.★ ★,
estimate 170,VALAIS AND FUTUNA ISLANDS
5409 1972, "pierogi competitions", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 85.238-41 ★★
estimate 25,CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
5410 1959-68, mostly complete part of a collection in mint
never hinged superb condition, Michel 432.★★
estimate 85,SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5411 1948-76, mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic of Germany / Berlin in the as good as new
lighthouse - album with mounts, Federal Republic of
Germany from 1965 apparently complete, Berlin only
incompletely is existing, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
5412 Soviet Zone and German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany), duplicate lot postal stationery from P 1 - P 81,
mostly unused, as well P 1 * (6 x), Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania well represented, P 65 an A used (37 x), P 78 *
(15 x) and so on, in total approximate 250 cards, mostly
superb condition
estimate 300,5413 Lot of 177 different postal stationery postcards
postwar Germany from 1945-67, as well a few better,
unused and used, almost only superb condition
estimate 150,5414 1875 / 1954, Berlin city districts: lot of 15 postal
stationery, letter pieces and single stamps with postmarks
from Baumschulenweg to Zehlendorf, and so on almost
only superb condition
,
estimate 70,5415 1884 / 1992, Beer topic: 9 different documents and a
front of cover, as well various topics and so on, almost
only superb
estimate 60,5416 Approximate. 1965-91, mostly mint never hinged lot
Federal Republic and Berlin, with many souvenir sheets,
in addition to it a little Europe, superb condition, inspect!
★ ★,
estimate 75,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5417 1956 / 94 registered specialties. 16 documents with
event offices, self booker label and so on, almost only
superb
estimate 45,5418 1974, "WDL 1 - airship", from West German sky
advertising built (180, 5 ft. Long), 48 ft. Diameter, 211890
cu. Ft. Capacity), sold to Japan, advertising medium for
Fuji film, from average coming 22 x92 cm hunk the
outside cover in the typically Fuji colour, in addition to it
24 cm long Spandenteil
estimate 70,COLLECTION. EUROPE
5419 Approximate. 1980-87, over 170 almost only various
souvenir sheets and miniature sheet Europe, mostly with
first day special cancel, superb condition
estimate 100,5420 1898 / 1962, Znojmo and environment: 10 various
interesting documents, among others coloured lithography
card, KLM document, 3 censorship airmail documents,
and so on, almost only superb condition
estimate 100,5421 Lot of 90 covers, cards and postal stationery, inspect!
estimate 70,5422 Scandinavia: lot of 20 older used documents and 28
unused postal stationery
estimate 40,COLLECTION. OVERSEA
5423 Britisch Commonwealth: 1981, "The Royal
Wedding" Anguillan to Republic Centralafricana, with
souvenir sheets and miniature sheet, apparently complete
in the stockbook, superb
★★
estimate 75,5424 1879 approximate. 1940, interesting lot of 15
documents to Kiel, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 60,5425 1924-47, small, mostly mint never hinged lot "Dutch
colonies" with Dutch Antilles, Netherlands India and
Surinam, mostly superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 40,COLLECTION. ALL WORLD
5426 1916 / 48, box with 55 censorship documents from
18 countries, almost only superb condition
estimate 200,5427 1946-1960, 44 various airmail special documents,
inspect!
estimate 90,EUROPE UNION
5428 1957, "tree", complete year, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 163.★★
estimate 35,5429 1958-60, "stylized dove", "closed chain" and "wheel
of the car", 3 complete years, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 181.90
★★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

EUROPE UNION
181
5430 1961-64, "dove", "stylized tree", "ornament" and
"stylized bloom", 4 complete years, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 321.60
★★
estimate 60,5431 1961-63, "dove", "stylized tree" and "ornament",
mint never hinged, in addition to it 3 miniature sheet from
Liechtenstein, superb
★★
estimate 50,5432 1965-68, "dwarf with fruit", "stylized boat",
"notched wheels" and "Kreuzbartschlüssel", 4 complete
years, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 301.50
★★
estimate 60,5433 1965-67, "dwarf with fruit", "stylized boat" and
"notched wheels", 3 complete years, superb, Michel
120.90
estimate 25,5434 1969-71, "stylized Temple", "wattle" and "horizontal
chain", 3 complete years, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 295.90
★★
estimate 60,5435 1970 / 1, "wattle" and "horizontal chain", 2 complete
years, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 185.70
★★
estimate 35,5436 1972, "stars", complete year, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 154.30
★★
estimate 30,5437 1972, "stars", complete year, superb, Michel 106.60
estimate 20,5438 1973 / 4, "posthorn" and "sculptures", 2 complete
years, superb, Michel 152.40
estimate 30,5439 1974, "sculptures", complete year, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.50
★★
estimate 30,5440 1975, "paintings", complete year, with almost all
miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 40,5441 1975, "paintings", complete year, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 159.90
★★
estimate 30,5442 1976 / 7, "artisan craftwork" and "landscapes", 2
complete years, without guernsey no. 133 / 4 and Isle of
Man no. 82-87 as well Monaco souvenir sheet 10, mint
never hinged, superb condition, Michel 286.★★
estimate 55,5443 1976, "artisan craftwork", complete year, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 167.30
★★
estimate 30,5444 1977, "landscapes", complete year, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 152.20
★★
estimate 30,5445 1977, "landscapes", complete year, superb, Michel
111.70
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

EUROPE UNION
5446 1978, "building of historic importance", complete
year, with all miniature sheet, mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 40,5447 1978, "building of historic importance", complete
year, superb, Michel 96.80
estimate 20,5448 1979, "Postal service and Telecommunications",
complete year, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 118.90
★★
estimate 20,5449 1980-82, 3 complete mint never hinged years, mint
never hinged, superb condition, Michel 325.40
★★
estimate 60,5450 1980 / 1, "personalities" and "folklore", 2 complete
years, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 192.50
★★
estimate 35,5451 1981, folklore", complete year, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 105.40
★★
estimate 20,5452 1982, "historic events", complete year, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 132.90
★★
estimate 25,5453 1983, "works of the human spirit", complete year
with sheetlet set guernsey and jersey, mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate 55,5454 1983, "works of the human spirit", complete year,
superb, Michel 113.60
estimate 20,5455 1984, "bridge", complete year, superb, Michel
109.10
estimate 20,5456 1985, "year the music", except for Gibraltar and
Liechtenstein complete year, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 198.80
★★
estimate Gebot
5457 1990, "postal facilities", complete year, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 216.60
★★
estimate 40,5458 1993, "contemporary art", complete year without
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Slovenia, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 288.30
★★
estimate 60,5459 1995, "peace and freedom", complete year, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 224.60
★★
estimate 40,5460 1997, "say and legends", complete year without
Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ukraine souvenir
sheet 7, as well miniature sheet Monaco, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 310.90
★★
estimate 60,5461 1992, "discovery of America", 14 various sheetlet
sets, superb, Michel 710.KB
estimate 80,5462 1949-53, cancelled lot different complete forerunner
issues, superb condition, Michel 607.estimate 90,-

EUROPE UNION
182
5463 1958, 1961-71, 12 complete years joint issues except
for 1961 San Marino and 1962 Cyprus, superb condition,
Michel 790.★★
estimate 150,5464 Seeming complete mint never hinged collection
"joint issues" from 1968-75, in addition to it a little
Council of Europe, Scandinavia, Sympatie / as supply on
hand, with miniature sheet, among others souvenir sheet
122 as well KSZE with souvenir sheet 53 B and 125, in
the stockbook, superb condition, Michel more then 1300.★★
estimate 90,5465 Mint never hinged collection "sympathy and as
supply on hand" from 1959-2005, mostly only on Borek
album pages, from 1975 almost complete (without B
issues), as well souvenir sheet 122, almost only superb
condition, Michel 1900.★★
estimate 250,5466 Mint never hinged collection "KSZE" from 1973-83
on Borek album pages, with Bulgaria souvenir sheet 106,
Romania souvenir sheet 125 and 144 and Hungaria
souvenir sheet 113 B, superb condition
★★
estimate 170,SPORTS
5467 "World Cup Mexico 86" in 3 Borek special albums
with souvenir sheets, miniature sheet, postal stationery and
so on, superb condition, cost value over DM 4000.★ ★,
estimate 200,5468 "XIV. World Cup 1990" in the Borek special album,
with souvenir sheets, single stamps, miniature sheet and so
on, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 50,5469 "soccer European championship England 1996" on
Sieger pages in the album with souvenir sheets, strip,
single stamps, postal stationery, numis cover, among
others Niger no. 1236-39 in the unperforated souvenir
sheet, superb
★ ★,
estimate 90,5470 1976, "olympic games", lot of 64 special documents
the Swiss Sports Aid, among others 2 coins letters, various
documents with original signatures of the athlete, among
others Stückelberger, twerp Hemmi, Russi and so on,
superb condition
estimate 75,5471 "olympic games 1988" in 4 Borek special albums
with miniature sheet, souvenir sheets, maximum cards,
se-tenant, stamp booklet, 5 numis covers with silver coins,
superb condition, enormously cost value!
★ ★,
estimate 350,5472 "olympic games 1992" on special album pages of the
German Sports Aid with souvenir sheets, strip, stamp
booklet, miniature sheet and so on, superb condition,
acquisition value at that time DM 4900.★ ★,
estimate 180,ANTARCTIC
5473 1982 / 3, first Antarctica expedition the "North Star",
4 different documents, superb
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ANTARCTIC
5474 1984-86, interesting collection with 133 documents,
mainly from the Antarctica Sending III and IV the "North
Star", in the album, superb
estimate 220,5475 1985 / 6, fourth Antarctica expedition the "North
Star", 75 different documents in the album, superb
estimate 250,5476 1986-90, 5. - 8. Antarctica Sending with the "FS
North Star", 144 different documents in the album, superb
estimate 250,5477 1988 / 9, seventh Antarctica expedition the "North
Star", 18 different documents, superb
estimate 70,5478 1960-93, interesting collection from 185 different
documents international Antarctica Sending, superb
collection, partly scarce documents
estimate 450,5479 1997-2001, Antarctica Sending, 100 different
documents, mostly German institute, in the special album,
superb
estimate 120,OTHER MOTIVES
5480 1921-59, extensive and very interesting
documentation "circus", with program booklets from
different countries, obituaries and so on, among others
circus Franz Althoff, shrub, Barlay, circus and cabaret
slight muse and circus crown, inspect!
estimate 100,5481 1953 / 57, "AEROS circus" of the German
Demokratic Republik, documents the Zirkusgeschichte, 8
various programs, as well a booklet with 8 sides
estimate 90,5482 1969, first Catholic bishop from Essen Franz
Hengsbach: personal signature on personal mourning letter
(with typewriter), superb
estimate 50,5483 1930 / 32, scientific society for airship aviation: 2
various decorative programs for general meetings, superb
(a program outside of the picture in the margin punched)
estimate 50,5484 1990 / 95 / 98, 3 various newspapers with lead story
headings: "Schröder Chancellor! Red green or large
coalition?" (picture newspaper), "Germany receives full
aplomb - Moscow accepted NATO fellowship" (Swabian
newspaper) and picture on Sunday jubilee issue "20 years
golden steering wheel"
estimate Gebot
5485 "get to know Germany", 123 various 60 Pf. Picture
postcards P 139 (Michel number 2.91 v 1 / 1 - v 9 / 123)
complete, vacuously used in the Lindner special album,
superb condition, Michel 456.estimate 50,5486 "flags the nations" in 5 Unicef albums, 1980-86 and
1988 always complete in se-tenant sheet, always 4
centerpieces on first day covers and single stamps always
on first day covers, superb
, ★★
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OTHER MOTIVES
183
5487 Airplanes / aviation: 1884 / 1908, Hermann
Moedebeck (1857-1910), Pioneer and promoter early
German aviation, extensive correspondence from 86 cards
and 4 letter-cards at it and 4 Greeting cards from him,
superb condition
estimate 500,5488 "500 years post" on Sieger pages in 3 albums and a
Leitz folder with single stamps, maximum cards, First Day
Sheets, stamp booklet, first day covers, reprints, reprint
miniature sheet, coil stamps for vending machine, postal
stationery, special pages, airmail and so on, superb, high
cost value
★ ★, ,
estimate 180,5489 Mint never hinged collection "Rubens" - philatelic
documentation, published to the 400. Birthday Peter Paul
Rubens, in the Lindner special album with single stamps,
souvenir sheets and miniature sheet, superb condition,
high cost value!
★★
estimate 50,5490 1957-91, "the way to the Stars", "the officially album
the Here man-Oberth-company e. V. ", in 7 thick Lindner
special albums in the slipcase, with many good values,
souvenir sheets, covers and numis covers from around the
world, very high cost value
★ ★,
estimate 350,5491 1951 / 59, "circus Barlay" at the railway station
Friedrichstraße (German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany)), 4 various detailed program booklets and 6
individual programmes, as well a post-war programme
from 1948!
estimate 120,5492 15 calendar of the German post from 1996 -2009,
mostly superb
estimate Gebot
5493 Over 50 calendar of the German post from
1982-2008, mixed quality
estimate Gebot
5494 1979, couturiers Hans FRIEDRICH (the Dior from
Rhein), costume design for the theater at the cathedral on
DIN A4 page, with dedication, folded
estimate 150,WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
5495 Kilo ware: "world", in a decorative wooden box, in
total 2, 3 kg (including wooden box)
estimate Gebot
5496 Kilo ware: approximate 250 g Federal Republic from
the 1970er years
estimate 50,5497 Huge lot of letters: many thousand piece in
numerous boxes and boxes, mainly postwar Germany to
2005, besides lots of simple correspondence also many
first day covers (but without ETBs), se-tenant frankings,
special value cancel, modern private post, picture
postcards and so on, enormous treasure trove, only at
collector
estimate 250,5498 Approximate. 1957-2011, extensive interesting lot of
letters "world" from collectors estate, inspect!
estimate 60,-

WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
5499 Interesting collectors estate with USA collection in
four lighthouse hingeless album, the first years weak be
present, from 1966-93 mint never hinged and rather
complete, big Britannia collection from 1840-1985 in 2 as
good as new Ka Be - and lighthouse hingeless album, the
first years hardly be present, from 1970 seeming mint
never hinged and rather complete, an excellent lot for
expansion, in addition to it anymore trivia and UNO
Geneva 1970-81 in the Ka Be album with mounts,
favorable offered!
★ ★, ★,
estimate 600,5500 Extensive doublet stock in approximate 150 stock
books, mostly postwar Germany until the Euro-time, a box
foreign country, seeming without key values, the
collection is even to to orchestrate
★ ★, ★,
estimate 500,5501 Collectors estate in the box, mostly Germany, as
well 5 volumes collection postwar Germany, favorable
offered
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 350,5502 8 boxes filled with kilo ware and soaked off postage
stamps from all over the world from old to new, in total 60
kg (with boxes), please have a look, only at collector
,
estimate 350,5503 Large box with stock books, mostly simple goods
"world"
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
5504 Collectors estate in the box, mostly stock books
Germany
★ ★, , ★
estimate Gebot
5505 Collectors estate in the medium-sized box, almost
only collections Federal Republic of Germany / German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) in as good as new
albums, inspect
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5506 High quality collectors estate in the rack, many
better issues from GermanReich (Bl. 1 and 2 *), Soviet
Zone, Federal Republic of Germany / Berlin (cancelled
black overprint), also good documents from Schleswig
Holstein and Zeppelin mail, in addition to it Federal
Republic of Germany nominal (approximate. 500 Euro),
the buyer has for the evacuation to provide
★ ★, , ★,
estimate 6.000,5507 Extensive collectors estate in 38 banana boxes,
mostly Germany and Europe, with also much sheets (Infla,
GermanReich, American/British Zone, French zone,
Federal Republic of Germany / Berlin and so on), a great
many stamp booklet Federal Republic of Germany /
Berlin, interesting covers and postal stationery from old to
new, giantic treasure trove, perfekt to close, the buyer has
for the evacuation to provide.
★ ★, ★, ,
estimate 4.000,5508 Collectors estate: 15 moving boxes and 1 rack with
more then 40 stock books, as well much postwar
Germany, but also GermanReich and American/British
Zone, with many sheet and parts of sheets, in addition
stamp booklets, many covers, ample old picture postcards,
emergency currency and so on, extensive treasure trove,
the buyer has for the evacuation to provide
★ ★, , ★,
estimate 2.800,-

WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
184
5509 Huge lot first day sheet from Federal Republic of
Germany and Berlin, approximately over 15.000! From
1957 to 2003, mostly in over 170 albums, enormous
purchase price, by approximate 230 kg total weight is the
collection even to to orchestrate
estimate 250,5510 Kilo ware: approximate 250 g from own
correspondence, close cut, very assorted, treasure trove!
estimate 50,OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5511 BERNRIED (Lake Starnberg), greatings from. Card
from 1900, used
estimate Gebot
5512 1961, "greatings from Nordseeheilbad Büsum",
coloured picture postcard with small fanfold, special
cancel" Büsum 120 years seaside resort", legitimate
condition
estimate Gebot
5513 DORTMUND, a greatings from. Card from 1900
estimate Gebot
5514 EIDERSTEDT, 40 various unused black / white
picture postcards from the 50er years
estimate Gebot
5515 FÖHR, 2 various picture postcards from Gulf place
southern beach
estimate 35,5516 GARDING, 28 various picture postcards
estimate 75,5517 Hamburg port, 3 various picture postcards,
approximate 1907-10
estimate 20,5518 Heather in Holstein, a coloured lithography from
1896, superb
estimate Gebot
5519 Farmyard, 2 various greatings from. Cards from
1899 and 1901, used
estimate Gebot
5520 KIEL, collection from 200 different picture postcards
in 2 letter albums, with rarely lithographies, many
coloured cards and rarely subjects
estimate 480,5521 KIEL, 60 various picture postcards, as well scarce
topics and coloured cards
estimate 130,5522 Castle LOUISENLUND at the tench, 6 various
picture postcards from the years 1899-1932
estimate 30,5523 Munich, advertising card from guesthouse Trefler,
card from 1901, used
estimate Gebot
5524 RENDSBURG, interesting and extensive view card
collection with 240 mostly different cards in 2 thick
albums, as well 17 "greatings from cards", scarce topics
and so on,
estimate 450,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5525 ST. Peter ORDING, 35 unused black / white
postcards from the 50er years
estimate Gebot
5526 ST. Peter ORDING, 33 unused black / white
postcards from the 50er years
estimate Gebot
5527 ST. Peter ORDING, 26 various picture postcards
estimate 60,5528 The tench, various views, 18 picture postcards, many
from Schleswig, a from Missunde and so on
estimate 40,5529 SCHLESWIG, greatings from, coloured lithography
card from 1897
estimate Gebot
5530 SYLT, 12 various picture postcards
estimate 20,5531 SYLT - Kampen, collection from 57 different picture
postcards in the letter album
estimate 290,5532 SYLT - Keitum, collection from 51 different picture
postcards in the letter album
estimate 280,5533 SYLT - Keitum, collection from 49 different picture
postcards in the letter album
estimate 260,5534 SYLT - Cunning, collection from 25 different picture
postcards in the letter album
estimate 120,5535 SYLT - Wenningstedt, collection from 41 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 250,5536 SYLT - Westerland, collection from 100 different
picture postcards in the letter album, as well greatings
from cards, many coloured, scarce topics and so on
estimate 480,5537 SYLT - Westerland, collection from 100 different
picture postcards in the letter album, as well greatings
from cards, many coloured, scarce topics and so on
estimate 450,5538 SYLT, 51 various picture postcards from the years
1950-60
estimate 60,5539 SYLT, 56 various picture postcards
estimate 80,5540 TEGERNSEE, greatings from. Card from 1899, used
estimate Gebot
5541 TÖNNING, 19 various unused black / white picture
postcards from the 50er years
estimate Gebot
5542 WILHELMSHAVEN, harbor pictures, 4 various
cards
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD POSTCARDS BALTIC STATES
185
5543 "our field-gray", 3 various cards the set: no. 7, 12
and 19, fieldpost card 1916 / 7
estimate Gebot
5544 Kitsch cards, 7 various cards one set, all fieldpost
card from the Baltic States from 1917
estimate 20,5545 Artist picture cards from the Baltic States, 17
various, all fieldpost card from 1916-18
estimate 60,5546 "the world war 1914 / 5", images of reality from
battle zones, 15 various artist picture cards, all fieldpost
card from 1916 / 7
estimate 90,OLD POSTCARDS FRANCE
5547 Over 90 various franked picture postcards from
approximate 1902-70
estimate 100,OLD POSTCARDS ITALY
5548 GENOVA, Naples, 2 various picture postcards, in
each case from port, about 1910
estimate Gebot
OLD POSTCARDS LITHUANIA
5549 MITAU, 68 various picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1915 / 18, with also
better army postal service and military cancel
estimate 190,OLD POSTCARDS RUSSIA
5550 1915 / 6, 4 various fieldpost card: 2 views of the
Crimea, always a from the Caucasus Mountains and St.
Petersburg
estimate 20,OLD POSTCARDS USA
5551 NEW jersey, 11 various picture postcards from
1900-11
estimate 25,5552 18 franked old picture postcards to Germany
estimate 20,NAVEL SHIPS
5553 S. M. S. "Ariadne", "Honorable sinking off
Helgoland", coloured artist picture card, corner crease
estimate Gebot
5554 S. M. S. "Augsburg", 3 unused cards, in part a little
blotched
estimate Gebot
5555 Lines ships the war navy, as well "Baden",
"Brunswick", "Alsace", "Great Elector", "crown prince",
"Eastern Friesland", "Prussia" and "Silesia", 8 various,
mostly coloured cards
estimate 30,5556 S. M. S. "Charlotte", 2 various cards
estimate Gebot
5557 Flottenmanöver, fleet review, 4 various cards
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NAVEL SHIPS
5558 Small kreuzer the war navy, with "Vulture",
"Mainz", "Magdeburg", "Pillau" and "Regensburg" 5
various cards
estimate 20,5559 S. M. S. "grill", 4 cards, one of it used
estimate Gebot
5560 S. M. S. "Hanover", 3 cards, a used
estimate Gebot
5561 The seagoing fleet, 5 various picture postcards
estimate 20,5562 Suspension ferry the imperial Shipyard in Kiel, 2
various cards
estimate Gebot
5563 S. M. S. "Karlsruhe", 3 various picture postcards,
superb
estimate 20,5564 S. M. S. "King Wilhelm" in Flensburg, fieldpost card
estimate Gebot
5565 S. M. S. "Mars", used card from Kiel
estimate Gebot
5566 S. M. S. "Möve", "the first to coincide the returning
Möve with German warships on the high sea", card from
1916
estimate Gebot
5567 "Ran from the enemy", 2 various cards
estimate Gebot
5568 Skagerrak, "to the battle. Rescue through our torpedo
boats", coloured artist picture card
estimate Gebot
5569 S. M. S. "Thuringia", 3 coloured picture postcards,
all used
estimate Gebot
5570 Torpedo boats in the line of duty, 3 various cards, as
well sinking of the torpedo boat "G 171" in the North Sea
estimate 20,5571 "from icier trip returning German patrol vessels",
picture postcard
estimate Gebot
5572 On deck the warships, 10 various photo cards, with
rarely subjects
estimate 50,5573 Commemoration, 5 various cards
estimate 30,5574 "sailors love", 22 various mostly used kitsch cards
estimate 75,5575 "the last Mann", "the last effort", "the letze
Greeting", 9 various patriotic cards
estimate 35,5576 "Seemannslos", 10 various cards one set
estimate 30,5577 "be guardian angel", 6 various cards one set (S 37,
1-37, 6), a little having mould stains
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NAVEL SHIPS
186
5578 Welfare card "to the best of the red cross", 3 various
cards
estimate Gebot
5579 Torpedo boats: 10 various cards
estimate 60,OLD POSTCARDS
NAVEL SHIPS UNTIL 1945
5580 Warship under the high bridge by Rendsburg,
postcard from 1935
estimate Gebot
5581 Naval battles Second World War: 3 various unused
picture postcards from "navy image service", superb
estimate 20,SHIPS UNTIL 1949
5582 Albert BALLIN the Hamburg-America-line, unused
card
estimate Gebot
5583 Italian armored cruiser on the Suez canal, picture
postcard from Egypt to Rome
estimate Gebot
5584 Aboard of the steamer "Germania", the Saxon
Bohemian steam navigation society, card from 1901, used
estimate Gebot
5585 R. N. NAPOLI, used picture postcard
estimate Gebot
5586 S. S. MALOLO on the Panama Canal, picture
postcard to Munich
estimate Gebot
5587 VETTOR PISANI, armored cruiser, unused picture
postcard
estimate Gebot
5588 Approximate. 1907-13, 2 used picture postcards with
passenger vessels
estimate 20,5589 Advertising cards, 3 various: "Christian Günther",
"Provinzialgruppe" and "Maggi"
estimate 30,OLD POSTCARDS AIRPLANES
5590 "seaplanes over the English fleet", coloured artist
picture card from 1916
estimate Gebot
5591 1912 / 25, 16 various artists aeroplane cards, as well
name-day, Christmas, New year and so on, superb
condition
estimate 80,OLD POSTCARDS VARIOUS
5592 Felix DAHN, small blanco card with dedication and
signatur of the Author
estimate 100,5593 DALAI LAMA, photo with signatur and aphorism
on the back, approximate 1970
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD POSTCARDS VARIOUS
5594 Maksim Gorky, Russian writer, Page of text, written
in Sorrento, the year his immigration there and signatur in
Cyrillic and Latin, superb
estimate 120,5595 Gerhart Captain, German Poet, US registered advice
of delivery with postmark "AGNETENDORF 30.6.13"
and signatur, superb
estimate 140,OLD POSTCARDS MISCELLANEA
5596 Aviation jokes - Easter and winter time, always 3
various hand-coloured artist picture cards, superb
estimate 45,5597 Greetings cards: birthday, pentecost, Easter and New
year, 16 various cards, fieldpost card from 1915-18
estimate 50,5598 1928 / 30, 2 ironical Latvian Gori artist picture cards,
unused
estimate 45,5599 Kitsch and patriotism", 14 various cards
estimate Gebot
5600 Artist picture cards, 30 various picture postcards
estimate Gebot
5601 Animals, 3 various picture postcards (2 x horse and 1
x dog)
estimate Gebot
5602 INDRAROT; 3 various promotional picture
postcards, reverse 3 various special cancel
estimate 20,COINS
5603 Extensive coin estate in the banana box: coin
collection from old to new, in addition to it 3 volumes
collection "philatelic-numismatic covers world" with
above 60 documents, numis sheets from 1 / 97 up to the
euro time and some numis covers German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany), alone the nominal value in Euro
amounts over 600,- EUR, inspection recommended
estimate 750,PHIL. LITERATURE
5604 "Old German States - special catalogue and
handbook", 5. Edition, 1975, Hans Grobe, 717 sides,
bound, backbone slightly faded
estimate 60,5605 "the stamps of Baden", 1894, C. Lindenberg, 171
sides, bound, cover slight traces of use, 2 sides disengaged
estimate 65,5606 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps knowledge"
- sections V-IX, Brunswick - Luebeck, with pages with
images I-V and VII, 1894, 94 sides, bound, cover slight
traces of use
estimate 90,5607 Catalogue "Hanoverian postage stamps exhibition
1981", quality III, postage stamps club Hanover from 1886
e. V., 114 sides
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PHIL. LITERATURE
187
5608 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps knowledge"
- sections X, both Mecklenburg, with pages with images
Schwerin I-XV and Strelitz III, 1895, 52 sides, bound,
cover slight traces of use
estimate 90,5609 Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps knowledge" sections XIII, Prussia, without pages with images, 1896,
232 sides, bound, cover slight traces of use, 2 sides
disengaged
estimate 65,5610 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps knowledge"
- sections XI, North German Postal District, with pages
with images II-XX and card post roads, 1895, 140 sides,
bound, cover slight traces of use
estimate 90,5611 "the propaganda insets in the half cancel machines
near the post office Hamburg 1 1922 to 1945", handbook
and cancel catalogue, volume 166, 2004, new series the
Postmark guild, 77 sides
estimate Gebot
5612 "the unperforated stamps 1872-1900", booklet 45,
1999, Infla Berlin, 69 sides
estimate Gebot
5613 "the Columbia letter cancellation machine", history handbook - catalogue, booklet 53, 2003, Infla Berlin, 132
sides
estimate Gebot
5614 "Reflextionen over philately", 11 various covers
from no. 74 - 124, 1945-1950, Mueller%Mark, with many
illustrations
estimate Gebot
5615 "the airmail" - reports from all over the world for the
airmail and space travel collector, 13 various booklets,
1958-1973, Kurt Dahmann, with many illustrations
estimate Gebot
5616 "the rocket post" - her development and first attempt,
precursor stamps, stamp and flights, 1. Part: Germany,
Günther Heyd, 16 sides
estimate Gebot
5617 "the rocket post" - her development and first attempt,
precursor stamps, stamp and flights, 1. Part: Germany,
Günther Heyd, 16 sides
estimate Gebot
5618 "the balloon from Paris 1870-71", 1970, Gunther
Heyd, 55 sides, with some illustrations
estimate Gebot
5619 "the postage stamps of the German postal service
institutes in the foreign country and of the German
protectorate" as well her cancellations with a supplement
over the post of the foreign country Kreuzer 1914 / 18 and
a supplementary sheet with rarity and rating scale, 1960,
Dr. Med. Edward Ey, with many illustrations, bound
estimate 30,5620 Working group private post, 1989-2007, 4 various
booklets
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PHIL. LITERATURE
5621 Working group private post, 19. Year (2001), no.
73-76, 4 booklets
estimate Gebot
5622 Working group private post, 22. Year (2004), no.
85-88, 4 booklets
estimate Gebot
5623 Working group private post, 24. Year (2006), no.
93-96, 4 booklets
estimate Gebot
5624 Working group private post, 26. Year (2008), no.
101-104, 4 booklets
estimate Gebot
5625 Working group private post, 28. Year (2010), no.
109-112, 4 booklets
estimate Gebot
5626 Working group private post, 30. Year (2012), no.
117-19, 3 booklets
estimate Gebot
5627 Working group private post, 31. Year (2014), no.
123-25, 3 booklets
estimate Gebot
5628 Working group private post, 34. And 35. Year (2016
/ 17), no. 129-34, 6 booklets, in addition to it the table of
contents mutually years
estimate Gebot
5629 Working group private post, 37. Year (2019), no.
138-40, 3 booklets
estimate Gebot
5630 Working group private post, 39. Year (2021), no.
144 / 45, 2 booklets
estimate Gebot
5631 Working group Schleswig Holstein, Hamburg and
Luebeck, circular 289-293, 5 booklets from 2020 / 21
estimate Gebot
5632 "1941: A World AT was" - World was II
Remembred, James A. Michener, Texas center, 40 sides,
bound
estimate Gebot
5633 "Danske brief 1851-1979", Bind I, Forsendelsesarter
without gum Portotakster, 1979, Gotfredsen / lagoon, 223
sides, in Danish, bound
estimate 25,5634 "Suomen Postimerkkien Käsikirja" VI", 1972,
Suomen Filatelistiliitto, 158 sides, numerous illustrations,
in Finnish, bound
estimate 25,5635 "Filateli" - Kvartalsmagasin for Skandinaviske
Samlere, booklet no. 2-4, 1970, with many illustrations, in
Danish
estimate Gebot
5636 "Catalogue of the Cartes maximum de France",
1959, 106 sides, with various pencil notes, in French
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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5637 "Grest Britain - queen Elisabeth II Pre-decimal
lssues", Stanley gibbons Specialised Stamp Catalogue.
1978, 365 sides, bound, in the English language
estimate Gebot
5638 "Liechtenstein - handbook and catalogue 1953", 3.
Edition, winner, 271 sides, bound
estimate Gebot
5639 "de aero philatelist", 9 various booklets from
1969-1975, study group "De Vliegende Hollander", with
many illustrations, in Netherlands
estimate Gebot
5640 "Austria philatelist", 2 booklets no. 100 and 101-102,
April / May and May June 1954, Adolf Kosel publishing
house, with many illustrations
estimate Gebot
5641 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps knowledge"
- Sweden, 1908, 116 sides, bound, cover slight traces of
use
estimate 65,5642 "Catalogo Hevia de sellos de España", 30. Edición,
1976 / 77, 282 sides, cover slight traces of use
estimate Gebot
5643 "La Collection Maximaphile", 1964, G.de la FERTÉ,
64 sides, with many illustrations, in French
estimate Gebot
5644 "Ice Cap news", No. 3, 5 and 6, 1985, among others
with: China Establishes Antarctic "Grest Rampart" station,
"USCGC "polar Sea" Transits Northwest passage East to
West 1985, The First Antarctic expedition (1897-1899),
published by American Society of polar Philatelists
estimate Gebot
5645 "index all villages in the German rich and the
Austrian Hungarian monarchy", H. Palaces, Berlin 1874,
142 sides
estimate 30,5646 "philately and postal history", 8 various booklets
from no. 83-114 and replaced pages, 1985-1990, among
others "the German post in Baden Baden from
1945-1949", "Friedrichshafen: zeppelins and Zeppelin
mail"
estimate Gebot
5647 "Société international d\'Historie Postale", bulletin
No. 14 and 15, 1969, international society for postal
history, in French
estimate Gebot
5648 "the Polar trips of the airship Count Zeppelin", from
Siegfried Nicklas and Rolf Kardel, 1980, 39 sides
estimate Gebot
PHIL. CATALOGUES
5649 Michel: coins catalogue Germany 2020 with Euro
regular issue coinage, 24. Edition, catalogue Euro course
and Euro commemorative coin 2012 / 2013, 1st issue and
Euro coins catalogue 2009
estimate Gebot
5650 Michel: coil stamps Germany catalogue 1982 / 3
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

PHIL. CATALOGUES
5651 Michel: Europe volume 1, Alpine countries 2021,
Liechtenstein, Austria, Switzerland, UNO Geneva, UNO
Vienna
estimate 25,5652 Michel: Europe volume 2, Central Europe 2021,
Slovakia, Czech Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungaria, old
selling price: EUR 52.estimate 25,5653 Michel: Europe volume 6, more western Balkan
2020, among others Yugoslavia, Croatia, Slovenia, old
selling price: EUR 49, 80
estimate 25,5654 Michel: oversea volume 8, South-East-Asia 2017,
part 2, old selling price: EUR 84.estimate 35,5655 Private postcard catalogue volume I, German
Reichspost from 1873 to 1945, first part: imperial time to
include PP 27 (5 Pf. Germania), Even publishing house
Hanspeter Impudent, 4. Edition 2017
estimate 50,5656 Private postcard catalogue volume I, German
Reichspost from 1873 to 1945, second part: imperial time,
inflation, Weimar Republic, NS-time, Even publishing
house Hanspeter Impudent, 4. Edition 2017
estimate 45,-
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5663 10 letter albums, as well 8 from Lindner, for sizes to
190 x 125 mm, superb
estimate Gebot
5664 4 lighthouse optimums albums, 2 time in blue, 1 time
in brown and 1 time in red, as good as new
estimate Gebot
5665 Federal Republic of Germany 1980-85, as good as
new Lindner t album (ring binder)
estimate Gebot
5666 Berlin 1948-90, black winner illustrated album, a
few stamps included, as good as new
estimate Gebot
5667 2 used lighthouse ring binder (Krause Columbus
Clamp no. 8045) with the appurtenant DIN-A4 transparent
pages
estimate Gebot
5668 As good as new lighthouse anti-roll bar binder with
hingeless text (partly without Hawid strips) Austria from
1974-1994, in the slipcase
estimate Gebot
5669 1945-94, as good as new, apparently complete
Austria preprinted pages from lighthouse, in the spring
back binder
estimate Gebot

CLASSIC LITERATURE
5657 Merian Netherlands from the Topographia
Germaniae Inferioris, appeared in Frankfurt (Main):
Caspar Merian, original issue from 1659, copper panels
removed and through photocopies replaces, title page is
existing, texts complete
estimate 100,5658 "classic the graphics. REMBRANDT", 6 etchings of
the master in rotogravure with a foreword, 36. Picture
success printing and publishing house Louis Koch, pockets
book. Condition age-appropriate: portfolio discoloured and
damaged. Image panel partly blotched. Year of publication
approximate 1925
estimate 35,5659 At home 1883, XIX. Year (oct 1882 to September
1883) in one volume. From King, Robert and Theodor
Hermann Pantenius: publishing house: Leipzig, Bielefeld,
Velhagen and Klasing, 1883
estimate Gebot

STOCK BOOKS
5670 Large inventory accessories from a estate:
approximate 80 stock books, orbital and spring back
binder partly with texts, 2 coin cases, glassine-bags and
DIN A6 stock cards, at collector
estimate Gebot

BOOKS
5660 "air- and space travel 1", 112 sides, illustrates,
transpress nationalized and government controlled
industries and businesses in the DDR publishing house for
transport and communications, Berlin 1989
estimate Gebot
5661 Transpress lexicon "space travel", 5. Strong revised
and meliorated edition, 1978, Henry Mielke
estimate Gebot
5662 "the universe", offprint from the illustrated periodical
for astronomy and related areas, 86 sides, published by F.
S. Archenhold, 1906, stronger traces of use
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

OLD MAPS SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN
5671 "Luebeck", the area from Bathost to Luebeck,
boundaries contemporary coloured copper engraving by
Papen, 1841
(38x51)
estimate 70,5672 "Lipsius & Tischers new special card about the
eastern Holstein", third meliorated edition from 1888,
bicoloured, traces of use
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS RHINELAND PALATINATE
5673 Course of the Rhine (Unterrheingegend) by Cologne
and the Moselle area, "Cursus Rheni on Basilea usque ad
Bonnam (sectio seu Inferior), original coloured copper
engraving by Homann approximate 1750
(46x57)
estimate 250,OLD MAPS ALSACE LORRAINE
5674 Lorraine, "Lotharingia Meridionalis", coloured
copper engraving by Janssonius about 1630
(13x20)
estimate 100,OLD MAPS
EUROPE
5675 Great Britain and Ireland, map without description,
coloured copper engraving by Güssefeld, Weimar 1803
(22x15)
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD MAPS DENMARK
5676 "Korsör" on Zealand, very decorative view with
ground plan of the town and new Citadelle (to the
protection of the Harbor) as well surrounding area - in the
foreground sail ships and small Battle scenery, in the year
of 1659, coloured copper engraving by Pufendorf from
"seven books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in Sweden"
1697
(31x25)
estimate 110,OLD MAPS FRANCE
5677 Departement "bass Alpes" with partial view the
capital Digne and pretty animal staffage, coloured steel
engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 20,5678 Departement "Your" with general view the capital
Évreux and decorative accessories, coloured steel
engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 20,5679 Departement "Maineet Loire" with general view
from St. Florent and decorative people staffage, coloured
steel engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 20,5680 Departement "Rhône" with decorative people
staffage, coloured steel engraving from M. Vuillemin,
Paris 1870
(23x18)
estimate 20,OLD MAPS AUSTRIA
5681 The northern part from Austria, "lot Septentrionale
you Cercle
(46x59)
estimate 110,OLD MAPS RUSSIA
5682 The western part from Russia, "lot Occidentale de
L`Empire de
(46x57)
estimate 100,OLD CITY VIEWS GERMANY
5683 AERZEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x33)
estimate 65,5684 ALBECK, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(11x17)
estimate 70,5685 ALTENBAMBERG, partial view with castle ruins,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(4x5)
estimate Gebot
5686 ASSMANNSHAUSEN, general view, steel
engraving from Lange / short about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 35,5687 BAD EMS, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,5688 BAD GLEISWEILER, general view from Curhaus
seen, steel engraving from Romantic Rhine palatinate
about 1840
(8x13)
estimate 30,5689 BAD KISSINGEN: the Cure hall, steel engraving
from B. I. About 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,-
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5690 Bavarian highland, 5 views on one page, coloured
wood engraving to Grögler around 1880
(32x23)
estimate 30,5691 BERLIN, partial view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 40,5692 BERLIN: the palace of the foreign office, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(19x27)
estimate 35,5693
BERLIN,
CHARLOTTENBURG:
the
Empress-Augusta-Foundation, coloured wood engraving
to Geissler around 1880
(15x22)
estimate Gebot
5694 BERLIN: the Fuchssche house, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(12x22)
estimate 35,5695 BERLIN: the Emperor passage with people staffage
in the foreground, steel engraving from Rohbock / Riegel
about 1850
(11x16)
estimate 20,5696 BERLIN: the large MAGAZINE, steel engraving
from Schwartz / Barber about 1833
(10x14)
estimate 30,5697 BERLIN: the Ministry of the royally house, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 30,5698 BERLIN: the interior of National Gallery
(Sculptures-hall) coloured wood engraving about 1880
(14x10)
estimate Gebot
5699 BERLIN: palace of the Prince of Prussia, steel
engraving from Klose / find about 1833
(10x15)
estimate 30,5700 BERLIN: the new townhall, coloured wood
engraving to Theuerkauf around 1880
(17x20)
estimate 30,5701 BERLIN: the orangery by Sanssouci, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(13x18)
estimate 20,5702 BERLIN: Wrangel fountain in the zoo, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(35x50)
estimate 55,5703 BERLIN: the Wadzecks institution, steel engraving
from Schwartz about 1833
(10x15)
estimate 20,5704 BERLIN: the inner of the Zeughaus, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(12x17)
estimate Gebot
5705 BONN, view at a distance, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(9x15)
estimate 60,5706 BORELEM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD CITY VIEWS GERMANY
5707 BREDENBECK, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(10x17)
estimate 40,5708 BREMEN: the railway bridge over the Weser,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(21x26)
estimate 35,5709 Burn mountain: abbey Frauenzell, copper engraving
by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 55,5710 BRUNSRODE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 30,5711 CALBE / SAALE, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(14x35)
estimate 40,5712 Camp: the princely district offices at the Schonter,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 55,5713 COSSDORF, battle from 20.2.1760 with
environment, original coloured copper engraving by
approximate 1760
(18x32)
estimate 70,5714 DARMSTADT: lot from the Palace gardens,
coloured wood engraving from Püttner around 1880
(11x17)
estimate 30,5715 DIEMERSTEIN in the FRANKENSTEINER bay,
steel engraving from Romantic Rhine palatinate about
1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5716 DITHMARSCHEN: a farmer chamber, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 30,5717 DORTMUND, partial view with monument,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(14x10)
estimate 30,5718 DÜSSELDORF: the new academy of art, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(9x12)
estimate 30,5719 ELDAGSEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(14x39)
estimate 65,5720 ESSING, general view with ruin Randeck, coloured
wood engraving from 1868
(10x15)
estimate 20,5721 FRANKENBERG: the church, steel engraving from
Wenderoth / Foltz, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,5722 Frankfurt (Main): prize-winninger draft to the
Reichstag building, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(9x18)
estimate Gebot
5723 FÖHR (Parti paa Föhr, en Fugleköie), view on duck
decoy, lithography with clay plate from J. Hellesen to Th.
Brenstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly foxed
(19x27)
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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5724 GEROLDSAU / Baden in Swabia: waterfall near the
city, landscape scenery with sitting hikers, copper
engraving by F. Rosmäsler jun. From 1820
(10x14)
estimate Gebot
5725 GOSLAR: the imperial family, coloured wood
engraving from patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(6x11)
estimate 20,5726 GRANSEE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x38)
estimate 65,5727 Gray stream: abbey S. Salvator, copper engraving by
Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 65,5728 HABSBERG / Upper Palatinate, by Neumarkt,
church of pilgrimage Falkenberg ( Mary, Healthy of the
sick), coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar
from 1846
(9x11)
estimate Gebot
5729 HALBERSTADT / SACHS. : abbey Störlinburg,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x18)
estimate 40,5730 Hamburg of the Elbe seen, steel engraving from
Vickers / Lewis about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 70,5731 Hamburg: view on the Elbe and the Hamburg port,
coloured wood engraving from Gehrts from 1881
(18x24)
estimate 55,5732 Hamburg: four country farmer in the magnificent
parlour, coloured wood engraving from Gehrts from 1881
(18x24)
estimate 55,5733 Hamburg: the new School-u. Museum building,
coloured wood engraving from Wagner around 1880
(16x23)
estimate 20,5734 Hamburg ALTONA: a Storage, coloured wood
engraving from G. Schönleber from 1881
(11x19)
estimate 35,5735 HAMBURG HARBURG, general view from
Crooked wood mountain, steel engraving from Lill /
Wagner about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 35,5736 Hanover: Leibniz former flat, steel engraving from
Osterwald / Willmann, 1840
(15x10)
estimate 35,5737 Hanover: the Ägidienkirche, steel engraving from
Osterwald / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5738 HEIDELBERG: the new eye sanitarium, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 30,5739 HEIMSHEIM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(5x13)
estimate 65,5740 HIMMELSTÄDT / NEUMARK, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 55,-

OLD CITY VIEWS GERMANY
5741 High maintenance man on d. Pair / OBB. : the abbey,
copper engraving by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 70,5742 HOYERSWERDA, affect from 25.9.1759 with
environment, original coloured copper engraving by Ben
Jochai by Raspische bookstore 1760
(22x36)
estimate 100,5743 IDSTEDT (Idsted Hede), heath by moonlight,
lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay to F. C.
Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 100,5744 JERXHEIM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 65,5745 KASTEL / Upper Palatinate: the abbey, copper
engraving by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 70,5746 KHLUMETZ / Bohemia: the castle Chlumnitz with
environment, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(18x26)
estimate 40,5747 Coblenz, partial view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(11x15)
estimate 30,5748 KREFELD, partial view with horseman statue
Cornelius, coloured wood engraving from painted Brun
around 1880
(11x14)
estimate 35,5749 KÖNIGSBERG: the new university, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x14)
estimate 20,5750 By LAM / Lower Bavaria: the Mountain-Kirchlein
Mary Hülf, coloured wood engraving on d. Xylography on
d. Sulzb. Calendar from 1863
(10x11)
estimate Gebot
5751 LANGESEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x38
estimate 100,5752 LAUENBURG, GA. On d. Distance, coloured wood
engraving from G. Schönleber from 1881
(20x28)
estimate 35,5753 LEIPZIG, general view, small tear, steel engraving
from B. I. About 1840
(10x16)
estimate Gebot
5754 LICHTENBURG, general view with Brettin and
Lichtenberg, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(11x48)
estimate 70,5755 LIEBENAU / AUE, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(20x33)
estimate 40,5756 Limbourg, general view, steel engraving from
Schlickum / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 55,5757 LOWOSITZ, battle from 1.10.1756, original
coloured copper engraving by approximate 1760
(18x28)
estimate 70,-
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5758 Luebeck: the new Elb Travekanal, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x15)
estimate 40,5759 Luebeck: in the Schifferhaus, coloured wood
engraving from Gehrts from 1881
(17x24)
estimate 35,5760 Luebeck, general view with the Holstein-bridge,
steel engraving from Vickers / Roberts, 1840
(9x14)
estimate 60,5761
MALLERSDORF-PFAFFENBERG:
abbey
Mallersdorf, copper engraving by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 65,5762 MEERSBURG, general view, wood engraving by
Heunisch about 1840
(7x10)
estimate 30,5763 MELDORF i. H, general view, coloured wood
engraving to Weber from 1870
(11x15)
estimate 20,5764 MORINGEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(24x35)
estimate 100,5765 Munich: the Bavaria, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5766 Munich: Glyptothek and pinacotheca, steel
engraving from Lange / Müller, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5767 Munich: the new parish church the suburb, steel
engraving from Lange / Müller, 1840
(15x10)
estimate 30,5768 Disembogue, general view, coloured wood engraving
from patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(9x18)
estimate 55,5769 NEUKLOSTER / KR. WISMAR, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 30,5770 NEUSTADT / Danube, general view, copper
engraving by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 100,5771 Never cover by GÖTTINGEN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 30,5772 NORDERNEY: bathers on the "white dune",
coloured wood engraving from G. Schönleber from 1881
(14x18)
estimate 40,5773 OELPER: "the affect by Oelper", coloured wood
engraving from patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(11x18)
estimate 25,5774 PFÖRRING: abbey Pöring, copper engraving by
Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 70,5775 POTSDAM: the new palace and the Communs. On
one page, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(24x18)
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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5776 RATHENAU / HAVEL, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(12x34)
estimate 100,5777 REMIGIUSBERG from Theisbergsteeg from, steel
engraving from Verhas / Frommel / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,5778 RIEDENBURG, general view, copper engraving by
Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 100,5779 ROCHSBURG on d. Well, general view, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(7x12)
estimate Gebot
5780 ROTHENBURG at the SAALE, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(15x21)
estimate 55,5781 SAALFELD, general view over that water seen, with
animals in the foreground, steel engraving from Rohbock /
Kolb about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 40,5782 SARSTEDT, general view after the blaze, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(12x17)
estimate 55,5783 SCHLAN / Bohemia, pretty view on the city, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 100,5784 SCHORNDORF: the castle, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(9x6)
estimate 30,5785 SCHWACHHAUSEN on d. Of all, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 65,5786 SCHÖNEBECK by Magdeburg, quarter Salza,
general view, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x38)
estimate 55,5787 SELK (Selk Mölle ved Danevirke), view over lake
on the city with mill, lithography with clay plate from J.
Hellesen to F. C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,5788 SONNENBURG b. KÜSTRIN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(19x31)
estimate 65,5789 The STEINHUDER ocean and the fortress
WILHELMSTEIN, steel engraving from Rohbock /
Poppel about 1840
(10x14)
estimate 60,5790 STRASBURG / UCKERMARK, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(11x32)
estimate 65,5791 STUTTGART: the new Garnision Church, coloured
wood engraving from overland and ocean around 1880
(23x16)
estimate 30,5792 STUTTGART: the new covered market, coloured
wood engraving from Aßmus around 1880
(15x23)
estimate 35,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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5793 STUTTGART: the old castle, coloured wood
engraving from painted Brun around 1880
(11x14)
estimate 35,5794 STUTTGART: the Wilhelma, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(8x19)
estimate 30,5795 STUTTGART: the State Transport Service Quarter,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 40,5796 THANNSTEIN / Upper Palatinate: the Parish,
coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar about
1870
(6x9)
estimate Gebot
5797 TUNTENHAUSEN: abbey Beyhartung, copper
engraving by Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 70,5798 SMALL-VAHLBERG, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(21x36)
estimate 65,5799 WALDSHUT, general view, coloured wood
engraving from Stieler around 1880
(11x18)
estimate 30,5800 Water castle, general view and Bavarian costumes, 2
views on one page, coloured wood engraving from France
Militaire around 1880
(9x22)
estimate 30,5801 WIESBADEN: the Cure hall, steel engraving from
Beautiful field / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5802 WOLGAST / Pomerania, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x34)
estimate 40,5803 WUNSTORF b. Hanover, general view, coloured
wood engraving from patriotic stories from Görges 1843 /
4
(6x12)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS BELGIUM
5804 BRÜSSEL, general view with 6 part views with
decorative accessories, steel engraving
(15x19)
estimate 55,OLD CITY VIEWS DENMARK
5805 ALHEDEN (Alheden), far heath with be resting
family by the wayside, coloured lithography with clay
plate from Alexander Nay to F. C. Kierschou by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,5806 The small BELT, decorative view like the Swedish
King and his militaries over the small Belt to march and
the ships to Nyburg assailed, at the 30. January 1658 with
pretty map, 2 views on one page, copper engraving by
Pufendorf from "seven books of the deeds of Carl Gustav,
the king of Sweden" 1697
(28x33)
estimate 100,5807 Chaff (Dybbölbjerg), view on Sonderburg,
lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay to Th.
Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, minimal foxed
(19x27)
estimate 65,-

OLD CITY VIEWS DENMARK
5808 FAKSE (Kalkbrud ved Faxö), the Chalk breach by
Fakse, lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay to
A. Juuel by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x28)
estimate 100,5809 FREDERIKSBORG: peace = Banquet to
Friderichsburg from 3. - 5. March 1658, decorative view
from banquet with exact description the present persons,
copper engraving by Pufendorf from "seven books of the
deeds of Carl Gustav, the king of Sweden" 1697
(28x38)
estimate 70,5810 HADERSLEBEN (Haderslev), general view,
lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay to Th.
Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly foxed
(19x27)
estimate 100,5811 HELSINGØR, very decorative ground plan of the
town and the fortress Cronenburg - on the Öresund - battle
ships the Sweden - coloured Ku St. From Pufendorf from
"seven books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in Sweden"
1697
(31x25)
estimate 100,5812
HILLEROD
(Frederiksborg
slot),
castle
Frederiksborg with rider staffage, lithography with clay
plate from Alexander Nay to Heinrich Hansen by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856, slightly foxed
(20x28)
estimate 55,5813 KOLDING / Jutland, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(17x24)
estimate 20,5814 Copenhagen, general view, original coloured
aquatint from Johnston / Dawe 1815
(18x24)
estimate 100,5815 Copenhagen, general view at a distance, steel
engraving from B. I. About 1860
(11x16)
estimate 30,5816 KRONENBORG, general view from the bird´s-eye
view with sailing ship staffage, copper engraving by
Bertius about 1616
(14x19)
estimate 70,5817 NAKKEHOVED (Parti ved Nakkehoved), coastal
landscape with farmers house in the moonlight, in the
distance two beacons, lithography with clay plate from
Alexander Nay to F. Rohde by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x28)
estimate 65,5818 NYBORG (Nyborg), general view, lithography with
clay plate from Alexander Nay to Wilhelm Petersen by
Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly foxed
(19x27)
estimate 55,5819 ODENSE (Odense), general view, lithography with
clay plate from Alexander Nay to Wilhelm Petersen by
Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x28)
estimate 65,5820 RUDKJÖBING on Langeland, decorative ground
plan from 1659, copper engraving by Pufendorf from
`Sieben books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from
Schweden` 1697
(31x24)
estimate 55,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5821 SKAGEN (Parti ved Skagen), view with farmstead
and ships on the North and Baltic Sea, lithography with
clay plate from E. Westerberg by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,5822 SONDERBURG (Sönderborg), Harbor view with
sealboats, lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay
to C. Frederik Sörensen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, foxed
(19x27)
estimate 100,5823 TRANEKJAER (Tranekj‘r paa Langeland), general
view, lithography with clay plate from Alexander Nay to
Wilhelm Petersen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 65,5824 VIBORG (Viborg), general view, lithography with
clay plate from J. Hellesen to J. P. Müller by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856
(20x27)
estimate 65,OLD CITY VIEWS FRANCE
5825 AMANCE / SAONE, general view at a distance,
copper engraving by Riegel about 1690
(6x11)
estimate 30,5826 CHAMBERY, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 65,5827 DOLE, general view, copper engraving by Riegel
about 1690
(6x11)
estimate 30,5828 HONFLEUR, general view, steel engraving from B.
I. About 1840
(9x15)
estimate 20,5829 METZ, general view from the bird´s-eye view,
copper engraving by Bodenehr about 1720
(15x19)
estimate 70,5830 NIEDERBRONN / ELS, general view, coloured
wood engraving to Reinhardt around 1880
(15x23)
estimate 30,5831 REISCHOFFEN: Battle scene of the 8. And 9.
Regiment, coloured wood engraving from painted Brun
around 1880
(17x23)
estimate 35,5832 VERDUN: ground plan with Citadelle, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS GREECE
5833 ATHEN: the academy, steel engraving from Poppel
about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS GREAT BRITAIN
5834 BERNARD CASTLE, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot
5835 Howard burg, view from park from, steel engraving
Hildburghausen, 19th century
(9x15)
estimate Gebot
5836 The Thames tunnel, steel engraving from B. I. About
1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot

OLD CITY VIEWS AUSTRIA
5837 Area at the Danube, copper engraving from 1700
(13x20)
estimate 55,5838 GRAFENSTEIN, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(13x22)
estimate 30,5839 LINZ: Plan of the city during of the Field warehouse
1741, copper engraving by 1760
(14x18)
estimate 100,5840 SALZBURG, general view from Mönchsberg from,
vertical folded in illustrated newspaper, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(16x47)
estimate 110,5841 SONNECK, general view steel engraving from
Lange / Rohbock about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5842 Vienna, general view, lithography from new
picture-gallery about 1840
(12x16)
estimate 70,5843 Vienna: the farmyard in Vienna with pretty people
staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from Beautiful
field / Willmann, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5844 Vienna: the Kärthnerstraße, 7 views on one page,
coloured wood engraving from Kronstein from 1888
(50x32)!
estimate 55,5845 Vienna: Ringstraßenkorso, coloured wood engraving
from 1891
(17x25)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS PORTUGAL
5846 Lisbon seen from Fort Almeida, steel engraving from
B. I. About 1840
(8x14)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS SWEDEN
5847 CHRISTIANSTAD, decorative general view, copper
engraving by Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these deeds
Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x38)
estimate 110,5848 LANDSKRONA, general view, copper engraving by
Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 65,5849 UPPSALA, general view, copper engraving by
Schenk about 1702
(21x26)
estimate 120,OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
5850 ANDERMATT / URI, partial view, steel engraving
from Rohbock / long about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 35,5851 BAD PFÄFFERS / / St. Gallen, partial view, steel
engraving from B. I. About 1840
(10x15)
estimate Gebot
5852 Basle: the St. Johannes Tor, steel engraving from
Höfle / Foltz about 1840
(15x10)
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5853 Berner farmer houses, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(10x16)
estimate Gebot
5854 BÜRGLEN / canton URI: birth place from William
Tell, general view, steel engraving from Huber about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 40,5855 CHUR, partial view from guesthouse ibex from,
coloured wood engraving from 1880
(17x24)
estimate 35,5856 FLÜELEN, general view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(9x12)
estimate 30,5857 Geneva, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1860
(11x15)
estimate 30,5858 GOESCHENEN "CT URI", general view, steel
engraving from Huber about 1840
(16x21)
estimate 55,5859 GRINDELWALD: the bay, steel engraving from
Bartlett / Cousen, 1836
(11x17)
estimate 30,5860 HOFWYL b. BERN: partial view with playing
children in the foreground, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,5861 INTERLAKEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x17)
estimate 30,5862 LAUTERBRUNNEN, general view, steel engraving
from Huber about 1840
(12x19)
estimate 40,5863 MEYRINGEN, partial view, coloured wood
engraving from 1874
(15x23)
estimate 25,5864 NEUCHATEL, general view, lithography about
1840
(10x15)
estimate 35,5865 REICHENAU / GRAUBÜNDEN, partial view, steel
engraving from Rohbock / Poppel about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,5866 Rhine Falls b. Schaffhausen, steel engraving from
Winterlin / Weber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 40,5867 RIGI KLÖSTERLI: the church of pilgrimage "Mary
to the snow", coloured wood engraving about 1880
(9x12)
estimate Gebot
5868 SCHNURTOBEL BRUKE: the Rigi-train, steel
engraving from Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 55,5869 SOLOTHURN, general view, copper engraving by
Riegel 1690
(6x11)
estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
5870 ST. JACOB by REGENSBURG: the Gollath street
and the Scottish Benedictiner abbey (Schottentor), 2 views
on one page, steel engraving from Lange / Smoke about
1840
(je 14x10)
estimate 120,5871 THUSIS, general view, steel engraving from
Tombleson / Smith about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 35,5872 The Lake Lucerne from Rigi seen, partial view, steel
engraving from Bartlett / Mottram, 1836
(11x17)
estimate 30,5873 Zurich: Gessners flat, general view, copper
engraving by King about 1800
(8x12)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS SPAIN
5874 MADRID, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
About 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5875 EISENBERG, to Bilin / Kgr. Bohemia: mountain
castle with backyard and hikers, copper engraving by J. J.
Wagner from 1820
(10x14)
estimate 20,5876 Karlovy Vary: the Theresienbrunn and the friendship
hall, 2 views on one page, steel engraving from Poppel,
1840
(je 9x7)
estimate 30,5877 Prague: Wallensteins Halle, steel engraving from
Lange / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS HUNGARIA
5878 EFFECK: bridge by Effeck, copper engraving from
1685
(6x23)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS TOOLS / NORTH AMERICA
5879 USA: New York, the port with docks at the West
Side with beautiful vehicle and people staffage, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(31x43)
estimate 110,OLD CITY VIEWS AFRICA
5880 Algeria: Algiers, general view, copper engraving by
Blaschke about 1830
(8x15)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS ASIA
5881 India: Surat, general view with ships in the
foreground, copper engraving by Schenk about 1702
(21x26)
estimate 100,MISCELLANEA FASHION
5882 Viennese fashions - dress from Gros-de-Naples from
J. G. Beer in addition to it a with gauze and flower
adorned Gros-de-Naples-hat, original coloured copper
engraving from Viennese magazine for art, literature,
theater and fashion from 1833
(20x12)
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5883 Viennese fashions - dress from orange coloured
Pondichern with posamentir work adorned and a fair
Chimeset - in addition to it crepe hat floral, original
coloured copper engraving from Viennese magazine for
art, literature, theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 20,5884 Viennese fashions - dress from papeurfarbigem,
faconnirt and striped Gros-de-Naples with a bell-body, in
addition to it a with be elastic decorated velvet barrette designed by the fashion designer Petko and M. Langer,
original coloured copper engraving from Viennese
magazine for art, literature, theater and fashion from 1833
(20x12)
estimate 20,MISCELLANEA PORTRAITS
5885 Ariost, steel engraving from B. I. About 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
5886 Count Gustav Bonde, Empire-advice at the swedish
farmyard, portrait from approximate 1668, copper
engraving by Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these deeds
Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x18)
estimate 20,5887 Henry Clay, US-More american politician, steel
engraving from B. I. About 1840
(11x9)
estimate Gebot
5888 Ferdinand duke from arrival postmark, steel
engraving from B. I. About 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
5889 Karl Gutzhow, German writer, dramatist and
journalist, steel engraving from B. I. About 1840
(8x7)
estimate Gebot
5890 Marlborough, steel engraving from B. I. About 1840
(12x10)
estimate Gebot
5891 William Penn, founder the colony Pennsylvana
(USA), steel engraving from B. I. About 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
5892 Ludwig Schwanthaler, German sculptor, steel
engraving from B. I. About 1840
(12x10)
estimate Gebot
5893 Tiedger, poet, steel engraving about 1840
(10x9)
estimate Gebot
MISCELLANEA BELIEF
5894 Abbey: "the Karthäuser-cloister", coloured wood
engraving, from Bavarian pinx, French sc, with monks
(14,5x12)
estimate Gebot
MISCELLANEA ANIMALS
5895 The Geese bird (le Brenta Halanzy), coloured copper
engraving by Olafsen made of atlas you voyage en Islande
from 1802
(14x19)
estimate 40,5896 The swimming bird (le Stuttnefa), coloured copper
engraving by Olafsen made of atlas you voyage en Islande
from 1802
(19x14)
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

MISCELLANEA COSTUMES
5897 Hannacken, coloured steel engraving from Döring
about 1840
(16x12)
estimate Gebot
5898 Partition: costumes environment from Hamburg and
Bremen, original coloured chromolithography from
Kretschmer around 1880
(25x19,5)
estimate 60,MISCELLANEA VARIOUS
5899 Vienna piece of furniture: view of a ladies reception
room to original from the "K. K. Landesprivat
Meublefabrik of the Jos. Danhauer sel. Dowager, copper
engraving from Viennese magazine for art, literature,
theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 20,-

Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.
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